Snake River Alliance, Commenter ID No. E4 (cant'd)
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DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at INI. The ongoing cleanup effort will
continue.

E4-5

The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-]ike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

E4-6

The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) assigns DOE responsibility for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
generated by NRC and Agreement State licensees. The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) specifies that
GTCC LLRW, designated a federal responsibility under section 3(b)(1)(D) that results from
activities licensed by the NRC, is to be disposed of in an NRC-licensed facility that has been
determined to be adequate to protect public health and safety. However, unless specifically
provided by law, the NRC does not have authority to license and regulate facilities operated by
or on behalf of DOE. Further, the LLRWPAA does not limit DOE to using only non-DOE
facilities or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal. Accordingly, if DOE selects a facility operated by
or on behalf of DOE for disposal of GTCC LLRW for which it is responsible under section
3(b)(1)(D), clarification from Congress would be needed to determine NRC's role in licensing
such a facility and related issues. In addition clarification from Congress may be needed on
NRC's role if DOE selects a commercial GTCC LLRW disposal facility licensed by an
Agreement State rather than by NRC.

E4-7

DOE recognizes that including GTCC-like wastes within the scope of this EIS along with
GTCC LLRW may complicate the implementation of GTCC LLRW disposal alternative(s).
However, DOE determined that the most efficient approach was to address both types of waste,
which have many similar physical and radioactive characteristics, in a single NEPA process.
DOE's intent is to facilitate the overall process for addressing the disposal needs of both waste
types. Issues associated with potential regulatoty changes or NRC licensing would be
addressed as necessary to enable implementation.

E4-8

Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WLPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (PbL. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. It would also be necessary to revise the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. In addition, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted
as needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads) as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.
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However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions to modify the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that

Snake River Alliance. Commenter ID No. E4 (cont'd)

future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.b.] 96-1 64) may
make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either
party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."
DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. tnformation on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIIPP repository. DOE
recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

T20-1

Snake River Alliance, Commenter ID No. T20
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T20-1

The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-5 8), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal altemnatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Altemnative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

T20-2

Snake River Alliance, Commenter ID No. T20 (cont'd)
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DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential longterm performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.
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The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 15 00-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INSL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

T20-2

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.
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Snake River Alliance, Commenter ID No. T20 (cont'd)
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T20-4

The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
inventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repository. DOE did not evaluate developing a
geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because
DOE determined that such an alternative is not reasonable due to the time and cost associated
with siting a deep geologic repository and the relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS. DOE believes that the results presented in this
ELS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative are indicative of the high degree of waste
isolation that would be provided by disposal in a geologic repository. DOE has included
analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become available in
the future. In that case, before making a decision to use a commercial facility, DOE would
conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

T20-5

Disposal of GTCC LLR.W and GTCC-like wastes at WIIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-20 1) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TR.U
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. It would also be necessary to revise the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. In addition, site-specific NEPA reviews would have to be
conducted, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and
heat loads) as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.
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While 10 CER Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. In addition to a deep geologic repository, the GTCC EIS evaluates three
land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.
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DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclidesfor a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.
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However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions to modify the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may
make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either
party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TR.U waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. DOE
recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

Snake River Alliance, Commenter ID No. T20 (cont'd)
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See response to T20-2.
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Snake River Alliance, Commenter ID No. T20 (cont'd)
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DOE believes that this EIS process is not being rushed. On the basis of an assumed starting
date of 2019 for disposal operations, more than half (about 6,700 m3 [240,000 ft] of the total
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory of 12,000 m3 [420,000 It]) is projected to be
available for disposal between 2019 and 2030. An additional 2,000 m3 (71,000 IV) would
become available for disposal between 2031 and 2035. This information is presented in
Figure 3.4.2-1. DOE believes this EIS is timely, especially given the length of time necessary
to develop a GTCC waste disposal facility.
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DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action, as discussed above, is stated in the EtS (Section 1.1).
The scope of the EtS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. DOE plans a tiered decisionmaking process, in which DOE would conduct further site-specific NEPA reviews before
implementing an altemnative ultimately selected on the basis of this EIS.
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DOE believes this EIS process is appropriate given the current circumstances. Sufficient
information is available to support the current decision-making process to identify (an)
appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited amount of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike waste identified in the EIS.
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South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control,
Comm enter ID No. W2

From:
Sent:
TO:
SubJe&.
Attachments:

g ¢elswebmaat er@an]gov
Fdday, March 18.2011 825 AM
maiLgtcceisarchives; gtceeiswebmastvr@antgav
Greaer-Than-Claaa-C Low-level Radioactive Waste EISComment GICCIOO2
GTCCjdarch_2OllGTCCSCOO2,doc

Thank yno for your comment, Michelle Wilson.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment isGTCCI0O2. Please feferto the comment
traching nuneber in all correspondenen relating to thisscomment.
Coinment Date: March 18f,2011 flS:24:S8AM CDT
G re•t er-Than -Cta s-C Low-L~evel
Radlonctisse
Waste PlSDraft Comment: tSTCC1OOO2
First Name: Michelle
Middle hndtial:0
Last Itame: Wilson
Organ~zation: Sc Department of"Health and Environmental Control
Address: 260011ull Street
City: Colombia
State: SC
Zip: 29201
Country: UJSA
Email: alsom:
te~r
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from pubtic record
Attachment: C:\fa kepath\GT•CC Ma rch 2O111.dOc
Questions abaot snbmittinjg comments over the Web? Contact us at: stceelseb manter aenl~eovor call the GreaterThan-Claas-C
Low.Level RadIoactive Waste EIt Webmantor at (630) ?S2-5705,

South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control.
Commenter ID No. W2 (cont'd)

W2-1

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at SRS. The ongoing cleanup effort
will continue. If GTCC LLRW or GTCC-like waste were to be disposed at SRS, DOE does not
anticipate negative impacts to ongoing cleanup activities at this site.

W2-2

COMMENTS FROM TIlE
SOUJTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL.
ON THlE
DEP'ARTMENT OF' ENERGY
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE DISPOSAL OF
GREATER-THAN-CLASS C2(GTCC) LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTtVE WASTE
(tLLRWV)
and GTCC-LIKE WASTE
March 18, 2011
I)The Savannah River Site (SRS) is not an appropriate location for additional
radioactive waste harden giv.dn its curreaat waste muanagement statsts.
Approximately thirty-seven million gallons nf hgh-level mixed waste are stored
in aging tanks with leak sites. A substantial volume of tosnuranie waste remains
insstorage at SRS awaiting appropriate disposition. Radioactive contamination
remains in many areas slated for future cleanup decisions. Disposal of Greater- Than-Class C (GTCC) and GTCC-like waste is inappropriate at $RS given lthe
current cleanup hlteklog. Any new disposal activities; at SRS~would inflsuence
future cleanup and etosure decisions, given tise ohjcetive of thseState to minimize
residuals nremaiaing at SRS for long-term care.
2) Any new mixed waste dispos~al activities at SRS would have to meet the
requirements for now disposal facilities in R.61-104. Hazardous Waste
Management Loct~aion Standards in addition to other disposal facility
reuluirsassents icclrtdiag R.6l-79. South Carolina l-aanrdouu Waste Management
Regumlations.

W2-t

W2-2

Comment noted. Development of the waste acceptance criteria for the new GTCC disposal
facility would be in accordance with the final facility design and site requirements.

Southwest Research and Information Center, Commenter ID No. L6

L6-1

Regarding the types and exact amount of GTCC from existing commercial power plants
ultimately requiring disposal, DOE does not agree this is an issue warranting preparation of a
PEIS as a prerequisite to this EIS. Nevertheless, considerable attention is given to waste
inventories in this EIS, which quantifies and analyzes potential impacts from the range of
potential quantities of wastes from commercial power plants as well as from other types of
GTCC waste. The EIS is structured to inform potential decisions to employ different
technologies and disposal sites from the different types of GTCC and GTCC-like wastes, as is
the case under the preferred alternative identified in this Final EIS.

SouTHwEsT RESEARCH AND INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. Baa 4524

Atbeueruar~, HNM7105

50t[-252-1a52 FAX:e5-426.1t0'4

June 27, 20)1
Mr. Arnokl M. ldehrnan, HIlSDocument Manager
U.S. Department of Oenrgy
GTCC HIS
Cloverle a f Buailding, liM-13
1000 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington. D.C. 20535

Contrary to points raised in this comment, this EIS also provides substantial attention to
inventories and characteristics of GTCC-Iike wastes and analyzes in detail potential impacts of
transportation and disposal options. This EIS also answers the question posed regarding
whether GTCC waste could be disposed of in a repository for high-level waste and spent
nuclear fuel; the EIS concludes that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe
method for disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in this
EIS (see response to A.2.3 under Topics of Interest).

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL

RE: Comments on the Draft Enviroamental
Impact Staleateat for the Disposal of Greater-TfhanClass-C (GTCO) Low-Level Radioactive Waste and GTC•C-Like Waste (DOE/EIS-O375-D)
Dear Mr. Edelman:
Southwest Research and Information Center (ORIC),•a 40-year-old nonprofit orgaeization wvithr
more: than 35 y~earsesperienee in working on nuclear waste issues, asubmits thcse ersenments in
responsa to tha Deparmeunt o f Energy' (DOE) Draft Environmeatat Impact Stateraent for the
Disposal of G reater-Thran-Class-C (GTCC) Low-;Lvel Radioactive WVasteand GTCC-Llke
Waste (DOE/t'EIS-0375-D). These comments are in addition to le.tters floes SRIC daring the
commenteprried and oral testimony pr'ovided at the Alhiarlqaerin hearing on April 27, 201 I.
DOE moat reaseold to these comments and OIlof the previouts onas.

The issues raised in the comment regarding regulatory factors such as NRC licensing do not
affect the health and environmental analyses which are appropriately the subject of this EIS,
and do not support the proposition that a PEIS is needed. Those matters would be addressed as
DOE proceeds to implement future decisions pursuant to this EIS, which is focused on the
identification of a suitable location or locations for the safe and secure disposal of these wastes;
accordingly, DOE proposes to make a site-specific decision.

is faintalyfin wed legally, non matater
"l'h¢ GiTCC Draft Enrriranarenmal Impact St at eaent'(DE~TS)
ofpnlsie policy, and r'echmaieallr.I does ant provide antadequate basfrffor afinal ElS.
Threrefiovr,lire EIS prace.s"nn.'l stop aud .startaver.

DOE has never prepared a PETS for GTCC wastes, and it must do conasa prerequisite for
preparing an EIS to chtoasa specific disposal sitos and technologies. DOE•does not know what
the types and antoants of GTCC swastC therecwill he frees esisting commercial povseeplanes, from
planned plants, ,and from othier netiviltea.. A PEtS lneludirng storage and disposal altenatives has
trot heen done and mast ho done hefore a draft lOS for diaposnl in issned. Such a PEtS shoulid
address issues that are trot inele~ded iutthreDEtIS, inelauding:
- Should DOE sites he usted tbr commnercial wastes?
,, Could GTCC wasta he disposed in a higth-level wastelspetut anuclear furl (lL W/SNF)
repository,?
* What are threoptIons for GTCC ,eva.,testorage at existintg reactor sites for several dreadra or
more

DOE does not agree that a programmatic EIS as described in this comment must be prepared
before this EIS is completed. DOE tailored the scope of this EIS to ensure the analyses will
adequately inform the decisions at issue, including the selection of sites and technologies for
the disposal of GTCC and GTCC-Iike waste. This EIS presents the environmental information
needed to adequately inform decision makers regarding many of the questions and points
raised in this comment; other questions and points raised remain outside of the scope of this
document. DOE plans a tiered decision making process in which DOE would conduct further
site-specific NEPA reviews before implementing an alternative ultimately selected on the basis
of this EIS.
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The EIS explains why existing commercial sites are not available for inclusion in the scope of
this EIS and why analysis of generic commercial sites for future consideration is a valid
approach (see Chapter 12). DOE's treatment of this topic is programmatic in nature, consistent
with DOE's understanding of the comment. Issues pertaining to storage of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like waste are outside the scope of this EIS, which is focused on disposal of the waste
as stated in DOE's Purpose and Need for Action and in the Proposed Action itself. The Final
ELS includes a No Action Alternative, in which long-term storage of GTCC LLRW is analyzed
(Chapter 3).
DOE does not agree that the draft GTCC EIS is fatally flawed legally, as a matter of public
policy and technically. DOE believes that the draft GTCC EIS provides an adequate basis for
the Final GTCC EIS. Refer to specific comment responses in L6 that address each of these
areas in more detail.

Southwest Research and Information Center, Commenter ID No. L6 (cant'd)
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cc titerciai
staorge at
waste withtout
OTCCsources
solidatiagsealed
What
path?site(s)?
a disposal
f'oreesommercial
options for
asrathe
theoptioeas
What are
Could commercial .saled sources',he senred Ottu/or distoased wi•thout being coqsingtled with
other (]TCC wastes?
* Could any ol'the esasting contaercial trw-level waste (LLW) disposal sites meet techtnical
reqairenients for storgag or disposal of sonmeor all 0 f the 01ICC wastes?
* What are the possi•ble diaposot options; endis Nuclear Regalatory Commission (NRC)
licensing required?
* What changesare needed in NRC regatations for the various distposal optioss?
* What changes sor needed In NRC regulationas regardittg trsastmorintiou?
* Wvitatchanges in NRC regnlations arerequired if a licensed facility (nuclear power plant ar
Iheili]tyv(DOE disposal sites)?
odter NRC licenses) scaldsWeast to an ualicen~sea
**

a change in its decisions regarding the waste analyzed in the Waste
DOE is not contemplating
Management Programmatic EIS (WMvPEIS). The GTCC and GTCC-Iike wastes having
characteristics that would permit those wastes to meet established Waste Acceptance Criteria
are considered for disposal in existing disposal facilities evaluated in the WMvPEIS. GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes that may not be qualified for disposal in existing facilities
would have to be disposed of in safe and secure facilities suitable for those wastes, and new
construction is evaluated in this EIS. For the purposes of analysis, this EIS uses the term
"GTCC-Iike waste" to distinguish DOE wastes having characteristics similar to commercial
GTCC waste. Chapter 1 and Appendix B provide detailed information on the definition and
inventory of these wastes. As stated above, this EIS includes a No Action Alternative, in which
long-term storage is analyzed.

*

5RIC and other romnutntaors requested a PEIS during the scaping process. The DEIS states that
were considered 1oheoutside thtescope of the Eig. 'Theec.tranry response in the
those commaents
DEIS is:

L6- I
(Cont.)

"•lThiaDIShaa hero seeped to provide adequate euviroaueetasl infortmation to
sutpport thtndecioion-traling process to idautify an appropriate site(s) and
tesshnotogy~s) to dispose ofra hauldedanasnnt of GTCC UAtRWand 0lTC~-hike
DOE w.ould coaduct farther NEPIA review, tiered from this
warts. If approprias.e,
A-12.
EI5, before itaplesnenting deciaiona." etC
relied
aid does not o•vendescribe thertastess that have b~een
TPhairesponse is totally itiadequatuc
bsasisfor not proceeding wihthtit requested
in sopport of a PF~tS,let alone providing a reaseoaed
PIgis. That trespoatsi also dora not address thetmannyissues that hove yet to tbeanswsered that
shouid he addressed in a PEtS, Thuas,the need for a PEtS remaiias. Further, what kind of EIS is
reqttired also is eertualdy not outside the snipe ofan 215.
Raegsrding"GTCC-like" waste. DOE issued a Waste Management Progronunraale
ltgtvltsutentat Imtpaet Sta lenient (DOFi/IS-02O0-F) is Mey 1997. fThatP1315
if ret nil of ithe
iucltded, Or should have in~luded as tow-level or trasasureie waste, ouela~
waste lthat is now called "GTCC-like*" waste, See.,pages 1-23 to 1-3 L Thus, sitnce DOE
is now. considering alhernative teethsnogiugs and aitesqfor sutch w•astethat ,were net
ittcluded in-the Waste Malnagetsent PEtS, the required procedure is to stnpplemen~t that.
should, eaniong satter things.
l'E15 for those "CGTCC-lika" wastes. Latchtta tpplements
discuss:
are its
* Whether there should he such a categoty as"'GTCC-iie" waste and whdat
sp~ecihiecharaeteristics or whether the wasto is inelttdedl in los.v-level waste, natuedl
waste, or environamental retoratiun waste;
low-level •waste ,areesurmnie
* Investory ol'sacit waste;
* Detailed descriptiont of and options tar DOEwastes witht an disposal path:
* Alternative storege teetnologies;
* Altereative DOE altes•for storage sad disposal;
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*
•
*
*

Cutnulative impacts of tortge and disposal, includig existing and future tmissionsaof
eacht DOE situ;
Transportation options madtheir itmpacts:
ttsavironmental imspacts of the various tehubtologies end allcruatlves;
Licensing requirements that exist or wvould
be needed for DOE sites to take
commercial wastes.

(Cent.)

SRIC furthe~r suggests that DOE conduct a scoeping process for thu WM I'BIS supplement',
including an asnalysisof whether en entire new CISprocess is needed, given that the WMtS
PEIS is 14 years old.

2.,h

~tSi

'ulvlsvdbcue tde

o eose l etqi~ nlrenagis.

Council etnEnviroamental Quality (CEQ) regulations under thu National Environenantal Policy
Act (NEPAl clearly state that alteruative~s incluidiug the proposed actiont ate:
_
Based on the informatiotn and
"use hear.softh nvrotsut rna tttementt.
analysis presented in the sections on the Affected Esavironment (§I 502,15) and
the Environenstutal Consequenees (§1502.16t), it should present the eavirounmental
inspects of the proposal and Ithealternetives its camparative ferms,thus esharply
defining the isosuesand providitng n clear ba'si lsfr choice unsongoptions by tlhe
decisiontnalscr nd ths public. In thtisaectinonagettuics shall:
(a)
•'egntdggtvgyvunt
i ra slgi
iasuoteu•and
for atternatives whsicha
were eliminated fronmdetailed study, briefly discuss the
reasons for tiseir havitsg been eliminuted.
(b) Devote anbatanliel tresstnsent to each alternative considered in detail inclstding
the tazaposed
action eothat reviewers may evaluate their comparative nterits.
(c) Include reasonable alternatives, not within thujurisdiction of the lead agency.
(d) Include thsealtern'ative of noaction.
(el Identify the agency's prefereed alternative or allernatives, if one or mum exists,
In the draB t•atementt and identify' sudh alternative lathe final statement tunless
anotisue law prohibits the eXpression of such a preference.
(I) Ittelude eppropariase
usitigation measures not already iteludcd in the proposed
action or altaunativus." 415CFR.[ 1502.14 Censtahasiddesi).
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As explained in in Section 2.6, DOE determined that Yucca Mountain is not a reasonable
alternative for this EIS. DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic repository exclusively for
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because DOE determined that such an
alternative is not reasonable due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic
repository and the relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified
in the GTCC EIS. DOE believes that the results presented in this EIS for the WIPP geologic
repository alternative are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation that would be
provided by disposal in a geologic repository. DOE has included analysis of generic
commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become available in the future. In that
case, before making a decision to use a commercial facility, DOE would conduct further NEPA
reviews, as appropriate.
The Blue Ribbon Commission (BRC) on America's Nuclear Future, in its final report to DOE
on January 26, 2012, provided recommendations, which included the development of one or
more permanent deep geologic facilities for the safe disposal of spent nuclear fuel and highlevel radioactive waste and the development of one or more consolidated interim storage
facilities as part of an integrated, comprehensive plan for managing the back end of the nuclear
fuel cycle. In its Strategy for the Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High
Level Radioactive Waste (DOE 2013), developed in response to the BRC Report, the
Administration agreed "that the development of geologic disposal capacity is currently the
most cost-effective way of permanently disposing of used nuclear fuel and high-level
radioactive waste while minimizing the burden on future generations" and proposed to "engage
in a consent-based siting process and begin to conduct preliminary site investigations for a
geologic repository." The Administration's goal is to have a repository constructed and its
operations started by 2048. The Administration will work with Congress using the strategy as
an actionable framework for building a national program for the management and disposal of
the nation's used nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste (DOE 2013).
DOE has identified DOE sites that do have compatible missions and existing infrastructure to
support the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. DOE also included an analysis
of generic commercial facilities in the event that such a facility could become available in the
future. DOE plans a tiered decision-making process, in which DOE would conduct further
project-specific NEPA reviews before implementing an alternative ultimately selected on the
basis of this EIS.

Tse l)EIS totally fails to fulfill the requirement to "consider nil resasonabslealternatives.'
A. The DEtS dues not consider the only altrtsrativu thtai Is consistent with existing law - GTCC
waste disposal In a ficensed geologic rcpository sunderthe Nuclear Waste Policy Act
(NWPA).
The twp'a.P,Publi oIaw 97-425, as amta~ded, (412U.S.C. § 10101 et seq.) rcqtsires the federal
governtmesnt te site, construct, and Operatie "repositories tlsat wsill provide a reasottable asearasce
that the ptnblic endthu environusent will he edequately protected frotn the hazards posed by high-.
level radioactive wvastened assctspenstnuclear fuel as may be disposed of In a repository." 42
U.S.C. § 1011l(b)(l).. The NWPA doms not precuhde disposal its such repositories of GTCC
Waste.

3

As described in the comment, this EIS considers the use of HOSS to be outside the scope of the
EIS. This approach would not satisfy the purpose and need to isolate the waste permanently,
and accordingly, it would not be a reasonable alternative. DOE recognizes that the longer the
waste would remain in storage, the higher the risk it could re-enter the environment over a long
term. Further, the No Action Alternative provides a comparatively conservative analysis of the
potential health and environmental impacts of long-term storage. See A.2.3 under Topics of
lnterest for a further discussion.

No.L (aintain
deneormant
aond

eoitory

Hoevter. ComeNWAonteruID

SouthwesitReearnch

As amended by Congress in 1987, the N\VI>A designates Yucca Mountain, NV ascurrently the
only site undergoing development mu rcpsslteey. However, theNWrA continues tomaintain
the rcquircment for repositories, noted shave. The NWPA alsoptneea
alimit of 70,000 metric
tons of}IIAWSNF in thefirst repository (42U.S.C.§ lOt 34(d)). thereby allowing for other
fttturo repositories. 'tire NWPA amarequires theSeerctary of Energy torepore
to thePresident
und Congress on thoneed forusecondreposisery. § 161(h).Sucharepute
was issuedin
"Unless Congress raises
or eliminates the
l3eccmbcr 2008 and,among other things, stated:
current statutory capacity limit of 70,000 MTIIM In tireN'.VPA, theNation wilt needs sceand
repository for SNE andI-ttAV." Tintlkpore teatheI'r~lul~tit eatdltte Con.gress
by theSecretary
busnat taken
of Raergy on theNeed for a SecondReposllo0 ' (DOli/RW-0595) at 2. Congresn
any action tomiscor etimluata thecapacity limit.
Titan, existing tasyrequires devetopment of Yucca Mountain antha first repository saddoesitot
prohibit OTCC waute disposal in tituSrepository. Tint, conelderatlon of Yucca lvloontaitu for
fITCC disposal is areasonable alte~nutivc.
Itt itsNotice of Intent (NOt). DOE stated rhuttheC1TCC
gis "intends to analyze disposal at
Yucca Mountoin in Nevada." 72Feds-al Register 40137, c.3. The >101
alsoIncluded Yucca
e.2..
3."
72
Federal
Register
40138.
Mountain asAlterautive
Itowever, the DEIS does net include Yucca Moutttaitu usnmalt~rnntivc. The 01315
states
that:
"since publication of lite NO!, theAdauinistration hasdeterosined thatdeveleping
apermanent repunitory for high-level wasteattdsparenuclear factatYucca
lolotuatain, Nevada, Isnet aworleable option nedthattheproject should he
tenninated....Tlserefore beenuce
a repositaty for high-level wasteattdupeurt
nuclear fttci atYucca Mountain hasbeendetermined not toheaworkable option
sod tvill not hedeveloped. co-diaposal ataYucca Mottetairt repository isnot a
reasonable alternative." at2-9.
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(Cent.)

SRIC hastong maintained thatYucca Mountain in notasaferepository nitefor many
reasons, including that it is nota leehni~ally saitable siteanddeesnotmeetthe
requirements of4O CPR tOl. Thus. SItIC would oppose theuseof Yucca Mountain ror
Ship, HIAV, CiTCC, or"GTCC-likc" storage or diSposal. tlowcverjust asSIUC opposes
aseof tite Wasta Isolation Pilot Plant (WII'P) fat' OTCC disposal, aswill hediscussed
farther below, WIP? canbe considered a legally reasonable alternative andYucca
Mountain can alto be considered a legally reasonable alternative.
Even if DOE doesnet consider Yucca Mountain asa reasonable ullemative, It'nusi
include afuture repository or repositories usreasonablo ultcrnatlv~(s). 'rhe excirtalon of
any consideralion any SNPIHLW repository ana remonnblc alternalive for 07CC
disposal isclearly contrary solaw. Even if DOE does nol take SRIC'a recommendation
to trudertake oneor mere l'titSs, it cannot isaacan Iciest1315
endtonal inateud
isSue
a
nosyDIES thatincludes atleast orreSNP/llt.W repository asa reasunabte alternative.
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B. The DEIS does riot adequately consider disposal st specific comamercial siles assa reasonable
sitemativo.
Tihe DEIS considers that DOE geologic repositories are anotthe only reasonable alternatives for
OTCC woose disposal. "'the DElS does not demonstrate that uesrs•urfacee
disposal technologies
could only occur at DOE sites. Indeed the DEIS includes- vo "WJPP Vicinity" sites, and four
"generic regional commercial sdisposol
sites." Yet the DIES does not inelude any of the eight
comsmerelal LIAWdisposol sites as reaonable alternstives. Over the past 50 year, disposal of
LLV hrasoccurred at Barowell, SC; Bratty. NV; tEnergy Solutions, Clive, lUT;US Ecology,
Richlsnd, WA; Maxuey Flots, KY; Shetlield. IL; and West Valley, NY. In addition, Waste
Control Specialists, Aodrews, TX may receive LL\W in tire fsture.
GTOC waste will be generste-d and stored at dozens of comrmercial nuclear power plauts and
other sites hround the country over lsa neastsoversil decades. Yet rseneof those specific locations
are considered reasonable alternatives of GTCC waste dispoSsi In the DEtS.
The DElS does not specifically snaly-zewhether any of the eonmserelal LLW disposal Sites
(active and closed) could be used ror ltre t~ctrnologies thsatdo not require geologic disposal. The
DIES also does not analyze whether~arI eat one of the dozens of cotamercial generation sad
storage sites (now and in rIsefuture) could ho used for tire technologies thratdo setrequire
geologic disposal. That noeneof thoso sites has "v'ohmrueead" to he considered fee GTCC waste
disposal does not nmcan
that canctone of them is unsuitable.
The "generic" sites included in the DElS are more appropriate for salP IS and seecertainly not
identified sstlfrierutty for the environmental analysis required for' tim 1o 5I for disposal
alternatives.
C. The DEtS does nor considered Hardened On Site Sor-ago (11055) as a reasonable alternative.
Doz~ens of soaping commentors advocated that HOeS be considered as on alternative. The EIlS
Ssttesthat those comments were considered to be outside the scope oftlis EIS. Os page !-43
(sad very similar langongo onA9)
*

Comminent:Hardened on-sits storage (HlOSS) slisuld be added to the alternatives
evalnated in the FSIS.Is addition, lHOSEshosisd ho tire preferred alternative.
Response: 110ss and other waste storage approschses Issyonidthe No Action
Alternative are considered to htaoutside ths scope of lits 1115beeaase they do not
meet the purpose and need for agency notion. Consistent with Congressional
direction in Sectioan 631 of tire Energy Policy Act of 2005, DOE plans InoCmplete
ano EI tid s ROD for a peresanent disposal faeitlty for this waste, net for tongterra storage options. In additton. the No Action Allsountive vealuates
storage of
this waste consistent with ongoing practices.

However, the DEIS analysis oftthe No Action Alternatlve in that "current practices for storing
GTCC *LLRW.and'GTCC like waste woald continue." at 3-l. Thst is not an unstysis ofl11055.
ttis aireasonable alternative to consider HeOss as improved on-sits storage. "Priueiplks for
Safeguarding Nuclear Waste at Rteactors" hose been endorsed by SRIC and cilizen organizationa
based in alt 50 sintes. Attachlsent I. These organirsticos support numerous actions that are
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Those practices arenot geologic
reach different piactieca thtanfth Df115"no ectiOn" alternative.
would result in SNF (and GTCC wiaste) being stored as close as possible to
disposal. but nethe~r
existing reactors (fictive or dreoasmiasiosoad) for derodna in more secure atordga than has baee
used for the past 50 years at re'actor sites.
Thle tDlllS bas~not an~alysed wshether }tOSS stould provide storage of OTCC vaete Ilati is ntore
secure and would have lesser environmental inmpaets than Its "no action" alternative. Thle DEiS
also has sot analys~ed sthether Hess would provide equivalent and inaprovedl environmental
protection to GJTCC waste compared withtthe 'no nation" alternative or the action alternatives.
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DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1). The potential
security concerns presented by disused sealed sources are also discussed in Section 1.1 of the
EIS.
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Section 1.4.1.2, Sealed Sources, describes the sealed sources included in the GTCC EIS
inventory. To date, all of the sources recovered by GMS/OSRP have an identified path to
disposal and are therefore not included in the GTCC EIS inventory. Storage of sources
recovered by GMS/OSRP at LANL or off-site contractor facilities is outside the scope of this
EIS.

L6-3
(Cent.)

To dismisis 11055 because it Isnot "disposal" iaunrensonable. Noun of the 'liuposal tehnologies
demoastrated to meet NRC diapeaual requir-ements for
other than geologic disposal has b~een
GTCC waste. Glsen that there ltaeneerbeen a U.S. geologic repository for commrerelal wmate.
II in certainly reasonable end possible that thore wilt be isodisposal site f'orOTCC waste for
with ntoG'ItC dispos•al,DO01nnd
decades orceitturles. Dluting such an extinded period of Close
.Congress should consider s'hat the environinntal impacts of long-term storsga at resctore of the
approxtimately 160,O0O0,00 runes of G'TdC waste we'old be.

C-er

There Isno clear stsreenser of puropose and need beyond: 'Thcre Iscu~rrently tto disposal
ca•pability for GTCC LLRW." at 1-2. Howevter, thoteriscusrrently no disposal eapsbllity for
thigh-level Ws,Sse.There inno corrteat dispssal eapsbitity for aspentnuelear futel. Thus, the lack of
"disposal eapabllty" innot a &utttnenet statement of tired. NIIPA te.qaire the need to be
properly defined. Here again, S~IIC believes thsatan adequate attenetcef of tseed stfootid las
devetoped and addres.sed through progr~ammatic lflSa.
"/the DEIS seems to indieste thaitheilneardeetst issue is the protection ofdisuettcsealed sources,
comprise less stian one
including storage sad disposal of consmercial analed sources. whlicha
percent of the activity and sotante of GTCC waste. The DfilS makes no showing that current
storage methods and Iocetions are Inadequate. The DiIIS provides no adequate information that
cutrrcnt storage methods ufnder the no action alternative or some entsaneed no action altearnaive
are not auflielant for the neat few decades. Ifthere is a current problem with stlorage and
security of estaedsources, that issue should be specitic~ally addressed. Such an analysis wottld
current i~torago capabilllies, and vstlewabllilics, options to
include, aonag other things, inventory,¢
iatprove storage, reasonable storage technologies, reasonable storage loessliona, need for disposal
.if secure storage for decades cxtsla. Sorb an analysis cotdd provide the information and clear
c.hoices that decisiesnratera and the public aced and that NillA requires.
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Although sealed sources appears to be an overriding concers foerDOE, the DfIlS does coi
provide any analysis of tuany ofithe existing sealed sources. The fEIlS slates:
"Sourc.es recovered by GTRtIIOSRP for national security or public health and
eafety reasonsne atersord at LANIL or off-site contrartor facilitla etsIniag
disposal....Ta date, altof the sources recovered by GTRY/OSRP' have an
identified path•to disposal artdare therefore not included in thleOTCC hIlS"
0
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Thums.
the P131S does not d sense all sealed sources. ourdoes it describe sod analyze those '%olfslte coutractor fecilities" ansdwhat role they could play regarding the sealedl sarage that are
included in the 01313.
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DOE agrees that most of the activated metals from nuclear power plants will not be generated
for decades. DOE did determine that including these activated metals in the preferred
alternative (Section 2.10 of this Final EIS) was appropriate.
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DOE believes this EIS process is appropriate given the current circumstances. Sufficient
information is available to support the current decision-making process to identify (an)
appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited amount of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like waste identified in the EIS. DOE believes that this EIS process is not being rushed.
On the basis of an assumed starting date of 2019 for disposal operations, more than half (about
6,700 m5 [240,000 it] of the total GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste inventory of 12,000 m5
[420,000 19]) is projected to be available for disposal between 2019 and 2030. An additional
2,000 m5 (71,00019l) would become available for disposal between 2031 and 2035. This
information is presented in Figure 3.4.2-1. DOE believes this EIS is timely, especially given
the length of time necessary to develop a GTCC waste disposal facility.

L6-5
(Coat.)

ThedDS1ISTable 1.4.1-2 indicates that 98 percent of the radloactivity in the w.'astesisseluded is
the DEtS ate activated metals from dtlcommissio'ned nuclear power plana,i Tue 0D313.hoswener,
never ineltndm readily available: iafermation fines the Nuclear Regulatory Coommission webshec,
licensing Stabs of licensed nuclear power plants. That informalioa indicates that af Sthe104
operasthg ce.setora, 66 ate licensed'to 2030 or beyond; IS mere renewal applicatians ander
review; and ar least 11 mere reitewat applications expected. Therefore, at least 85% ofexsiting
reactors e*qsecs:to operate beyond 2030 - whtirh osesan (TCC activated rentals disposal is eat
available to even begin diapomal for years after thai.

DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action, as discussed above, is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1).
The scope of the ELS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. DOE plans a tiered decisionmaking process, inwhich DOE would conduct further site-specific NEPA reviews before
implementing an alternative ultimately selected on the basis of this EIS.
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The DE.IS does not analyze and discuss why whsest98 percent of thteradiosetivity of G3TCCwaste
is not available for disposal for neoe than tsvo decades into the fitttertsatb there is a need to mahe
o detersalnatian about disposal techinologines and sites now for those wastes. Tlhere should be an
analysis of'whsether it is prenmatare to make any technology end disposal site dreisions so fist in
advance of when waste is aciholly available for disposal. In fact, an dedqualeDiIIS woeld state
that apparently the only reasonable alternative for itsenext fcsvdecades in on-site storage of ascii
aetivated metals.
The DEtS inapproprlatety canflutes different purposes sandiseeds Into thle01313,contrary to
NOPA requirements. Th~ereis a perceived need to secure sealed courses as soon as possible.
There is not a eeed to makhidisposal decisions about approseitately 98 percent of GTCC wvastes,
'Ilsere is iso attalysis of wheither storege. lincuding improved storage thtrough IlOSS would matke
thtetimefrante fbr desiouass about activrated raetnla frotn decommitssioned niselear power plants
disposal teehnologies and sites even seveamlmore decade.s int the feinrar.

As described in the comment, this EIS considers the use of Hess to be outside the scope of the
EIS. This approach would not satisfy the purpose and need to isolate the waste permanently,
and accordingly, it would not be a reasonable alternative. DOE recognizes that the longer the
waste would remain in storage, the higher the risk it could re-enter the environment over a long
term. Further, the No Action Alternative provides a comparatively conservative analysis of the
potential health and environmental impacts of long-term storage.
L6-7

DOE agrees that most of the activated metals from nuclear power plants will not be generated
for decades. DOE did determine that including these activated metals in the preferred
alternative (Section 2.10 of this Final EIS) was appropriate. However, a path for disposal is
included in the preferred alternative described in Section 2.10 of this Final EIS.

Onscea~gain,a P131Swould provide the eppropriata NI3IPAdocument to discuss three issues an:
tibet doeesioinsleera and the puiblir crc aware siCthe porpose undtneed, inehstding tintofrantos far
decision and action regarding the various OTCC wastes.

L6-8

CEiQ regulations under NqEPA nodcaselawvclearly require consideration ofe~amulative impacts.
CESQregulations state:
"Cumutative impact is the impact as the enviroeniiut whicht results lirm lthe
incrensentsl imtpact of thleaction swhen.added in edihertpast, presenlt, and
reasonably foreseeable: Iutire actions regardle~ss of what agceny (t'ccleml or noitFaederal) or"person unsdertnkces
suelt other actisis.ota, nulativ i,nipaets can result
f'ontt individually minor hutScolleetisely signifseitcan ctiotns taking pnlacecovera
period of ilia." '10 CFR §. 1568.7
The Supreme Cou~t has clearly tioled that eausulative impacts must be analyzed in an 5lS:

L6-8

DOE has considered cumulative impacts of disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste at
all of the alternative sites evaluated in this EIS. Past practices are reflected in the Affected
Environment sections for each alternative site, while reasonably foreseeable actions are
discussed with the respective resource area impact results in all •the site Chapters. Worker
exposures are also discussed within each of the site chapters and the impact assessment
methodologies 1 approach is discussed in Appendix C.
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'vrhen several proposals for ..tactions that will have a eunmulative
or senergisie
eitrvlrontnetslt impact upon a region are pending comnrrrcntly betlare anragency,
their raovironmcuqtai
consequences must be considereed togethrer," Kieple V.
Siterra Club. 427 U.S. 390. 410(1976).
All of the DOE sites eousldce~d in the DE1S have other missions with their own environmental
Impacts. An adequate EIlS mustis
consider rihcimpscts of those past, present', end future activities
etsrjthc impacts of OTCC disposal. The DEIS make~sno serious attempt to provide such an
analysim, as the cumulative impact discussion does nut flsly deseriha and evaluate the existing
Impacts at each site, let alone the additional cumulative and synergistic impacts of GtCC waste..
Antong thu n eeded analyses Is consideration of historic and current releases o f medionctive andl
hazardous contaminants into the environment. The DEIS does not detail the current inventaricas
of radioactive end hasardous materials at eachtDOE site, nor describe sad analyze the current
end past releases ofecontansinanta. The DP,IS doea not discuss the additional Impacts that GTCC
wastes would have, tsardoes It discuss the impacts that rasasagemteutl
ofJstlting smaste
at eaceh
alto could have on CITCC waste disposal.
Among the needed analysas is Consideration of htistoric and current contatmination sad illnresses
ofworkers. Because ofthe ecttal (and underestimated and underreported) enntamnriationof
w,'orkersand contractor's at DOE sites, Contgress enacted the Energy E3mployees
Occupational
Injury Consepnsatlon Program (EE•OICP) of 2000. Thle tIOICtP covers radiallon-lnslaced
catteers (Part B) and exposures to toxic subsatances (Part B). Morn titan $"7billion has been paid
in compensatiott anti medical expenses for tetts of thousattds of DOE workers endcontractors.
|•.L:-w.w~o~
g/_I~r//•..
pa•
•
••lu.Ech
itw uf the DOE sites being
considered itt tite DEIS lia eosrpensatcd workers. An adequate DEIiS wosuld,among ether.
tisinga, include detailed inforomtlion about the wvorice and eontracioro involved with EElOICP,
including the apecifta ilinsasca,. tintefranmes of tite etmploytnent and contatnintlan, asturees
of
contamination, and how pant sand
esrrent monitoring data conmpares with the, findings of the dose
reconansruction and other claims decisiona, TlheDEIlS woald analyse how, the new and additional
exposures to workers handling GTCC wesse would contribate Sofultttreworker health effects.
White contamination and worker 'expoasars at other DOE• aites have bean reported in theamedia,
SRIC especially believes that a description nod analysis oflworker expoaures and ioutsesso
at
\V1PP are especially important, given the site's mission to "starn clean and stay elcan." Tine large
amtoants of additional radioactivity In 01C•C waste0costing to WIPP also could increase wo•rker
radiation exposure. Such exposures may already ba a problem at WIPP. Under rtheEIOICP,.
four WIPP worsers have been appro'ved for €omopensation lir work-related illnesses from

radiation expasure.
RIUChas made further inqttiries to tita Department of Labor and baabeen lntiormed that all four
WOrkers also have been employed at other DOE sites. Than, while thteir illnesses are deftnitively
from rediatlion eaposure, how much ofthte exposutre In WVlPP-related has not bees detumstsned,
Nevertheless, worker tasdiatiottexposure must he addressed. In addition, there are also aix
tdecisions under Part B regarding toxic substances exposure and illncess. Thaeturnulative impacts

L6-t
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ofthe
edditional
has not beern discussed and analyzed
in
DEIS. radioactive and haz.ardons dlremical sepusu~e~s
commercial waste disposal.
The burdenl of disposal of 160,Ct)0,000 curies of cosmmereinl wastes should not be limited to
DOE sites that have enenormous inventory of waste to manage, some of which DOE estimates
will be ongoing for more than 50 years. To create the burdens ofeadditional wnaste
transportation
end disposal at DOE•sites is inapp'ropriate. An adequate PEtIS and EIS must serionsly consider
speeilic noa-DOE sites that canhave similar environmental eanlysis us002 sites. lust as
cometunitles near DOE•sitca have received the economic activity - end the envIronmental
burden - of nucieur weapons activities, so too communities near power plants mutt receive
ceonomsic activity and the environmental burden of nuclear power. 'Not even seriously
considering siters at or near commercial nuclear power plants for GT CC disposal is not eensistent
wiith fairness and good public policy. Th'egeneric comm ercial locationsr
in the DEIS do not
provide for comparing sihe
sits specifie impacts that NEPA and good public policy require.

L6-8
(Cool.)
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The DEIS stares:
"Available in formation indicates that much of this waste toehhrirctertici
hazardoss waste an reguilted under the tuesoarce
Conservation endRecover~y Act
(RCRA), therefore, this EIS asasumes that for the land disposal methods, the
generators will treat the waste sorander itnsonhazar'dous tinder ferderal and state
law•.s
and rcsisrirsnernts." at 1-12.

The DEIS slates:
"NRC regnrlatioss at I10CPR 61.55 (a)(2)(iv) require that GTCC LLRW must be
disposed of insageologic repository sunless
altereative methods of disposal are
proposed to the NRC end approved by the Commiss•ion." at 1-20.
Tire DEIS assumes that proposed alternative methods (boreltoles, trenches, vasits) will be
approved by NRC. However, tire D215 presernts no information or evidence to support that
ssssmeptos.
,

9

e response
epnetto L6-1.
61
See

L6-10

DOE does not agree that the EIS does not provide an adequate basis for its content regarding
regulatoty requirements. For example, waste having characteristics-that would cause it to be
regulated under RCRA would be disposed of only in facilities having the requisite RCRA
permit(s), and such waste would be treated to comply with RCRA specifications.
NEPA does not require agencies to include detailed cost analyses in their EISs. DOE would
consider costs among other factors, as well as the results of the ELS and public comments, in
decision making about disposal facilities to be used, their locations, and the necessary
treatment technologies.
Issues associated with potential regulatory changes or NRC licensing would be addressed as
necessary to enable implementation.

6. The DF.iS ban
ss
h ijec
'oygj
o plions renardino tureipjoj.jEtg..j.cge _tnts.
The DEitS makes assumptions about regulatory requirements without providing adequnate basis.
Moreover, such ussatoptinss
arc not the only reasonable ones. Titus, decisismakers endthe
public are not provided wvithsulotelt Information and puliey options.

Tihat assumption issjgxZtlse
only reasonable one. It is certainly possible tlrat some or all of the
waste will not hotreated to render it nonhazardousr. That sittctreatment will 150occur Is cleariy
a reasonable asd reatistic option. Purther, tire DE1iS
dees not discuss the costs for such
treatenact. Tire DE1IS
dora not discuss the treatment technologies, including whether there are
existing treatment techneologies for all of the waste. The DEIS doe~s
aol diesrm• why Ireatmeslt
will oeenr given that tureenis no legal or reguiatoty rerulerement nodo no.

LL6-9
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The ELS evaluates the range of reasonable alternatives as required under NEPA. Accordingly,
the scope is adequate to inform potential decisions and outcomes postulated in this comment,
such as the potential disposal of different types of GTCC waste at different sites using different
technologies (see response to comment L6-1).
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L6-1 1

DOE recognizes that some of the radionuclides comprising the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
waste types have very long half-lives, making disposal a safer long-term strategy for isolating
them from humans and the environment than storage.
DOE agrees that use ofra geologic repository could be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluation for the WIPP
geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the degree of waste isolation
provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC ELS.

Otueesgain, tiheassumption in the DEtS is fggj tiheonly reasonable one.. An adequate DEIS
would analyze the option thsatsome or li of the (3TCC waste: would trot be approved for the
alternative utethodsl. An udequate DFEISnuouldanalyze whether some orall of the (TCC woste
could he disposed in commercial I.LW disposal sites. An adequate DEIS would analyze each of
the waste types and desscribe
what information would benteaded far such waste to be licensed
under each alternative method. Art adequate 0131Swould analyse each of the wvasteforms and
describe what intotmation would be needed for the c..eloting waste ferdt to be licensed under each
alternative method. An adeqtuate D/115 would analyze etch of tlhewaste forms and describe what
information would be needed for alternative waste forms to be licensed under cacthalheratlve
-method. An adequate DEIS would analyse eseh of the'ercsting waste containers and deceribe
•witat information would be needed for alternative containers to be licenased
under each
alternative nmethod.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. Thus the GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced
near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault).

L6-IO
(Coat.)

The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived
radionuclides such as Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land
disposal facilities at sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil
distribution coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, land disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity)
would isolate radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive
decay to occur. The GTCC EIS evaluation also indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

7. The1)D315
htinsinaileuet orivrnninnr becase i 6nsders "elis~o`lltatheonlgjigx
Sotme orithe radioneslides itt GTCC waste - s~masiunt
and plotonhant-239, for exsrmpln - Itave
hltuf-liv..s of tensof thousands of years or more sand
pose dangers In public health and the
environment for thousantds of gancotiono. Th"1e
DEIS does not discttss the fact that those
timecfrannes
are longer than hstman ttistory, Therefore, htttamarty hns en adequate basis to
determine the range of information tm~eed
by future genceralonsr
thastwill be alfetcted by titose
wastes.

1-Il

tj1
tjj

An important issue not discussed in the DtIli is woitldisposal site(s) attract iatruoion by future
generatierts, es,for esmumple,
tihepyramids of Egypt and ymtesian have attracted tecent
genterations? Whtat are.tte impacts of humani intruslion as tin perfonmsuce of the disposal alto?
Whtar is the neliablity ofttod!ay's assuntptions and calculations about the enviroumenral impacts
ofstuctt disposal technologies atndsites regardliag future hansati ilnrstiomt? \Whattoethods wostld
beneedeld to adeqtualely iafomrn
future getserations about the" wastesatmmdamngra
Of thtosesites?
What are Ithovariosts nrtethods to colnmuutieste with ftttmtmn
generations mmd
what is thtulikelihood
that w wlill eeattunleataour desired mebssage and that the ntesago would be noderstood?,

L6-12
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An adequate anmlysis of those sunertainticn could i~ttformdeielsoanmakers and the public, about
whether storage options adequately protect the wastes into the fututre.
8. The Dj-ijSihasinsuifficient polley optim scmtoi os o
sdr niisotsrta
1)1
anancument CGTCCdli~sosanl
Decisions lobe made by Congress about GTCC waste coutld result in changes Inseveral laws.
ThenDIIIS easunte thtaeDOE will be responsible for disposal, based on exsistinglaw. That is nut
the only possible option, as another entity could take over thtatrota, and sutch other options mast
be €onaidered in an deqtuc
te DEIS. lust as Congress wvouldhtave to nenct laws to iamplement
* many of the aspects discussed in the DElS, it could also chtange that law thtatgiven the
responsibility to DOE.

10
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DOE recognizes that options for organizational configurations and legislative changes into the
future are many and varied. DOE's proposed action and preferred alternative are intended to
balance near-term progress toward safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
waste with a longer-term outlook on wastes that can be expected to be generated over several
decades.
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L6-13

Indeed, there are two recenftreports frott goV-ncrtonut and non-goyurfluntentl sources thlai

reccontmend that DOlt no longrir nauctge
the U.e,. waste disposal progrants. Toe: DEIS should
include el~itins and analyses regarding other nmanagemnent
entities.
The Blue Ribbon Comamissian on America's =Nuclear Futture Disposal Subcotamittee issued its
Draft RepoutoniJune I, 2011:
httrc/Avws hre.eo/itsdef ds ._t!t•fa•,etnnttrf
dsrsl esr 06.1- lcrdf.
The Subcommittea's iRecommsendatiOn
112
is:
"Anettv.singie-ptartjosre alrganitzation Is nteeded
to develotp andcintpleantena
foettrede,
intrgrated pro gram•
far th transporiatioe, .eioragu, and diseposralof
,ttalear nonsein the tin/ted Stairs.•

"The U.S. Deparanett of fEteray (DOE) sand
its predeess•or agencies, subject to
annual appropriations and policy direction by Congress, have had pritnaty
responsibility for itmpi¢eeseting U.S. lttselear waste policy fur titelast60 years.
llaving enantined this cspcricntco, tita Subcomtmtittee conelrtdcs that new
natihntiunal Ieuderaship
for the nation's nu!clear waste p~rogoanm
is needed. Anew
orgaaization offers the heatopportunity to est abliah---ftont the outset-thbe track
record ofeonaultation, transparency, accountability, and scientific ,and technical
credibility needed to re-establish trust witie the public and buey
stalseholders." at

L6-2
(Can.

ty.

t•-1

Thu

~M1T
"FneryInitiative issued a new report as Marcch 31,2011:

Among the report's recommnendauionsa:"Based on our attatysis, we Itav'e
concluded thai the U.S. should create a new
organization responsihie for"the usanageesett of lottg.Iived radioactive wastesindependent oftih final outcome af thu Yucca.Motmttaiu Ptojecet. at 64.
An adequate analysis of thtose and other managnentttoptions ahould be discussed and analyzed
in thteDlIIS.
9..The¢ DF.IS hastiesuttieTtote ainsre
•ltg.cntinctof rsues
CEQ regulations underNEPA reqaire considerattion of 'any Irreversible or Irretrievahle
cotnmitosents of resouree.s which wvould
its involved in the. proposal should ithe implemented."
'10CER § 1502.16. to addition to thu NEPA requirements, deeisiontscalers andthe public etust
understand the constitment of resotteeca required by GITCC waste€,especially given preeent
concerns regarding thettational debt and deficit spending.
'lte DIOIS
does not adequately, consider thteresources required foeOTCC wastes, incchtding costs
9rntrealmcnt, packaging, and transportation at cacth
of thtesites•. tbq nldiscucaion
ofeansmruction
and operating costa in Section 2.9.3.4 is seriossly Inadequatte. TfheD1115
states: "Costs for
facility pertmits, licenses, transportaliorn, ltackaging, and .post.elosure actrivites are not included
Ii

L6-13

As stated in DOE's response to comment 10, NEPA does not require agencies to include
detailed cost analyses in their EISs. DOE would consider costs separately

among other factors,
as well as the results of the EIS and public comments, in decision making about disposal
facilities to be used, their locations, and the necessary treatment technologies.

L6-14
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DOE believes the Final EIS provides transportation and cumulative impacts analyses suitable
to serve as a basis of comparison, along with other factors, for identify'ing a site or sites that
would be appropriate for the disposal of GTCC and GTCC-Iike wastes. These analyses are
provided for each site evaluated in the Final EIS, and the analytical methodology is described
in Appendix C. Further, DOE considered the data contained in the sites' Annual Environmental
Reports, which provide detailed monitoring data such as groundwater analyses, that indicate
current trends and conditions resulting from past practices.

in tihecstimates." nt 2-64. Thamt
admission of hiisdeuuey does not suttice to cosmply with NP.PA
or to provide sufficient total cost estimtat informtation far decisionntakers andtilte public.
*fhosecoastraetion and operating costs arc inadequate as they do not consider the DOF.'s historic
pratlice ofconstmuction and operating costs ofhis faiclities being substantially htigbterthan
predicted ncodconstruction taking ouch lunger thlanptrojected, Th~eDF,[S inciudes no discussion
fOs'UnIcrous
Government Accountablltly Oflce¢ (GAOS)reports on those matters. Fer cexample,
Deatrstentn of tnergy Actons ,Wcetledto
Develop 11igh-Qnaolity Cost Es.timates
Jor' Construction
and Envtvlounmcnta/
Cicoimp Projects, (GAG- I 0-199), iannary 2010.

L6-15
L6-13
(Cent.)

The hriefldiscanssio
n in Section 5.1.4.4 of the estinmated constructiont andoperating costs of the
tBotehole,
Trixenc, and Vaeht facilities also is seriously deliienet. While Appendix D contains
ctore detail shoot tile basis of the costs, it alto dlots nut includie totni costs or the alternativea,
itncutding treattment, packaging. attd transporntaton. 14crdoes it include discussion nodanalysis
of historic DOit practices ,ntd cost oveetitta uitd schedtuic delays.
10.T'ftc D01315
is techoically dlawritedcausethee
a5f~~arects.ofall the oronss sites tha
ar o acrtely dissrid and unuflverd.
All of lthe l)Oli alternative sites•itt tite DEIS have sttbstattlinl tecnittael issues. The full range of
informiation osailable uhont the sites, intehiding environenictal itmpsets of past. present, andi
fittar activities is not included in tite DEIS and its references. The D1515 it'es tntotaequately
describe ltiecurrent itisiou~s of e~achsf thtoss sitos. ThteDEIS does ttot aidcsuatcly tlescribe and
atoalyee thle lang-term fttttra tnseof sites and hssw GTCC operations [sordecadeusiwttld alfect
suChtfulture use.. ITheDIGS dloes tint adcequately aaal•,sse
the ctttoalativc inipacts oftbrtngittg
I160.000,000 mtilliotncaries otenf tmmrcial w,,astes¢
In thtose sites among
wviththe last, lprcett~t,
and
fntttrenclivities at e"achsite. Ihe DI)FGS
does tnt adeqluately anulyao thlecututlative itmpacts of
transportation shipmecnas to or fromsthose, DOtSsites dutring thletiotefr'altt of operation of 0TCC
disposal operations.
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A. The disc:ussion of WIPP seriously deficient.
Sectiona4 coittains the analysis of WIPP. A fuewoft tiheoany itnadeqoucics inccide:
I. The facility's operational history.
The DEIS states:
"On the basis of current mining esperieoce in lthe area. it ia assutmeid thut tlbs
exiating raine shtalts, ahaft statiotns, and underground haulttoutes and totnelis
would be fitactional durittg the period projected for the disposal of 01ICC LLP.W
and GTCC-like waste." at 4-1.
There is no technical doctttmtniation provided for lthatasserlion. lttdcad, tite actual operational
experiecneof WIIPPis cct discussed, and deca tiot sttpport asuclainassomrtion.'"l'e existing
opetations htane shown thot thtutmie environment is cat so stable and that 1D013
and its
contractors have not been able to fully use the existing altalls. htauirautes. ned disposal rooton.
"Thathistory itoeledes that much of the facility's capacity bun not been ttscd. Panel I contains
10,496,65 cnbic meters ofw.aate, less than 519percent of'pertmitted capacity. becausn oftite

.12

In selecting sites for evaluation in this EIS, DOE considered current and projected missions at
each candidate site. Only sites with current and projected missions potentially compatible with
the requirements for disposal of GTCC and GTCC-like were identified for inclusion within the
scope of this EIS.

L6-15

An extensive description of WIPP is found in Section 4.1.2 of the DEIS. The WIPP operational
experience and WIPP vicinity potash mines do support the assertion that existing WIPP mine
shafts, shaft stations and underground haulage routes can be maintained during the period
projected for GTCC disposal. WIPP mine workings are similar to local potash mines in the
area. The oldest local potash mine (Intrepid Potash West Mine) sank its first shaft in 1929 (then
called "American Potash"). This shaft is used daily for current potash production,
demonstrating the long life of nearby mine workings. If, however, the WIPP access ways
become difficult to maintain, new access drifts could be mined, although this is not anticipated.
The assertion that WIPP waste emplacement in Panel 1 is related to the ability to maintain
mine workings and ensure safety is incorrect. Panel I was the first panel mined and was open
much longer than expected prior to waste being emplaced. Due to normal mine creep, three
rooms in Panel 1 could not meet the operational design requirements for ventilation space
above the waste stacks if additional mining and maintenance were not performed. These rooms
were mined and left open longer than was expected because of the timeframe needed to
characterize, permit and certify WIPP. After WIPP became operational, the DOE requested (to
the EPA) a change to the standard waste emplacement scheme in these rooms to emplace in
either one high, two high or three high waste stacks. EPA did not agree to this configuration
change and DOE decided to not emplace waste in these three rooms (EPA Docket A-98-49,
Category IIB-3, item 19). The decision not to emplace waste in these rooms of Panel 1 was not
made because waste could not be emplaced or that the rooms could not be maintained.
Secondly, there is no link between waste emplacement efficiencies and the ability to maintain
underground mine workings. All other panels have been mined and maintained to the WIPP
design specifications. The differences in emplaced waste volumes in each panel is not due to
mining, safety, or the ability to maintain haulage routes. Emplacement efficiencies are related
to stacking efficiencies, dunnage drums from shipping requirements, the types of containers or
overpacks used by the generator sites and certain MgO requirements that take up waste
emplacement floor space. The waste volumes referenced in the comment are permitting
requirement from the NMED Hazardous Waste Facilities Permit and are not related to any
long-term radioactive waste performance requirements. There are no waste emplacement
arrangement requirements or panel volume limits in the EPA radioactive waste Certification
Application.
The DEIS states in Section 4.1.4.2 that all GTCC waste will be shipped in containers that allow
the waste to be emplaced as contact-handled waste. Some containers will be shielded (not the
same as WIPP shielded containers - see response to comment L6-1 6). As such, the curie
content of the waste is not relevant to the operational capabilities of the Waste Handling
Building. Since GTCC waste is contact-handled waste, the remote-handled waste handling
capabilities in the Waste Handling Building would not be needed.
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danger at'collapsing ceilings injurinsg workers andreleasingwsaste into tihnceswirsnseat. While
Panel 2 has 17,.997.67 eabic meters of wasic (I 00 perecnt of its peru itted capacity); subsequent
panels also nrc not tilled. Panel 3 was tilled with 17,902.06 cubic meters oftCH waste (91
percent ofpermitted enpacity), Panel 4 w,,asfilled wiflls14,2S7.:5,1cubiernetcersoeCH wa'ste (76
percent orpermitted capacity), mid while P~anel5 in still receiving Cli waste, it will not be
completely tilted so the 18,750 cubic meter permitted capacity. Thus, eantulati~vely tor panels I5, WII'P w.illempaec less than 78.000 cabin meters of cuntaet-handled (CHI)tesnsaranie (TltUI)
waste, or ahout 85 perecent ofpernsitted capacity. For rcnsote-hantdled (RI I)TIIU waste, Panels
I-S contain 462 canisters, or less than 5t percent of the permitted capacity. Disposal statiatics
are onthe WIIP wcbsie htnc ss~wrpec. v.uov/pene~aV •eateWiluittntnr
.adl
Permitted capscities are in the WIPPlIinzardorts Waste Perm~it.1•'sble 4.tI.
(h.t
.t.•Jw"~mevsaen
p.foymn~ tdO
Tite main WIPP underground haul roate (E-I40) tttust be re-mined and stabilized, requiring use
eflan alternntiue hautlroute (W-.30) that was not previously planned and permitted. Deterioration
of existing underground facilities less than 25 years after they were mined does not support the
assertion that they could bettsed fsr the next 601"years, us wcouldhe required for OTCC waste.
Tlha DEIS d oes. net analyze the reasonaslo possibility that the existing underground haulage
routes could not ho used, as an adequate ODil•Stoust do.

t~j 1

2. TihcWaste Shalt.
5
'The paossibility of not being able to use the weste shalt l or 0TCC wastes is not considered in the
DEIS, hut mast be considered lnasn adequate document. Itsaddition to stability Issues, there has
been no documentation that the existing shaft can ho safesly u~sed
for another 60 years Inorder to
accommodate orCC (or otiter) wastes.
3. "TheWaste Handling Buildiutg.
The 160,000,000 caries of GTCC wasteais more than 20 times mbru tadloactivity than all the
waste coining to WIPP, and its volume is mucli le~sthasnthe amount oftCH and RH waste
•designated for WlPP: That tie existing Waste flhindliug Buaildiag could Itandle that much more
highly radiosetive: waste has not been demoastcrtsd in thu DEllS and its'referestees.
4. Safety perforessnee.
The DEIlS states:
"Even thsough some of the GTCC LLR\ sandGTCC-lItke wastes may hare
radiation doss rates above those for the TRU wastes currently being disposed of at
WIPP, the safety envelope established for Cii and RIOwastes in the documented
safety analysis reports (DOE 2006e,d) should he adequate for dispos•alof this
waste at WIPP." at 4-55.
There is no farther basis for that totally tunsapported assertion. The safety analysis reports
menttloneil do notinsin.sdu GTCC wastes.
Moreover, thu assertion itself is not credible. The 160,000,000 caries of OTCC waste is more .
than 20 times more radioactivity than all the waste comning to WIPP, sundits volume Is mach less
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thtanthe amount oftCl- and RH waste designated for WfiPP. Thus, a mtore accurate statement
would be that "touch of the 0TCC waste will have radiation does rates ninny times those of the
TRIUwastes currently being disposed at WIPP."

L6-1 5
(Cant.)

5. RH-waste eonuasictrs.
The tItlIS States:
"Cratistetint with this phlatncd chainge request, thtisRIS assuntnn that nil activated
metnil waste and Othier Waste - Rul would be packagedl in Shielded containers that
would be etapinced on tho flour of the mined panel momta in' a utanner siraitar to
that used faorthteeraptecentent of Cit wvaste.' at 2-i.

L6-16

In finet,shielded containers htare no.g.l
yet been approved by eithter the Environmental Proteetion
Agency or NMED. both ofwhieii have to aeparately approve itt different regulnatry processes.
Thus, it inns best premeuture to conclude that they will be used. E~venif shielded contaitiers are
approved, sconc RI! will eontitue to be placed in thlewalls, not on the flour. An adequate DEIS
mast inelade analysis of the option that anona or all of thu activated mtetais 55'onldant be itt
shielded eoutainers.
6. Surrounding nil sandgas resoerees and pressurized brine reservoirs.
The WtPP Land Withdraswal Area is snarrounded by oil and gus tzsnarees and Irundreds of weldls.
Active drilling w+otuld
ha underwvay through macli of the Wli'P sit; except for the provision
preventing such leasing rand mittiag in the WVIP?Lutnd WithdrwasvaAct (LWA .- Poblia Law 102579), Section 3ta)(1). "[he DEIS mast annalye tite ietpacts ofrolning on the safety pe~rformancoe
ofitln proposed 26 roonts for GTCC wvaste.Such an toal~ysis is not inclhtdcd in the DEIS.

L6-17

I-,'

N

A prcstnrziedhbrincresnrvoir was found swhenborehole WIPP-12 waesdeepened [n 1950. lThe
DEIS StudIaltnlyen the imipnats ofdnhill log into a pressurized brine reserv'oir. on GTCC wvaste
dirpoasl.
7. The inmpacts of mixed radionctive and hazardous swaste.
The DISISstates the milch of GTCC wuase contains tbaLardonachemical Centiamninanis. Of
course, much of the waste esoming to WVIPPis mixed a~tdall of the waste is hiandled ander the
WIPP).lazardons Waste Pearait as if it is maixed.
\VIP'ls opertonalna histary shows that volatile organic comipounds (VO~s) area significant
prohlesa that sea:snot adeqtuately analysed in odter WIPP-related NEPA documaents. Regarding
VOCs, WIPP has not accomtplisheduthat pert of its mission to'stntt clean, stay eleona' ThseflElS
in seriously deficient because it contains rnodiecussoitn or ataslysis of the issue. Since late 2008,
carbon tetracliloride hassbeen released in htighcr ithouexpeeted levels in the \VIPP tunderground.
That situation first became publicly kansas OttJuly 24,. 2009, wheno,piuarsait ta tihettoretdous
Waste lPcaalit, 000 infotraies the New Mexicn Environment tieparttanet (NqMED) that carbon
tetrachllride of25l parts per hdilion volumei (ppbv) was detected hi July 1, 2009 sanrpling.
Since it seas issued in 1999, the Permtit required notification iflvl's execeed 165 ppbsv. Sampling
errors wera discovered on October-23, 2009 sthtlre~sitred in recalculationt of the levels no that the
July I samaplewas changed to 393.65 ppbv. The recalnutlation also disclosed that there wecro"21•
adtditional esceedanees far earbont tetrachloride between December 22, 2008 atid Sepitataber 30.
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Text has been included in Section 2.2 to clarify, that the shielded container discussed for WIPP
remote-handled waste is not the same container intended for GTCC waste. GTCC waste is
assumed to be packaged in half activated metal containers (h-AMCs). Per Section 4.1.4.2
(page 4-11) of the DEIS, a yet-to-be designed half activated metal container (that is shielded) is
to be used for the higher activity waste. The WIPP shielded container has recently been
approved by EPA (with provisions). Although the WIPP shielded container is discussed in the
same paragraph, it is not the same container as that proposed for GTCC waste in this EIS.

L6-17

DOE agrees with the commenter that that the WIPP land withdrawal area is surrounded by oil
and gas production wells. The oil and gas resources are beneath (about a mile beneath) the
horizon of salt used for the repository. In addition, one might predict there are potash reserves
in a horizon nbove the waste. There are two primary ways natural resource attractiveness is
considered in demonstrating the safety case for WIPP.
First, the 40 CFR 194 criteria for certification require DOE to set up a system of active and
passive institutional controls to preclude post closure human intrusion into or through the
repository. The active controls must operate for more than 100 years. The passive controls are
intended to communicate the hazards of the site past the active controls period for as long as
practicable. Active institutional controls (AIC) include fences and periodic inspections. Passive
institutional controls (PICa) are more numerous, and include permanent markers (warning
signs, plaques and monuments), awareness triggers (institutional records and archives in
multiple locations), and information repositories at the site and at other waste repositories in
countries around the world. EPA evaluated the depth and breadth of DOE's proposed system of
controls to preclude human intrusion, and determined that it constituted a reasonable effort to
minimize the possibility of future releases from human intrusion. Remember that human
intrusion is the only pathway for a release from WIPP - total containment is predicted without
intrusion.
The second way that nearby natural resource attractiveness is incorporated into the WIPP
safety case is that notwithstanding the AIC and PIC measures, human intrusion is assumed to
occur in different ways over the regulatory period. The WIPP Performance Assessment (PA) is
a probabilistic analysis of the impacts from many different future features events and processes
(FEPs). The WIPP PA includes calculations of the amount of radioactive material released
during assumed human intrusion (both drilling events and mining events). The probabilistic
analysis recognizes the uncertainty in our ability to predict the future. It incorporates all of the
FEPS possible and applies probability distributions to the many parameters that must be
included in any numeric calculation of risk. Hundreds of parameters, such as the frequency of
intrusions, the amount of waste encountered, the size and pressure of an unknown brine
reservoir beneath the waste disposal footprint, different drilling practices, etc. are all sampled
and the probability of releasing a certain amount of radioactivity is determined over the next
10,000 years. This probability versus amount can then be compared to the release criteria
established by EPA in 40 CFR 191. An entirely full WTPP (with the TRU waste inventory
allowed by the LWA as amended [P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201]) is shown to
comply with the limits by a factor often. For the GTCC waste inventory, this same PA system,
assuming all the human intrusion as before, demonstrated that WIPP would comply with the
disposal standards. Therefore, even with assumed human intrusion (assumed failure of the AIC
and PIC measures), WIPP and the additional GTCC inventory, meets the EPA standards.
In summary, natural resource exploration and extraction are considered in WIPP's safety case.
While human intrusion is unlikely due to the AIC and PlC measures DOE will implement, the
WIPP PA (including the additional GTCC inventory) demonstrates that releases caused by
human intrusion would still comply with long-term criteria established by EPA to protect
human health in the environment.

Southwest Research and Information Center, Commenter ID No. L6 (cant'd)

The brine trapped in WIPP salt makes up about 1% csf the rock volume. The brine comes in
two forms, interstitial and included. Interstitial brine is that trapped in between crystal facies
(in between fracture boundaries at microscopic scale). Included brine is inside small cavities
called inclusions trapped within the crystals themselves. Inclusions are what you see as small
cubical cavities with "bubbles" of air inside. Of course there is hydrated water as well, but it is
chemically bound within the minerals. Samples of brine collected from locations just inches
apart show different chemical and isotopic composition. Therefore the brine never moved from
one location to another. The brine was trapped where it was when that ancient tidal flat dried
up 250 million years ago!

2009."' Thus, there were execedances of carbon tetraehlorida for more thtansix months before
"DOE end its contractors wore even aware that they had occurred.

With the construction of WIPP, a preferential pathway was opened for water to get inside in
the future. This is being addressed through the concept of shaft seals. EPA ruled that the WIPP
design for shaft seals will ensure no fresh water enters, and that there will be no release from
the repositoty unless there is assumed human intrusion.

DOE and its contractors also
rising levels. On November
carbon tetrarhioride appears
2010, DOlt had decided that

originally ntae-identified the specifia Wastes that were causing the
17, 2009, they informsed NMEI) that "ltihe main contribation of
to he from waste in riled panels (Panels 3 and 41."5 By January 14,
the primaty cause of tire emissions was waste insPanel 4 and
continuing emplacement of same waste streams In Panel 5. Yect.despite repeated requaests fromt
SRtIC that shipments of soulh high carbon tetrachltoride wavste
stresms be auspeazded.
DOE
continued shipments of sucth wastes. Consaqhtently, the rtamting annual average (RAA) of
carbon tetrachlorido continued to rise. By late Match 2010, DOE and its contractors expresed
great concern about the problem because tifte PRAAexceeded 165 ppbv. Ithepsnnit required that
the then open room be closed, even itfit worernot filled. On Marels29,20t0, they asked NMED
to immediately grant a tetmporary authoricatien to raise the RAA limit by almost fear times to
630 ppbv, which NMED granted on April 1. With thu issanene ofta renewed Hazardous Waste
Penmit its Dcaember 2010, the allowed RILt. forescbatn totracltlorlde is sow 960 ppbv.
Nosttheless. additional execedattces of c~arbontetrachioride continue being released ituclosed
dis;posal rOoms in Panel 5. Tlhousands of drms with significant amounts of carbon tetraehboride
are still to be shipped to WIPP.

5-,'
5-,'

Cc

The Performance Assessment (PA) run for the DEIS used a modified version of the current
WIPP PA. All WIPP intrusion scenarios were used and the additional 26 rooms were included
in these scenarios. Drilling and pressurized brine impacts were included in the analysis. The
results of the PA that included the GTCC waste inventory did not exceed the current EPA
limits for WIPP.

Bat there are at least three impOrtant lessons from the carbon tetrachlorlda situation. Pirst, the
feet that VOC monitoring in the underground mine thtatiltad been In place forao decade providederroneous reoults for months demonstrates a signitleant operational problem. Second, the foes
thatrakntown contaminant (carbon tetruehloride) innasignficlattt amount of waste was eat
addressed before it bee~ane an issue thrat alterd WVtlPP'operations shown management sand
operat~onal fuilures as well as inadequate data in lthewuasteinventtory. Third, the noeessity of
independent regulation was demonstrated, since without the reqoircesento of the Hlazrdotts
Was~te
Permit rho problem would nothave beendetected atsd without state aod psblie
involvement the remedial measures might not havebeen implemented.

L6-18

The D]EiS most discusts itheWIPP experience wvithhazardous chemicals. The D~tS also mast
discuss the specific hazardous chemicals, thseir antounts and c-otteentrotions in GTCC waste. The
measures tteeded to prohtibit substantial releases of those citemncats at WVIPPmust be desseibed
ussdanalyzed. The mtosstoring of VOCa in G'ICC dispOsal facilities must bodesecried.
5. The legal requirements av ,tot adequately described and analysied.
The DEtS states•:
"Most of the GTCC-liku waste consists of TRU waste that may not have been
generated frota atomic energy defense activities. Disposing oftht¢n wastes and
o-rCC LLRW in WIPP osayrequire a modification of the WIPP L\VA to allow

The discussion of the post-closure compliance analysis in Section 4.3.4.3 was revised to
include items taken into consideration with the addition of the GTCC inventory to WIPP.

(Cant.)

L6-19

Unlike the TRU wastes destined for disposal at WIPP, the GTCC inventory does not include
organic solids. Under the laws that regulate exposure to hazardous materials, if waste does not
contain specific listed chemicals, it is considered hazardous only if it exhibits one or more of
four characteristics; flammability, reactivity, corrosivity or toxicity. At WIPP (and presumably
at any other disposal alternative), hazardous wastes that are flammable, reactive or corrosive
are (would be) prohibited. This prudent policy is primarily for safety during packaging,
transportation and emplacement in a final disposal facility. There are no flammable, reactive or
corrosive wastes in the GTCC inventory. The remaining characteristic of toxicity can be
manifested through two potential exposure pathways: contamination of drinking water or
inhalation of airborne contaminants. The exposure hazard at WIPP described in the comment
was from organic solid waste streams being received at WIPP. These waste forms were
generated from past plutonium production operations where process residues included organic
solvents and were solidified primarily by grouting. These organic solids contain significant
concentrations of volatile compounds that are toxic above certain concentrations. Because
containers with radioactive contents must be vented to preclude flammable hydrogen gas buildup, the filtered vents also served as a release pathway for volatile gases.
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While there are no organic solid waste forms in the GTCC inventory, some of the wastes are
managed as mixed (radioactive and hazardous) waste. Therefore, the final disposal of the
GTCC waste will be permitted for both hazardous and radioactive waste disposal. It is not
within the scope of NEPA to establish the monitoring and action level requirements for
hazardous materials imposed by a state regulator. It is the same provisions of such a permit that
provide assurance that levels of hazardous constituents will not jeopardize worker health and
safety, by imposing monitoring and action level requirements. The monitoring requirements for
GTCC waste disposal operations will be established in the hazardous waste facility permit
when the preferred alternative is selected and authorized. If at a facility with an existing
hazardous waste facility permit, the permit will have to be modified. If at a new facility, a
permit will have to be issued by the state regulatory authority.

L6-19
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recipt ofoon'defense wastes and non-transurenie (noss-TR U•)wvaste,
Th~e
total

•estimated inventory of GTCC LLRW and 0TCC like waste, added to the D013
defense TRUJwaste disposed of or scheduled to Isodisposed ofratWIPP, could
exceed the WIPP LWA and the Conseltation and Cooperatlve Agrccnsent RIvolume and curie limits for WIPt', as discussed above. The L\VA and the
regulations at 4DCPR Pnrts 191 and 194 may aieorequtirenmodification,
depending on the apecifto characteristics of ItheGTCC LLRW and G'TCC-like
wastes (sea Chaopter 13)." at 2-S.

However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are
currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between
Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides proviisions to modify the
agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement recognize that
future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., P.L. 96-164) may make it
desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify, this Agreement. Either party to
this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."

Essentially nothitsg in that statement is accurate or even consistent with other lollarrtation laths
DE131. The inventory information is that GT"CC wasta is not from atomic energy defense
activities. Such waste Inclearly prohibited by the WIPP LWA. Thleantount of GTCC Waste
would exceed the WIPP capacity set by the LWA. iThemnoent, types, and sources of GTCC
waste natclearly contrary to the requiremnents of the Consultation and Cooperation Agreement,
which lanait only incorporated into tito LWA but is also part oeracourt decision, 'rte E.PA
regttlations and its WltPP ceatification cieariy ailow only defense wasstein the quantities provided
in the LWA.
In addition to those and other changes itt the lAVA, significant provisions of the WIPP
Hazardous Waste Pearsit (i-WP) do not allow GTCC wastes.
The diecutsion of legal requirenents on page 4-77 is lees inaccuamte endntentions tse IIWP and
the fact timeWIPP' is not iicensed hy thetNRC. That provision isain another law'.- Pt. 96-164,

Section 213(a). Moreover, the DEtIS does not analyze whether WIPP' that was designed ned
operated without an NRC liceanscouhl he licensed for GTCC waste, and what the reqniremettts
would be and whtat regulationaswonuld have to change.
Thtn•, thtaD•tIS description and analysis is too inaccurate to adeqeately informsdeeisionststalcera
and the public.

An adequate DE1S must also describe and analyze two ether significsttt matters. First, WIPP's
mission would hadramaticatly chan ged by GTCC. WIPP' has a speelfie mission to dentonstmate
"whether the federsl goverament and its contractors, at tho coot of hililons of dollarst (I) can
safely
operate WIPP' to meet tho "start clean, stay clean" standard for up to 175,564 cubic meters
5
(in ) oftraasuranic (TRU) waste', (2) can safely transport TRU waste thsroutgh
more: than :20elates
without serious accidents or release of radioactive or hazardo.ts contaminants; (3) can meet
commitments to eleanup 'TRU waste atshout 20 Departoment of~asargy (00OE) nuclear weapons
sites, and(4) can afely close., decontamainate, and decootmission the WIPt' site, beginning in
about 2030cor earlier. Add'mg GTCC waste to thsatmission asessathat soote or all asp,.cts of the
mission will not be met.
Second, New Mexicans wer roerse that WIPE' would not be a comtmcerial rapositary and thtat

itwould not be the nation's only repository. Absent that promise, public opposition would bave
bees even greater and govremmeit offlicials might not have sepitoried WIPP'. Brcaeakng the
premnises eans
would make it more likely thtatthere would haan intetssive oppositiot ninapaign In
GTCC waste at WIPE' as occurred withtthe oppositions in Nevada to Yucca Mountinin
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DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA (P.L. 102-579, amended by P.L. 104201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU waste
generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility within
the land withdrawal area. It would alsobe necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous
Waste Facility Permit. In addition, follow-on NEPA project-specific review, including further
characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads) as well as the
proposed packaging for disposal would have to be conducted.

L6-19.
(Cont.)

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WJPP LWA
and in the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the
State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is
provided in this EtS (see Section 4.1.1) and was considered in developing the preferred
alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes at WIPP would result in minimal environmental impacts on all resource areas
evaluated, including human health and transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent
cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero because there would be no releases to the accessible
environment and therefore no radiation doses and LCFs during the first 1 0,000 years following
closure of the WIPP repository.
The WIPP has been certified by the EPA as an acceptable facility for the disposal of defensegenerated TRU waste. The physical and chemical characteristics of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes proposed for disposal in the WIPP repository are comparable to the TRU
wastes currently being disposed of in the repository.

Southwest Research and Information Center, Commenter ID No. L6 (cont'd)

TIherefore. white it is appropriate under NEPA to consider WIPP 05s alen att~ive, it should not
adopted as a disposal option for GTCC wastes.

L6-20

As stnted, the specific locations that would be used at each potential site for development of a
disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes are not known at this time. The use
of"reference locations" was used in the EIS to allow for a quantitative assessment of the
impacts that could occur at each site. While some parameters could change within a short
distance, most would not. Site-specific information provided by technical staff from various
sites that were evaluated was used in these modeling analyses to the extent it was available,
and conservative assumptions were used to fill any remaining data gaps. The analysis
presented in the EIS is adequate for the comparison of the disposal altematives evaluated. Fate
and transport parameters utilized in the estimations were based on site-specific (e.g., specific to
the reference location to the extent available) information and, as such, are considered
reasonable for the purpose of the comparison made in the EIS. Once a final decision is made,
site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.

L6-21

See the response to L6-17.

L6-22

DOE acknowledges the legislative complexity surrounding a modification to the WJPP LWA,
but does not believe a more robust discussion of the legislative history of the WIPP LWA is
within the scope of this EIS.

L6-19
(Cons.)

B3. Tire discussion of "WIPtP Vicinity"' sites is seriously deficient.
I. Thu¢specific proposed locations ore not identifted.
The DEIS states:
"Itoth the rnference locotions are toeated wititn T'22 S, R3IE. Three reference
locations were selected primuarily for evaluation purposes for this FtIS. iThe
actual
location or locations would he ideotified on threbasis of follow-on uoaluntiona if
and whienit is dcided In locate a land disposal facility at stie WVIPPVicinity." at
Il-I.
In southeastern Now Mexico, as with other locations, nito-specifio analysis is necessar"T for an
adequate NEPA analysis and beeasrse conditions can bu signil'tcontly different front place to
phi~ce. The WVIPPslinehas been nosed twice itt its heistorybecause lire actual conditions were not"
what woo expecred.
"6-20
The original WVIPPalto woo moved in 1975 when borelsolo drilling
'produced unexpectedl results: rock struta were maclh sigher thou eapected; buds
shtowed sevure distortion, with dips of up to 75 degrees; sections of"the upper
Castile Formation (the formsation helow thu Saiado Fortuttiort) were missing, andti
fractored Ca.stile anhtydriss encoontered al a depth of 271tOiet contaiiaed a pocket
of pressurized bribe." 1P7PPRims)Eotvironmsental lmtopet ,fbesnertf (DOlt/IllS
0026). October 1950, at 2-t0.
Tire wasste rooms were relocated in the early tS980sbeause another pre-saurleed brine reservoir
was encountered at WIPP-12. aohut a tulle ortth of the center of the site. Thus, uhserst
substanstial geophysical information Ittat has uot been provided, the ehearateristies of the two
reference locations cannot be presumeud. Thus, the DEIlS does not provide odequate informatIon
about either site,
2. Oil ttod gus rcsorceas exist ot the twoereferettee locations.
Whrat is ktnowt Is that oil and tnatnuralgus resourc~es exist (in• varying srescurttia)ithroughrot this
region of the Delaware Basis. Thu DEtS does not docutment thsatito oit and gas resources are lits
Section 27. "0te DEtIS states: "liscro is an oil wall on Sectioo 35." utlI -S. WVlratthe DIES
does not esplaint is why that well sandthe itrelihtood of others dues not dilsqualify~those sites. 'Thn
Dtt1S does sat tanniyzethe itupoats of octivo drilling throughrout fthsreference locations on the
performancee of the sites for GT'CC waste.

L6-21

3. Thu legal requirements srenot aderttatoly descrihed.
'Uhn lDEIS states:

L6-22
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L6-23
L6-24

For the purposes of the EIS analysis DOE believes that the level of details provided describing

the geological setting at LANL is adequate for the EIS analysis (see Section 8.1.2).

Key parameters evaluated in selection of the preferred alternative include seismic factors
(seismicity and volcanism). In addition, the seismic characteristics of the LANL site are in
Section 8.1.2.1.4.

"Sitinsg vault, trench, or borehole facility for GTCC wraste inside the \VIPP
LWA boundary (i~e.,Section 27) would be subject to the limits of the WIPP LWA
(as discussed for \VlPl' in Section 4.7); therefore, fite.drul
legslatuion to dvehrslp
such fhcilities would he reqssired." us11-35.
Thle DaIS should discuss she:more than a decade ofliigtigtonz sod proposed laud witlsdrawal
Iegisiation us thtemost relevant essanpie of what is resjuired thusuch federal legislation. Inthu
case of"Seet iost27, such new legislation cousldbe especially eomplicated, since iswould bsreaks
the f',ndamestal premises to StheState of NeswMexico and Usepuhlle that the L\WA scrtctly limits
tho use of the situ for defe~nse TR.U waste. 'L6-22
The 1)111aiso asasst:(Cn.

"Siting a vault, trench, or borehole facility on BLM~administered land osulide
the
•WJPP L\VB (i~e.,Section 35) would tequsire s laud withdrawal in accordance willh
DO!1regulations at 40 CFRL
Part 2300, Loud Wilhdtia~svl'." athI-36.
Onne again. the OP,1S shouild discuss Sheusore than a decade of litigationt and proposed load
withdrawal legialation as the moot selavant examsple of whast is required for such federal
legislation., In Shecase of Sec:tion 35, GTCC disposal would require permanents withdrawal by sn
see of Congress, not by DO01
withdrawal assthbority.
C. The disesssion oftsLos Alamos batiotal Laboratory (lANL) is seriously delselent.
I. Thsespecifte location is ant identified.
lisa DIIIS slates:
"The refere nce location was selected primarily for evaluation purposes for this
EIlS. The acstuallocaton would he identified on Sthebasis of follow-on evaluations
if and whets it is decided solocate s laud disposal fsaeility at LANL" us5-I.",
The geologleal netting at LAI.\L Ishighly complex nodvariable. •'ltheDFIS does not provide
adequate site-specifte iofornsatiea.
2. "'Ihe location of ILANL in a seismic fault eene batsveest a rift vslley s'odan docasant volcano in
inst the p1ace for radioactive wasie thsatis dangerous for tons of thoussuda of years.
Tfhe seiasnie issues scLANL have affected esiatiug ope-rations at LANL for more than a slccsde,
including redtscing activities at Ilseiltier such as the Chrlsceise stud )setlnlurgitsl Reseurelh
building. While itheDOIS htassome discussion of seismic issues at LANL, is does isot discussL-2
those ucttol effects ott existing operations. Gisen tisat some esisting facilitiesihave litmitedL62
sativities because of scissnie issues sod the proposed Chetuistry end Metsllurgiesl Recscareh
Rcplucsnsent-Nuelear Facility is undergoing muaor design changes asosresult of seistmie issues,
LANL is clearly otatn suitable cite for (31CC waste disposal. Titat stseOIS does, not diseuss
thst actssal history is a aeriotts inadequacy.

Il8
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The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repositoty, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hantford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
LWA Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to analyze
these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal facilities,
except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

L6-26

Text prepared by potentially affected American Indian tribes is included in this EIS. DOE
considered this text for Hanford, INL, LANL, and NNSS; however, DOE also needed to ensure
consistency in the EIS analyses between the various sites, so that an even comparison could be
made between alternatives as required by NEPA. Because of this, it was not possible to fully
utilize all of the information provided by the tribal governments in order to perform specific
analyses associated with exposure events unique to a given American Indian tribe (such as
greater intakes of fish, game, and plants; the use of sweat lodges; and the use of natural
pigment paints for traditional ceremonies). Once a decision is made on a specific site location
and method, appropriate site-specific NEPA review would be conducted, including appropriate
analysis of exposure events unique to the impacted local American Indian tribes.

3, t.ANL'o nisasion has never included GTCC disposal, does nist inclade thlatmission now, aed
shoudd not hves that future mission.
lbso only spparent reason so consider LANL for J(3TCC
waste disposal is its current insolsemeut

with defense "TROwss sealed sources that sre anpposed to he disposed at WV]PP.
Th~at
wastes is
sot even included in the DEIS inventory, so that waste provides no basis to inlcludE
ILANL as an
alternative site.
Otherwvise, LANI'a environamental missions relate to cleanup of existing cesnatnisation by 2015
nuder the Consent Order with the State of New Msexico. Theure
is no tuission isadispose of
wastes subject to itidependent regulation or NRC licen~sing.

LAN!. as a OTCC disposal facility Is totally contrary to tlhoAmerican Indian Test."
That the DOIS contais the Anterican Indian Test is an appropriate recognItdon of the importance
of the LANL site to the Native peoples who hove used the site fsr generasions befort LANL was
created in 1943. Bat inclading the text withettt acting on its aubtalsce and eanting would be
4.
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attothter exsatple of eavironinuntal necisus.
The tribes ore committled to cleanup of the onutaminatien and their use of their sacred lands. The
tribes believe that natural proeasses- both from plsat life sad geologic foree~s-w\ould ressdt in
usajor releases frost GTCC disposal. The tribes betlie~vthsatair pollution Is aitexisting problem.
which the current fire problems lltrthe~rvalidate. Tlhetribes believe that cooltaatnatito of t heir
wvater
supplies is onetitionig problem and1
that additional waste storage or disposal will increase

However, the information provided, especially related to cultural resource impacts and
historical sites, in these narratives was considered in the identification of the preferred
alternative presented in this EtS. The information provided in the narratives for Hanford, TNT.,
LANL., and NNSS was very useful, and DOE appreciates the time and effort expended by the
various tribes in supporting this EIS process.

those envirosnmental imparts. Therefore GTCC disposal is totlsly inappropriate atd
tunacccptable,

D. S.RIC is not discuasing the technical flaws ofsites outside of New Mexico, bat espects that
DOE swillf'ully eonsidterthe conmients of these weho
do point ont sitch flaws.
trnleysis.as
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ocoe for wasso•ruec and disnoesi.a

While the DEIS discusses conceptual designs for trenchtes, vaults, and boreholes, it does nut
disenss at till thu long DOE history of using such technologies for storage and disposal at sarioss
DOE sites.

The DOE situs included iiitiheDISIS have decades of experience of duisping wastes into shallow
trenches, borehesles, sod voults. Thbose practices have resulted in contamination of ground water
aud soils st all of those locations.

L6-27

Souse of the problems with suelt praetices sit INL were discussed in
hiWp
/wsvw.iesr.orelrepor ts/poisofnvetsf an d in
htt•lwwsaitla•,a
raslltelnitla
tcr%2flRcoo waterrcnortidahon~pd f.
Some of the problems wril asuelpractices at SRS were disctussed in
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A discussion of DOE experience related lo use of the trench, vault and boreholes are found in
Section 2.9.3.2
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The EJS notes that the decommissioning of a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is part of the
proposed action, but because the facility would not be closed and decommissioned until far
into the future (after 2083), the impact analysis for the decommissioning phase would be
conducted at that time. It is not possible at this time to evaluate with any degree of confidence
the environmental impacts from decommissioning a facility that has not yet been selected.
The GTCC LLRW disposal facility would be designed to facilitate future decommissioning
consistent with applicable law, guidance, and policies. The appropriate site-specific NEPA
review will be conducted in the future as part of the decommissioning plan.

Some ofthe problemts with sudh practices attI.ANL were discussed in

L6-29
Some of the problems with such pr'actices at Itaiford were diacnsased its

Some of the pr'oblemts wvith
suich praetiecs at llvmdats'lest Site were discussed itt

DOll also should have consulted snome
ofit.s esvnreports, such as../Report tu Congre.s on LongTeormh'rewardoldp
(DOlt /l•i-'f63)r Janurtry 2001. 2 vohunes. Volumtt2 contains $itS
ofdire sires coasidered inthe DOhS antddozess of athtern.
This
•Sutmmaries, ineladinrg on each

L6-27
Coant.

DOll report aed others are trot rtneetisnedor r~ellreaced inlthe DEilS.
should
These practices• and tcehnologies are relevant to the DEIlS in several wavys.The 01E1S
compare and costrcast the performastc¢ of the past practices whiththose expected from the
voneepteal dtesigns. 'fie fHIS shoulrd eiisctussoadanalyze the past, current, and utrtreir
efforts
nece•sary" to retaeriate contruninatison and htowtheme effotsr aifeet and wottid be eff'cted by
G3TCC w~aste.Tire DEilS ohooh disesuss nantanalycae thteregulotory reqqirentants aod actions
(inrluditig liitgtliott, f~es, ned peeaitiJ,) for sauchpast practices and htow GTICCdisposal wounid
be sutrjecir to simritar regulation. The DE315shostld analyse the level ofeorpertise that DOE hms

inhandling nruciear mrdhrazardorts wastes usinrg sods•
techno,logies at its slites(irclrudiag those not
and snalize thu.
being ceasidered for GTCC. such as Fornaird). Tire DIlS should etiserte
credibility that its technologies and practices hsve wilth other goveruoacnlal entities, ocieustitle
bod•,ies,
and tire peublic, bosonl
on its loog ihistoty.

Tire fEIl states:"Tha impact asalysis for risedeeonrttioioniag phrase has ntie been lrrciuded in
thtis hiS hot would be conducted at a later time, as appropriate." at 2-2.

L6-28

Tire radmittedl
lack ofasnalysia is another aspect of tire DEIS that does cot adequteily describe the
resources tetnltred for GTfCC disposai, whirih is no itaportarnt malter for deeiiotutmalcers sad tire
public- 'fire required orrolysis also w,•ould
diactra trow deeonunisrrionting inrpsets other futurre non
requriremtentrt
of the-sites.

13. The o~i
•

innrensg.pt~ss

•w

ipfufl

thtat there are no signiticant dtfferertcro
STireDEtIStranpsprtation mattlysis essntiairlly ashows

among the sites considered. Sacht an analyois isnot credible, and it isnot aderiuate under NtilA.
The large ms)oeity oftho radloactivity is in activated metals rrtdecommissioned nrrciear power

plants, which sin inlarge nrajority located easrtoftire Mississippi River. Titus. thretraasporatoton
imopacts far sites eloser to tirose puvnier
plants would be less than for sites in the West.
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The primary radiological transportation risk to the public for any alternative is from the low
level of radiation emanating from the transport vehicle. As discussed in Section 5.3.9.1, the
collective population risk is a measure of the total risk posed to society as a whole. A
comparison of the collective population risk provides a meaningful evaluation of the relative
risks between disposal locations, as provided in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6. The magnitude of the
collective population risk is primarily determined by the number of routes, the length of each
route, the number of shipments along each route, the external dose rate of each shipment, and
the population density along a given route. The primary differences between alternatives from
the standpoint of transportation are the lengths oftheroutes as determined by the location of
the disposal sites (destination of the shipments). Thus, higher collective population risks are
associated with alternatives that require transportation over longer distances. All alternatives
involve routes that have similar characteristics, with no significant differences for comparison
among alternatives, requiring transportation through a range of rural and urban areas. In
addition, the routes used in the analysis are considered representative routes (as discussed in
Appendix C, Section C.9.4.1 .1), because the actual routes used would be determined in the
future. For each disposal site, the routes most affected would be the interstate highways that are
in closest proximity to the site.
Calculation of the collective population risk (under routine and accident conditions) is
provided in the EIS. While these estimates are conservative, the calculations used expected
values where practical (e.g., external shipment dose rates) and provide a reasonable measure
for comparison among alternatives, as summarized in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6, and the estimates
show that the transportation risks would be small. All alternatives involve routes of hundreds
of miles through similar types of rural, suburban, and urban areas. For specific local impacts,
Section 5.3.9.2 provides information on potential human health impacts on individuals during
normal waste transport along a mute. However, the consideration of specific local stakeholder
concerns is more appropriate during the final planning stages of a project when actual route
selections are finalized, not at the level addressed in this EIS. A generic accident consequence
assessment was performed because there is no way to predict the exact location and conditions
of an accident, as discussed in C.9.3.3 of the EIS. For alt alternatives, potential accidents, even
those at the same location, could have impacts that range from negligible to significant
depending on the waste involved, the accident severity, and weather conditions. Such an
analysis would not help distinguish between alternatives because all alternatives involve routes
through or near major population centers. Thus, in general, there are no significant differences
among alternatives with respect to transportation impacts.
The additional human health impacts from intermodal transfer and transport of waste from the
nearest rail access point to those disposal sites without direct rail access is generally a small
percentage of the total risk discussed in Section C.9.5.5 of the EIS. Costs involved in either
building a rail spur to a site or the additional cost of intermodal operations would need to be
considered if that option was considered further. For the rail option, the use of dedicated trains,
if sufficient waste is available for transport at the same time, could reduce transportation risks
and costs by minimizing transit times. The current rail analysis therefore bounds what might be
expected if dedicated trains were used. In general, transportation costs would be similar across

all disposal alternatives. The primary difference would be related to the distances traveled in
each case. Thus, the transportation costs will scale with the shipment distances travelled as
presented in the EIS. Any decisions made by DOE would take these factors into account during
implementation.

Southwest Research and Information Center, Commenter ID No. L6 (cant'd)

The analysis of intentional destructive acts is given in Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS. This analysis
provides a perspective on the risks that the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes could pose
should such an act occur. In general, the risk presented from an intentional destructive act is
similar to that from a high-severity transportation accident. The accident consequence
assessment (given in Section 5.3.9.3 of the Final EIS) presents the results for transportation
accidenta that fall into the highest severity category. The severe environment that occurs under
such conditions can be considered to be similar to that which could be initially instigated by an
act of sabotage. In highly populated areas, where the highest exposures would be anticipated, a
rapid response would be expected, minimizing the amount of time available to fully breach a
Type B package. Should such shipments be diverted and the radioactive material removed for
dispersion, higher exposures could be achieved, and potential impacts could be significant. The
economic impact could reach several billions of dollars. The extent of the impacts would
depend on the exact location of the release, density of the surrounding population, local
meteorology, and emergency response capabilities in the affected area.

Strme sites have railroad access, some sitersdo naLt There is no0analysin of the costs an~dright-ofway and other requiremeats fur construcating railroad access into sites. 'limo, the transportation
analtysis mast be dili•'rret for oilesthat do not have tsliroS access.
to interstate highways, some are oat. Again, the transportation
Sonse sites are in sloae prosximsity
impacta ia-adifferent Cotslttes withtinteratate highwray access. Itsaddition, all (rack transportation

as
ofOGTCC waste .ltonhsthatreated as highway roate controlled quatity" (IIRCQ) shiis•ntsnns
deftned in 49 CF15173.403. The DEIS maires no such comhmitmeat anddons not provide any
potential
states:
"miraoay
The
DEIS
tor
asuch
a
practice.
analysis of the requirettensts
sash anshipmtents of activated metal front coanaoreisl reactors.
sbiptenoto rvahmted for this lOIS,
not treat all
to imply that DOE woumld
fall utoder this categocy.Y at C.-33.Thus, the DEIS seemso
(GTCC shipmsents as HIRCQ.
Since 95 percent of the radioacttvity is in activated metals from demssamlssaesd nuaclear power
of the poputation impacts of transpastation, since it is
o accurate •,assmensses
plants, there casan se
sevrael decades iota tire
not Inowahie whshthe populatioas will brealong tranapoststiern roomes

There are no definitive studies related to the effects of radioactive waste shipments on local
tourism and property values. With an average of only one to two shipments per day over the
potential 60 year lifetime of a proposed disposal facility in the case of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike waste shipments, it is unlikely that there would be any significant impact on
tourism and property values.

"lse tbanis for the •ae~eidnt eatnssltneoco snalysis in the:DEiS is net lidiy and adequately
presented. Thas, it is ntot credible or adequate anlalysis,
There is no
'I'here is no adequate analysis of thteeconomic impacts of tranaportatiors occidenta.
is
accidlent. Thoem
of cleanup of releases fraomastyltoprnsamtaion
analysis of the coatis
sdeqatest
no adequate analysis of (hoshort-and long-term costs of a tranaporratlon seident ina hsighly
al
long-ter'm
cosats
the
shornsad
analysis
of
isq
not
asleqoate
area,
There
populate'd
in an area with a signifioant tourism-base:d ecosomy.
trertspontation aecideast

While the DItS considers sealed sourcesa a cettriy rislr, the selos analysis osfthe impacts of
transportation
is no analysis of ithe
sabotage of shetransportation etacaled sonirsas. Thaem
escorts be necessary? his
asectrity reqairemenots for seafled sources. For example, weald sorreed
sot a eredihie or adesitate araltysia to state that sealed sources are a secerity risk when they are
not being tratnsported, bat that (hay are flata scurity risk wisen threyare tranapurted.
ehipracats wesdd originate from NRC-licensed t'scilities. Noee
Vitlually all of thtGTCC wvaste
of the disposal sites includsed in the DEtIS ,ate currentyly NRC licensed. 'lheDEtS does nat
they woald be
shipmentts, tnarhowv
thleregtulatory requirem'stst Would helisr suchu
dtescrihe whsat
will bn
met. Based on experience of WIPP, DOlt "self-regalstiass" is not acceptable. Tlhere
states sadtribes aloag possible transaport atiotn routes and desrands far
prolootged conflicts whith
addtiottal transsportation measnres will hemade. In the cone of WIPP, snevral yeats of
Land WVithdtawal Act (Pttblic Law 102-579) wan necessary
considecation of Itho
congressional
5
sad WII P-spaslliss trsasspOrtation require~ments were legislated. Itthen reqatires yeara of
begin. Siamilar processes shomtd be assaumed
before lshipmtents
implementation of those nteastsc.s
for OTCC wastes, hsstthe 0105 iacludes no assessmeat of such a process.
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As stated in Section C.9.4.1.1 of the EIS on route selection, many of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes considered in the EIS would meet the definition of a highway route HRCQ
(49 CFR 173 .403). However, as noted in the discussion, states and Native American tribes
have the opportunity to designate "preferred routes" to replace or supplement the interstate
highway system. For those wastes not specifically designated as HRCQ, the selection of a
route is left to the carrier, but in the case of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes, additional
consultation with transportation stakeholders would occur.
Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS for implementation, site-specific NEPA
reviews would be conducted as needed, including an assessment of specific routing and an
accident analysis. This process will include planning that involves all affected transportation
stakeholders. DOE does not intend to make any decisions regarding specific waste
transportation routes in this EIS.

Southwest Research and Information Center, Commenter ID No. L6 (cant'd)

Planning for tronspnrsation route, inspections, enmergneny respontsn training, sate~llite tracking of
each shipment. and o ther aspects sltrted msare thatn a decade before shipments hegan to WIPP in
1999. 'The DEIS does not state that simtilar transportation planning and implementation
requirements would necur for G3TCCwaste shipments. Based on the:WIPP experienee, the host
stlte, and somecor nil ol ihe states along trantsportation routes will advoeste for sucht advanced
planning and perhaps require additional funding to imspleensut those requirensenta.

.•gsLg•ig~
SRitC's comments and those aofll other persons most be fully considered. If DOEFadequately
considers those comments. it will withdraw the. DEIS undinstead proceed witts developing a
OTCC PEIS. DOE nlsowlill supplement or issue ut new Waste Management PEIS thai covers
wastes for whieh DOE ia responsible in a comprehensive way. Developing and impleenuting an
adequate program for GTCC wili be a decades tong, technically and politically challenging task.
ThaI task must hosuppeeted by adequate NEiPA doeuments to assist deeiaionmakers end the
public.
Sineerely,

Don Itancock
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A1TIACHMEHT I
March 24, 2010

Principles for Safegnarding Nuclear Waste at Reactors
'fleefollowing principles are based on tireurgent n•eedto protect thlepublic fiona the tirrets posed by
thle entrent vulnerable storage ofomrmercial irradiated furl. The United Stales does not currently
lhavea national policy fur the permanent storage of highr-tevel nucenar,wease.The Obarna
aduministmation
has determined that threYucca Mountain site. which has•been mired in bad seience
and mrisnanagenment, is not art option for gecologic storage of nuclear wastc. Unfortunately,
reprocessieg proponents have ursedIthin opportunity to pronsato reproess~tng
as tirenotationfar
mansaging our nuclear wvaste.Contrary to their claimse,however, reproentaing is etetrenrely enpeesive,
hrighlty
pelluting anuda proltferation tIreut, and wilt actually compllcate tiremanagement of irradiated
thel. Nor will reprocessing obviate the need tor, or "save upace"in, a geotogin reposlbmy:
opportunity to ro-evairtato oartreinear wanle management plan. WVe
eonmake winodecisions about safognaerdieg
radioactive waste er go down the risky, costty, and
protiferatioa proae path towards reproessing.
The ionitcd S t ate. h•asn aureqae

The undersigned organizations' support for improving threperotectien of radioactive swaste
stored 01
reoerorsites inn totlter of security ,and intonno way nelindlsinatae thratwe support eacleur power aud
the generation of mrorcnuclear waste.
" Itequtre n lew-etenrty, open-frame layout fur fuel pels: ueelpoos were origienty designed
fbr tcemporty storage ofa litnitedicomber of irradiated fuel a'esebslien in a low density, open frame
eonfiguration. As the aerouet ofwaste generated has inereesed bsyand the designed capacity, thu
pools havebeen reorganined no that tire concentration of fuel in the poets in nearly the same usthtt in
0pertithlg reactor corns. If water is test from a densely pecked pool as the result of einatteck or an
accident, cooling by ambie--ntnir, would likely be Inselticieot to present afiren,resetting in the release
of large qeantlities of radioactivity to the environment. A low density, opon-frarse arroogeracnt wiltin
foeI posts could nilow enough aieirciuatuton to keep tlre finest
from catching fire. In order to achlreve
anidmaintain Urids
arrangemenert wilrin tlnaopoots, irradiated fuel moat be. trunsferred from tire peels to
dry saoragewithin fevnyears of being diesbargedt feor threresetar.
>" Establish Iamlenert on-nile storage (IlOSS): Irratdiated
fuel mutt be stored as safety as
possible as close loathesite of generation an possible. Waste msovedfrem fuel pools mast-be
sef'egisarded
Is harderreed,on-nite storage (ISOSS) facilities. Transporting watemto Interismeway- franereactor storage should not be dene unless the reactor alto Is easuitabte ibr aLIOSS tacility and the
move lucrenses
tire senlitymaedsecurfity sf the waste. 3-tOSSfacilities must nut be regerded as a
permtaeenr wasta solutiorn. ned then etrould not be conutrnetnel deep tmdergroned. The waste murstbe
retrievable, and rest-time radintiort anrdhealt enito'riag at tire3tOSSfacility lneest
betrepleanreted
for early detection oftladlation releases amed
oorhreatlng, 'fire overall objective of fOSS sbrouldbe
tisst the amount of releases prrojected leeevernse'vere atnecks shrouldho low eneugh thut the storage
nystemweouldbeunattrsetive msatenrroristtarget. Design criteria that would correspond to the overall
objective muat luetude: Resistance to servereattacks, suelh an direct hit by bigh-esploalve ur deeply
penetrating weapons and munitions or a direct hit by a Ierge aircraft landed with feel or a small
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ahreret leaded with fuel enid/oresplovives, witihhrreerjor t~eleues. P'lecuemenof ledivtrirrul ceanisters
haetmrrues detection dirnfit from outside the site bounddary.
fre rsst be kept is peols forrsevereal years !fiwtre it nan ire stared
l'otect firte prnnls: hrrldhtr tirol
P
inc dry Ihei]t[ty.'lIre peals morst h.eprtesteld to witihstuid err urtirk by cir, lend, or we•atsferrerm
Io tihe9flI attacks. Thtesecurrity imaproverrents arrst Lw
toorirnation
card
uio:
ira
erqeiI
forte' ratleet
oltlhe nurceearinrdrrstr aod threN'Jrretrr Rttgrartory
irpprorved by a panrelof cejitertsir~eripendleot
re~pOrtcorrestirrg of tire
). Rentrerlr periodicn reeieweof IIOSS fccilities rrtrr foie prorlse Artennor~aI
review of ereih Ogs f'ecitity' anrdfriulpool ehentribe peepared with rrreeirng~rl partioipeaionr fhror
irribliec teleehrortcrs regatleore•,rout nititity mrranaers at eact site. 'fihe report musotbe rede prrblicly
evaileble irrrdrnay inetrodereeorrrrrerdrttonre for uct~iouto be tu'koan.
•u Dedicate ftandilng to boetl and staet governments to irndeperadently mronitor tire sites:
Furrdhragfor nmonitorleg threIJOSS fecitities ci eucirsite arrustIre protidedx to afbected Ioeet end etaie
ha the right to firtlyputditipete.
governments. The nifeeted pablic anrrtust
P. Prohdbit rejrroca\stlrg: Tlhereprereassing of irrtietedi tirel teS trot strived tire nuclear waste
et r,,e .s
weuL•t
oy toietrety, stunectraltly cr•,rbaeesrsrit by croutieg nneureroererhlitiwireal
p robler in e
nstv endpottotiteg, repreeesirrg asit iaereastu
thatetortutbe rnaareger.trr udditira to bincig eupete
threato.
rrrrlrstr s.er,,epu irrolilthrationt
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T51I-I

Capital Reporting Company
comments to add after their initial five minutes,

we

may have soma time near the and in order to allow
peaople to add a few final comments."

Don Hancock,

with that by

Regarding the types and exact amount of GTCC from existing commercial power plants
ultimately requiring disposal, DOE does not agree this is an issue warranting preparation of a
PEIS as a prerequisite to this EIS. Nevertheless, considerable attention is given to waste
inventories in this EIS, which quantifies and analyzes potential impacts from the range of
potential quantities of wastes from commercial power plants as well as from other types of
GTCC waste. The EIS is structured to inform potential decisions to employ different
technologies and disposal sites from the different types of GTCC and GTCC-Iike wastes, as is
the case under the preferred alternative identified in this Final EIS.

let me call on our first speaker,

way of introduction,
who is

So,

and ha will be followad by Yemane

Asmarom.
MR. ItANCOCK:

Good evening.

Walcome to

Albuquerque for the Deportment of anergy and other

Contrary to points raised in this comment, this EIS also provides substantial attention to
inventories and characteristics of GTCC-Iike wastes and analyzes in detail potential impacts of
transportation and disposal options. This EIS also answers the question posed regarding
whether GTCC waste could be disposed of in a repository for high-level waste and spent
nuclear fuel; the EIS concludes that use of a geologic repository would beea protective and safe
method for disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in this
EIS (see response to A.2.3 under Topics of Interest)..

I'm Don Hancock from Southwest

people who are here.

Research end Information Center in Albuquerque,

a 40-

year-old organization that has worked on a variety of
nuclear issues,

including nuclear waste issues during
We provided sceping comments on

most of that time.

this document and so,

~I'm

disappointed in looking at

the document that our conclusion must be that this
Draft SIS is

fatally flawed as a matter of law, as a

matter of policy,

and as a technical matter.

From a legal standpoint,
wrong document.

It

the

does not consider all the

reasonable alternatives,

as required by the law,

cannot be used to consider -adequate final ElS.

the Draft RIS is

and it

continue on to an

the wrong document.
First, it's
8t56AS8.DttFO

www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.comi

DOE does not agree that a programmatic EIS as described provide
in this comment
be prepared
adequate must
environmental
before this EIS is completed. This EIS has been scoped to
information to support the decision-making process to identify an appropriate site(s) and
technology(s) to dispose of a limited amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste. If
appropriate, DOE would conduct further NEPA review, tiered from this EIS before
implementing decisions. DOE tailored the scope of this EIS to ensure the analyses will
adequately inform the decisions at issue, including the selection of sites and technologies for
the disposal of GTCC and GTCC-Iike waste. This EIS presents the environmental information
needed to adequately inform decision makers regarding many of the questions and points
raised in this comment; other questions and points raised remain outside of the scope of this
document, as noted below. DOE plans a tiered decision making process in which DOE would
conduct further site-specific NEPA reviews before implementing an alternative ultimately
selected on the basis of this EIS.

[ 51-1
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Why La it

the wrong document?

Because,

aa we stated in

the Department of Energy first

2

oUr soaping comments,

3

most do a programm~atic environmental impact statement

4

to address a variety of issues,

S

even considered in this draft document.

6

?'orexample,

7

environmental

8

like,

P

for commercial waste?"

some-of which are not

PluS, a programmatic

impact statement should address questions

"Should a Department of Energy facility bem used
"Should Greater-Than-Class-C

ie waste be disposed of alternatively in a high-level
ii

waste or spent nuclear fuel repository?"

"What about

12

the options for on-site storage at existing reactor

17

sites for several decades or more?"

14

consolidating GTCC storage at a few locations?"

"What about
"What

Is about the range of disposal options even more than are
16

considered in

the document?"•

"What about changes in

I7

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulationa that

tO

would be required for various disposal options.

10especially for the existing

20

sites?"

And,

you were

shown those existing Department of Energy sites, none

71 of which have an NRC licensed disposal facility.
22

Rogarding the other kinds of waste that they

8•66.88.DEP0
www•.CapitalRepor tingCornpany.com
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T51-2

7

Capital Reporting Company

want to include, the misnamed GTC-like waste, in 1997,
the Department of Energy issued its Waste Management
Progr"m~matic Environmental Impact Statement.
almost 15-years-otd.

It's

That's

time to update that

progremmatic environmental impact statement to decide
what about the Department of Energy waste unrelated to

the commercial Greater,-Than-Class-c waste.

T51-1
(Cent.)

So, that

document has to be supplemented to look at the
Department of Energy waste before there should be any
consideration of consolidating DOE and commercial
weaste.
There's no clear statement of whet the need
is.

von heard Mr.

need is

Edalman's presentation saying the

there a no currant --

there is currently no

disposal capacity for Greater-Than-Class-C low-level
radioactive waste.

The same thing,

said about there's no disposal --

in fact,

could be

current disposal

capability for spent nuclear fuel.

That --

the

statement that there isn't current disposal capability
is not an adequate statement of need.
Again,

the National Environmental Policy Act

requires that the need,

the purpose,

be clearly defined

866.488.DEPO
w ww.CapitalReportiungCompany.cona

T51-2

DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1). The scope of the
EIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for the identified
inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The potential security concerns presented
by disused sealed sources are also discussed in Section 1.1 of the EIS.

T51-3
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and stated so the decision makers and the public can
understand what the alternatives really ore.
this is

Again,
T5 1-2
(Cont.)

another reason that we should be having a

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

programmatic environmental impact statement not this
one.
Secondly,
regulations,

the --

impact statement is

reasonable alternatives.
that.

consideration Of all

This document doesn't do

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act,

federal law,

T51-4

according to the federal

the heart of any legally adequate

environmental

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act applied to the disposal of spent nuclear fuel and High Level
waste, not GTCC. The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of
reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is
consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1 508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500--1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of
disposal methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole,
and above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS,
and the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the
WIPP Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

for example,

DOE solicited technical capability statements from commercial vendors that might be
interested in constructing and operating a GTCC LLRW disposal facility. Although several
commercial vendors expressed interest, no vendors provided specific information on disposal
locations and methods that could have been analyzed in the EIS. Hence, this option was
analyzed generically. The analysis provided in this EIS could be used to support a decision for
disposing of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste in one or more commercial facilities, itf such
facilities are identified in the future. Additional NEPA reviews would be conducted, as
appropriate.

says that there in a legal requirement for

the Departmcnt of Energy to develop a geologic

T51-3

repository for spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste
other than NIP?.
In any of the presentation,

did you hear

anything about that legally required facility even
being mentioned in this document?

No.

It's

not.

It

has to be for all reasonable alternatives to be
considered.
MR. BRONN:

Don,

you've got about a minute

loft on this part of your presentation.
NR. KANCOCK:

Thanks.

Thu only alternatises,
866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingConmpany.com

as you

The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) assigns DOE responsibility for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
generated by NRC and Agreement State licensees. The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) specifies that
GTCC LLRW, designated a federal responsibility under section 3(b)(1)(D) that results from
activities licensed by the NRC, is to be disposed of in an NRC-licensed facility that has been
determined to be adequate to protect public health and safety. However, unless specifically
provided by law, the NRC does not have authority to license and regulate facilities operated by
or on behalf of DOE. Further, the LLRWPAA does not limit DOE to using only non-DOE
facilities or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal. Accordingly, if DOE selects a facility operated by
or on behalf of DOE for disposal of GTCC LLRW for which it is responsible under section
3(b)(1)XD), clarification from Congress would be needed to determine NRC's role in licensing
such a facility and related issues. In addition clarification from Congress may be needed on
NRC's role if DOE selects a commercial GTCC LLRW disposal facility licensed by an
Agreement State rather than by NRC.

Southwest Research and Information Center. Commenter 1D No. T51 (cont'd)

that are really being seriously considered are

Department of Energy sites.

What about comm~ercial

sites for commercial waste?

In fact,

DOltdidn't even

follow its own advance notice of intent,

which said,

T51-4
(Cont.)

'They would consider disposal in new or existing DOE or
commnercial facilities."

They certainly didn't do that.

The generic facilities they telk about are not
adequate.
They didn't consider the need for long
T51-5

Hardened On-site Storage on site.
policy standpoint,
70 years,

Shockingly,

this docursent seay

the term that it

from a

that for the next

purports to cover, the only

geologic repository in the United States Will be WfIPI'.
That is wrong policy and wrong law.
that they can't go forward,

So,

the conclusion

they've got to stop,

go

back and start over with a programmatic environmental
impact statement end supplementing the waste management
PEIS is

what they need to do.
The PEIS process,

the one that they're doing

now that we've just heard about should and after our
comments.
Instead,

They shouldn't proceed to a final E15.
DOE needs to start over.

And,

The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are ouitside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Altemnative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

T5 1-6

The EIS analysis was used to assess the viability of an alternative as well as its relative
performance compared to the other alternatives. The preferred alternative was identified based
on consideration of many factors and sought to minimize the overall human health risks posed
by the proposed GTCC disposal facility.

9

Capital Reporting Company
heard,

T51-5

they should

866.488.DEPO
vwww.Capitaltepor tingCompany.corn
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I

conclude and determine that neither New Mexico nor

2

other Departmeant of Energy sites should be uied for

3

dis~,osal of cormercial Greater-Than-Class-C waste.

I0

T51-6
(Cont.)
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Disposal of Class B and Class C LLRW is outside the scope of this EIS.

Southwestern Low-Level Radioactive Waste Commission,
Commenter ID No. L281 (cont'd)
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Abplasnatp. Jennifer Marie
From:
SentO
To:
SubJect:

gtcceiwswbmaster@aei.g¢o"
Friday, May 20. 2011 4tO9AM
gtcceisvdebmnitter@anl~goV
Re~ept Graater-Than-CaSSS-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISComment GTCC'10047

Thankyou for your comment, Arnold Troeh, Ph.O..
the comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCSO047.Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to thin commtnt,
CDT
Comment Dale: May 20, 2011 O04OS:33AM
Graater-Than-Ciass-.C tow-level Radioactis'e Waste E1SDraft Comment: GTtCC10047
First Name: Arnold
Middle Initial: ft
Lqst Name: Troeh,Ph.D.
Organization: The Spark of Divinity Minsian
Addresa: 15214 9th Ann. SW.
City: Seattle
State: WA
7ip: g816g-2•102
Country: USA
Email:oh tvitorn~e
Priva cy Preference: Don't wilhhold name or address from pubtic record

Comwent Submitted:
Please head DkltsVOuw'Absh (Dewamish) chief Stlnhl'a (Snstttel~wlse admonition whlenhesaid, 'What happens to
who has sustained usetold abuse, due to the
Mother Earlhhappens to Mother Ea•'tiss children.' She is a living biJ~ng
pradominaisily war and issdustry. We have a vital symbiotic
polhnlion of Her sacr¢edair, land, and waters, th~rough
in 5075 the Hanford
in white S+wan
relationship with 11er,When I was tenchinyon the Yrakama Indian r~eservation
accordlng to ttsslelJime• Yakama Tribel Council Member Into the Columbia
ComptltXwas leaking radioactivo wamste
Yakama Tribal Countil woe
The
disastrous
problem.
correct
thInl
River, aitd we dlonbt itos~uchhas been dane if anything to
really epsot ahout It at that time. So how w~illthat hisimproved by adding nil the radio-active wsste in the nation to he.
disposed of at this location. Itls a disaster equal to Fekishima reandyto happen.

Questions about submitting comments ever the Web7 Contact as at: ntrtwesatrdato or c Ii the GreaterThan-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISWebritaster at (630) 252-5705.

W47-I

DOE's ROD 78 FR from
75913other
datedDOE
December
13, 2013,
that DOE
has deferred
a decision
in the
as described
exceptions
limitedstated
sites (with
on importing waste
at
for
disposal
of
Ecology)
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
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N.R. BROTh]h Thank yen.,

Rick iMcte~d,

and then

Charles Utley will then foliow.
14R.RICR RCLROD:

I'm Rick Mcteod, the executive
i'd

22

director of the SRI Coe.mnnity .Rel~e Organization.

23

like to read a latter into the rccnrd and then at the

24

Conclusion leave a copy for your files.

Dear Ur.

Savannah Rivet Site

25

fdelman. oar organization,

26

Contunity R~euse Organization,

does not suppers the

SRS Community ReUse Organization. Commenter ID No T9 (cont'd)

1

selection of Savannah River Site aa a potential

2

candidate for the disposal of greater-than-class C or

S

great

4

Draft Enviroemental Impact Statement.

5

the U.S, Departoent. of Energy's designated community

0

re-use organization.

7

end implementing e comprehensive strategy to diversify

6

the economy of a five-county region in the Central

9

Savannah River area of Georgia and South Carolina.

her-hn-class C-like waste under the scope of the
The ISICRO was

Ge are charged with developing

The

30

SRSCRO is governed by a 22-member board of directors

11

comsposed of business, government,

12

Georgia from South Carolina.

13

to develop and impiement a regional neonsaio

14

development plan utilizing teohnology-based facilities

15

at Savannah River site.

IS

on the regionz of county by supporting novtbusiness

17

ventures that create new jobs in our region.

16

disposal record cless-c waste and greater-than-class

IS

C-lit:e waste frem offeite is sot compatible with local

academic leaders froa

Initially its

Today SR5S05O reamain

(phonetic) plans.

iesisio

was

focused

The

20

and regional canoes

21

believes sinces disposal of "off-site waste as 555 may

She SRS5050

22

ultimately affect future industrial recruitment,

23

creation and overall the common health of the region.

Job

24

Our community has been supporting missions at 555 for

25

over 50 years,

26

of safety and performance,

a testament to S•s's

outstanding record

compliance and contribution

SRIS Community ReUse Organization, Commenter ID No T9 (cont'd)

T9-1

The GTCC ELS evaluates the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-Iike wastes in compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy
Policy Act of 2005 (PbL. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental
impacts of the proposed disposal altemnatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes, DOE
considered all pertinent and important factors including existing regulations, agreements and
other requirements in identilying its preferred alternative. The reader is referred to Section 2.9,
Factors Considered in the Development of the Preferred Alternative.

T9-2

Based on the GTCC ETS evaluation and WIPP's operating record, DOE believes that the WIPP
repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes,
some of which include long-lived radionuclides. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require modification to existing law.
In addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility
Permit.

If

S

to our region and state.

hfhllo

we were confidant

2

that--that 555 current handles the disposal of

2

low-level radioactive waste generated onsite and in a

4

technically acceptable and safe manner the disposal of

5

geater-than-claas C waste and groater-than-clasa

S

C-life waste at Sf5 would violate one of the

7

coseweaity's guiding principlea,

S

nalterlal should be brought into South Carolina unionss

9

an approved and funded pathway exists lot its

T9-1

no waste or excess

10

processing the shipsot to either a Customer or an

11

out-of-state waste disposal facility.

12

the 5R10RO the disposal in

It appears to

the geologfic repository like

.13

Yucca Mountain and/or the Wonte Isolation Pilot Plant,

14

MIPP,

is a morae appropriate approach for thin type of

T9-2
5

waste streas and provides the additional level of

16

safety,

17

any terrorist access to radioactivs sealed sources and

security,

reliability to deter and elirsinate

18

such waste.

It

voice to be heard end participate in the Draft 615

20

seetinqo

chant youIfor allowing us to voice--our

The State of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes for disposal at WIPP. Twenty-eight New Mexico State Senators signed a proclamation
made in the Fiftieth Legislature, First Session, 2011, stating: "Be it resolved that we, the
undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in southeast New Mexico to
adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste, commercial high-level waste,
Greater Than Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as well as the interim storage of
spent nuclear fuel." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, Secretary David Martin, Secretary of
the New Mexico Environment Department, sent a letter to DOE on June 27, 2011, stating that
"the Department encourages DOE to support the WIPP or WIPP Vicinity proposed locations as
the preferred alternatives addressed in the Draft EIS. The geologic repository is the favored
alternative being more effective for the enduring time frames for this waste type." In addition,
the Governor of New Mexico, in a letter to DOE Secretary Steven Chu on September 1, 2011,
stated that the State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support the proposed location of WIPP
as the preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
The Secretary of Energy determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent
nuclear fuel at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed.
Therefore, DOE concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable
alternative and has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the
EIS.

L2-1

State of Idaho, Department of Environmental Oualitv, Commenter ID No. L2

DEPARtTM2NTOF
ENVIRONMCNTALQUAUITY

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential longterm performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

dune 24. 2011

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent. DOE fully supports the provisions
of the 1995 agreement. The agreement was taken into considered in the selection of the
preferred alternative.

Arnold Edelman, EIS Document Manager
Office of Environmental Management
U.S. Departmenit of Energy

Cloverleaf Building, EM.12
1000 Independence Avenue. SW
Washington, DC 20585
Sent via email
Rn: Orelt Environmental Impact Statemenit for the Disposal of Greater-Then-Class C
(GTCG) Low-Level Radioactive Waste and GTCC-Llke Waste

Deer Mr. Edelnian:
The Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEGQ)appreciates the epportunity

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

to

review the above titled decument and has the following comments In addition to those
submitted by Governor Otter at the pubic healing held In Idaho Falls on May 11, 2011.

In 1995 the State of idaho entered into an aigreernent (1905 Agr'eement) with the
Department of Energy (DOE) and the U.S. Navy to ensure idaho wdtdd not be a
,dumping ground for out-of-state radioactive waste and to provide requirements and a
acthedule for the removal of existing wastes from idaho. The Draft EIS. on page 7-74 In
Table 7S5A, correctly notes that untder the 1995 Agreement, Trerwuranic (TRU) wrwte
brought to Idaho must be trealed within 6 months of receipt and shipped out within 6
months• of treatment. The Agreement does not allow TRU waste to enter idaho ler
permanent disposal. As the Draft EIS IndIcates, GTCC-liko waste Includes TRU waste
that cannot be brought to Idaho unless it is shipped out withIn one year of receipt.
Accordingly. there Is little utility Inconsidering tINLas a possible site for disposal of
GTCC-tlke waste whIch includes TRU waste.
DOE has expended slgnttlcant resources and effort to successfully Implement the Intent

ard requirements of the 1995 Agreement to restrict the ImportatIon of radioactlve
wastes into Idaho and to treat and remove existing wastes. Setecting or even consIdering iNL asa possible disposal location for ardditlonat out-of-stale radioactive
waste undermines that success and th~emutual understandings and visIon for the INL
that Idaho and DOE hove reached over the past two decades. Selecting INL for

L2-1
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June 24. 2011
Arnold Edelman. IEWSDocument Manager
Page 2

disposal
of adlditioatal
w/aste,
clean up
and that
remaove
reverse the
progr'e ss that
haswhite
beenconti~nuing
made and10
reignlte
issues
havepast
longjwaste
beenwould
settle~d. This is especially so as a great deat of thek'
cleanup and removal of the waste at
the tNt. is complete.
DEG also reiteratesthiat the only disposal method epproved by the NRC for GTCC
waste is a geologlical repository .- and considertlton of other methods is nneeeessary
and unlpmductive where that method appear's to be re~sponsihte and available. The
Draft Et$ clearly shows the geological repsiory has law envlronmentat end hum'an
hoatth Inpacts maeking it a batter disposal method than the other attemattlv es
For these reasons and those already espreased by Governor Olter, tdaho Is not en
uppropriete sIte for the disposal of GTCC an'd GTCC-lIke waste,
Specific comments regarding the Draft EtS are attachedl for Your consideration.

Sincerely,

Curt Frensen

Deputy Diretor
DavOstHensley- Counsel to the Governor
rent Hlardesty - Otrectar, DEl)
Attachment

SL2-1
(Cant.)

L2-2

L2-2

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as Cs-137
irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at sites
with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution coefficients,
and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land disposal
facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate radionuclides
for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.
While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced nearsurface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

State of Idaho, Department of Environmental Oualitv. Commenter ID No. L2 (cant'd)

L2-3

The specific locations that would be used at each potential site for development of a disposal
facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes are not known at this time. The use of
"reference locations" was used in the EIS to allow for a quantitative assessment of the impacts
that could occur at each site. While some parameters could change within a short distance,
most would not. Site-specific information provided by technical staff from various sites that
were evaluated was used in these modeling analyses to the extent it was available, and
conservative assumptions were used to fill any remaining data gaps. The analysis presented in
the EIS is adequate for the comparison of the disposal alternatives evaluated. Fate and transport
parameters utilized in the estimations were based on site-specific (e.g., specific to the reference
location to the extent available) information and, as such, are considered reasonable for the
purpose of the comparison made in the EIS. In the case of intermediate depth boreholes and
enhanced near surface trenches and vaults at INL, the local stratigraphy was accounted for in
the modeling calculations. See Table E-3 in Appendix E for the characteristics of the 5
unsaturated zones (layers), which include basalt layers, used in the calculations. However,
DOE recognizes that additional project- and site-specific information could be used to inform
the implementation of a disposal facility at a given location. This additional information is
expected to reduce the uncertainty associated with these types of evaluations to the extent
possible. Site-specific information would be evaluated in any site-specific NEPA review that
would be conducted based on a ROD for this EIS.

L2-4

The ELS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the use of
a number of simplifying assumptions. This approach is consistent with NEPA, which requires
such analyses to be made early in the decision-making process. The various land disposal
conceptual designs were assumed to be constructed and operated in a comparable manner at
each of the various sites. Information on the conceptual engineering designs for the three
proposed land disposal methods is provided in Section D.3 of Appendix D in the EIS. By using
the same conceptual designs at all of the sites evaluated in the GTCC EIS, except for cases
where a design did not apply (e.g., an intermediate-depth borehole at a site with shallow
groundwater), the potential impacts (e.g., radionuclides reaching the groundwater) at the
different environmental settings could be readily compared.

ATTACHMENT
Idaho Department of Environments! Qua!tty Comments on Draft Erwkonrrwnfa)
Irnpec! Stfelmerrt (or the D p sat of Greater-Th- n-Class C (GTCC)LoriLervel
Redkorrtirre Waste end GTCC-LJk Waste (DO17/EIS-037$D)

Pegs 2-6, lirnes 28-*35
The key assumption pertaininlg to the botr',ehoe dispowal meothod that en /t
f
diameter borehole can be drilled to a total depth• oil S3tIf in runconsoitdarted to
semiconsolidated soilS" Is not supported in subsequent text. Uines 13-14 (pages 7t 1) state Ihe first basert unit appears to occur et a depth of 43 to 57 ft; therefore,
up to 87 ff of borehole would have to be drilled in basalt. Unes 26-29 (page ti-5)
inldicate an alternate drilling method may be employed to drill smaller diameter
bhe~hotes In "cunsolideted maaterials" (rock) but thi•s alternate drillin~gmethod and
diameter amenot developed for the reference location at the INL, The rationale fer
not proceedtn~g with assumptions supported bY data presented in the report
perteinlng to the materials (unconsolidatedt materials versus rock). prasaribad
borehole depth (t30 it), an~ddIameter (t lt diameter) is eot provided. Such a
rationale Is needed' to support the analysis.

Go

L2-3

In additton, that assumeption the waste wrould be placed in unconsolidated Soils Is
not conservative for the reference location on the INL since it appears thesWaste
would be placed into basalt. ThIs is si'jaliceant because retardation of isotopes Is
assumed to occur within the unconsolidated realerials but not within the basalts
above the water table. The modelIn~g Is not adequately described to eeresrr the
analysts correctly ca•ptures the placement of the waste in the appropriate
litholonjy at the referen~ce location on the tIlL.
Page 2-15, lines 29-34
The assumption that water infitration rate wli decline to 20% of the background
irniilrretion rate after 5iQOyears foltnaing facility ,closure is neither consarvative nor
suppo~rted by the lnlorrnatlar presente. The 'natuarl b~ackground lIniitration rate"
should be used poet closu~re of the feclilty.
Page 2-17, lInes 17-22

L2-4

"

The summary incorrectly stales that 1%for te baselts wart assumed to he zero
and the test refers~to 'the basalt layer that is present in some parts of INL...'
Table E-4 of the main report Identifies the values used for the variable
represented by Kr•.The table shoams, the basalts layers present above the water
table were simulated with a Kr, value of zero but the values of Kr assigned In the
modeling where the basalt layers occuJr below the water table have specfiai

L2-5

In performing these evaluations, a number of engineering measures were included in the
conceptual facility designs to minimize the likelihood of contaminant migration from the
disposal units. No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the facility
would not occur over and beyond a 10,000-year time period. It was assumed that these
measures would perform similarly for all conceptual designs, remaining intact for 500 years
after the disposal facility closed. After 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To account
for these engineered features in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the water*
infiltration to the top of the waste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years and then
20% of the natural rate for the area for the remainder of the time period (through 10,000 years).
A water infiltration rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was only used for the disposal
ares; the natural background infiltration rate was used at the perimeter of the waste disposal
units. Again, this approach enables a comparative evaluation of the influence that site-specific
environmental factors would have on the potential migration of radionuclides from the disposal
facilities and the pntential impacts on human health. It should be emphasized that project- and
site-specific engineering factors would be incorporated into the actual facility designs of the
site or sites selected in a ROD to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.
DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposal
sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.
Some of the input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as
from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in
lower impacts (due to decreased precipitation).

DOE believes that 500 years is a realistic time period for the longevity of the types of
engineering barriers assumed in the analyses. DOE believes the approach and the assumptions
used in the EIS are reasonable for performing the comparative analysis of altemnatives required
by NEPA. For example, as discussed in Section E.2.2, the assumption ofra 20% natural
background infiltration rate after 500 years was based on a study at SRS (Phifer et al. 2007)
that indicated that after 10,000 years, the closure cap at the F-area would still shed about 80%
of the cumulative precipitation falling on it, with an effectiveness that would be greater before
1 0,000 years, then decrease very slowly after 10,000 years. The approach used in the EIS is
more conservative than indicated by this study. Further detail is provided in Appendix E.

State of Idaho, Department of Environmental Quality, Commenter ID No. L2 (cant'dr

values ranging from~zero (0) to 160 cm~/g. The multiple basalt layers that occur
above the water table are aestimee'd to net retard the teoventent of the simulated
contaminants but the lateiouds are aSSlgned the same Kavaluaes as the alluvium.
Thle wutipte basalt layers bselw tire water table are assined specific values for

siraulirtlag the retardalton of thle contaminants, The text should be corrected to
note the existence of multiple layers of basalt that underl~e the INL1and the text•
should be expanded to correctly portray the modeling approach used to simulate
contaminant transport using muellipie vatoes for 4eva detinres for the unsaturated
seon and for the saturale 8ona
Page 5-5, itnes 26-29
The assumption that a raore robust dritiing teelhnotsgyf could be employed
where co•nsolidated nmalertats are present should have been carried forward into
the risk analysis since it Is highly i~kely,based on lines 13-14 (page 7-11) that
basalt witl be encountered before the total prelecterd depth of 130 It Is reached.
The text arid analy.sis should be revised to present aemore Cccuat•e analysis.

(Cast.)

Page 6-7, tines 8-9
The assumption that trenchas can be excavated taoa depth 0f 36 ft may be
optimtstic. Test borings are needed to verify thle accuracy of this assumption over
the area needed for the disposal fecitity. Such a caveat should be irnserted In the
text that only one w.enthas been)drilled within thre boundary of the GTOC

reference location andl thedepth to basalt In that watt is not provided. The
Inference• about the depth of the•alluvium over theobaser at the reference location
Is Inferred fr'om unidentilied welts in the vicinity of the reterence location.
Page 6-28, lines 44,48
This seotlon slates •Reiatively large doses are reguired to cause acute effects
and potential mecha~nisms •forsuch exposures include direc•t ifltmsion Into the

disposal utils or workers beIng in the Immediate vicinity of a large accidental
release during opemtltonsP"
An additional acu•te exposure pathway ehcorld~be inotuded for each disposal

method co•nskdered for the 11NL
reference site. The 114L
reference site Is located In
the Snaek River Plain, a voic~anic province that was created byea series of
cataclysmtc celdera-foalngi stipor-ereptlons which startedl about 15 million years
age. (II
Volcanlc actIvity wllqhln the province Inthe form of extrusiva lava flows has been
estimated to have occurred as recently as 2,250 years ago. Volcanle activity
wi•thin the Snake RIver Plint Isgenerally considered dorm~ant rather than extinct.
If the h~azard analysis period extends out 10,000 y•ears, ift lhoald address lthe
possibility and potential impacts of such a Itew surfaclng alto' near the situ,

2

L2-6

L2-5

See response to L2-3.

L2-6

Site-specific environmental factors such as volcanic activity were evaluated in the EIS as
appropriate. The results of the evaluation were taken into consideration in identifying the
preferred alternative presented in the Final EIS. A discussion of the risk of volcanic activity is
included in Section 7.1.2.1.5 of the EIS. This risk is characterized as being the beyond design
basis frequency.

State of Idaho. Department of Environmental Ouality. Commenter LID No. L2 (cont'd)

Page 7-2, FIgure 7.1-1
This figre must be repiaed The imago is distrtbed and mlsrepresents the
locations and boundaries f rATR and INTEC. Portions of INTEC are incorrectly
shown on both sides oftl Gig Lost Ri r. One can only assume the referen•ce
location for the disposal facility iscorrecti placed. See the attached im ge
copied from Google Earth that .shows the proper iscelions for ATR and iINEG.

L2-7

Page 7-10, FIgure 1.2-1

The figure Indicates the 'Lava Rldgc-H-etl's Hail Acre Volcanic Rift Zone (40,000
years•., It Ibis Is intenaded to state the time sinc, last eruption Itshould be 5200

L2-8

years. The last eru~ption waa 3250 BC ± 150 years to
Page 7-11, lines 13.18

The key assumption perilanirrg to the viability of the borehole and the tranching
•methods is that the depth of unconoli1dated "solls" is thilc• enougih. Siratigraphic
data 1rom nearby wails ore used to estimate thre thickness of the uncorsofidated
"soils• at 431to 57 ft whIch Is muc¢h hallk~owr thatn the assum~ption for a 130 Ii
total depth for the boreholes. Additionsi on-,site data are need•ed to support the
assumption that trenches can be dug to a depth• of 36 ft across the reference
ouldprobably be needed it baseit is
location. Also, smaller diameter boehole~s
encountered rrt these shailow depths and the area needed wotld Increase in size
to maintain the projected spacing between b~orehotes. Illis not clear if data from
well USGS 320 is included in the assessment of the depth to basalt or if it WhOS
teft out of the assessment, The assum~ption pertaining to the depth of
unconisoildated soils" should be modified to match thw site specific, dais that is
available.

L2-9

Page 7.12; Figure 7.1.2-2
A compainion figure should be adlded that showes the geologic cross section for
the reference location tatsaeao that aitow the thickness of the alluvium to be
assessed. This figure provides little useftolinforewtian particularly regardngt, the
reference location which Is not shown en the p'lan view.

L2-10

Page 7-15, lines 34-37
This very brief dlseutaotn regardinig sois should be augmented with the
previously mentioned cross se•ction for the reference aros at a scale that wilt
portray the thickness of the allulvium.S

5

L2-11

LL2-7

h figure
iuewsrpae
The
was replaced innteFnlES
the Final EIS.

L2-8

The values in parenthesis appearing in Figure 7.1.2-1
do not represent the time elapsed since
the last eruption. They represent the recurrence interval computed by Hackett et al (2002) by
dividing the number of volcanic events into the age range of volcanism.

L2-9

See response to L2-3.

L2-10

See response to L2-3.

L2-1 1

The level of detail presented here is appropriate for the analyses performed. As the long-term
modeling analysis uses primarily average DOE site characteristics for many parameters rather
than exact measurements at the reference locations, it would not be appropriate to imply more
accuracy than is warranted.

State of Idaho, Department of Environmental Quality. Commenter ID No. L2 (cont'd)

Page 7-17, Itnes 11-14
These flnes state "Other surface w'ater bodies within the iNL boandaribs ianeldo
natural wetland-like ponds end severat men-made percolation end evaporation
pondts,.... The locations arnd approximate siz•.es of these nralurt! wetland-like
ponds" sthould be included on a figure that demfonstrates the locations relative
to the reference location.
Page 7-18, tines 28-30

L2-12

SL2-13

The stated tthclrness of thle alluvium at the reference location Is 'abeut 9.1 m(30
ft), This Ithickness is not consistent withl Section 7.t .2,1.3 (pages 7-11 ) where the
stated alluviat thickness is reported to be 431to 7 tt. Thts inconsistency shosuid
be resolved, The c:onservative thickness should he used for raodeling end
assessment of the borehole and trenching proposaio.
Page 7-18, tIaes 30-36
Thbi descriptiot of the thicknesses of the layers of the unsaturated zone should
he clarified tor ttis reader' to describe both the layers of basalt end the layers of
sedimenltay intet'beds that inteerrupt the sequence of basalt flews, Itis these.
Where retardation
layers of sedimenlary Interbeds that are assigned values for KRd
will goccur stowing the movement of the ccntaranants from the tranches,
boreholes, or vaults.

L2-14

Page 7.18, itnes 43-44
tines 23The stated rahge of depths to grou•nd water Is 200 ft to about 1100ft butR
24 (page 7-10) states the thickness of the unsaturated zone Is 4110ft to 8100tt.
The thickness of ttte unsaturated zone and the depth to 9rountd water should be
the same In this environment. The correct depth to giround water is 200 It to
about 900 ft and the discussion In lines 23-24 should be edited to match• the text
en hesema pe,

L2-15

Page 7-19, tines 3.5
The discussion pertaining to perched aquifers should be separated front the
dis•cussion about the regi,.nal Snake River PlaIn Aquifer. As presented, thle
discussion is not complete end the average reader would Ilikely not understand
thle relevance of perched aquifers that'have been found at ATR and other
facilities such• as INTEC. Multiple perched aquifers hove been found at the
fecilities oftern separated aerially and vertcally from each other. Please espand
this discussion regarding the occulrrence of perc.hed aquifers and their potenttal
relevance to this proposal for waste disposal.

L2-16

L2-12

As the locations and approximate sizes of the nearby surface water bodies are not expected to
be impacted, do not impact the long-term dose calculations, and might not be near the final
location of a potential disposal facility if one were selected for INL, adding additional
information would not be relevant to any decisions made based on the EIS analysis.

L2-13

Section 7.1.3.2.1 was re-written for consistency.

L2-14

The characteristics of these layers are further described in Table E-3 in Appendix E.

L2- 15

The text has been revised for consistency.

L2-16

Based on INL 2011 (Environmental Assessment for the Replacement Capability for Disposal
of Remote-Handled Low-Level Radioactive Waste Generated at the Department of Energy's
Idaho Site, DOEIEA-1 793) there are no permanent perched water zones under the GTCC
reference site. Formation of permanent perched water zones is associated with large surface
water discharges from industrial facilities. The perched water under the ATR Complex does
not underlie the GTCC reference location and therefore perched water zones would not result
in a release of contaminants to surface water.

State of Idaho, Department of Environmental Quality, Commenter ID No. L2 (cont'd)

L2-17

Text in Section 7.1.3.2.3 was modified to reflect the fact that recharge to the Eastern Snake
River Plain aquifer is principally from infiltration of applied irrigation water, infiltration of
stream flow from the Big Lost River, and ground-water inflow from adjoining mountain
drainage basins.

L2- 18

Based on TLD measurements, if someone were present the entire time over the course of
one year at the location with the highest site radiation level, they would receive approximately
666 mrem. Of that 666 mrem, approximately 122 mrem was from natural background radiation
for the area. Thus, the dose from site activities would be about 666 - 122 =544 mrem. If
someone, such as a worker, were exposed at that location for 2000 hours per year, rather than
the entire 8,766 hours in one year, they would receive a dose of about 544 x 2,000/8,766 = 120
mrem (rounded to 2 significant figures). The text was modified for clarity.

L2-1 9

The methodology and assumptions used to calculate the peak doses are the same for the three
different disposal methods considered. There is no conflict between the text and the figures.
However, to facilitate a better understanding of the results, the text was revised so that the two
figures are referenced and explained first before the discussions moves on to cover the
information presented in the tables.

L2-20

Additional discussion of the modeling assumptions and their influence on the dose results was
added to Section 7.2.4.2. The travel times for radionuclides to reach the groundwater table are
shorter for the borehole disposal method than for the trench and vault disposal methods
because the bottom of the boreholes will be located closer to the groundwater table than the
bottoms of the trenches and vaults. The peak doses for the borehole method were estimated to
be smaller than those for the vault and trench methods because the footprint of a borehole
disposal facility would be larger than that of a vault or trench disposal facility. As a result, the
distance that the majority of the contamination needs to travel, after arriving at the groundwater
table, to reach an offsite well located at 100 m from the edge of the disposal facility, would be
greater for the borehole method than that for the vault or trench method (although the leading
edge of the contamination for the borehole method would arrive first). The larger disposal area
and also the greater distance for a majority of the contamination would result in greater dilution
in the groundwater concentrations, and consequently, would yield smaller peak doses.

Page 7.19, tines 34.35

The test Incorrectly states "Aquifer recharge occurs mainly through the surface of
in the channel of.the Big Lost River and its diversion area to
ihsESRP from 11ow
the south." The Big Lost River is not the main source of recharge to the a.*quifer.
text.
Please correct th~is

L2-17

Page 7-23, lines 36-45
The rationale supporting the coiwversion of 666 rerem to a direct radiation dose to
a Cite worker at 120 rarem isnet clear. Ptsease revise'the text to more clearly
stale the m~lhod used to develop the direct radiation dose.

L2-18

Page 7-SI, lines 31.39

to calculate the peak annual dose
The methodol1ogy and assumptlens uJsed
under the borehole method is net apperent compared to the other two methods
as wrilteis. It appears the calculition is based on the travel times far the uranium
isotopes that will arrive inthe ground water narlier in the orholel method when
compered with ihe other two methods, The text states the risk is driven by the
urahiura isetopes wh•ich wiltlbe/stightltb/iiher thee the dose resulting from the C14, re-f99, snd t-129,...*' Lines 41-.43 (some page) ref.er the reeder to Tables

•L2-19

7.2.4-2 and 7.2.4-3 that show the vault and trenches produce higher doses and
t\J

risk within the 10,000 year thee frame. Lines 4-14 (paes 7-54 ) convey the same
risk from the three types of disposal. The
message regarding] the distribution 61"
statements arnd tables appear to he Incontlict. A revision is recommaended to
mere clearly state the arrival limes of.the noted c•ontaminants and their
respective contribution to peak risk whIch is driven by the later arriving uranium
st~otpes and not the mobile C-14, Tc-g9, and t-129, See~the foallowing comment
On lnes 4-14(page 7-,54)for further discussion regrding the confflicting
messages presente b sveen the text and Figures 72,Z4-1 anid 7,2,4-2.
Page 7-54, tines 4-14
* Page 7.55, Figures 7.2.4-1 and 7.2.4-2
"th=epredicted radiation doses shown on the tigures are not describad adriquately
to explain why the arrival tires of the isotopes In ground water are shorter for the
borehoes disposac method than with the trenches or vaults yet the predicted
doses are higher for the trenches end vaults, The discussion needs to describe

the modellog assumptions that resuit in the eppearntashorter travel times to the
ground water hut higher doses with the longer travel times.

L2-20

State of Idaho, Department of Environmental Quality. Commenter ID No. L2 (cant'd)

L2-21

location and the EBR-l site
The ATR Complex is approximately 0.75 miles from the reference
is located approximately 4 miles to the south-southwest of the reference location. The ATR and
EBR-I sites are over 400 feet above the aquifer and would not be impacted by contaminated
groundwater under any conceivable scenario. There are no surface water sources extending
between the GTCC reference location and the ATR or the EBR-I sites. Therefore,
radionuclides would not have the possibility of contaminating surface water and then the
buildings during operations or post-closure. Therefore, the only exposure source would be
from a potential accident via airborne releases from the facility. Based on a credible accident
scenario during operation of a potential disposal facility and the prevailing wind direction, air
deposition of radionuclides from an accident at the reference location would have little
potential to impact the EBR-1 reactor building,

L2-22

The density of alluvium was judged to be between those of sandy and clayey soils. Because the
measured value for alluvium was not available, the value for sandy clay soil was used. On the
other hand, the range of bulk density for different types of soil is small which, in conjunction
with the fact that soil bulk density is not a very sensitive parameter, i.e. its influence on the
modeling result is small, the use of the density for sandy slay was determined to be acceptable.

L2-23

The way RESRAD-OFFSITE was used for groundwater modeling in the EIS deviates from the
typical use of the code. The radionuclide release rates from the contaminated zone were precalculated and input to the code rather than were calculated by the code using the input
parameters of the contaminated zone. Therefore, the soil bulk density of the contaminated zone
was not used in the dose modeling. Regarding the soil densities for the unsaturated zones and
saturated zone, the input values had been reviewed by INL site representatives before being
used in the dose modeling.

L2-24

In the EIS modeling, the contaminated zone consists of the waste materials, the waste
containers, and the back fill soils. Therefore, the homogeneously contaminated soil assumption
associated with a typical contaminated zone for RESRAD-OFFSITE modeling is not
applicable. In the EIS modeling, the release rates of radionuclides from the contaminated zone
were pre-calculated and input to the code, so the calculation involving a homogeneous
contaminated zone was bypassed. Because of this, the input soil-b parameter was not used in
the RESRAD-OFFSITE dose calculations and the RESRAD-OFFSITE default value was listed
in the table.

Page 7-67, lines 41-43

This sectionl states thit a radiologcal re•lease ferothe GTCC reference location
could heve an impact on the Advanced Test Reactor (AT•R)tecihily, since the
ATR is consideredt histericatly sigaificant, There Is no emetion of the potent~al
impact to the Engineering Blreeder Reactor I (EBRf-!) facility, a Naltionai Historic
Landetark, which is locate•d approximately frout miles~ to thea SSW (generally down
gradient) of Ihe proposed GTCC reference iocation'. Please consider adding the
potential for impact to the EtstR-t site tothis section.

L2-21

Page E-30, Appendix E, Table E-3
Please provide a ration~ale ina footnote for u-sing a density for "sandy clay/clay' in
Unsaturated Zone 1iwhen the alluviumn is described as "coarse-grain unit
consisting of pr;edminanily sand and greal.IT
Page E-30, Appendlx E. Table E.3

L2-23

•The con'taminate;d zone dm,bulk density is a soil parme~ter and Is the ratio of the
mass o tiha sacud phase of tire soil (i.e., dried soil) to Its total volume. [3] The
typical value used for iNltIs t .5. The values for bulk density uSed else.wh~ee in
gravel,
=appe'ndix li should be reviewed and' adusted to refleet sand, d~ay,
mfaclured •tlasF (instead of basait) par the discussion in Omift GTCC 618
sections 7.1.3,2 anld its sub-s•ections,
Page E-3O, Appendix li, Table E,.,
The h-parameuter used in the model for the contakmirnated zone Is 5.3 which isa
default value In RESRAD corresponding to slity loam, "The soll-speelie b
parameter is en empirical liltin~g parameter and, therefore, must be determined
exzperimentaliy. For each type of soil, the best estImate of b can be obtained by
best-lit vetoes of each soil lo an experImentally determlned curve of
adjusting th~e
etaration, acceidir• to thepawe•r funclioe moedl' ni
mifretlaprerability murse

L2-24

Rs =(It/Kset )(1 1 2b+3)
Whe're Rs Isthe saturatIon ratio (dimensionless), and b lethe ilttIng parameter.
catted the sell-specific exponential parameler, Imlhe downward water infritltalori
rate end Kin the satureted hydraulic condutilvity.

When the b parameter cannot be experimentally detertelned the values In the
following table should be used.
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T18-1

State of Idaho, Governor's Offiee, Commenter ID No. T18 (cont'd)

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1 508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, fINL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.
DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential longterm performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

ot IdahO.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.
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TIS-1

State of Idaho, Governor's Office, Commenter ID No. T18 (cont'd)

T18-2

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at INL. The ongoing cleanup effort will
continue. DOE fully supports the 1995 Settlement Agreement. In selection of the preferred
alternative, exiting agreements were taken into consideration.

T18-3

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

The potential stes~ei of thu lforg~
t
the GTC' waste is cootradiotOty to the ODeoleahelnp
peogrees in Idaho.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced nearsurface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.
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I-

In site evaluation and the selection of the
preferred alternative, factors such as geology (basalt)
and groundwater (sole source aquifers) were taken into consideration.

State of Idaho. Governor's Office, Commenter ID No. T18 (cont'd)
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State of Idaho. Governor's Office, Commenter ID No. T18 (cont'd)

Thank you.

1
2
3

l'R,

I3RO•N•

Thanks very much.

Steven Piet.

.4

MISS WEBSTER:

5

MR. BROWNi:

6

I give this tO whom?

The court reporter.

Thank you.

L298-1

State of Idaho, Governor's Office, Commenter ID No. L298

C. 2..

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential longterm performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

seces Of '555

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.
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L298-2

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at TNL. The ongoing cleanup effort will
continue. DOE fully supports the 1995 Settlement Agreement. In selection of the preferred
alternative, exiting agreements were taken into consideration.

L298-3

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WJPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.
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The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site,/INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.
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L298-2

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced nearsurface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

L298-3
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L298-4

In site evaluation and the selection of the preferred altemnative, factors such as geology (basalt)
and ground water (sole source aquifers) were taken into consideration.

State of Idaho. Governor's Office. Commenter ID No. L298 (eont'd)
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State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects. Commenter ID No. E45

Frorst
Sent:
To:.

Subject:
Attachments:

gtcceisvmbmastat~ruil~gov
Thursday. Juno 23. 2011 4:45 PM
maiLgrccolearchives; gtccoiswebrsastc~thanl~ov; gtccels•)anLgov
,Grester-Than-Ciass-C Low-Level Radloective Waste £15Comment GTCCS038T
Stae of.Neveda_.Corments.rDraft.GTCC..Waste.E]RSGTCCIO381.pdi

Thank you for your comment, Joseph Sstr'on.
The commeot tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC103S.1.Please refer to the comment
tracking number inaalt correspondence relating to thin comment.
Comment Date: Jane 23, 2011 04:44:25PM COT
Gr eataer-Than~ls-Ci.c Low-Level itadioactive Waste EiSDraft Comment: GTCCIO38S
First Name: Joseph
Middtle initial: C
Last Name: Strelin
OnganIoation: Sstate of Nevasda
SAddress: Agency for Nuclear Projects
Address 2: Office ef the Governor
Address 3:1761 t. College Parkway, Ste. 118
CityleCarson City
S;tate:NV
Zip: 89705
Country: USA
"
greall: istr~o4tnu
n •et a teeny:ne
Privacy'Prefer'ence: Don't withhold name or address from public l'ecord
AttschmenotC:\Oocuments and•Settingssioe\Desktop\GTCC Draft E152-:2011\S'tase of Nevada Comments - DrmftGTCC
Waste EiS.pdf
""'
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Comment Submitted:
Attached are the State of Nevada's comments ontDOE's Dioft EiS for Disposal of Gr'eoter-Than-Class CLow-iLevei
Raodioactive Waste and GTCC-UkeWaste.
Sincerely,
Joseph C. Strolin
Actirig Executive Director
..
Nevada Agency for Necdoar Projects
Of lice of the Governor
1761 E. College Parkway, Suite 128
Carson City, Nevada 89705
775.687-3744
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Questlons aboett submitting comments ever the Web? Contact us at: etctwbmrseeen•
Than-Ctass-C Low-L~evel
Itadloactive Waste EISWebmsaster at (530) 252-57OS.

o orcatf the Greater-
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From:
•Sen~t:

Joe Stroait <jstrottnfnuctstate~nv.oto
Thur.sday, June 21, 2011 4:40 FM

TO:"
Subject:

gtcceis@ant~gov,
State of Nevada Comments on DOEtsthacftEISfor Disposal of 61CCWaste

Attachments:

State of NevadaComments - Draft ITCCWaste •StSpdf

Attached please find the State ofNewelda', conmentsit oa DOE Draft Utfifor Disposal of Greater-Than'Clasn C
t ow-Level Radioactive WYate and OTOC-,ike Waste. The comnmentsa nr .ubmtitted its response to the notice
of availability in the l'edenraRegister of Februay 25, 2011.
I would appreeiate it if you wotuld acknowledge receipt oftioseacommnents by replying to this email or by
calling my office at 775-607.3744.
Sincerely,•
&eeaftlwsDkesr
Joseph 12Ssrein, ArJ~eJg
'N6'adadeenyf HerreanPrnjress
041ev n/fatl~eso•ennr,
,tev 113
17el zi• lcgskFeeArslt*al
'J706
CesatgsO Nevasf 89

f7$-aS7-37,I,
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* LlIAU SANISOVAL•

VisiT• OENRV5IA

JAQ50EfllC5KItROLO

isIcr.OF'StIR
GOVLERNQIS
I
isni•c
es-nNnCgAwtyS~qtS~

Yonne3, 2011!

Document Manager
Mt. Arnold M. Edniniso, H.IS
itS. Department of-nrgc•y, 0TCC 615
Clovereflaf~ildiag, EM-'3
•
1000 lodecp'ndcace Avenuee SW
'Washingto'n, DC 20585
RE: Suite of Nevada Conmients ott DOE's Draft Environmental Impact Statemenet far~the
Disposal of Greater-Than-Class C (07CC)• Low-Level Radioactive Waste and 07ICC-like
WaV•,s
te (DOEIEIS-0375-D)
Dear Mr. Edelmau:
S

Eneloscd pleas

find the Stain of Nev'ada's comments

oc DOE's Draft Enviuinmcutal

Impact Statement for the Disposal of Greater-Than-Ciaas, C (67CC) Lowv-Level Rtadioactive
WVasteand 01CC-Like WVaste.
If you have questions regarding thecsecommntinntor would like additional inferasatisa,
please let ate know.
Sincerely,.

Jose~ph C. Strolia
Acting Executive Director
JCS~je
Enclosure
cc
Maria Adams, SnniorfDepety Attorney General
Nevada State Cle~arioghooso
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STATE OF NEVADA COMMIENTS STATEMENT
ON DOEl'S l)ItAI•f ENVIttONMENTrAL IMP1ACT
FOR 'riTE DISPOiSAr OF (;REA'rER-TI'AN-Ct.ASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL
t
ANt) GTCC,-LIKE WASTE (DIOEIEIS-0375-D)
RIADIOACTIVE WVASTE
Snbmitted by
The Nevada Agency for Nuclear 1'rojeets
Office ofrth' Gover nor
Junte 23, 2011

1.0

General Commnt~ns

t11

The Neva'da Ntuclear Secnrity Site (NNSS) as a potential Disposal Location
In comtments on the >iotics of Intent (NOt) to prepare an Eastrenmeatal Impact

Statement (1IS) for the disposal of Greater-Thtan-Class C waste in 2007, the State of Nevatla
of the Nevada Test Site (stnc reantmed
voiced serious rsestvoions itoantthe appropriatecesa
2
NNSS) as a location for disposal of GTCC wa~ste. In those COtattnatO. the State pointed to
consitnting issesec assectatedt withl allowable new activities at NNSS, given the site's stattutory
designation as a 'wseapons testing site." Thiose consents stiti have ant heen reso1lesd. In*
additionl, while NNqSS[,as besea a site for the disposal of low-tcve!lattd mined htaardetss anes low-

the natore and clhstssceriSties of 0TCC wastes and the tonger-tis'ed
level radioactive Watste,
radioanaellden they cont:ain paso addeds
attt anacceptabte long-term risks, given ithegeophysical
conditions at NNSS.
Many of'the same conditions that atnde Yucca Mottntlnaitsi'tnsitable shte for lottg-tcral

geologic isolation of radioaeti'i' wsastes are also present at the NNSS (i.e., active secstttic atea;
fast groatadnaster pathways; potential far renewcsd vsleaneistt; highly cortosivo sbsthurface
ecvironaset; etc.). hit addition, there are serious• issues ilnsvnlttg Ittepotential f'oremntttlstive
impacts to theaentvironmtent frontpasstweapons tcsting activities (atntiresetting contatmination)
and from ntctrreat and fittare low-level sad mised-low-lcvrl waste dispst~sractivities.,
NNSS also poses scrious prstsblensowith re~gardto the tratstporsstion of GTrCCwaste end
GTlCC-tike waste front gcneretsor ansI storage sites to any disposal facility ithatmight be located
at NNSS. As, discussect be~low,ofatt tite posteetisi dispocsal locations evatttatedl in stheDEIIS,
that
NNS5 is by far Itte toast prohienatiet fronta trensportation standpoint. Tlhefacet
troasportation f~actorswere not used Sndiscritainato isetwecn potential alternative dislattal
locations, sad only overly general cumnulative radiation dose calestlatinon were ttsed In compxare
0o25site to ansotiter witht respect to transportation ihapacts, are rustor sltnreome~isg uf tha DEIS.

'The DreflEsrvaresedertl teas.r~t$!eeawstfiw Sreaefr.Thauv-Clna C(G'Ir'
m•tintltaedste
•~ta (as

defiasd is, the tDt[S) sad "Of CGCLihs:"wate.

Lsw-t.nsv Rsd/onsesi'aWasteentd
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The NNSS was originally created through the issuance of four administrative Public Land
Orders by, the Secretary of the Interior. Public Land Order 805, dated February 12, 1952,
reserved lands for the use of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (ABC), DOE's predecessor,
as a weapons testing site. Subsequent administrative land withdrawals through 1965 reserved
the withdrawn lands for use of the ABC in connection with the NNSS. The 1961 Public Land
Order specifically mentioned that it reserved the lands for use of the ABC "in connection with
t
the Nevada Test Site for test facilities, roads, utilities, and safety distances. " The Military
Lands Withdrawal Act of 1999 withdrew the northwestern area of the NNSS (Pahute Mesa) for
exclusive use of DOE. This area had previously been utilized by DOE and its predecessors
under a Memorandum of Understanding with the U.S. Air Force.
The U.S. Department of the Interior (DOT) is vested with oversight responsibility to review
existing land withdrawals under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act. The DOT
suggested in its comments on the 1996 NTS EIS (whieh included proposals for commercial
reuse of the site) that substantial changes in land use at the NTS may require a new land
withdrawal. As part of the April 1997 Settlement Agreement resolving State of Nevada
litigation regarding radioactive waste disposal at the NTS (State of Nevada v. Petta,
U.S. District Court, District of Nevada, 1997), DOE committed to initiate "consultation with
the United States Department of the Interior ('DOT') concerning the status of the existing land
withdrawals for NTS with regard to low-level waste storage/disposal activities." The
consultation process was initiated by DOE with DOT shortly thereafter and was concluded in
November 2009, with NNSS's acceptance of custody and control of the approximately
740 acres constituting the NNSS Area 5 Radioactive Waste Management Complex. This
facility is part of NNSS's continuing environmental management mission as a disposal facility
for low-level waste (LLW) and mixed low-level waste (MLLW). All radioactive waste
management at the NNSS is conducted in accordance with applicable federal, state and local
regulations.
Site-specific environmental factors such as geophysical conditions were evaluated in the ETS.
The results of'the evaluation were taken into consideration in identifying the preferred
alternative presented in the Final EIS.
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The State's commnents on thle2607 NOt iadicrtled that•NNSS was art taeaceplable
location for disposal of GTCC waste sad GTCC-lihe waste, There is nothintg in this D00iS that
wotttd ulttr that assessment.
1.2

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EtS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential longterm performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

Tfhr need ror NRo Regurlation of any GTlCC Waste Disposal Activities

'The DEilgac newlnedges that tttssrof tle GTCC w,•asletobe diapeed of\vil be
¢onttrrreiat waste gene~rated by crentreenad fature Nurclear Riegittatory Cormnission (NRC)
licensees, sad tiot, by law, a rTCC wvastefaciity rntushe regrtlsted/ltieesed by the NIIC.
Inclusionr otDOlt's OTCe-tlke wastes currently itansged under DOl". Orders sad stored at DON
fiacilities that oper-ate ntrder DOlt Orders resutres thtatttresa
be brottyhi hioe the NRO regulatoty
regimne.fThe0105 does net directly address this istne nttd, in fact, does sot es'en cosmttit to the
NRC licentsing swriregrtlation of say disposal f'acility established traratr•ant
to thleFinal EIg, NRC
licetrahig in ttot a sturple process, as evidesced by tthehigir-level waste proarat wohere
the
sdccisiOrt
was made to co-rnirsgle eotnrtnereial and dafcrnse waste, Majar i•satea and addirlouas
regtrlstory authority amatters
arise with respect to all of the DONfsires fittt are utnder conslderstitrq
fo•ra GTCC waste faceility. Ttte D!tIS triter) to desc~ribe htoma NRC-regulated• facility e.,e coexist with1 DOON
self-regtdtsted faceilityor artl PAlastat'-egulstcd facility such an WllPP, ird"
b~ostire putblie can Ireassured that NR[Cregulatoery authority has priurasy at tire GiTCC facility.
• ssuesof NRC regutation also scire wilt regard to the tr'ansportaliort of G1CC scas~ts,
including the requirement for rtseof NRC cettltied shipping contaisers, rcqruireneuts itnrolvialg
shiparrat noatilications, NRC transport~ation safegulards regtrlationss sandothers.
1.3
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The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

E45 -3

The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) assigns DOE responsibility for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
generated by NRC and Agreement State licensees. The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) specifies that
GTCC LLRW, designated a federal responsibility under section 3(b)(l)(D) that results from
activities licensed by the NRC, is to be disposed of in an NRC-licensed facility that has been
determined to be adequate to protect public health and safety. However, unless specifically
provided by law, the NRC does not have authority to license and regulate facilities operated by
or on behalf of DOE. Further, the LLRWPAA does not limit DOE to using only non-DOE
facilities or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal. Accordingly, if DOE selects a facility operated by
or on behalf of DOE for disposal of GTCC LLRW for which it is responsible under section
3(b)(1)(D), clarification from Congress would be needed to determine NRC's role in licensing
such a facility and related issues. In addition clarification from Congress may be needed on
NRC's role if DOE selects a commercial GTCC LLRW disposal facility licensed by an
Agreement State rather than by NRC.

E45-4

DOT and the NRC have primary responsibility for federal regulations governing commercial
radioactive materials transportation. Non-DOE shipments of GTCC LLRW from commercial
sites would be transported by commercial carriers and would be regulated by DOT and the
NRC. In addition, DOE shipments by commercial carriers of GTCC LLRW from commercial
sites or of GTCC-like waste from DOE sites would be regulated by DOT and NRC.

E45-3
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Seriossly Defriceat Trnnsposlaltiorn Analysis

iThe'analysis
of tr'anspsalatiorr inspacts associated with shlptrents of GTCC wa•ste
and
GTCC-lihe waste its thetDltS is seriortsly daiicietrt. Most iraposlnntty, trarnslrorlatioa system
characteristics• and th~e
effects of sssstnsttiprents along sycoifre rostras (rail ned ihiglrway)
throagh pspeifiecoertellnnitica, trsing spseeific meseas of Irartsport are trot ttses as criteria irs
esaltrating wirether ideatiliedl stherrratirc disposal locultians tresstable or appropriate. Nor are
trarsptso-tatisn factors such us•threse trscriso coerpare, sherurative disposal• sires and diserimirette
araortg Itte vatriorra
sites, Ilecartac of threstubstarintilanature of thaslttppirtg campaign reqtrired f'or
tire tlispo.al of GTfCC waste, transportution conrsideratior..' shtould bean
niror factor in idcntifyitng
alternative disposal sires. Ifthrat hrad been dotne, sites likeNNSS, sahrertransportation access is
limitedwattd extremely prohtrmottic, would have been elluirrated from consideration.

DOE has broad authority under the AEA to regulate all aspects of activities involving
radioactive materials that are undertaken by DOE or undertaken on its behalf, including the
transportation of radioactive wastes. However, in most cases that do not involve national
security, DOE does not exercise its authority to regulate DOE shipments and instead utilizes
commercial carriers that undertake shipments of DOE materials under the same terms and
conditions as those used for commercial shipments. These shipments are subject to regulation
by DOT and the NRC. As a matter of policy, however, even in the limited circumstances where
DOE exercises its AEA authority for shipments, DOE requirements mandate that all DOE
shipments be undertaken in accordance with the requirements and standards that apply to
comparable commercial shipments, unless there is a determination that national security or
another critical interest requires different action.

E45-5

Trantspotsrtnlen of (0C:C waste to any disposal f'acility,located at NN55Swould introlve

unacceptable nlupasts for tire State of Nevada itt gor~enri
and tirehecavily populaterl Laa Vegas•
tmetrroolx~itart
area itt partieslar. Since there is tnorail a~ccss
tinNNSS, and threcost Tct
co.nstsrrslirg suchrasceas would h& in threocighrhorlt"ol of'$3 billion taccorditng toDOS's awn
estitmates rlrar were diorrefor rtal Ytrcca Mottnraitn project), il is entlirely trtrealitlie to az.ssttre tirat
GtTCC waste wortid hle stripped via rail to the site. Cossrn~etttly, all cofthe wa~stea
wnld trace to
betrnoved to lthesite Iry truck, rrquirirrg 12,6100shipucteet.Many of these shtipsen as, rteordhtg
to rho1)EIS, wvouldire '1 lightr;ay Rorttc-Corrtaslled Qttultity" (l:IRCQ) siripmesata.
By law,
PIR[COshriprern
etarta rin:
se tIre Interalaltahrgh,,ay system anrdwotild, of traesaity, p'ass thtrouglb
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Calculation of the collective population risk (under routine and accident conditions) is
provided in the EIS. While these estimates are conservative, the calculations used expected
values where practical (e.g., external shipment dose rates) and provide a reasonable measure
for comparison among alternatives, as summarized in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6, and the estimates
show that the transportation risks would be small. All alternatives involve routes of hundreds
of miles through similar types of rural, suburban, and urban areas. For specific local impacts,
Section 5.3.9.2 provides information on potential human health impacts on individuals during

State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects, Commenter ID No. E45 (cant'd)

normal waste transport along a route. However, the consideration of specific local stakeholder
concerns is more appropriate during the final planning stages of a project when actual route
selections are finalized, not at the level addressed in this EIS. A generic accident consequence
assessment was performed because there is no way to predict the exact location and conditions
of an accident, as discussed in C.9.3.3 of the EIS. For all alternatives, potential accidents, even
those at the same location, could have impacts that range from negligible to significant
depending on the waste involved, the accident severity, and weather conditions. Such an
analysis would not help distinguish between alternatives because all alternatives involve routes
through or near major population centers.
The additional human health impacts from intermodal transfer and transport of waste from the
nearest rail access point to those disposal sites without direct rail access is generally a small
percentage of the total risk discussed in Section C.9.5.5 of the EIS. Costs involved in either
building a rail spur to a site or the additional cost of intermtodal operations would need to be
considered if that option was considered further. For the rail option, the use of dedicated trains,
if sufficient waste is available for transport at the same time, could reduce transportation risks
and costs by minimizing transit times. The current rail analysis therefore bounds what might be
expected if dedicated trains were used. tn general, transportation costs would be similar across
all disposal alternatives. The primary difference would be related to the distances traveled in
each case. Thus, the transportation costs will scale with the shipment distances travelled as
presented in the EIS. Any decisions made by DOE would take these factors into account during
implementation.

the omotheavily po~pulated portionrs of Las Vegas and CtarkeCounty. Such
a shripping rarnpaigu
would pultLos Vegas' tourisrr-dependcnt economy at Orrhslaultisl
risk in thu event of an accident
or terrorist attach against a shipmernt while in •ranait.
Transportotion irrrpaeln assOeiated wihh lthedisposal ofGTCC wa'st e generally, end with
respcento NNSS in particnlar, do outa ppea•r to rave buen adequsately addressed
in the DEIS.
"llsu dr-olldecmnatet oes en overly general approach Iroradiologiet frinsper assesmacut fur
GTWC waste shiprnerts anodignores the lospritlanre of noa.radiotngirat Thectors
in delining the
tror scope aud nature ofinrpacts associated with ouchtrautsporlrrtion. Importuant non-rediotogleal
impacts are not used tOdisersuminate among potential disposal lecatiaon.•Addgitont issues that
smo0ld
have lieni covered in tireD10$ include, hot orenot nuces."arily limited to, differential
analyses of impacts associated with various toodes;
ofrhipsnent (highway, rail, haro): routing
issues arid impacts, ineihtding thueidentification oflspecifte pre farred snd alternative mrotts front
gerrcro;tor/etoratgu sites to proposutd disposal locatione andlihe unique chseae•teristies slung throsa
•rontus; property value effects; arid risk perception irmpacte (rant their attendant econoironie
conteqsuneucs) associated wvithprosp~ctiw G'[ICC shipmenrts.
1.4

(Coot.)

There are no definitive studies related to the effects of radioactive waste shipments on local
tourism and property values. With an average of only one to two shipments per day over the
potential 60 year lifetime of a proposed disposal facility in the case of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like waste shipments, it is unlikely that there would be any significant impact on
tourism and property values.

lessqonsfrom the Foiled Federal High-Level Itedlieative Waste. Program

itt going forwardi with direidentifieation of dlisposal sites foe GTCC viasle., DOE shrorud
learare from the felled attemp/t to site a fasility for
disposal of highs-lunel rariusetive wa•steaod spent nrtrlesr fitel at Yucca Mountairt. Suelt lasonts
dispfosal theility lint
have special r"uluvarau
witlr regarrd to arty proposasl for siting a (Grcc w.aste
guttural arnd St NNSS irspartieolar. Anly criteria er'steleting a dioptens location fron srnonrg
verious alternatives shourl refltect tire twvousostimportant lessurs to ha gleanted from thte failed
Yurcca ivoatrrtnt progrttsu: (I) thratany6siting dlccis;ion toast htave art intpeccable scietntitterind
reltreehil foundatiun tha:t is frtlly twaisparentr; arid ('2)that tir facltity can or should be forced on
an unwvillin g state,

bracogrrizssrt orthe imprrrrutat lcssoars
to he

Thre sceisntifte orellrchrrirat jtstitieatioe for any facility mreansanot ortly thratits design
and opreratioar he of tire higlrest qtratity, Intr alsrmthat tho getelehuical chltacteristics of the situ
cart ha shsown to meet healtth trrd satlity criteria thrat,lhelsersvcs, ant' ournid, siersatilislty hosedl
nort olsjeetive. The liter that a facitity for OTCO waste rdispcsalwill he a newn,never-beforeattetstptsrl ptt,•eut (sitoilarr toe l LlY ru~posilouy or the WIPP til.U waste lie~itty) makes it
htttpcrtive thratit hrave tIre. volurntatrysupport of the hrost store. In thtis regard, it is not sufticieat to
garncr support from small rusral cotttmntitlon thtatcart be ruerdily enticed witlr tiroraises of
econonrie benefits. Local supprlortalorra wvilltint ho anltluient to nsu
cisutr atc.ss in a siting
praogromifor a fseility of thisity'pe.

As stated in Section C.9.4.1.1 of the EIS on route selection, many of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes considered in the EIS would meet the definition of a highway route HRCQ
(49 CFR 173 .403). However, as noted in the discussion, states and Native American tribes
have the opportunity to designate "preferred routes" to replace or supplement the interstate
highway system. For those wastes not specifically designated as HRCQ, the selection of a
route is left to the carrier, but in the case of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes, additional
consultation with transportation stakeholders would occur.

E45-6

DOE/NNSA analyzed various radioactive waste shipping routes through and around
metropolitan Las Vegas, Nevada, in the NNSS SWEIS. DOE/NNSA continued discussions
with the State of Nevada on routing options throughout the preparation of the Final NNSS
SWEIS. After taking into consideration the comments and concerns expressed by State,
county, and local government officials and the public in general during the review and
comment period for the Draft NNSS SWEIS, DOE/NNSA decided to maintain the current
highway routing restrictions for shipments of low-level radioactive waste (LLW) and mixedlow level radioactive waste (MLLW), as described in the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC)
for the site. DOE/NNSA explained this decision in the Final NNSS SWEIS. The unchanged
WAC restrictions are to avoid (1) crossing the Colorado River near Hoover Dam and (2) the
greater metropolitan Las Vegas interstate system. DOE/NNSA is not considering, nor is it
making, changes to the NNSS WAC with regard to routing.

"tire fisal EIS should contahrt (and clearly explain and irrstify¢)tire specific criteria that will
be ascrl to ultioately select srsitu;or sires for GTCC wvaste~dlsosasL. "thatcriter-ia should include
ttheselealtitc and ectiehslafsctsos by whlich sites turdthe f~acility-site ittter ttce will he evaluated
atnd a rerlrtienturtt that prospective hsostorateapproral mutstsh obtainud brefore nay siting
dreision can he fiualisesd.

Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS, implementation will include, as needed
and appropriate, NEPA reviews and other analysis (e.g., transportation).
E45-6

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the BIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal

Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1 508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above~grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.
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Final siting ofta disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

Deftnitional Issues

Strictly speaking, esost GTICC waste covered by the DaIS is not low-level radioactive
waste ss that term is widely ulnderstood cand :sooted to). While G'ITCCwast stay isolow,,er
activity waste than specs•Ibet or high-level was•te,its "orpbsn" sitoation (i.e., wtaste thut doean't
lit the defisition of eitther LIJW or IILW susi for which shre• is so douhsed disposal path) c~ilecs
thedtfiainhty lne erect in attempting, so deinse sw~aythe problem by appendintg thleter'm ltowlevel radloactise wsste"' to its designation. Origittally (and s's soustained in|currtent reglatsion),
('fCC waste was sappfosed tohbo disposed ot in a high-level waste repository because OTCC
waste eontatiso longer-lived t'adioaetise cicusents rcqniritng tonger-tonta toolaties that wouid he
untacceptable tor LLW disposal facilities. ThseDOIS aehisowsledges that euo-called"C']CC-Like
waste',nnatyaesl insthledocotstcst is sinmitar to noo-lciinsoe generated TR•Uwaste. "fthe faet ihlsat
0TCC Waste is Ilonger-livcd and has a higher activity than LILWeaoinot he simply delined away
by calling it LLWV.in the past, GiTCC waste •sv not considered t.LW, anti it is qne.stiensbla
whether that dleslgnatitis should ho used at all. Simply callisg the watte "GTGC'Cand
aclktowledging its untiqueochsroate'!sties and standing is tho waste eoatihntm woald ie stare
honest and e cctsrage the store rigorous scrutiny dispossl of ouch staterial deserves.

E45-7

E45-7

DOE agrees that use ofta geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. However, the degree
of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

2.,G Speelfic Comments - DRIb Summatry and Chtapters I - 13
2.1

Stnmmary, page S-3: OTCC-tiho wa,5t€

The DEIS states thai, "Althoaght OTCC-lke waste is not sub lees to tho requiresments in
she. LLRWI'AA 11.0w
Level Radioactive \.VsstctPoliey Asnendments Aet), DOlt at~o isteeds to
determine a ptath to disposal that is similarly proleetieo ofpubtie health and safety." th'e OutS
proasants no reasn why G(ITCC-llhe wa.xsteshoeld he tteatcd diflisestty thbt catninreiat GFCC
waste. Disposal of GTCC.like wass~ntoshoud be protective of public heahhi andsafaty in the samev
way as GTCC waste that is goveerted by the LLRWPAA and regulated by NRC. DlOE iasdicstos

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these reguilations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced nearsurface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.)

E45-8

in this s•ss, pergeaph thiatit does; not lmnttd to create a ness clavsilciatioas
for GTOC-tlho waste,
hat that is exactly whtat the DV•tS ptoposes. DOlt should make the.cosnisstn!!that dimdsposal
of
all G'I'CC weastewiti ho subject to NRC regutlations std Sisalall facilities the (1TCC wcaste•
disposal
will heolicensed by thseNRC.
22

2.3

DOE recognizes that including GTCC-Iike wastes within the scope of this EIS along with
GTCC LLRW may complicate the implementation of GTCC LLRW disposal alternative(s).
However, DOE determined that the most efficient approach was to address both types of waste,
which have many similar physical and radioactive characteristics, in a single NEPA process.

Sstnmmtsry,
page S-1 3: Resourc~e Conser'vation and Recovcry Act (i(CRA)

"lisatt
DiS asousnes that 01ICC wvastewill isotreated to render it qtscsshazardous" utnter
R¢CRA\. loswevee; itheDutIS does ttoeaddress whlesiser this hoss
feenIasible.
A snore rcus,n•abte
antd realistic apprachi woutM ha to asettue that taueh of the ,waste will taomined harardous and
0TCc, aegutlated tinder ltCtA as wsellas other appsliesble-taws and regalations.

545-9

DOE's intent is to facilitate the overall process for addressing the disposal needs of both waste
types. Issues associated with potential regulatory changes or NRC licensing would he
addressed as necessary to enable implementation.

Summary, Table S-3, page 5-45•: hounding Aeanlysh oflTsnsportatims• lupacts

Ilounding is a legitmate way to estabtisht theupper ansi oswerbosudaties of a possible
impact. Hsowever, In thlt ease, she extremnely siatplistio atssureof dhe bounding •anaysis does cot
convey the estent of the impacts. ,TheNNSS is tsot accessible by rail lice, a fhat sentioned by

Greater-than-Class C (GTCC) low-level radioactive waste (LLRW) is defined by the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) as LLRW that has radionuclide concentrations
exceeding the limits for Class C LLRW established in Title 10, Part 61, of the Code of Federal
Regulations (10 CFR Part 61),

E45-t0

E45-8

DOE recognizes that including GTCC-like wastes within the scope of this EIS along with
GTCC LLRW may complicate the implementation of GTCC LLRW disposal alternative(s).
However, DOE determined that the most efficient approach was to address both types of waste,
which have many similar physical and radioactive characteristics, in a single NEPA process.
DOE's intent is to facilitate the overall process for addressing the disposal needs of both waste
types. Issues associated with potential regulatory changes or NRC licensing would be
addressed as necessary to enable implementation.

E45-9

DOE agrees that some GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes may be characterized as mixed
waste (waste containing hazardous chemical constituents in addition to radionuelides).
However, currently available waste characterization information is limited, and these wastes
only constitute approximately 4% by volume of the Group 1 wastes. Additional information

would be obtained prior to any disposal, however, and the mixed waste would be rendered
nonhazardous before being submitted for disposal. In addition, potential health impacts from
hazardous chemicals are expected to be small when compared to radiological risks presented in
the EIS (due to the higher volume and activity from the radioactive component of the GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory). Any mixed waste in the GTCC EIS inventory would
be managed in accordance with federal and state laws and requirements.

State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects, Commenter ID No. E45 (cont'd)

E45-10

the OTUC DF.tS. Theorefore.the section offihe D-iOSthat eulkes to rail impocts Is no1.valid. Tiha
possibility exists Ithatthereeconid Ire interssodal trmnsportaltion tiom twsosites sesrby, but the
numbers of track shipments to the NNSS will be identical in ellther threrail or treek scenario.
For the N'NSS trssspnssiorsts+'snalysis, there is nsolower hoand possible. The~reis no honndinlg
analysis. it should be reported this way in the DEIS, sontso intenortodl alteraaslve, ifdaistrcd,
should be studied. It is important to point out thet ultertuodo operatisos csn solstsstaaisliy
ehsnge thu risks ofa Irsisporltoisn progrons. 11D0t3 is iaterested in shipping these snterials vis
insertuoodat, it thonid assess the risks sad nforse tise affected parties (notably Crslifortsia - lnyo
Cosoty and Sen H~errdino Count~y).
Pssrthernsora. Ile naslysis of transportation inspuets completely ignores thu sigrafreent
tr, ttsportatioon differencas among potential dispossl sites. The asalysis foestses solely on tile
overly generalized RtADTIRAN evaluation o'rrrdiolegicsl imupacts sothe sole diseritsinstor wshen
tsajor eotnsiderstioss like ovuiltrdilhty of ril sceess, prosituity to the atssionalroil sod interstate
highway system, availabilitys fofitcroote esntea, non-rmdiolrgicel larpocts to popoistion ecesters,
etc., should havcebran assessed sod used to delertoise whirls of the alterestive disposal Iseatlaos
woulld he preferable. Thleway it sppesrs io the 0131S,these ore no suhbstatiul differecnes in
transportstion inspects among lire va¢orionprssihle st es. Thtis is e:nsptsrtieil~y not tihecose. itt
of potenttoll
at the lttrsalmn
soy costprebensive transportotion analysis, NNSS woutld rosnk
candidates doe to tiheerntrenmelypoor transportation access, tack of rail access, sod routes to the
tscilily thsasinspect the ernte's trasor popuistiotn centera end canno'auie sectors.
2.4

E345-10
(Coot,)

Imtpacls
Summsary, page 49!: Cussrsliativec
The DE131coacelsles that "for- Alertoatives i to 5 at rise federal sites, the esriurstedt

irrpsseta ]+romtltc (7ITCCpropos.ed action aresnot enpeeted socontribute sutastotistly to
cutmalative imspaets iisr stie aridonsresource se'as+evaluated, wvitht
lIhe linely exception of
potential hsumtashealtht impascts in tiretosngteem. i']towever, swithregard to NNSS, this
hpolteos Will be added to
cosseltision appears to Igntor' the l~actdsat lhpaseads of"GTCC waste sti
lithtghnsstsds of I.,LW and MI.LW sthipiteuts oh the state's higlsevays due to ongoing LI.W sad
ML1.W dis:po,,ntiactivities ut l'TNSS. There is no asnalysis ofthe crntttlarivu hmpsats asseelate.d
with Isogniug transssporsalioo activities as NNSS atnd the oddestlistpacts fr'ost proposed GTCC
nSvast
disposal lshiponenla.
2.5

E45-11I

Calculation of the collective population risk (under routine and accident conditions) is
provided in the EIS. While these estimates are conservative, the calculations used expected
values where practical (e.g., external shipment dose rates) and provide a reasonable measure
for comparison among alternatives, as summarized in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6, and the estimates
show that the transportation risks would be small. All altemnatives involve routes of hundreds
of miles through similar types of rural, suburban, and urban areas. For specific local impacts,
Section 5.3.9.2 provides information on potential human health impacts on individuals during
normal waste transport along a route. However, the consideration of specific local stakeholder
concems is more appropriate during the final planning stages of a project when actual route
selections are finalized, not at the level addressed in this EIS. A generic accident consequence
assessment was performed because there is no way to predict the exact location and conditions
of an accident, as discussed in C.9.3.3 of the EIS. For all alternatives, potential accidents, even
those at the same location, could have impacts that range from negligible to significant
depending on the waste involved, the accident severity, and weather conditions. Such an
analysis would not help distinguish between alternatives because all alternatives involve routes
through or near major population centers.
The additional human health impacts from intermodal transfer and transport of waste from the
nearest rail access point to those disposal sites without direct rail access is generally a small
percentage of the total risk discussed in Section C.9.5.5 of the EIS. Costs involved in either
building a rail spur to a site or the additional cost of intermodal operations would need to be
considered if that option was considered further. For the rail option, the use of dedicated trains,
if sufficient waste is available for transport at the same time, could reduce transportation risks
and costs by minimizing transit times. The current rail analysis therefore bounds what might be
expected if dedicated trains were used. In general, transportation costs would be similar across
all disposal alternatives. The primary difference would be related to the distances traveled in
each case. Thus, the transportation costs will scale with the shipment distances travelled as
presented in the EIS. Any decisions made by DOE would take these factors into account during
implementation.

Summary, page 54: Developing a Preferred Altetrnativre

'TireD)131S
notes thai esissing NRC regtthatioros reqsdre GTCC waste to he disposed of in a
gesologie reposhorusunlress alternative proposals are approvedl by ttse lIRO. 'The DE13Sassastes
pr-oposed•by DOE1(iLe.,bor~eholedisposal, trenchres, v.aults) will tan
that hsttis's otsrJ',thos(l~ls
approvced by NIt'C. 1Howoeser,
tirre is no evidence presestted itt slte DEitS to supsport thIs
oassuaplpion.
2.6 .Chsapter

E345-12

There are no definitive studies related to the effects of radioactive waste shipments on local
tourism and property values. With an average of only one to two shipments per day over the
potential 60 year lifetime of a proposed disposal facility in the case of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like waste shipments, it is unlikely that there would be any significant impact on
tourism and property values.

I, page 1-9: GiTCC~liio Waste lDefsnitions

The te.'t box at tire top of tthe page states thaut"snuch of the GTCC-likoe.waste meets lire
1)05 definitiotn ofTRU aste."agIf that is thts coos, the DEItS needs to esplasin wisy GOICC-like

E345-13

As stated in Section C.9.4.1.1 of the EIS on route selection, many of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes considered in the EIS would meet the definition of a highway route HRCQ
(49 CFR 173.403). However, as noted in the discussion, states and Native American tribes
have the opportunity to designate "preferred routes" to replace or supplement the interstate
highway system. For those wastes not specifically designated as HRCQ, the selection of a
route is left to the carrier, but in the case of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes, additional
consultation with transportation stakeholders would occur.
DOE/NNSA analyzed various radioactive waste shipping routes through and around
metropolitan Las Vegas, Nevada, in the Draft NNSS SWEIS. DOE/NNSA continued
discussions with the State of Nevada on routing options throughout the preparation of the Final
NNSS SWEIS. After taking into consideration the comments and concerns expressed by State,
county, and local government officials and the public in general during the review and

State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects. Commenter ID No. E45 (cant'd)

waste io not (dtaposedof as TRU waste. If DOE can define away the problemr by ceassaifying this
waste as LLW, why instead cannol the waste be defined as TRkUwaste and dieposed of at WIPP?

2.7

Chapter I, Lines 24 to 43, page 1-3: Twvo-Tiered System ofTrattspontati

E45-1 1

DOE believes that the analyses presented in the EIS are sufficient to compare the potential
cumulative impacts of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste disposal for the sites that were
evaluated. While up to 12,600 truck shipments were assessed for transport of the GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a proposed disposal facility, these shipments would be spread
out over a 60 year time period, with the result that only about one to two shipments a day
might be expected at the facility in addition to current traffic. Additional cumulative impact
analyses would be conducted in site-specific NEPA reviews, if needed, for the alternative
selected in a ROD. Such follow-on analyses would be based on additional site-specific
information.

E45-12

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository altemnative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in as-id climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

E45-14

on[psetes.

The DEIS confrontts two dlflbrsaat assessment problems. The first, classified as Group I,
constistt ofesistlng 0TCC aonrees whose eharaacteri sties, risis, and disposal respansibitily ate
we•llmttdesstood. Gitasp I is ready' for disposal now and is ttoe subject toea great deal of
uncertainty. Group 2 mttsleiala, Ott theother heand,contsist primarily of GTC•Cwates from West
Valley. New York. The fibtor of this wvasteis aveertain pending Cosngeessionutl action. The
disposition of Group 2 materials cannot be assessedas easily antd Ith azes of the fsutea waste
streans cannot be known very readily.
The DEIS asse•ssedtha uttecrtainty for Groop 2 maaterials to lthedegree possible given its
current kneowledge. H-onvevr. lhidsa.sess•ment muddles the coanclusinsa ofItho D10S and otakes
the DutS seem motoeauthoritative then it octutally is, A different and possibly hatter approach
w~oaldhave been to assaas tite imisoes of Group I marterials to the dcgre.a possible sad Ihen
describe Itto problems Iheing tho disposition of Creep 2. The DEilS asy have heen sleergthaaed
or al least become clearer, by discnssing the need for congr'essIonal leaders•hip in resolving
problems wills Croep 2 mtaterials.
2.9

Once an altemnative is selected in a ROD for this EIS, implementation will include, as needed
and appr'opriate, NEPA reviews and other analysis (e.g., transportation).

E45-13
j(Cont.)

Chapter I, page 1-35: NNSS

The U.S. Air Foree. Nell is Air Force Bate notes that the potential disposal ates at N5SS
identified itntineD105 is nesr a etajor Nellis trainitng area (R-450t6W) that grournd patties one far
training. The DEIS failed to assess the impacts of overflights or itleimpacts to the Nellia
naission should overflights be prohribited. (Note- this comment was made by Dehorah
Stockdsle, Chief. Asset Mvanagenment Flight, Nallin Air lForceBass and sohtnittsd to the Nevada
State Clearinghrouse.]
2.8

comment period for the Draft NNSS SWEIS, DOEINNSA decided to maintain the current
highway routing restrictions for shipments of low-level radioactive waste (LLW) and mixedlow level radioactive waste (MLLW), as described in the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC)
for the site. DOE/NNSA explained this decision in the Final NNSS SWEIS. The unchanged
WAC restrictions are to avoid (1) crossing the Colorado River near Hoover Dam and (2) the
greater metropolitan Las Vegas interstate system. DOE/NNSA is not considering, nor is it
making, changes to the NNSS WAC with regard to routing.

E45-15

Chapter 1, Lhttes 241to 4 , page J-tl: Sealed Sourees

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC E1S evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced nearsurface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation itidicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

"Ite tF,IS makes it clear thtatthnersare thousattds ofdisuoed sealed sosreas oll oecr the
cattetl'y, themreae new sonrtec, being generated and otovedt arotund every yesr, and all of these
soarces will have to ha mtanaged in the c~o~ningdecades. The decrease in sealed esorees tineDEIS
indicates pSst 2030 is doe to cisanges in technology, which access stpeaelatiw. The probless is
the ogngiatg creation and masagesteat of these wastes and thteir dispersion throughout the.
country. While In USe,Itheycannot be centralized.
Cetatralizing and managing the current inventory of seated sources is a critieal prohiem.
The transporsallon impact asassranteo porties shsortd study feasible traneperlaliosoalternatives far
each of Ith sites for e~xisting leventorieS of scaled soarces, present alteraatives for those, and then
develop a act of action~sfor the rcttaitnitg sealed sources-it w~on'tbe touch in terms of volume,
bat it will isa intporsant in terols of seurity sad handilig.

E45-13

There is no current disposal path for GTCC-like waste, much of which meets the definition of
DOE TRU waste hut was not generated by atomic energy defense activities.

E45-14

Construction and operation of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes will
be conducted in accordance with current procedures and agreements in existence at the
respective sites. Any changes to these procedures and agreements will be developed in
coordination among the agencies participating in the current agreement.

£45-I15

The GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste inventory evaluated in the EIS is based on the best
available information on the stored and projected GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from
ongoing and planned activities. The estimated 12,000 m5 of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes is a relatively small volume of waste when compared to other wastes disposed of by
DOE. For example, this volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes is only about 20% of
the 59,000 m5 of LLRW disposed of at one site (NNSS) in one year (fiscal year 2010).
Inclusion of the Group 2 West Valley waste provides a disposal pathway for that waste should
it be needed. The current locations of all sealed sources are not known at this time. Follow-on

NEPA activities will be required to look at more specific transportation impacts once
management of the sealed sources is better defined.

State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Pro jects. Commenter ID No. E45 (cont'd)
E45-1 6

safety discussed in tho2010 Rtadiation Sonrce Protection and
The problem of public
Se.¢curity Teask
Force Report centers on the security of nealed sources. Thn current system of
managing seated sources seems adequate nodaddresses tihepablic safely needs. The cureent
program etrgees for thteno action alleenative. It does not nppeasr to be an urgent reqniremenl.
2.10

chapter 2, page 2.9: Altnerntive Considnre'd batinet Evlnaintd in Detail

The DEIS notes thnt 'reference locations"' were limited to fe:deral sites and Ihat no
spenific Iolenions were analyzed for cositmersial disponal locations. II appeara thal the enfire
assnanment onatuinedin the DtEl5 in focused oanlotating disposal fec~ilitineat federal sitee, whth a
"'generi'c" comemercial locution almos't an aterthoug~ht. Since mosft ofthe GTCC waste is, In fact,
corn mereisil waste regniated nodlicensed by the NRC. it would scent mote appropriate for the
DEIS is bn founded en thn nasnsmption that any disposal facility for such waste shoald be a
commtereini facility oporating undor NRC regelntiou. The feel thai no cotmeroial l.LW disposal
sile is curusenly available for OTCC waste does not nieea that one (or more) could not he
available in tihefuture iflhe DtOS cnnelenred that this was Ithepreferred option. Aere all, 'tone of
osreret-ttry availnatle for GTCC waste disposal, hul that dids'l hinder tise DI3IS
the federti sitesam
rromi including alterente federal sites is the assalysis.
2.1I1

E45-1 6

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in sufficient detail in the EIS as required by NEPA.
Comparatively high potential radiation doses and cancer risks could occur should this
alternative he selected. While a more detailed analysis could reduce the uncertainties
associated with estimating these doses and risks, the conclusion of comparatively high impacts
would not change for this alternative.

E45-17

Impacts from accidents or theft/intrusion were not performed for the No Action Alternative
because of the large number of potential locations, and in many cases (sealed sources), the
current locations of the waste are not known. In general, these impacts would be comparable to
those in the accident consequence analyses conducted for facilities and transportation but
possibly occur at a higher frequency because ofra lower overall level of security.

Chapter 2, pasno 2-21 to 2 -22: "renspertatios

As onoed, the transparlallut, analysis itt the 3DilS in fstndantnetlly flaw',ed.''Theovetly
general ssse~sssnant ofuadiological itopacts completely ignores• the sig, ilieost diversity in
tmrsnportation-related factors aumongaternatntve disposal locations. In addition, there is no
indication that, even in aesensing rndiologicat health httpelat, nhnDE•ISCottoidremd importantt
dilTerestialing ehoracteristics- such as the lack of rail access t~aNNSS; the edded impacts to
waikers and the pnhlle from intermodat operatlions (tlueonly way to evainste rail shipmenlts to
NNSS) ¢aused by the neet to handle wasateIwice atid the incot'poetlion of treeklhighway inspacts

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in the EIS to provide a baseline for comparison with
the action alternatives. This evaluation confirmed the risks posed by these wastes and the need
to develop appropriate disposal capability. The potential radiation doses for the No Action
Alternative covered a time period of 10,000 years in a manner comparable to that done for the
action alternatives. Relatively high impacts could occur shortly after the 100-year institutional
control period under this alternative.

E45-lt

once the wa•ste
inrenioved from trains; anti other such liselor&S
2.12 Chapterd,

pages .i-t6 to 4-67: WlPPTransportetion Overviesv

"the DfilS stales: "Tue trattaperntnion of GTCC LLRtW and GTCC,-lIke waste necessary
for listsdisposat of alt stith waste at WiPP' was evaluated.' The evaluatiots apspeare to have
and the Western Governors'
ignored the past 210yeara of nooperalive: planhing by DOtE
sbipmntnntof transoranie waste to
Ansocintion tand nither Slate Regionol Groups) for ttte nongoinig
WIPP. This inaaeseoats otmission thnt shotutd horectified is the Final EIlS.There nrcmany
nimllarities between the current WIPP' tronssrsstie waste lrauportation program nnd the GTCC
tnattsportatiott ptogram that DOe wonhl he reeluired In devolop atndimtplesentn under the
proposed action intthis Dils.

Enginning in the 198ls, the Western (lovernmra' Asesoeiation CWfIA) adapted and
reconsidered at there-year intervals, a series of re.solutions on \wstn msanagement generally, and
spent noolear fuel (SNIP) and hglth-Inne radioantive waste (l-lLW) trensporiation in particidor.
Thsese nesolutiotta were specifically addressed to DOll and emphasized the need fursn
comptehensive teaespottliotia pisin that did eel take safrety for granted.

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in Chapter 3 of the EJS, and under this alternative,
current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would continue. These
practices are described in Sections 3.2 (GTCC LLRW) and 3.3 (GTCC-like wastes) in the
Final EIS. It was necessary to make a number of simplifying assumptions to address the longterm impacts of this alternative, and these are described in Section 3.5. As part of this
assessment, it was assumed that these wastes would remain in long-term storage indefinitely,
including wastes from the West Valley Site as discussed in Section 3.5.3, and that no
maintenance of either the storage facility or waste packages would occur after 100 years. These
results indicate that very high radiation doses and cancer risks could occur under this
alternative in the long term.

E45-17

The Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act (LLRWPAA, P.L. 99-240) assigns
DOE responsibility for the disposal of GTCC LLRW generated by NRC and Agreement State
licensees. The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) does not limit DOE to using only non-DOE facilities
or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal. Under NEPA, DOE must evaluate the range of reasonable
alternatives for a GTCC LLRW disposal facility. DOE sites represent reasonable alternatives
for a GTCC LLRW disposal facility.

E45-18

Calculation of the collective population risk (under routine and accident conditions) is
provided in the EIS. While these estimates are conservative, the calculations used expected
values where practical (e.g., external shipment dose rates) and provide a reasonable measure
for comparison among alternatives, as summarized in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6, and the estimates
show that the transportation risks would be small. All alternatives involve routes of hundreds
of miles through similar types of rural, suburban, and urban areas. For specific local impacts,
Section 5.3.9.2 provides information on potential human health impacts on individuals during
normal waste transport along a route. However, the consideration of specific local stakeholder
concerns is more appropriate during the final planning stages of a project when actual route
selections are finalized, not at the level addressed in this EIS. A generic accident consequence
assessment was performed because there is no way to predict the exact location and conditions
of an accident, as discussed in C.9.3.3 of the EIS. For all alternatives, potential accidents, even
those at the same location, could have impacts that range from negligible to significant
depending on the waste involved, the accident severity, and weather conditions. Such an
analysis would not help distinguish between alternatives because all alternatives involve routes
through or near major population centers.

E45-19

The additional human health impacts from intermodal transfer and transport of waste from the
nearest rail access point to those disposal sites without direct rail access is generally a small
percentage of the total risk discussed in Section C.9.5.5 of the EIS. Costs involved in either
building a rail spur to a site or the additional cost of intermodal operations would need to be
considered if that option was considered further. For the rail option, the use of dedicated trains,
if sufficient waste is available for transport at the same time, could reduce transportation risks
and costs by minimizing transit times. The current rail analysis therefore bounds what might be
expected if dedicated trains were used. In general, transportation coats would be similar across
all disposal alternatives. The primaty difference would be related to the distances traveled in
each case. Thus, the transportation costs will scale with the shipment distances travelled as
presented in the EIS. Any decisions made by DOE would take these factors into account during
implementation.

State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects, Commenter ID No. E45 (cont'd)

in this DEtIS, DOE should have rasplicitly examined and endorsed the detailed
recommendations of the Western GovernorS' Association for any future large-.soute shipments of
radiosative waste to disposal facilities. While these WVGArecesmmoudstionte were primarily
addressed to SlNFanod lt,\V, they apply eqeally to the nationwide, multi-dueade, GTCC waste
(lisposat program evaluated in this DEIS. hI order to develop a atfe and affective waste disposal
system. WGA reco~mmended that "the federal government mast eutpsnd its focus beyondl siting,
and develop, in eoordinatienl with states and tribes,, a logiesi stnd tintelytranspo~astion progrnm.'"
Thisr•eciires polieycournmitinears from DOE ssd other fedxeralagencies to:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Fix the ahipping origins and destiuatton paints as early as pos~sibla;
Ensure the availability of rail and truck shipping casks;
Conduct foil sesle testing of casks for trnsport ofapen~tntclear fiel rdlt l~W;
Pre~parea cotsprehenusive transportation plan that includes tha asalysia afall needed
transport safety activities in a single documentt;
Develop responsible criteria for selecting shtipping rountos;
Develops sasoud methodology for evaluating optional mixes of routes and
tronsportation modes; and
Conduct a thorough revwiewof the risks ofterrorsat sad sabotage gapsistspent fueol
and IlltW sitipusunts and wvork
with state governments5 to assama that dedquate
safeguardss are in place prior to shipments oecm~ring."

Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS for implementation, site-specific NEPA
reviews would be conducted as needed, including an assessment of specific routing and an
accident analysis, including dedicated trains and the potential for multiple railcar accidents if
applicable. This process will include planning that involves transportation stakeholders.
E45-I19

E45-19
(Coot.)

The WVGApolicy resolution also calls OttDOlE or anLy
other operator of a repository or
storage facility to consider .specific elements of the WIPP transportation program. including: (1)
a sarety sod public iuformatimit program sheller to that dleveloped with \Western states: (2) the
WIPP Trasporttiatn Safely Program huplersentatlots Guide; (3) the WVIPPexample of wolittg
through its regional eoopealtivc-agrnercnl groups to propose a ant of shipping routes to affected
states and tribes for their review and csmrncet, resulting in the identification of a set ofprinmar
and secondary route~s;(4) a tracking system, sasth sa TRANSCOM, capable of notifying the
vehicle operator, DOlt, stales and tribes of esreent location, potential bad wea1ther and road
conditions, ne'd occurrence of ineidrnts; and (5) the responsibility, of tihegeunertors of spent
nuclear fiueland HlslV ned thu federal government, ntotthe slates and tribes, to pay for alt costs
associated with assuring safe transportation, insluding cinegeney response, shipment eseoris and
inspections, and rants evaluations. Transportation of GTGC w•.asteshould likewi4seha conducted
using such a program.
2.13

Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS for implementation, DOE will begin the
process of developing a transportation plan for the designated disposal facility or facilities.
Planning will involve transportation stakeholders such as the WGA and will consider current
policies and practices in place for other wastes.
E45-20

ChapterS, pages 5-13to$-9h: Asses'sment Approachand Assumptions (Sectionn5.2)

The analysis of impacts Ithroaghout the DElS ignores the potential for impacts related to
risk, risk perception asd the otigmatizing potential ofra prograns and fesilitim hnvoiving large
amounts of tmaterial identifies as "nuclear" and "radislogical". These "special" hnpsrts have the.
potential to generate sigulte•¢ant esonomic and soelal consequence•s such as losses in property
values, decreases is tourism stndtotrrism-reelaed revenues, suppression of 'conlomic development

~eatern

W
Govrnors*-AasaeiasianPn5'o' Reaoheriom
055. Tmarsp-rtssou uf Spet NuclJear
Peel sad
Leet ttadioastiae Wa'ne(2005),

In the case of WIPP, all routes used in the analysis were in conformance with current WIPP
routing guidelines. At this time, any detailed analysis of the specific routes themselves that any
shipment could take would not be practical. As discussed in Section C.9.4.1.1, representative
shipment routes, including the WIPP routes, were used for the analysis because routes would
be selected in the future at the time of shipment based on current road or track conditions.
Once the potential disposal site is selected, follow-on analysis would be required, including
follow-on NEPA documentation. At that time, depending on the type of shipment, specific
preferred and alternative routes could be designated based on public and local, state, and tribal
concerns.

E45-20

The estimated costs associated with the construction and operation of GTCC waste disposal
facilities at each of the sites - including costs for direct and indirect labor, equipment,
materials, services, and subcontracts - are included in the assessment of each waste
management alternative in the EIS. The cost estimates for the land disposal methods are based
on a conceptual design of the disposal facility and could increase with actual implementation.
Costs shown for WIPP are based on actual costs experienced to date and reflect construction
and operation costs of an operating geologic repositoty. The economic analysis in the EIS
addresses the potential economic impacts, including potential impacts resulting from in
migration of workers or their families during the construction period, and any consequent
impacts on housing, public finances, public service employment, and traffic.

StieS.
There are no definitive studies related to the effects of radioactive waste shipments on local
tourism and property values. With an average of only one to two shipments per day over the
potential 60 year lifetime of a proposed disposal facility in the case of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike waste shipments, it is unlikely that there would be any significant impact on
tourism and property values.

E45-21

State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects, Commenter ID No. E45 (cont'd)

dne to perceived risks, redMIoogieal-related accidents, lerrorisrn/sabotage, etc. WVhlle
eselt
•EIS, the[factthat the
impacts are nlotrequited (by sttatue or regulation) to be addressed hian
GTCC DEtS involve.s a proposed course of uction thaot
spoans
many deeade5, impacts pontetoally
wide areas and populations, and deals with waste that the public perceives as highly dangerous
the potentilM for sech 'special" impecte in
more titan juslilton going thleextra mile endevaluating
4
discriminating among possibsle disposal locations.
2.14

2.15

Chapter 9, pago9-

52

11E45-20
(Cont.)

E145-21

While the risks associated with 100% rail shipments would be lower than those associated with
100% truck shipments overall, there would still be approximately 12,600 truck shipments in
Nevada to NNSS as pointed out in the comment should an intermodal option be considered.
Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS for implementation, site-specific NEPA
reviews would be conducted as needed, including an assessment of specific routing and an
accident analysis, including dedicated trains and the potential for multiple railcar accidents if
applicable. This process will include planning that involves transportation stakeholders.

, Lines l 0-IlI: Intenmadal Access to NNSS via Lsts Vegas

DOE erroneeeslysuggests tltat NNSS could receive itnreaodal shipments of OTCC via
Las Vegas. asserting that "thte closes aces~s to commercial rail service is in L~asVegan," DOE
should drop this sentecne in the Finatl1LIS,unless DOE can identify a specific location in Las
Vegas where rail shi~pments of (iTCC cotuld he received and transferred to traecks for shtipment to
NN'SS. Moreover, eictemrodal
Itansfer in Los Vegas would still require 12,600 Itrck shipments
to NNSS.
2.16

The additional human health impacts from intermodal transfer and transport of waste from the
nearest rail access point to those disposal sites without direct rail access is generally a small
percentage of the total risk discussed in Section C.9.5.5 of the EIS. Costs involved in either
building a rail spur to a site or the additional cost of intermodal operations would need to be
considered if that option was considered further. For the rail option, the use of dedicated trains,
if sufficient waste is available for transport at the same time, could reduce transportation risks
and costs by minimizing transit times. The current rail analysis therefore bounds what might be
expected if dedicated trains were used. In general, transportation costs would be similar across
all disposal alternatives. The primary difference would be related to the distances traveled in
each case. Thus, the transportation costs will scale with the shipment distances travelled as
presented in the EIS. Any decisions made by DOE would take these factors into account during
implementation.

Absence eftail Acceusto NNSS
Chapter 9, page 9-52, Lines 10O:

NNSS nol only lucks direct ra)ilaccess, it in unlikely that NNSS would ever have direct
for Yucca Mountain estitnatnathat constroction of
rail access. The 2005 1)011Supplemental 111S
the Caliente tail alignment to the sow cancelled repo~sitory site would have cost S"2.7biltion or
toore. Itased on th~ataanalysis,
caesteuctionuof arait line tothe proposed OTcCCdiaposut area at
NNSS wouldi likely cost more than 5-It timno the estimated total coat ($2S0.520 meillion) to.
construct and operatesa disposal f`acility at NNSs. (GTCC DEIS, page 2.6.5) The absence of
direct tail access
toNNSS useans
that the number olftrnek shipments in Nevada wouid not he
redu~cedby intermodol transtfer at any receiving loeatlont in or ne ar Nevada. Under any
intermodal scenario, tlteaewould stilt ha 12,600 trteck shipments to NNSS.

E145-22

E45-22

DOE does not suggest that NNSS would receive intermodal shipments of GTCC via Las
Vegas. As noted on in the text immediately following the quote given in the comment, the text
discusses that shipments through Las Vegas have been discouraged and that intermodal
shipments would likely pass through either Barstow or Caliente, not Las Vegas.

E45-23

As stated in Section C.9.4.1.1 of the EIS on route selection, many of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes considered in the EIS would meet the definition of a highway route HRCQ
(49 CFR 173.403). However, as noted in the discussion, states and Native American tribes
have the opportunity to designate "preferred routes" to replace or supplement the interstate
highway system. For those wastes not specifically designat~ed as HRCQ, the selection of a
route is left to the carrier, but in the case of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes, additional
consultation with transportation stakeholders would occur.

Chnstcr9, page 9-52, Llnes ll-l3: Truwcs~hiptttatsthro•aghttlt"Spnghclli Dowt'

The DtllS suggests that, nbseatbeing "disconraged"' (presumably by the State of Nevada
sad Clarik Countty), DOE could legally shiptLLRW through Las Vegas using the I-I5 enad
US 95
interehange (thta"SpaghellitlBowi'"). DOB should clarify its povilion ott the legality and
adviasbility of shilpping GTOC waste through Las Veas• osing the I-15 and US 95 ioterettauge.
Th~epolicy of avoiding msetto Lao Vegas tandtlte Spaghetti nBowlfor LLW anid MLT.W shipments
to the NNSS is part of an agreenseat hetsveanthe State of Nevada atndDOE a.t the secerelarial
level telnted to the designation of NNSS (thenbETS) asnnregional LLW disposal facility in the
DOE•
Record of Decision to the Waste Management Poagmanstatio E11. Under that ngreenmenl,

hasernean~ied ntby the
tatEntiw reseaseis
ntothe entnoer.e~tedapsiat im1,oee f a moajrf.ed~rnlprgram
cast thasua tdeno•,le.
Inhoreaf enn thesehsassu, c.an
hi foundInthe
SataufErns
tN•ain n tdics thatstpamend

repad:A Mesreate~
oaTreeble. A NathanatR|sk- teptaen topon
petof theparrased:Yucca•t~tentca Hligh-t.eeetl
!s •rosIgef).
Naclear Wantslogram thn5sv satusnsaesevtoee

For the purposes of NEPA, the 100% rail transportation analysis was conducted for all sites,
including the NNSS, as a reasonable alternative to 100% truck transportation. It is recognized
that construction of a rail spur to the NNSS would he required for the 100% rail alternative
(e.g., see Section 9.2.9). Ifra rail spur were not constructed, additional risk would be incurred
for intermodal truck shipments for sites without direct rail access as discussed in the EIS.

E45 -23

DOE/NNSA analyzed various radioactive waste shipping routes through and around
metropolitan Las Vegas, Nevada, in the Draft NNSS SWEIS. DOE/NNSA continued
discussions with the State of Nevada on routing options throughout the preparation of the Final
NNSS SWEIS. After taking into consideration the comments and concerns expressed by State,
county, and local government officials and the public in general during the review and
comment period for the Draft NNSS SWEIS, DOE/NNSA decided to maintain the current
highway routing restrictions for shipments of low-level radioactive waste (LLW) and mixedlow level radioactive waste (MLLW), as described in the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC)
for the site. DOE/NNSA explained this decision in the Final NNSS SWEIS. The unchanged
WAC restrictions are to avoid (1) crossing the Colorado River near Hoover Darn and (2) the
greater metropolitan Las Vegas interstate system. DOE/NNSA is not considering, nor is it
making, changes to the NNSS WAC with regard to routing.
Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS, implementation will include, as needed
and appropriate, NEPA reviews and other analysis (e.g., transportation).

State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects, Commenter ID No. E45 (cont'd)

agreed tOuse shippintg routes for LLW and MLLW that avoided Metro L~asVegas, thre1-iSIUS

E45-23

95 interchange, and HomoverDam (wvhich,at the time, could still be used for such shlpments).

(Cont.)

2.17

Chapter 9,page 9-52, Lhes 13-14: Intermosdal
facility at "CalienteNew Mexico"

There in no intertmodal facility at Caliente, Mcxv Mexico. Indeed, there in no Calicstc,
New Mexico, although there is a small uniecorporated community enamed
Ojo Calinet in Tens
County, New Mexico. The DEIS apparently meant to refer to Caliente, Nevada. Caliente,
Nevada is clearly idantifted ansthe intended location in the re forence (DOE 1999)ec~ted in the
DFJtS (see comment 2.18).
2.18g Clraptcr 9, page 9-52, Lines 13-16: Intermadal facility at Cealiente,
Nevada
FA5-24
The DSUISshould clearly state that thsereis, aitpresent, no tntermodal facility at Calicate,
Nevada, which could he used for OPC'C shipments toNqNSS. To our knowledge, there are no"
plans lsrconstrnctiota ofan tntermodal faeilhty at Celienin, Nevada, which could he used for
CSTCCshipments to NN.]SS.DOE shoald drop this reference to intermodal facilities lathe Final
EtS[unless DOE: is prsposciag to construc anod.
operate such a facility at Calienre, Nevada,
Moreover, internindal transfer at Caliente would still requlre 12,609 truck ahipmsents
to NNSS.
In addition, it In the position of UteState of Nevada that any intersnodal transfer facility would Ire"
a defiteto as'te storage facility for commercial, NRC-licensed material ansd,as such, woutld
require a licence from the NrRC.
2.19

Chapter 9, page 9-52, Lines 18-20: Route from Calieste¢ to NNSS

~S

The I.l
identities SR 3.75,US 6, andUS 95 nsa potential recta from' Callentst tn NNSS
*"toavoid Las Vegas."iF GTCC waste shlpesennts are considered to he I-RCQ shipments, DOE
would not bscable to use this rottt nader U.S. Departmtent of Transportatios regulations
governing JIRCQ shipments. Such OTCC waste shsipmessosfrees Calicate wvouldhe required to
use US 93,1-15, und US 95 throttgh Las Vegas. resulting in significant impac~ts to the Las
Ve'. •Clar County ares.
If 0015 believes it cart legally use SRt 375, .US6, and US 95, fior0TCC Waste shipments,
the Final RIS must evaluate the aniqae local conditions along ithe"necessarily longer" route frtom
Callento to NNSS lthatcould inreranse thre frequ ency, severity, sad conseqxuences• of tanspertutiun
accidents. There are numerous Iecstions along thtis route where steep grades, sharp curves,
critical aide slopes, and sheer drop-offs, especially near the sumnmits of umountain
passes, could
subject shipmnents to extreme accident itnpatt forces and make emergency reaponse, vehicle and
package recovery, and poet-accident reme~dlallon extremely difficult. Such conditionsc Occur nare
Oak Springs Scasuiut on US 93 west of Caliente, Hancock Ssturmit on SR 375, Wares Springs
Summit on US 6, and numerons loestionts on US 95 between Toaopsh and Mercury. The Final
EIS shoauld also examine the imspacts of 0TCC shipments along this route on the eansmsenities of
Tonopah, Goldfidd, rind Beatty. In these communities, schools, peblie huitdings, residences,
hetels antI other commercial establishmrenat
are located Inclose proximity to the potenstial 0TCC
shtipesat reate, often within 25 to 2:50 feet of the tJS 95 read shoulder, and in came instanres
less titan 20 fedt from the side of tire reed on which loaded 01ICC paclcagcs would travel south to

10

E45-25

E45-24

The
EIS has
corrected
refer
to aCaliente,
NV. recommended
Regarding an intermodal
at that
Caliente,
NV,been
the ELS
states tothat
such
facility was
in the past. facility
However,
facility was not built.

E45-25

See response to E45-23.

E45-26

State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects, Commenter ID No. E45 (cont'd)

NNSS. There are also evironmrrentally sensitive areas along betih potential Calicnta to NNSS
routes, ieclnding the Key Pittmant Wildifie Area, Crystal Spring, Ash Springs, and the
Pahranagut National Wildlife• Refulge.
2,20

(Cent.)

Chapter 9, page 9-62: Water Resources (NNSS)

The statetoant that, ",.. thteptotentiat for mobilization of conraminrants to the gr'otnds|vater
[underlyinrg NNSS] fromtall these sonr~es is tregligihie because of thu arid climate, the extetnsine
depth to groundwater .. , and tha proven behavior of liquid end vapor fluses in thu vadoste zone
.. is trot supported by fiodialgs front thlefoiled Vtnccuisosrrtain project, where the ronrb ptlsar
isotope Chlorine 36 was fantnd htundreds of fe~etbelow the surface, iudicaittng thtat the water
intiltraiots travel rinse rt~om
the surrface had to have heert in the neiglhborhood of 50 years, since
Chlorine 36 was deposited folloswirsg bomb teats conducted in tbe Pacific Ocean itt thle1950s.
Likewilse, radioactive tritiutm hot heett found at depth toader the NNSS and, teee reecetly,
tritium theta heath teast at Pahste Mesa has been detected Otf cite at:the westtrn edge of thu
NNSS boundary. The p otential for rrigration of rndionuclidea, from CITCCwaste disposal
activitie~s at Nl'SS is a signtificant issue and concern, sad the ronelaslon reached in the Dti•S is
contradicted by liadings from other projects trnd gronndwater tnonitoring efforts.
2.21

E45-26

Chapter 9, pages 9-65 to 9-66: Post-Closure (NNSS)

The DEIS conclusion thratradionutolidnaes
eri ot expected to reach tire gmundsvaler table
witlt~in100,000 years is unsttpporacd (see cormment 2.20).
2.22.

Cltaptar 9, pages• 9-6t to 9-70: Sociocrenontiet (NNSS)

Tire soioeconomic impact aascssncnt for NNSS contained in the DEItS is seriously
itncoarplete. No effort is mado to assess the eesotnicl impacts associated withr(TCC waste
•transportatiort to rihesits (potertlisily impacting Nevada's major papalation areas anti ecornotic
sector's), Likewise, no atlrtepl wso mJarts to assess iempacts to property valrres along shrippaing
rcmtes5 impacts to tourtsntt, irspacta to economic developmernt from negative perceptions of risk
andlor accidants involving OTCC waste, oet. Aassi•.,;ng only the negligible emsployment erfects
sad'relrtively rmior itstpacts of pi~oject expenditures on area coamasintim. misses entirety tire
potential signifretrlt ectornoie srtd eotherlttparts intherem insa project ofthris type.
2.23

The GTCC DEIS evaluates three facility options sited in Area 5 on the NSSS: an
intermediate-depth borehole disposal facility, an enhanced near-surface trench disposal facility,
and an above-ground vault disposal facility. All three disposal facility options involve nearsurface disposal in or on thick unsaturated alluvium deposits. The groundwater transport cases
cited by tlae reviewer, Yucca Mountain and Pahute Mesa, involve contaminant sources in
fractured rock. The hydrologic and geologic characteristics of Yucca Mountain and Pahute
Mesa are entirely different than that Area 5 which is an alluvium-filled valley. No groundwater
recharge occurs in alluvium-filled valleys whereas on the higher elevation mesas there is a
potential for recharge because of the prevailing higher precipitation rates and higher infiltration
rates due to the hydraulic properties of thin alluvium overlaying fractured rock. Consequently,
a potential downward pathway for radionuclide transport from the sources located in fractured
rock toward the groundwater may exist on the mesas of the NNSS. Whereas in Area 5, there is
no groundwater pathway and all radionuclide transport pathways are upward toward the
ground surface, including upward liquid and vapor flux, plant uptake, and burrowing animal
activity. Therefore, radionuclide migration from sources at Yucca Mountain and Pahute Mesa
is not analogous to transport at a GTCC disposal facility in unsaturated alluvium at Area 5.
Extensive site characterization studies have been conducted on the valley-fill alluvium at the
NNSS Area 5 Radioactive Waste Management Site that support a conclusion of a negligible
potential for transport of contaminants to groundwater. Deep boreholes indicate that thick
unsaturated alluvial sediments, more than 200 m thick, are present in Area 5 (Short et al. 1998).
Multiple lines of evidence support a conclusion that percolation of rainwater below the plant
root zone, or upper 2 m of alluvium, ceased 10,000 to 15,000 years ago as the climate shifted
from cooler and werter late Pleistocene conditions to the warmer, dryer H-olocene conditions
(Tyler et al. 1996, Shott et al. 1998, Wolfsberg and Stauffer 2003). Specific evidence
supporting negligible deep percolation includes the following:
*

E45-27

*

Clhapter 9, page 9-72, litres 26-42: Collective P'opulation Risk

Tl'remethod of risk sanlysin used in tiraDE-IS f'ailsto assess the actual impacts that the
shtipmrents would have at specitie locations along specific restles in Nevada. ThneDEltS
assessmtent mettlred fails to examine urriqsse local contdilions, especiarlly the proximity of
brrildings to roads end railroads, atrd sclrnal observed travel speeds end stop 11mmsat apceiliec
locations along the potential routes in Nevada identified in the DEItS.Thte sggregarte iurpacrs
rep0ersd in the DEIS tables on pages 9-73 to9-76 corrceal the actital radiaogica~l naposarca thI]at
would likely result from truck shtiptments at speci fic location;• such as the intersection of US 6
srrcl US 95 in Torrapah (where trrrol stop tiome of 2-5 metrrrtes courld be expected), or ox US 95 in
Godldield, whtere trucks may iravcl at speeds as low as ., miles per hour atrreri a curve whrere

*
E45-25

*
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*

Chloride mass-balance studies indicate that percolating rainfall has not reached the
uppermost aquifer in the last 20,000 to 120,000 years (Tyler et al. 1996). The large
accumulation of stable chloride at the base of the plant root zone indicates that
percolation below 2 m ceased 10,000 to 15,000 years ago (Walvoord et al. 2002,
Scanlon et al. 2003).
Age dating of water in the uppermost aquifer using 14C. indicates ages from 10,000
to 14,500 years (Tyler et al. 1996). These dates are consistent with recharging
ending in the late Pleistocene. Recharge in the Pleistocene was not necessarily
spatially uniform and may not have occurred through the alluvial sediments (Tyler
et al. 1996).
Since 1945, atmospheric nuclear testing has increased the 36C1/35C1 ratio in the
atmosphere. Enriched 36C1135C1 ratios are not found below a depth of 2 m in Area
5 alluvium, indicating that rainfall has not percolated below this depth since the
start of nuclear testing (Tyler et al. 1996).
Water flow in near-surface Area 5 alluvium is upward due to high
evapotranspiration at the surface driven by the arid climate and xerophytic plants.
Water potential gradients measured in Area 5 alluvium indicate upward water flow
in the upper 35 m of alluvium (Shotit et al. 1998). Modeling simulations suggest that
the unsaturated alluvium profile has been drying very slowly since the late
Pleistocene (Wolfsberg and Stauffer 2003).
Profiles of heavy isotopes of hydrogen (2H) and oxygen (180) in soil pore water
indicate enrichment in near-surface alluvium and depletion at depth relative to
standard mean ocean water. The substantial near-surface enrichment in heavy
isotopes indicates persistent evaporative conditions in the shallow vadose zone
(Wolfberg and Stauffer 2003). The depletion in deeper vadose zone pore water
indicates the presence of water that infiltrated during a past colder climate
(Wolfberg and Stauffer 2003).

Similar conclusions have been reached by multiple investigators for other arid alluvium-filled
valleys in the desert southwest (Prudic 1994, Andrasksi 1997, Walvoord et al. 2002,
Scanlon et al. 2003). These findings support the statement of negligible potential for
contaminant transport from a GTCC disposal facility in Area 5 on the NNSS to the
groundwater.

State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects, Commenter ID No. E45 (cont'd)

Andraski, B.J., 1997. Soil-Water Movement under Natural-Site and Waste-Site Conditions: A
Multiple-Year Field Study in the Mojave Desert, Nevada. Water Resources Research 33:
190 1-19 16.
residences rarlocated less thatn20 feet fitom the road shoulder. Thu Final 1515
should consider
collective popuiation risk from routine transpsortat ion in specific cormaunitiaes slong specific

Prudic, D.E., 1994. Estimates of PercolationRates and Ages of Water in Unsaturated
Sediments at Two Mojave DesertSites, California-Nevada.Denver, CO: U.S. Geological
Survey, Water-Resources Investigations Report 94-4 160.

routes inNevada. by considering actual building types: and loeations. travel speeds and stop

times, and actual populations, not only residents, but also children inu chools and nun-residents
inhotels-and comatereisl establishnmeats. Tihe
Final IllS should alsn consider lire purce¢ived risk
imopacts that could result from routine shiptenat, especially impacts en property values, buasiness
location de:cisions. and tourism along the potentsial routes inNevada identified inthuDutS.

Seanlon, B.R. K. Keese, R.C. Reedy, J. Simunek, and B.J. Andraski, 2003. Variations in Flow
and Transport in Thick Desert Vadose Zones in Response to Paleoclimatic Forcing (0-90 kyr):
Field Measurements, Modeling, and Uncertainties. Water Resources Research 39: 1179-1197.

2.24 Chupter 9, page 9-77, liones
3-14: 1-tgheat Exposed Individuals
"l'sesnetltod of risk analysis nsed in the DISIS faile to easess lire netnnl indivirhual
expo~sures that could ressit frotr bistioents a1 specific loestions along specitic roaten in Nevuda.
The DI1Stuseessmett etholiusi
on the RISKIND tmodel default valaes for individnol exposures
provided inTable C-6. Actual rendtlitons along potential Nevada shipment routes identified in
tire DISIS ameconaiderably different and would result innignlfteantly different exspoastre
events
ano e~xpoaures. For example, a location near a pede.trian erosswalk insa school mone,
nlotrg US
9.5in Goldfteld, could receive a 30-second exposure atea distance less tlron 4 merers, from oacht
passing truck. Tine FiunaIEISshonld recuosalns Shensaximnft individual exposures front rutitne
transportation, usting individual eapoanre scenarios based en actnal conditionss
at specifie
loesriorts ulong specific routes in Nevada.
2.25

Shott, G.J., L.E. Barker, S.E. Rawlinson, M.J. Sully, and B.A. Moore, 1998. Performance
Assessment for the Area S Radioactive Waste Management Site at the Nevada Test Site, Nye
County, Nevada, Rev. 2.1. Las Vegas, NV: Bechtel Nevada, DOE/NV/i11718--176.
Walvoord, M.A., F.M. Phillips, S.W. Tyler, and P.C. Hartsough, 2003. Deep Arid System
Hydrodynamics 2. Application to Paleohydrologic Reconstruction Using Vadose Zone Profiles
from the Northern Mojave Desert. Water Resources Research 38: 1291-1303.

Citpter 9, page 9-77, lines: 19-25: Acoident Consequence Ancsnsssent

ThseDrns does nor provide sufficient information nirosthow the necident consequence
assessments wVere
conlducted, to silos' revicavers to dnternsino thlevalidity of the accidents done
risk values presented inthe tohies on pagan 9-73 no9-76. The diasausion inAppendix C,pages
C-29 to C-Al, doe~s
not provide suttleient in fotnatiots nhout how lire teceidant
eonassqrptetrn
essessmentasvwere conducted, to allow reviewera tt determine tire validity ofthe potential
scidcnl radiological ooseoqunetces so populatioss reported inTanble5.3.9-3, nor to detaennis the
vulidiry of thu potential accident radiological conaequentces to thu highest-exposed individoels
reporled in Tabla 5.3.9-4. Tire F¢inal
C/ISasttaexplain indetail Itoswthe enulyses sv¢r e codntected
for eacet typa ofwaste (sealed sources - CII, activated tmetals-•RI, other waste -Cit., and sthier
waste - aRt) and esch ntodo (rail and truck).
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Wolfsberg, A, and P. Stauffer, 2003. Vadose Zone Fluid and Solute Flux: Advection and
Diffusion at the Are 5 Radioactive Waste Management Site. Los Alamos, NM: Los Alamos
National Laboratory, LA-UR-03-48 19.
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Cheptar 9. page 9-77. lintes
19-25: Irnilure to Evaluate Accidentt Economic Impacts

ThreD15i6 did net ealunte cesensrp costs uttdother neonootic im.pacts, as part of tir
accident eonseqttenee assess"ments conducted to develop tireacoldotit doss risk values pr'esetited
in the tables on panes 9-73 so9-.76, atsd risepotential occident radoloagiesi eonseqnences reportrd
itnTables 5..3.9-3 and .5.39-4. Accidents during transport of scaled sources, sevore enought to

result ina popluation dose of 4,400 - 1.5,000 person-remn in an urban area anreported tsn page
06, woutld celesse significant amounts of radioactive iraseriat, reqitirng eatensiseoclan'.up,

5.

1545-30

retnediation, nedcompensation. Basedt on analyses of radioactive m~aterals transporlation
accidents involving similar population doscs in urhnn areas, Nevuda believes tint severe
accidents involving sealed sources cotuid r'esult in advaenu
eonortlo ietpacts totaling hsntdreda of
millions of d9llars orruorn. Accidents involving certain other GITCC wvaste
types coald also

The estimated costs associated with the construction and operation of GTCC waste disposal
facilities at each of the sites - including costs for direct and indirect labor, equipment,
materials, services, and subcontracts - are included in the assessment of each waste
management alternative in the EIS. The cost estimates for the land disposal methods are based
on a conceptual design of the disposal facility and could increase with actual implementation.
Costs shown for WIPP are based on actual costs experienced to date and reflect construction
and operation costs of an operating geologic repository. The economic analysis in the EIS
addresses the potential economic impacts, including potential impacts resulting from in
migration of workers or their families during the construction period, and any consequent
impacts on housing, public finances, public service employment, and traffic.
Costs for institutional controls out to a 10,000 year time frame were not evaluated because the.
institutional control period was assumed to be for the first 100 years after facility closure.
Follow-on site-specific NEPA reviews would take a closer look the implementation and costs
of institutional controls.

12

There are no definitive studies related to the effects of radioactive waste shipments on local
tourism and property values. With an average of only one to two shipments per day over the
potential 60 year lifetime of a proposed disposal facility in the case of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like waste shipments, it is unlikely that there would he any significant impact on
tourism and property values.
E45-28

The primary radiological transportation risk to the public for any alternative is from the low
level of radiation emanating from the transport vehicle. As discussed in Section 5.3.9.1, the
collective population risk is a measure of the total risk posed to society as a whole. A
comparison of the collective population risk provides a meaningful evaluation of the relative

risks between disposal locations, as provided in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6. The magnitude of the
collective population risk is primarily determined by the number of routes, the length of each
route, the number of shipments along each route, the external dose rate of each shipment, and
the population density along a given route. The primary differences between alternatives from
the standpoint of transportation are the lengths of the routes as determined by the location of
the disposal sites (destination of the shipments). Thus, higher collective population risks are
associated with altemnatives that require transportation over longer distances. All alternatives
involve routes that have similar characteristics, with no significant differences for comparison
among alternatives, requiring transportation through a range of rural and urban areas. In
addition, the routes used in the analysis are considered representative routes (as discussed in
Appendix C, Section C.9.4.1.1, because the actual routes used would be determined in the
future. For each disposal site, the routes most affected would be the interstate highways that are
in closest proximity to the site.

State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects, Commenter ID No. E45 (cont'd)

release signilirnat amounts5 of radioactive susratlta. according Is Table 5.3,9.5, and result in
adoerse economic impancts.The l'inal HIS most explain in detail the specific source ternms
releasedi, the extent ofeontasehsated areas requliring eleannp, and the total econoctie lnlp~acts,for
sourees• -~CH, activated
each of'the severe accident scenarios listed intTable 5.3.9-3 (sealed2
mnetals
- R|I,. other waste - CII, cod other wanste
- RHt,for rail nodtruck). ThletFinatHIS should
ulso consider the perceived risk inspacta that coalddresidlt f'rom severe accidents involving GTCC
shtipnmets, espechiay hitopacts os prope~rty valuers, businessa lcatian decisions, and touristo. along
the potential routes in Naeada identified httthe DEttS. The, Fittal EI$ should nat~ evaluate ndverse
ecsontmic impacts in Nevada resulting frost accidents in whlich no radioactive mtateriuas are
released.

2.27

Calculation of the collective population risk (under routine and accident conditions) is
provided in the EIS. While these estimates are conservative (i.e., they overestimate the
calculated dose), the calculations used expected values where practical (e.g., external shipment
dose rates) and provide a reasonable measure for comparison among alternatives, as
summarized in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6, and the estimates show that the transportation risks
would be small. All alternatives will have some deviation in terms of vehicle speed and
receptor distance among others. The overall effect of these types of uncertainties as discussed
in Section C.9.5 may cause some deviation in an absolute calculation of risk, but the uniform
application of the risk models and input parameters minimizes the relative risks between
alternatives.

Chapter 9, page 9.77, hers I9-25:.,Failoro to Evaluate Actsof Sebotuge

The DEIS falls to ecolunte the impacts ofpotential ,acts ofasabotage against shipments of
GTCC tuaaeriale. Thitl failure Is particutarly seriouss regarditg shipments uf sealed asturces.
Tblrontgloni the DH•IS, Ithseesre storape and dlisposal el'sealed soorces are recognised sena
tmutter of national seeturity concern. Based onsanalyses of ethcr radioactive tassterlals sabotage
events, Nevade believes a sucess.ful attack ott a sealed sonrce shipment could result in a relegsse
of radioactive matri~als hutndreds of thues greater thot the release resulting front the masitensof
foreseeable transportation aceidetnt. Saris an attack in en urban urea could resell in signifieunt
adcrse hieattitef'feCtaand ecoenosie istpacta. Certain other slsipsmesstsostut as contact hoandld
G'TOC wastes ('Other Wasteo-Of"), which constairtsstbstantiat quatities of dispemible~ ulptsaentitling rsdioaoclidea, might also be equally vulnerable to acts of sabhotage that could result in
aignitleassl esverso impacts, especially itt orison arena, The Final HIS should evaluate tito
conscqscaeea of sneec.ssful •acts of asbotago againstaCiTCC wausteshtipmtents.
2.28

E45-301
(Coot.)

E45•3 l

All alternatives involve routes of hundreds of miles through similar types of rural, suburban,
and urban areas. For specific local impacts, Section 5.3.9.2 provides information on potential
human health impacts on individuals during normal waste transport along a route. However,
the consideration of specific local stakeholder concerns is more appropriate during the final
planning stages of a project when actual route selections are finalized, not at the level
addressed in this EIS. A generic accident consequence assessment was performed because
there is no way to predict the exact location and conditions of an accident, as discussed in
Section C.9.3.3 of the BIS. For all alternatives, potential accidents, even those at the same
location, could have impacts that range from negligible to significant depending on the waste
involved, the accident severity, and weather conditions. Such an analysis would not help
distinguish between alternatives because all alternatives involve routes through or near major
population centers.

9

Chapter 9, page -81: Summary of P~otential LEnvironmcactaGonseqtuenees and Husmorn
Hlecitthlmpacts - TranspartatiOn (NNSS)

Thseseminary cuoseludes thai "(t]rannpOrtlug all waste [to NNSSJ by rail would require
5.010 reilear shipmtents Involving 21 tmillion kttt (13 tmillion to) of travel." Since there is no rail
access to NNSS atndno plans to construset ar~chaceess., illis occeraain how sorb a conclusion can
he supported oron wisat inforatation such an onalysi•sis issud. lifthe BEtS assumes shipping
fiae mber of sltipnscsts would
sastlo by rail torsomintoetetiodal facility, the eatenulaton asathe
hsaic to inclusde tho trock shiptnettts required to nmecethe wasatefrom the intemtodal titeility to
Thsereis on indication thiac this is fhrtored into she aseasment aud lasamstjor reson svhy
NNSS is a teas-tlsas-ideal site for a 0TCC waste dispos.al facility.

E45-32

~NHSS.

2.29

Chapter 9, page 9-87: C'snsutative Impacts (NNSS)

The DEtS eceondecu that ".,.thse incremental potential intpaets frotmthe GTCC proposed
actios are not expected to rot'tribstte sustiountialty to cutmuistive impacts en.the varioas resost¢ee
orean evaluated for NNSS.:' Sorts a c.onolnssiet doneseel consider thsepotentlially aigaiftcset
cutnalative impacts from thleaimoltaueofiu elserations ofra large sealo LLW and MLLW disposal
program at NN'SS with thleoperatioaas of the proposed GTCC waste disposal project. Thousands
NNSS at the satta time
of LLW andsIsLtAV shipments vottld he moadeanmutally into ltho
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Details of the facility accident analysis can be found in Sections 5.3.4.2.1 and C.4.2. All
information necessary to duplicate the transportation accident consequence assessment was
available in Section 5.3.9.3 of the Draft EIS, with the exception of the source terms used for
the contact-handled and remote-handled Other Waste. These latter source terms have been
added to Appendix B, Section B.7 of the Final EIS. The accident risk analysis (see
Section C.9.3.1) is separate from the accident consequence analysis (see Section C.9.3.3). All
relevant data for the accident risk analysis, with the exception of the shipment source terms and
route information, are provided in Section C.9.3. Approximately 1,200 routes were considered
in this analysis, so it was not considered practical to include this information in the EIS. Such
information is readily available by using the TRAGIS routing model, as referenced in
Appendix C. Shipment-specific source terms were determined by dividing the origin source
inventory by the number of shipments from that site. Site inventories were published in Sandia
(2007, 2008), as referenced in Appendix B, which also contains the per-shipment packaging
assumptions for each waste type. The shipment-specific source terms were omitted from the
ELS for brevity and because of the low estimated impacts.

State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects, Commenter ID No. E45 (cont'd)

thousands of (ITCC waste shipment would be oectcrring. Nowhere are impacts to NN'SS
Operations from these activities d~valuatcd. Nor are impacts to conmesutitics along L.LW, MVLLW
and GTCC waste shipping routes - tmany of which would be affected by att these shipmentst
$imttltaitsousty -- evaluated.
2.30
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While cleanup costs could be significant for a severe accident, it is impossible to estimate the
economic impacts from a potential radioactive transportation accident without knowing the
exact location of such an accident, which is why a generic accident consequence assessment
was performed as provided in Section 5.3.9.3. Without knowing the specific details about such
items as the affected land use (e.g., agricultural, commercial, retail, residential, etc.),
infrastructure (e.g., utilities, transportation), and population levels, any estimate would be
speculative. Also, all alternatives would present similar impacts so such an analysis would not
provide information that would discriminate between alternatives.

E45-31

The analysis of intentional destructive acts is given in Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS. This analysis
provides a perspective on the risks that the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes could pose
should such ant act occur. In general, the risk presented from an intentional destructive act is
similar to that from a high-severity transportation accident. The accident consequence
assessment (given in Section 5.3.9.3 of the Final EIS) presents the results for transportation
accidents that fall into the highest severity category. The severe environment that occurs under
such conditions can be considered to be similar to that which could be initially instigated by an
act of sabotage. In highly populated areas, where the highest exposures would be anticipated, a
rapid response would be expected, minimizing the amount of time available to fully breach a
Type B package. Should such shipments be diverted and the radioactive material removed for
dispersion, higher exposures could be achieved, and potential impacts could be significant. The
economic impact could reach several billions of dollars. The extent of the impacts would
depend on the exact location of the release, density of the surrounding population, local
meteorology, and emergency response capabilities in the affected area. In addition, the final
transportation routes will not be selected until a ROD for the EIS is issued and follow-up sitespecific NEPA review is conducted as needed.

E45-32

All shipping options to NNSS were considered, including the use of intermodal facilities if rail
transport were used. However, shipment of waste to NNSS would likely be via truck transport.

S(Cant.)

Chapter 9. page 9-tIS: Settlement Agreement and Cotneset Orders for NNISS

Thte DIrtS concludes that nto settletnent agreement or coasetnt orders would be afthtced by
proposed (ITCC wvastedisposal alternatives for NNSS. This Is not entirely accurate. Tihera
conitinue to beiunresolved laud use issues a.ssoZciatedwith NNSS that are not adeqttately
addressed in the draf EIS. As Nevada has toted in nutorrus comtneatn antl cousntueilca'tious
"over the yeats. the original 1952 ndtmialtruative laud withdr~awal far thteNevada Test Sute (P'uhlie
Land Order 505) spenifted its ttse an a "wveponv teslttng site." In t994, lisa State of Nevada filed
a eomplaiat In the UJ.S.District Court in Las Vegan, alleging tltat the lead svithdrawals far NI'S
do oat ifelude waste disposal froes ofaite sottrces as sat intended nsa of thtelaud. A aettletm~tt
agreetttrt signed Itt April 1997 eaosaitted DOE to initiate "consultation wvitltthe United States
Department of the Interior concerntng the status ofesisting leaud vhhtdrawals for the NTS with
regard In low-level swasteetorage/disposal activitiesn." Although DOE•han indicated that
consultations with the Department of Interior have cestelededx, tht. State Itas contittaing cotteeus"
shoal uff-sile waste disposition. particularly wvithrespect to OTICC attd othtet westa streams,
which are subject! to NRCiegolation, Timosematters ntis nat addeatned is the D~iS.
245-34
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Chapter 13, page 13.13, lines 14.-21: DlOE Self-rcgalation of Transportatien

More than 75 percent ofthe GTCC shipments evalua~te in thifsD13IS would originate at
NRC-licensed facilitica, o~roriginate fromsNRC-lic~ensed activities. yet it is not clearato what
estent these shipments would comply with NRC regulations, nor the extent (ifany) to sshieh the
shipmtents wcoald be subject to NRC inspections and/or NRC ettfocentsn actions. The Final 215
roust clarify hsswDOll self-regnlation of elhtpronts under the Atomic EnecrgyAct wotti actually
operste on a day-to-day basis. Thtc Final EIlSshould explain how DOE compliance with NRC
and DOT regulations wspttd be enforced. Stakehalders ear soncerned that DOE may exemlpt
itself fromtDOT and/or NR•C requlretttnts and standards "w•,hecre
tttere is a detetssliatiau that
nationtal security or anothe~r critiest intilceesrequires difflerent action." A particular coiteern is that
Federal badges restrictiana mightt inhlauen the degree so wvhichDOD actually achilnees "a level
of protection that itenets or exceeds thu level of prnetction assc~iat:ed with ceomparauble
cotmmercial shsipmoents."

3.0

Specific Comments- Appendices

3.1

Appendix C: "Veansportation Analysis (and Volume 2, Chapter 9,1.9,1,ines' 10-20)

DOE/NNSA analyzed various radioactive waste shipping routes through and around
metropolitan Las Vegas, Nevada, in the Draft NNSS SWEIS. DOE/NNSA continued
discussions with the State of Nevada on routing options throughout the preparation of the Final
NNSS SWEIS. After taking into consideration the comments and concerns expressed by State,
county, and local government officials and the public in general during the review aod
comment period for the Draft NNSS SWEIS, DOE/NNSA decided to maintain the current
highway routing restrictions for shipments of low-level radioactive waste (LLW) and mixedlow level radioactive waste (MLLW), as described in the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC)
for the site. DOE/NNSA explained this decision in the Final NNSS SWEIS. The unchanged
WAC restrictions are to avoid (1) crossing the Colorado River near Hoover Dam and (2) the
greater metropolitan Las Vegas interstate system. DOEJNNSA is not considering, nor is it
making, changes to the NNSS WAC with regard to routing.

E45-35

The 0•1S contains a lena rigorousmasesssnent of teansponratioa impa~ctsthan it doss fnr
otlte ittihpects.Tiss is conaistent witht other DOD ElSa, whletl do n{otdevote adequate attention to
iniportantttsssnsportntiota issues.
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Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS, implementation will include, as needed
and appropriate, NEPA reviews and other analysis (e.g., transportation).
E45-33

DOE believes that the analyses presented in the EIS are sufficient to compare the potential
cumulative impacts of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste disposal for the sites that were
evaluated. In particular, existing concentrations of various radionuclides in contaminated soil
and groundwater at the candidate sites were taken into consideration in the selection of the
preferred alternative. Also, while up to 12,600 truck shipments were assessed for transport of
the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a proposed disposal facility, these shipments
would be spread out over a 60 year time period, with the result that only about one to two
shipments a day might be expected at the facility in addition to current traffic. Additional
cumulative impact analyses would be conducted in site-specific NEPA reviews, if needed, for
the alternative selected in a ROD. Such follow-on analyses would be based on additional sitespecific information.

E45-34

State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects, Commenter 1D No. E45 (cont'd)

Thlere are three trunsportation nlternativus to move 0TCC waste. The•first iS to nse
exclusively legul-weight truck. ThleDF.IS do~esnot specify, bat it is possibltetoassume that it
pounds. Most of these
refers tolIcgalweigst trsck, ia.e.tracks wihha weight below 3O,O010
materialsare separable into packages that wontld enable sthiposents to fhlil belowvthe P0,000
posnd limit. Htowever, there may also be shipments thlatcould exceed the 80,000 posed limit or
may not be divisible in a woy that makes it pOSsible to use a legal-weight truck. Ekansples orf
th~esetypes ofraareriats are: unusual aed large reactor ports such as the reactor core ahroad,
unique defense mnaterialO,
or prepackaged ocatcutlations of scaled sources where tire removal of
tite sealed soutees t~ornthe waste package wroud create a greater bordct than shipphrg vla legalweight truck. Sinee much ol'the GTCC waste weotld he lHRCQ shiporents, all legal weight and
ov¢ersvei
gh lshiptments
would, of n~eesoity, he mated through Metro Lye Vegas and thleSpaghetti
Bowl (the default route under U1.S.DCIT regulations).

The U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) is vested with oversight responsibility to review
existing land withdrawals under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act. The DOI
suggested in its comments on the 1996 NTS EIS (which included proposals for commercial
reuse of the site) that substantial changes in land use at the NTS may require a new land
withdrawal. As part of the April 1997 Settlement Agreement resolving State of Nevada
litigation regarding radioactive waste disposal at the NTS (State of Nevada v. Pefia, U.S.
District Court, District of Nevada, 1997), DOE committed to initiate "consultation with the
United States Department of the Interior ('DOI') concerning the status of the existing land
withdrawals for NTS with regard to low-level waste storage/disposal activities." The
consultation process was initiated by DOE with DOI shortly thereafter and was concluded in
November 2009, with NNSS's acceptance of custody and control of the approximately
740 acres constituting the NNSS Area 5 Radioactive Waste Management Complex. This
facility is part of NNSS's continuing environmental management mission as a disposal facility
for low-level waste (LLW) and mixed low-level waste (MILLW). All radioactive waste
management at the NNSS is conducted in accordance with applicable federal, state and local
regulations.

The second alternative is interniodal shtipments. The dma1tGTOC, D111 doesqnot desceibo
an interniodal shipping scenerlo in detail. It nmentlons that two intermodul sites hrard been
studlied and identifies tliem as Berstow, California and Calicoere Nevada (not NeswMexico). The
ofhanermodal shipping and handling. It indicates that
DBIS then flailsto perform an assessment
intermcsslal transportation from either al~ssow.California or Calionte, Nevada is pos•sible.
However, the BDElSdoes tsut indicate whlich inaeroisoda truesportat ion sire wan considered. Theo
different from direct shipnments. The
r.isks ofinlcrntodal stipping nodbundling are aubutoaxtially
risks at the spedilie sites and the risks along ithet'retles shonld be evraluated.
'ibi[s iv particutlarly true for the extremely ranul r~outesthat will be t ravers'ed by these
shipments. Por exempleeintermodut sitipmesens arriving in Barster,,, California will ualtost
each tire NNSS. This route asinterrupted by
certainly travel along California Hlighwsay 1270 ro
sanaonal flooding, used by recreational travelers anslwoold reeqoirncareful study in order lo be
used f'ora tmajorshtippiusg campaign. This hue a substntial bearing no the risks associated with
tha shipments. ".'Theserisks ahbosldbe considered iv the DIIS. The- [Lteut Cancer Patatity,
numbers and deaths related to accidents containedt in Ilte DBIlS cannot be properly underastod
without referecen to itotermodal handling risks, if'indeed thaiivaenoption being considered.
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woald consider
Tite DEIS5does not specify wyhieltroutes, the Deparstment of Faergey
interrmodal facility is postnlated to NN•SS). The
shripping theset• ateriols ott (iLe.,from swhatever
DEilS provides RADTtEAN and RISKINID assesantzrsts of tire routes. hut it does nat provide
,o
detailed description of tie selected routes or the risk
maps of Ito specific rotten. T[here'tc
chhraeterigita along the rutles. Au witht direct track shipments. ilte DEIISdoes trot consider that
Nevada for inteirnodal shiparents of muchrof'the GTCC waste wvillbe
highnway rostensvwithitr
severely limited becausethey wvould he considered tHRCQshiprments. Nor does the ucis
consider the imrplicationo ofhlavirtg such IIRCQ shiptuents routed through Metro Las Vegas ansd
the Spaglethti Ilowl (whichr is the default route thrattunst be utsed under US DOT routing
regulotionsv).

DOT and the NRC have primary responsibility for federal regulations governing commercial
radioactive materials transportation. Non-DOE shipments of GTCC LLRW from commercial
sites would be transported by commercial carriers and would be regulated by DOT and the
NRC. In addition, DOE shipments by commercial carriers of GTCC LLRW from commercial
sites or of GTCC-Iike waste from DOE sites would be regulated by DOT and NRC.
DOE has broad authority under the AEA to regulate all aspects of activities involving
radioactive materials that are undertaken by DOE or undertaken on its behalf, including the
transportation of radioactive wastes. However, in most cases that do not involve national
security, DOE does not exercise its authority to regulate DOE shipments and instead utilizes
commercial carriers that undertake shipments of DOE materials under the same terms and
conditions as those used for commercial shipments. These shipments are subject to regulation
by DOT and the NRC. As a matter of policy, however, even in the limited circumstances where
DOE exercises its AEA authority for shipments, DOE requirements mandate that all DOE
shipments be undertaken in accordance with the requirements and standards that apply to
comparable commercial shipments, unless there is a determination that national security or
another critical interest requires different action.

Tlhe third shipping option is rail. Itlis ttot dour svltattrie DBilS menus by roil
transportation as it relates to ltheNNSS. Them in currently no rail access to rho NNSS. PBatedon
wsockdatns for tire naw-defennai Yucca Mourntaiu project, it will require construction of a 319
itulelong rail spur. Such construction woutid last mare titan 10 years antdcost in excess of $3
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The NNSS was originally created through the issuance of four administrative Public Land
Orders by the Secretaty of the Interior. Public Land Order 805, dated February 12, 1952,
reserved lands for the use of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), DOE's predecessor,
as a weapons testing site. Subsequent administrative land withdrawals through 1965 reserved
the withdrawn lands for use of the AEC in connection with the NNSS. The 1961 Public Land
Order specifically mentioned that it reserved the lands for use of the AEC "in connection with
the Nevada Test Site for test facilities, roads, utilities, and safety distances." The Military
Landa Withdrawal Act of 1999 withdrew the northwestern area of the NNSS (Pahute Mesa) for
exclusive use of DOE. This area had previously been utilized by DOE and its predecessors
under a Memorandum of Understanding with the U.S. Air Force.

E45-36

The primary radiological transportation risk to the public for any alternative is from the low
level of radiation emanating from the transport vehicle. As discussed in Section 5.3.9.1, the
collective population risk is a measure of the total risk posed to society as a whole. A
comparison of the collective population risk provides a meaningful evaluation of the relative
risks between disposal locations, as provided in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6. The magnitude of the
collective population risk is primarily determined by the number of routes, the length of each
route, the number of shipments along each route, the external dose rate of each shipment, and
the population density along a given route. The primary differences between alternatives from
the standpoint of transportation are the lengths of the routes as determined by the location of
the disposal sites (destination of the shipments). Thus, higher collective population risks are

associated with alternatives that require transportation over longer distances. All alternatives
involve routes that have similar characteristics, with no significant differences for comparison
among alternatives, requiring transportation through a range of rural and urban areas. In
addition, the routes used in the analysis are considered representative routes (as discussed in
Appendix C, Section C.9.4.1.I, because the actual routes used would be determined in the
future. For each disposal site, the routes most affected would be the interstate highways that are
in closest proximity to the site.

State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects. Commenter ID No. E45 (cant'd)

Calculation of the collective population risk (under routine and accident conditions) is
provided in the EIS. While these estimates are conservative, the calculations used expected
values where practical (e.g., external shipment dose rates) and provide a reasonable measure
for comparison among alternatives, as summarized in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6, and the estimates
show that the transportation risks would be small. All alternatives involve routes of hundreds
of miles through similar types of rural, suburban, and urban areas. For specific local impacts,
Section 5.3.9.2 provides information on potential human health impacts on individuals during
normal waste transport along a route. However, the consideration of specific local stakeholder
concerns is more appropriate during the final planning stages of a project when actual route
selections are finalized, not at the level addressed in this EIS. A generic accident consequence
assessment was performed because there is no way to predict the exact location and conditions
of an accident, as discussed in C.9.3.3 of the EIS. For all alternatives, potential accidents, even
those at the same location, could have impacts that range from negligible to significant
depending on the waste involved, the accident severity, and weather conditions. Such an
analysis would not help distinguish between alternatives because all alternatives involve routes
through or near major population centers.

billion. Since the¢reis no r'•il aceoss to N1'SS, it is undoner What timeDEIS is recfrrong to in the
assessment, of sail shipusents to N•NSS. Thu DEtIS should aStecify how th•erall tmsapotttmtion
occnuari wusdcvweloped. A rail shipping campaign to a location tierachasno rail access is
unrealistic and should not he used in anbounding assessment.
3.2

Appendix C, pages C-25 to C-26: Ttunuportation itisk Analysis

The tutmododused to evaluate collective popuatluon risk, maxinuno individual e.xposures,
and accident consequences in the DEIS are too gcncralizsd to he of ony value in eomporutive
impact assessment of thu disposal options and timedisposal sites under cunsiderliatn. The Final
EIS should roe..amnine collective population risk from routine transportation in specific
commuantirie along speelifin routes, by contideriag actual building types mmdlocutions, truvel
speeds and slop timeu, and actual populations
lTheFinal SitS shormidrceexamine the ranaimum'indivildual exposrecs front routine
transportation, uzsingindividual exposure uceturon based on actual conditions at specific
"locationsalong npacitle routes Appendix C• pages. C-29 to'C-47, does not provide es ffmclent
informsation shou tohw limeaccident consoequence usnestmmuents
were conducted, to allow
revieween to determine ltra validity of thmepotential aedident radiological eontseqsences to
populutions reported in Table S.3.9-3, nor to delerusine the validity of the potential accident
radiological consequences to the highest-eapmmscd individuuls reported in Table 5.3.9.4, The
Final hIS nmustespluitmin dettai howvtire tr~alyses were conducted for each type of woaste(scaled
sou~cs -CII, activated amelals - Rilt other sv..asta
- Cli, and other waste - RH) and each mode
(rail and mlenk).
Thle D~dISfails to ,:valnate cleanup costs and other ceononmie irpucts us part of thu
aceident consequncue uosesnest~ms. 'l'hn Finul tEIS must nxplain in detail thu spreilie sourec lemms
released, the extent o f eontuamlnated areas requiring cleanup, and the total econonmic impacts, for
each of tie severe accident scenarios listed in Table 5.3,9.3.
'lImeDEhISfails to evaloale the inmpactsof potential acts of sabotage against airipments of
OTlCCttmaterilai. 'Tie FinaulhIS simoumd
evaluate the cottseqaences ofsuccessfel nctu of uabotugu
against c.TCC wuoastm
sipmttots.
3.3

Appendix C, poge C-33, t~iates5;-! : Route Slalction for Track Shipmeuts of GTCC

All IrueOastipments of GTCC should be treated as "highway mute coniralled quantity"
(HRCQ) of rdioactive matuerials shipments, as delfined in 49 Ct'l 173.403, for purposes of
h ighs.vay rou.tt seleetioa. The tDtl$ is unclear in this regard. The DE1ISstates, "[ra]uny potential
shipments..., such as shipments of activated mtailafrom coommereial reactors. fall under this
category." The D)5115
srema to imply titat D0OEsoould not treat all GTCC shipments as IIRCQ.
Treating stomn,but tuotall, GTCC shipments us HRCQ, could result in use oftaultiple highway
routes to each dispoasa location, ThiSs wotud cotuplteate tire procss of comnparative evaluation of
itupatel, required under NEhPA, and invite mrnecessary confusion anrdcontroversy. Failure to
treat all GTCC slhipotttnls as bIRCQ for purposes of highway, mute selection woualdlikely
untderinel public acceptance on su•'ly and security grounds, especially fo~rshipments throegh

is

E45-36
(Cant.)

The additional human health impacts from intermodal transfer and transport of waste from the
nearest rail access point to those disposal sites without direct rail access is generally a small
percentage of the total risk discussed in Section C.9.5.5 of the EIS. Costs involved in either
building a rail spur to a site or the additional cost of intermodal operations would need to be
considered if that option was considered further. For the rail option, the use of dedicated trains,
if sufficient waste is available for transport at the same time, could reduce transportation risks
and costs by minimizing transit times. The current rail analysis therefore bounds what might be
expected if dedicated trains were used. tn general, transportation costs would be similar across
all disposal alternatives. The primary difference would be related to the distances traveled in
each case. Thus, the transportation costs will scale with the shipment distances travelled as
presented in the EIS. Any decisions made by DOE would take these factors into account during
implementation.
There are no definitive studies related to the effects of radioactive waste shipments on local
tourism and property values. With an average of only one to two shipments per day over the
potential 60 year lifetime of a proposed disposal facility in the case of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike waste shipments, it is unlikely that there would be any significant impact on
tourism and property values.
As stated in Section C.9.4.1.1 of the EIS on route selection, many of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes considered in the EIS would meet the definition of a highway route HRCQ
(49 CFR 173.403). However, as noted in the discussion, states and Native American tribes
have the opportunity to designate "preferred routes" to replace or supplement the interstate
highway system. For those wastes not specifically designated as HRCQ, the selection of a
route is left to the carrier, but in the case of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes, additional
consultation with transportation stakeholders would occur. In the case of rail transport, the text
was revised to include a reference to the routing regulations in 49CFR172.820(c) regarding the
transportation of an HRCQ of material by rail which requires the rail carrier to perform a
security and safety risk analysis for any proposed routes.

DOE/NNSA analyzed various radioactive waste shipping routes through and around
metropolitan Las Vegas, Nevada, in the Draft NNSS SWEIS. DOE/NNSA continued
discussions with the State of Nevada on routing options throughout the preparation of the Final
NNSS SWEIS. After taking into consideration the comments and concerns expressed by State,
county, and local government officials and the public in general during the review and
comment period for the Draft NNSS SWEIS, DOE/NNSA decided to maintain the current
highway routing restrictions for shipments of low-level radioactive waste (LLW) and mixedlow level radioactive waste (ML~LW), as described in the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAG)
for the site. DOE/NNSA explained this decision in the Final NNSS SWEIS. The unchanged
WAG restrictions are to avoid (I) crossing the Colorado River near Hoover Dam and (2) the
greater metropolitan Las Vegas interstate system. DOEiNNSA is not considering, nor is it
making, changes to the NNSS WAG with regard to routing.

State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects. Commenter ID No. E45 (cont'd)

highly populated areas. tlowvc,,vr for NNSS, the ase of the HIRCQ duthult route would violate a
long-standing agreement between the State of Neveda and DOE requiring shipmeents of LLW to
avoid Metro Las vegas and the 1-15/VS 95 interelhange,
3.4

Appendix C, page C-33, Lines 30-32: Route Selectian for Rail Shipmeuts of GT~C

Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS, implementation will include, as needed
and appropriate, NEPA reviews and other analysis (e.g., transportation).

DOlt should reexamine the statemen'•tthat "DOT has no railread routing regulations
specihie to the transpoanition of rdioactive materials. Routes are generally fixed by the location
of rail lines. and urban ereuseannot he readily bypassd"' Rail altipreent of ectivstcd rmetale,
sealed sources, remote hanldled wa~stes,
and isrheal all of thsoGTCC teaterials evaluated in the
DIEIS, may be subject to the ranting regulations recently adopted by the Department ol'
Transportation's Pipetine and Itarardoes Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) and the
Department of Hameland Security's Transportation SecurityjAdmiaieleation UTSA).
In 2108., regulallons [49 Ct-R Par~s 172 &1580] werejointly promulgated by TSA sad
•PIIMSA that would restrict rail shripasents of certain hazadrdous materila;s including radioactive
nasterials. through highly populated areas. Thesnew regulatlone were Intended to prevent
"catastrophic release or explosion lit proximity to densely populated areas, inclnding urban areas
and events or venues with large numacem of people in etletidanec. Also of major concern is the
release or explosion of rail cam In cloae proximity to iconlo buildings, landmar~hks,
or
caviromnntenllly significant areas.' Of particular concern, "if terrorists perpetrated an atnack
against a tall car traosporting certain radioactive maaterials,they eoiuld'midaargern siagnificante
nutober of people an well as disrapt the supply chain us a result ofcelnamieatian."
While these rule clesely apply tO rail shipments of spent nuclear feel mid high.level
radiaacrive wueota,
they would likely also apply to rail shipments of activatedl metals, coaled
soarces, and other types of GTCC evaluated in the DEIS, esp.ecially ifartelt ahipmrents
were
d~eemed to he HRCQ shipments. DOE should specifically evaluate the ronting larplicatians of
the TSA rate, which designates 46 high threat urban areas (fTUttAs) in 28 cratessad the D~istrict
ofCotembis. These regutslatios (49 CPR Pert t1580,Appendix A] subject shipments thrroughr
these HTfiAs to new chain of custody and central etudother procederes. such an designation of
rail security coorrdlhsator
and monitoring plane [49 CPR, Part 1580, Appendix 13]. DOlt should
also specifically evaluate the implications of the PIIMSA regulations for shiputents t~hrengh
arced not designated HTUJAO,bttt whlich inhibit eontditiens of coacern identified insthe PIIMSA
routing regulations, which are des•igned tn protect highly populated 5mmaend iconic locations,
•through the applicatimi sf27 ranting risk analysis f~actors
[49 CFR Part 172, Appen~dix D].
3.5.

AppemndixC, paige (>33, Lines 38-40: liming of PRouteSelection for Shipments

1)01 mutetits re'onsider its position on the timiag of rute selcetion and the role of
afcetctd states andtribee. Thin DE111states: "At the time of shipment, the route would he selected
on the bases (sic'] of entreat road or railroad track cosnditiens, including repaia ausdtraffic
coaditions." Baest on experience with threXVIPPtransaranie waste, shipments, 1)O1 sqhould
plan
to identeify preferred and alternatis'e route options at least 5-7 yenta in udvance ofabipteents, In
consultation with theaaftlteted statesend tribes.

17
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3.6

Appendix C, page C.33, Lines 42-45: TRAGIS highway route updates

It Is our underatanding that the highway data network in TRAGtS ha s not been recently
ntpdatec and does tnot,foarexample, lnclede the Tillmatn Bridge over the Colorado River en US
Highway 93, whic~hconld signiticantly affect routes in Arizona, California, and Nevada.
3.7

Appendix C, page C-34, Lines 6-7: U~saofH1RCQ option for wodeing highway routes

Use oft the IIRCQ option to select routes for modeling is inasppropriste unless DOl, has
cotmtitted to actually usa HRCQ routes for all truck shrpmanls. Otherwise, usie ofl-IRCQ routes
in risk analysis may systematically underestimate the actual transportation rishs, e~specially
regarding routets throegh highly populated areas.
3.81

Appendix C, page C-34, Lines 13-23: Use of •shoraest-route" algorthmr for rail
ehipatents

Using the standard astaneptioats in the msodellior selnetion of rail reates, i.e., the
"shortest-eoute" algorithmn,doss not reflect the Impact of the 2008 rSA and PIIMSA rail routing
regulations cited previously for shipments ofeeaairn radioactive materials, wvhichlikely apply to
somse or all of the GTCC materials evaluated in the DE1IS.
3.9

(Cont.)

Appendix D, page D-2, Litnes 310o47: General Planning assues
"Ihe DEIS does not ianelde a sotopecheltaive transportation plan. However, liheDEIS Can

t'J

recognize the critical importance of a compreltensive transportution pies to stakeholdem. DOE•
has neglected transportation planning in the past. DOll should, however, teaks a comnmitment In
a proess thratwill reautt in a systesmatic approselt to transpormtatin planning that will: (1)
incorporate stakeholder conerns; (2) efl~iiwetvelmanage safety and security Issues; and (3)
deliver a safe aed eostprehensive Isanoporeatien syatena. The•GTCC DEtIS fails to acknowledge
the size and possihie comeplexity of tite trunapoetation program that will be required and tire
transportation Appendix is only a boilerplate discoasionnioftransportation risk asseessment.
3.11) AppendixDI, pageD-)2, Lines 3to 47: Containers
Tlhe DEhS does not osaie isclear what contlainer wouild he adopt'ed fer sealed sources.
Appendix D describes assumptions about the sontainers, their size and description. It indicates
wvhich.waste will he placed in which ocnttainer, bullst does not mules it clear wvhic~h
container wyill
be used for sealed sources. This is important hecatrse those sources are irregularly shaped, in
varions states ofdcesy, and will require very special kinds of packages. The DEIli also does not
address the leone of NRC nertlilcatien for containers far sealed sources and other types of OTCC.
waste.

18~
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The specific waste forms and packages used to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would be determined in the future as part of the waste acceptance criteria and packaging
requirements developed. See the discussion in Section B.5 and C.9.4.2 of the EIS for more
information on packaging requirements. All GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would be
packaged and transported in accordance with all applicable federal and state requirements.

State of Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects, Commenter ID No. E45 (cont'd)

A1TAIkC. M ENT
NqELI•S AMRSORCE BASE COMMENT
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~DEPARTMENT OICTHEAIR FORCE
99TH CIVIL ENGINEER SQUADRON (ACCI
~NISLUS
AIR FORCE BASE, NEVADA

•

IIY 1 12l1l

MsDebotalt Stoebdale
99 CE'SCEA
4349 Duffer Dr., Saite 1601
Nellis AFB, NV 89191-7007
Nev'ara Slate Clearinghouse
Department of Administratien
209 hastMusser Street, Room 200
Carson City, NV 89701-4298
Mesdames, Gentlemnen,

T£hank
you for including Nellis Air Force Ba,.e (AFB) in the Draft Environmsental Impact
Stateonent prre~se for a Facility for Disposal of Greater-Than-Class C(GTCC) Low-Level
Radioactive Waste and OTCC-Like Waste at thteNevada National Security Site (femierly known
as the Nevada Teat Sire). NelliesAFIIhas reviewed the Department of Energy (DOE)Draft

];

Environmental Inspact Statement tDEIS), Nevada SAlI#E2011-I 09, and offers the following
commlent:

The disposal atrea is near R-4805'W sad Ilhaatare groun'd panties that uisethat area
far training. Hew will thay he affected? WViII
overfniglht of aircraft hc allowed for
the disposal site?
Nellia AFB appreciatas the DOE's efforts to address these issues. Shauld the DOE have any
questions or require futtrher assistance, my Action offtcer for this issue is Mr. Ted Opponhom,
(702) 652-9366.Sincerely,

DE.BORAHI STOCKDALE
Chlef, Asset Management Flight

Honor the Woarfighter

E53

E45-3 8

This comment was also submitted by the Department of the Air Force separately (see comment
response L307-I) and referenced earlier in this comment document (see E45-14).
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6
7
I
10
11.
22
13

MR,. SROWN :

14

So 3hil Elevarick,

Okey.

15

you'll follow Etove then,

16

Steve,

NA.

15
19

I gu~eae,

will follow.

proceed.

PUBLIC COMMEN55TS

17

3D

rine.

11145NA:

I'm teprecenting

Thanks.

Iie Steve 5Ftieihean.

the Nevada Agency for Euclear

And I'II giving this statement on behalf of

'rjocte•.

21

Joe Strelin, the Acting Executive Director of the

22

agenny.

23

taken the liberty of reducing

24

statemsent,

21

the record.

He has provided a written stuateent,

but I'll

it

and I've

to a five-minute

providc his whole

tattement,

for
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I

(Readingl

The State of Nevada Agency

2

for Nuclear Projects is

3

of reviewing the Department of Energy a

4

Draft Environmental

5

In

Impact Statement.

the State will provide more

7

extensive written cosasents prior to the
June 27 deadline.

S
9

.•

In

coments on DOE's Notice of Intent to

10

prepare the tIS for Greater-than-Class

it

Nevada opposed,

12

the use of either the proposed high-level

13

repository

--

2001,

nudloar waste

Pptereus.
-

25

C in

on both scientific and legal grounds,

•

14

OO15

the process

addition to these brief preliminary

Scomments,

CRprtrrus.

in

minutes,

17

MR. BEONN:
Stave.

I'll

be liberal on thd five

Go ahead on.

MR. F•lDMAN:

That's the first

time i've ever

15 Outrun the court reporter.
19

MR. BROGN:

20

MC. fRISRAM:

Yeah.
In

coments on DOE's Notice of

21

Intent to prepare the tEI

for Greater-than-Class

C in

22

20G1, Nevada opposed,

23

grounds,

24

rididactive waste repository at Yucca Mountain or the

25

Nevada Test Site

on both scientific and legal

the use of either the proposed high-level

f or Greater-than-Cissa

C disposal.
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T38-1

The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) assigns DOE responsibility for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
generated by NRC and Agreement State licensees. The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) specifies that
GTCC LLRW, designated a federal responsibility under section 3(b)(1)(D) that results from
activities licensed by the NRC, is to be disposed of in an NRC-licensed facility that has been
determined to be adequate to protect public health and safety. However, unless specifically
provided by law, the NRC does not have authority to license and regulate facilities operated by
or on behalf of DOE. Further, the LLRWPAA does not limit DOE to using only non-DOE
facilities or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal. Accordingly, if DOE selects a facility operated by
or on behalf of DOE for disposal of GTCC LLRW for which it is responsible under section
3(b)(1)(D), clarification from Congress would be needed to determine NRC's role in licensing
such a facility and related issues. In addition clarification from Congress may be needed on
NRC's role if DOE selects a commercial GTCC LLRW disposal facility licensed by an
Agreement State rather than by NRC.

T38-2

along with
DOE recognizes that including GTCC-Iike wastes within the scope of this EISalternative(s).
GTCC LLRW may complicate the implementation of GTCC LLRW disposal
However, DOE determined that the most efficient approach was to address both types of waste,
which have many similar physical and radioactive characteristics, in a single NEPA process.
DOE's intent is to facilitate the overall process for addressing the disposal needs of both waste
types. Issues associated with potential regulatory changes or NRC licensing would be
addressed as necessary to enable implementation.

S
The fact that this Draft 515 explicitly excludes Yucca
Mountain as an eption is an appropriate acknowledgment
3

of the reality that Yucca Mountain will never be built.
The Draft E55 fails to recognize

the problems

aassociated with the requirement that any facility
6

chosen for disposal of greater-than-Class C waste

7

disposal must be licensed and regulated by the U.S.

S

Nuclear Regulatory Coemsision.
twhile the Draft acknowledges that most of the

9

t'J

10

Greeter-than-Close C waste requiring disposal would be

11

cormsercial

12

Nevada Test Site,

13

identified for potential greeter-than-class

14

disposal,

55

DOE's Greater-than-Class

16

nanagod under DOE orders and stored at DOE facilities,

17

requires that these wastes be brought into NRC

18

regulatory regime.

neither

waste fross NRC-licensed qfeneratore,

T38-I

neor any of the apaeiific locations

has an NRC-licensed

C-Like waste,

c waste

Inclusion of

facility.

currently

This raises considerable waste

19
20

cberacterization and security issues,

21

means clear how or if

22

coexist with a DOE self-regulated

25

Test Site,

34

Nexico,

2S

the public can be assured that the NRc's regulatory

or in

It

is by no

en NRC-regulated facility can
facility like Nevada

the case of the R3PP facility in

an EI'A and state-regulated fatci1.iy,

New

and how

T38-2

T38-3
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10
1.

authority will have primacy at a Greater-than-Cleas

2

site.

3

There continues

issues associated with the Nevada Test Site that ate

5

not adequately aiddressed in
original 1952 adrsinistrative

9

the Draft E25.

The U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) is vested with oversight responsibility to review
existing land withdrawals under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act. The DOI
suggested in its comments on the 1996 NTS EIS (which included proposals for commercial
reuse of the site) that substantial changes in land use at the NTS may require a new land
withdrawal. As part of the April 1997 Settlement Agreement resolving State of Nevada
litigation regarding radioactive waste disposal at the NTS (State of Nevada v. Pefia, U.S.
District Court, District of Nevada, 1997), DOE committed to initiate "consultation with the
United States Department of the Interior ('DOI') concerning the status of the existing land
withdrawals for NTS with regard to low-level waste storage/disposal activities." The
consultation process was initiated by DOE with DOI shortly thereafter and was concluded in
November 2009, with NNSS's acceptance of custody and control of the approximately
740 acres constituting the NNSS Area 5 Radioactive Waste Management Complex. This
facility is part of NNSS's continuing environmental management mission as a disposal facility
for low-level waste (LLW) and mixed low-level waste (MLLW). All radioactive waste
management at the NNSS is conducted in accordance with applicable federal, state and local
regulations.

The

land withdrawal for the

ttevada Test Site specified ito use as a,
'weapons

T38-2
(Cont.)

to be unresolved land-use

4

7

C

quote,

testing sita."
In

1094,

the State of Sevada filed a

10 Complaint in the U.S.

District Court in

Las Vegas,

11 elleging that the land withdrawals for the Sevada Test
12

Site do not include waste disposal for offaite

sources

as an intended use of the land.
0'~

14

A Settlement Agreement
com~mitted DOS to initiate,

signed in

quota,

T38-3
April l997

T38-4

'consultation with

the United States Department of the Interior concerning
17

the status of existing lend withdrawals for the UTS

15

with regard to low-level waste disposal and storage."

19

Although DOE has indicated that consultations

20 with the Depsrtm&nr of the Interior have concluded, the
21

State has continuing unresolved lend withdrawal

22

concerns about the use of the site for offsite-

23

generated waste disposal,

24

C and Greater-than-Class-C-Like

25

The NNSS was originally created through the issuance of four administrative Public Land
Orders by the Secretary of the Interior. Public Land Order 805, dated February 12, 1952,
reserved lands for the use of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), DOE's predecessor,
as a weapons testing site. Subsequent administrative land withdrawals through 1965 reserved
the withdrawn lands for use of the AEC in connection with the NNSS. The 1961 Public Land
Order specifically mentioned that it reserved the lands for use of the AEC "in connection with
the Nevada Test Site for test facilities, roads, utilities, and safety distances." The Military
Lands Withdrawal Act of 1999 withdrew the northwestern area of the NNSS (Pahute Mesa) for
exclusive use of DOE. This area had previously been utilized by DOE and its predecessors
under a Memorandum of Understanding with the U.S. Air Force.

static

As stated in Section C.9.4.1.1 of the EIS on route selection, many of the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes considered in the ELS would meet the definition of a highway route HRCQ
(49 CFR 173.403). However, as noted in the discussion, states and Native American tribes
have the opportunity to designate "preferred routes" to replace or supplement the interstate
highway system. For those wastes not specifically designated as HRCQ, the selection of a
route is left to the carrier, but in the case of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes, additional
consultation with transportation stakeholders would occur. For disposal at NNSS, the total
number of shipments is estimated to be about 12,600 shipments as stated in Section 9.2.9.1.
With an average of only one to two shipments per day over the potential 60 year lifetime of a
proposed disposal facility in the case of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste shipments, it is
unlikely that there would be any significant impact on any local road traffic or current NNSS
operations.

including Creator-than-Class
wastes.

Transportation impacts associated with the

I.T8-4

DOE/NNSA analyzed various radioactive waste shipping routes through and around
metropolitan Las Vegas, Nevada, in the Draft NNSS SWEIS. DOE/NNSA continued
discussions with the State of Nevada on routing options throughout the preparation of the Final
NNSS SWEIS. After taking into consideration the comments and concerns expressed by State,
county, and local government officials and the public in general during the review and
comment period for the Draft NNSS SWEIS, DOE/NNSA decided to maintain the current
highway routing restrictions for shipments of low-level radioactive waste (LLW) and mixedlow level radioactive waste (MLLW), as described in the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC)
for the site. DOE/NNSA explained this decision in the Final NNSS SWEIS. The unchanged
WAC restrictions are to avoid (1) crossing the Colorado River near Hoover Dam and (2) the
greater metropolitan Las Vegas interstate system. DOE/NNSA is not considering, nor is it
making, changes to the NNSS WAC with regard to routing.
Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS, implementation will include, as needed
and appropriate, NEPA reviews and other analysis (e.g., transportation).

T38-5
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•

1

disposal of the Greater-than-Class C waste,

2

and with respect to Nevada Test Site in

3

have not been adequately addressed in

the Draft uIS.

4

Since there is

it's

£

"unrealistic to assume that Greeter-than-Class C waste

no rail access to 5T5,

6

could be shipped via rail to the site.

7

all the waste,

8

have to be moved to the site by truck.

generally

particular,

Consequently,

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

would
(Cast.)

according to the

10

Draft,

would be required to use the interstate highway

11

system,

thus pass through the most heavily populated

12

portions of Lea

13

campaign would put Las Vegas'

14

at substantial risk in

15

terrorist

16

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential longterm performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

entirely

over 30,000 potential shiLpments,

Many of these shipments,

S

11

vagas and Clerk County. Such a shipping
tourism-dependent economy

the event of an accident or

attack against a shipment while in transit.
Initial

review of this draft document reveals
the State's view that disposal of

17

nothing that alters

16

Greater-than-Class C at 57S,

T36-5
regardless of the

itt alternative method employed, is

unacceptable.

20

(Whereup~n Exhibit NO.

21

identification.)

1 was marked for

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-]ike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, IN-L, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.
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State of New Mexico
Susana Mrtinez
Septerisber 1, 2011

Seretary Steven Chu
U.s. DearseetofiEnergy
Forrelsta Bui!lding
1000 Independence Ave, SW
Washingtor, DC 20585
poafax: 202-486-4403 and U.., Mail
Re: Science Will Lead New Mcsleo'a Role in Radioactive Waste Management
DearDr. Chur
This letter 2sresents theaposition of the Slate of New Me~xico regarding the present end future
management of radioactive waste in our State and in tie Nation. Several recorasendations ea•
pre•sented for your consideration.
New Mexico's National Laborataries sai the Wasgte 1Solation Pilot Plant
F'AisI ens certeira you ameaware, the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP),'near Cidsebad, NM, is the
Sonly operating facility in theoU.S. that permanerntly disposes def'ensd-relaled traneseanie ("RU')
waste. The facility was built for the purpose of isola "tingwaste coetasninsted with loeg-lived,
msstly alpha-emnittiog radionuclidas lef from the research. angdproduction of nuelea~r wecapons.
'These TRU wastesa include olothing, tools, rags, soliditied sludge, coil and oilier tiash dteolved
theomla6oratory end manufartrinng operations, WIPP wa•ssucecesstuly site'd, c~onstucted and
operated, with Stale oversight Ilseoughout the process. The WIPP factlity operates with a tatal of
.728 employees.
Current oparatione focus on disposing of dafeas•o legacy wastes from Los Alansos N'ational
Laboratory (LANL) and from other DOE facilities, •g3y Me
icoicit removal of these
tdefansa le~asy was•tesq
from LAN!.. must remain the higisst priority to D01! at WVIPp, "The
urgency has become ever mom• evident as the largest fire in New Mexico's history encroapihed
apsis nuclear waste materials stored above ground. approxirastely 11 ymcas after a previous tire
burned significant portions of LANL property. This wvoriis also a nsecessery prerarsor for
completing dir cleanup of all legacy wastes at LAI.)

Sesre Capitol -;Room 400

*

Santa Fe,.New Mexico ts5ot

.

5oS-47•-.oo

,* fax:.5olF47d.-azli
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Or. Atfrede Amrmeds ne
September 1, 2011
Page 2
Decreases in FY1 1 operating birdgsla uor .WI•PPand LAŽIL have decreased the pace of the legacy
TRU waste eleanup work at LAŽ4L and ca'used fower shipments of evasteto the WIPP site. These
decreases in both fending and shipascats have resunite in WIPP irmplementing a voluntary
separation of SI employees in May 2011. A farther reduction of 49 employees may be
impleanetared if the mrunelevel of funding is maintained Ibr FYl2.
'.

WIPP, with the sapparcof the two New Mexico national labsoratoeies, has safety and efficently
disposed of radioactive waste for the past 12 years. These actions should serve as a model fbr
.. ..c: -thealresidcrt~s.Dlun Ribbon•Consasisslen`QRC)~n~own
i~teesd~oa`pan~futur~r~pasitodafesrf•`.•5`C
•the permanent disposal of radioactive wastes.
Blue Rtibbons Canmeslslein Recommerndations
ThbeBIlue Ribbon Coemidssion on America's Nuclear Futre (DRC) caem to New Mexico I
January .2011 to learn how and why the Federal Gonverenment's WIPP daeility w•assuccesafally
sited, ronetrectcd and operated. I am delighted to see elements of the WIPP tore sc story
liberally spread throughout the Commission's dealt report aecomracndattaas. When th Blue
Ribbon Conedsslsson visited Carlsbad early thin year, I told them that New Mexico was wrilling to
have a dialogue on other nuclear waste projects within its border as long as the scrimes provided
clear and overwbeinaing assurance of safety and reliability, as it did for XVIPP.
ThsoConssnission'n dra ft reconmmndsfions lnrlude "nroIf efforts to develop a new peimanent
geologic disposal fitcility." As recognized in the other BRC recommendations, New Mexico
also believersishal any such develpopment meat be informed by acictnae and broad loand
community outreach and support
l eoulred Fulture Research
.In early Jeas of ibils year, a management proposal for."Salt Disposal investigations," describing
a field-scale, coupled process heater-test at WIPP, was foawarded from the Department's
Carlsbad Fildd Office to DOD leeadrship in Washington. This peer reviewed re~search document
proposes an integestet scope of scientific and eangiscring activities, both in tht laboratory rind
perfoasned underground. The proposed aix-year test p50grmm could provide k'ay intforrmation on
thermal, reehanicat, and hydrologic responses of salt to elevated thsertal conditions. Only
comprehensive trots of such maturity casn provide the selentilieally rigorous proaf-of-prinriple
field detnonsteations far diapocat of Iseat-generating nuclearx waste which New Melino will

demand in order to continua tha dialogue on othereuchear waste projects within its borders.
•The proposed teat would ho staged in that urea of WIP? designated and currently used foknonSWIP related ariantifte experiments. I recognize that paribn-sing the0tests at WIP could be met
with .lceprieiasm that they only open the door for WIPP e~xpansion and dispsa of hgher level
",vas.o th'ere. That is not New Mexico's intent or goal. Thermal testinlg of waste disposal in salt

must be eohdueted to guide future options for higher level] waste disposal whesher'in New
Mexico, or salt beds oisewlsre.

L304-1
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Dr. Alfreda Armeudarts
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Consistent witls this position• in recent correspondencea to the DOE by my Cabinet Secretar for
the Envisoisenmt, New Mexico encourages the DOE to support the proposed location of WIt'? as
the preierred alternative in the Draft EtS for the diapo.al of Greater Titan Class C (GTCC) LowLevel Radioactive WVaste
and GTCC-like •wast
es,

~to

...

iurge you to provide additional funding far lthe theranal testing in salt that coaid ced• a
permanent disposal solution far hear-generating nurclear waste In the Uuited States. lHew
Mexio offers the Ideal test iheilitica to demaonstrate the scientitte and engineesing feasibillty of;
ernJ~plaring
sua•linpsing~tigh-itel~anrd-eherma~ly'ative-nuclenr-wassto-in-ratformatsasA.-``
...
deafintive study on the suitability of salt us a dispoas rnedhitn Will move the coantay forward In,
its quest to lroiect human health and the environment over the long tesn', and if~proven fessiblt,
wilt red~ucethe potential for a catastrophic event at sites where such material it temoporarily.
stored.
Mr. Secretary, I request that you provide suflichent •",nding to accelerate tha disposarl oftdefeuse
legany waste frem LANU at WIPP in support of enrupletisg the LANL cleanup, Again, eleaning
up the defeatse legacy wastes at Los Alansos witi be, and must remain, a highest priority to both
the State of New Mexico and DOE. In addition/ I request that you facilitate diseussiers with
applicable DOE decision m2kers in Nuclear Energy, Environmental Managesnent and the Oflice"
of Science to finalize DOE'u propose] for thermal te~sting of salt, and comnmit fending at the
beginig of fiscal year 2O12 for ploanringannd teat initiation.
New Mexico continues to recognize thu important zolu that the DOE plays lii our state. I leek
forward to veolting with you in the pursuit of our mutual gnats.
Sincerely,

Susaa Martinez
Governor
SM/tas
cc:

Dave Martin, Secretary, Nnsv Mexico Ensvironmenst Departumeut
Senator leff~ingamnan
Senator Toes Udall
Senator Dianne Frinsthin

L304-1

Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation and WIPP's operating record, DOE believes that the WIPP
repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes,
some of which include long-lived radionuclides. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would require modification to existing law.
In addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility
Permit.
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Dr. AltredaAI-mendail•
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U.S. Congz

ane Steve Pemec•

U.S. Congreasman James Ciybern
U.S. Congreesn a Fred Upton
U.S. Congreasman Johnl Sbkus

U.S. Department o flsnergy
Mr. Thomas D'Agottstlo, Assistant Ederetmy-,National Nuclear Seurity Admrinisitr
U.S. Departraent of Energy•
Dr. Inca Tritay, aslt nt Secretary, Environmental Management
U1.S.Department of Energy,
Dlr. Pete Lyoos,.Asaistant Secretary, Ntuclear Energy
U.S. Dupastmsent of Energy
Dr. Willian IF.Briniranan, Director, DOE Office of Science

State Senator
•Vernon D. Asbill, N.M.V
Catlryo N. Brown, N.M. Starm Represenstaivo
Carlsbad Mayor Dale Janway

on

State of South Carolina, Governor's Nuclear Advisory Council.
Cornmenter ID No. W298

From:
Sent.
To:
Subject:
Attachments•

gce¢iswebmsast r@anltgav
Friday, June 17.2011 122:3PMs
mal~gtcceberchiveee gtcceisweb maste r@ nlgev grtccois@anLgov
Greeter'-Thann Clas- C Low-Lenvel
Radloacti,,e Waste EISConventS GTCC10293
Sc.GNAC-.GTCCESeLtter_6-1.S.2011GTCCIO298.pdt

Thank you for your comment, Ben Runcho.
The €om~menttracking nambrar that has been assigned to your comment is 6TCC1.0233.
Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence rolating to this comment.
Comment Date: Jane 17, 2011 12:33:10PM CODT
Greater-Than'Clans-C Low-Levet Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comment: GTCCSZ0B

On

First Name: lien
last Name: Rasche
Organization: South Carolina Governor's Nuciear Adslaarf Council
Address: 2200 Senate Street
Address 2:403 Wade Hampton fluildlngCitY:Coiumbia
State:.SC
Zip:23201
Country: USA
Emuail:3poweellrsenere.so. ov
"Privacy Preference: Den't withheld name or address from public record
Attachmeint: C:\fekepath\SC GNAC- GTCCE1SL~etter6-45-2011.pdf
Questions about stubmittIng comments over the Web? Contact lasbt: g L_,i
'T a n-Ctaos.C Low-Le
nel Radioactive Waste 015Wetimaster at 1630) 252*5705.

,r

••

or coltthe Greater-
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State of South Carolina. Governor's Nuclear Advisory Council.
Commenter ID No. W298 (cont'd)

STATE OF S•OUTHCAROLINlA

G-overnor'sNuclear AdvisoiyF Council
105Wade laoipton,Bulnding
12S0 S~~ S•,
SC 29201
CoIOrSbhI.
(103)737-0030
OOHInsOSO.,CItAO5.MAN
KARENPATTESO
OVHty~tteSR.
W.
0014SOUNDO

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential longterm performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

D~aOID I•DOL
VINCETVANnROXE

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

Juno IS,2011
Mlr.Arnold FEdaltaoa
D~cttonast Mlanager
Office of Regulatory Cotnplluuce (EM-13)
US. Deac~trcol of racargy"
onsdecndeo¢
Avenue. SW
10001
Washington, DC 20535-0 ! I9
Deur Mr. Odelinan,

This lotnerfameathe Sooth Carolina Oovrrmor's stclear Advisory Council pr~videS contients on the
UroS t nviro nsantol Imtact Stotemcet for the Disposal or oreaserTihan Class C (GTCC) LOW-tIevel
hyscratte to
Rasliostive Waste 2nd OTCC.Like Woste (DOfl/tIS-0375-O). This Council was formed.v
advise elsaOovernsoron issues relating to nuclear materioal ond activities in Soeds.Carolina.
Thnsorntjectdrolt crviomoarentolim.act slatesocnt listedithleSavannah River Site (SR5) at apo.asibte
alternative for aterage of thtiswaste. We utroogly disagree with this oltetoslvo for the folloiovng
1.1Itco•uld oddso the long-tertn humtanhealth impacts (doses) within 10,000 yearn which Is alreadys
mitch ltighertham the•esaority offther alternate locations.
W29t-1
for the"for.eac~ah fqutre nceledto 0,0reduced, not added
2,.T1wvolume oftodleactivo tmaterialnt RSlI
Io, And flinally.
3. We am•opposed to hrintgnsgradioactive waste to SRS for disposal hanow DOE has eet
thea bility' to evecute plamt fa disposihion antd disposal ffthe radioactive
demnonstrated
msaterialscurrently shre•.
Sincerety.

Ben Rosette, Choir
COaveer's Noceu•r Adviaery Counstri
Ce:

C•orcstor Hlaioy
Menshers of Conseil
ODOE-R Sito Matnager
Dr. Dave Mwoody,

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CER Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WJPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.
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State of Washington. Department of Ecology. Commenter ID No. W429

From:.
SentD
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebmtr4ervnlgse
Fr:iday.June 24, 2011 11:15 AM
gtcceswebmastec@eaLgov'
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Rtadioactive Waste E1SComnment GTCC1(0425

Thank you for yourcomment. John Price.
The comment tracking number tbat has been assigned to your commant IaGTCC10429. Please refer to the coremeess
tracking nunmbor in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Dale: June 24. 2011 11:14:50AM cDT.
Oreater-Thsn-Class-C Low-Lecel Radioactive Waste EISDraft Comnment,GTCC1O429
FRrstName: John
Middle Initial: Bi
Last Name: Prdce
OrganizatIon: State of Washington, Dept. of Ecology
Address: 3100 Port of Rentan
"Citys,Richiand
Stat~e:WA
Zlp: 59354
Country: USA
Email: JohnPrcellecvswa.eo
Privacy Preference: Don't withheld name or address front public record
Comment Submitted:
American Iydian teat so
ntap of patge6-59 appears to have typographical omission. It says "The SO-year
mStaae~mentt
time horizon of the CLUPdoes create permanent lanti use deslgnallofls2'
Add the weord"not" to read:
"Thu 30-year management time horizon of the CWUP
does sat create permantent laud usaedesignations.=
Questions aboat submitting comments over the Web? Contact coat: etccelsvsehmaster45anl eoeor call the GreaterThan-Class-C Iow-Level Radioactive Waste EIS;Webmasser at (63O)252-5705.

W429-t

Text was revised as suggested.

State of Washington. Department of Ecolo~v. Commenter ID No. W545

From:
Sent:
lTO
:Subject:
Attachments:

pt¢¢ces•,baseteflltLoov
Monda/, Jane 27',2011 4:23 PM
maiLgtcceisarchaves; g cceisvwebmaster@enl.gov; fttcce'a nl~gov
Great er -then-Class-C Law,-LevelRadioactive Waste tIS Comment GICCiOS4S
t1-N•,,P-64.CommentsuLTCCt]C.6-24-11.GT'CCt0S45.pd

Th'ank you for your comment, lane Hedgeso
Trhecomment trackIng number that has been asslgned to your comment Is GTCC10545. Please refer to the cornmenl
trashing number In all correspondence relating to thIs comment.
Comment Date: oeee27, 2011 04:23:I15PM CDT
Greater-Thatl-Claso-C Low-Level Itadrsoctlve Waste E|S Draft Comment. GTCCIlO54S
First Name: Jane
Middle Initial: A
LattName: ttedges
of leOtOgy
Otganelaation: Weehington State 1Deparemen~t
Address: 3100 Port of Iteaton Boulevard.
tttchiand
CAi•y:
state: WA
Zip: 95354
COuntry: UISA
Privacy Preference: Due't withhold name or address from public record
Attachmtenat: Z:\3 1-NWP'-G4Comments on GTCCtIC 6-2,4-flpdf"

Conmmerst Submitted:
Pl~aau see the comments on the letter attuched.
'Q~estliona about submitting comments 'over t he Web? Contact ua;at: gtpeesehastvr~tne
Low-Level Radioactive Waste EtSWebnsssterat (6911)252-5705,
Th•an-dloss-C

nv orcall the Greater-
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For purposes of the NEPA analysis, Hanford was included. NEPA does not restrict the analysis
based on current requirements, legislation or agreements. However, in the selection and
implementation of the preferred alternative, these factors were taken into consideration.
The generation or storage of GTCC waste at a specific site was not a consideration in the
selection of the site for analysis. A key factor was the existence at or near the reference
location (e.g., access roads, utilities, waste storage buildings, etc.) of an existing infrastructure
that would support a disposal facility.
The timeline for receipt of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste is not fixed and was assumed
in the GTCC EIS to provide a basis for evaluation. As discussed in Section 3.4.2 of the EIS,
the actual start date for operations is uncertain at this time. As such, the receipt of waste at the
facility is dependent upon, among other things, the alternative or alternatives selected,
additional NEPA review as needed, characterization studies, and other actions necessary to
initiate and complete construction ofra GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste disposal facility.
Thus, the timeline for the receipt of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste at the disposal facility
does not exclude any alternative considered and will be adapted to the alternative(s) selected
for implementation.

501T1 OPWAS•HINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
SC

(t
fr

Jane 27, 2011

3100 i'rtetOfr#rrtfrSlhd * itbhland•WAit53S4 * (5S0S)
372.7950
ahigtor
IeitaySerr'ke * I'rrsrr witha speerhdiea•trryraon ratl 55055•3.6341
I i-NWP-054

Arnted Edelrean, Doeument Manager
Glroter-Than.Ciase C Lrs,.Level RandiooetivnWaste ETS
Oflice of Technical and Regulatory Support (EM-13)
U.S.. Departt~nenof Ifirergy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW.
Washiington, DtC20555-0119

Re: "Washington State Deparleent
of tEcology(Ecology) Commuents on Draft Oreater-Th. r-Ch~ssC Low
t
Level Rad joastiva W

eatErovieenmentai Impact Statement (GTCC EtIS)

Referencres: Sea pag 3
Dear Mr. Edr

az,

As the XVoshingion and Oregon dlirevtora;said in titeir" letter (Rtforenoe I), thatStte ofWashingtott
reranoisopposed 10any Uneitedi
Staten Deportment of'Energy (USD00) plans•
to disposoef
othe Greater.than-Ctars C fG'TCC) waste st iianford. lTrefollowing eoesznreits identity major logie flaws that
invalidate the Hanfiord aliernirtivee in th•eGTCC F1S.
1. 0TCC disposal at tHanford does not have tre' "mission compatibitlity used Ia select candidate
disposal sites. The 0TCC rilS page 1-25 states that "lire DOlE silts evalhteid for the land dispesol
methods wereidentifiedl on lhh basic of mission rompatibjilty (i.e.,'oniy DOE tites thaitcen,,stly have
rsdioadtive ea~steu
disposal as.pare of the*irongoing usissien were considered). 'This statement is
contradicted by legnicomesietontst
for lireElan ford Site
. '
,
A. Ao the USDOE onnoonoerd in the FederoIRegifesr Volume 74, pxage
67"190(74 FP,9719), the
UsonfedSite will not recoive waste from off-slte until the \Waste'reatment and Immtobuiieation
Piont (WVTI)begins operation, Perthe peoviatons in lha United States District Court Coneent
IDecee NO. t08-Eg050-FVS,
Appendix A, Milestone A-I, the WTi' mutt achiovo hnitisiop,'eratlions
hy 12,,31l2022. Offoite warate
mayntot rome to Ilnnlard hfefo 2023. IisctegAi
o .aoer

II. Tire PeesidretrtihiMe[tmorirarum
dated Jtune 9,2000 dire~ctsthe So.crolaryol'Energy to 'proteci
these important va.lues [that are the stare irsCentral HInnford i•sin lire Hanford Reach Naitanal
Monument] rwlheeprcticaL." An ongoing esiosionto dispose of oag-lived rdioaelivowosie s
iaeongrtoos with protection of the values ofra Natiortal Monument. liecsac of the Pres idential
C. As nteri by Oregon ita its cotaieats ott ibid GTC•CF,IS (refiteireo 4), the propo~seddisposal of
OTCC at Heanfordconflicts with (is net compatible with) the'Hunfotrd clcartp miosion.

WV545-1

State of Washington, Department of Ecology, Commenter ID No. W545 (coot'd)

W545-2

facilities at DOE sites has shown that when properly implemented, they can provide isolation
of radioactive waste from the environment for extended time periods. Past problems that have
arisen with each option provide additional information to improve the design and performance
of future land disposal facilities. Issues related to performance over time would be analyzed in
a project-specific analysis to address technical concerns.

.

Mr. Arnold lEdelman
Juna 27, 2011I
*Page2

*

Washington does acknowledge the ongoing near-surface disposal ofNavy reactor eompasrtmentst
at Htanford. However, the latter disposal was spenificatly exceptedby, the msoratorism agreed to
by USD013 United States District Court Consent Decree Na. 08-StiS$0-FVS. We also note the
latter disposal has no practical alternative in the near-teon.

2. The GTCC 1305
falls to Identify a key difference between Stanford and other USD02 sites, thatt
Hlanford does not currently store nor"generate GTCC or GTCC-lthc waste. Table 5-2 in the
GTCC 1315
aummaty lists some of the candidate disposal sites as currentt storage or generator
locations for OTC orOGTCC-like sassae.llantord is not listed in T'ableS-2, Proposing to dispose
GOT(C at Hlanford would introduce a new waste category to tho Ha'nford site, which is a key
difference from some other candidate sites. Th._eronosal to introduce OTC.Cwaset th Hnord
siuni icnssen ih the wase eterorie alread stored at th lsn~afird Site.
3. The GTCC 115ttntelnuefor receiptof GTCC wastecan't besttpprtedat the lanfordS5lte.
Figure S-6 in the GTCC BIS saummary assumed receipt of OTCC waste for disposal in the tiateframe
from 2019 to 2025. As stated in a preceding contient, the Hartford Site will net receive off-site
waste until et least 2O22. ALthat time, severs! time-consunsing elements would ho reqaired before
off-site ;vaste could potentially be disposed at lun ford:
•Ecology prosenres USD02 would designate esose
oral OTCC and GTCC-tike waste as mixed
low-levolbrazsrdoas waste, and that USD013 wo•uldapply fore etstnldangerous ws~te
management permit. Ecology would not consider aset an eppliestion until the 2022
commitment date, and would take some timeo(e.g., 2 to 3 yeats) to review and approve such a
permit. This peetniwoald have to be in place prior to start of consturectiot efta mixed waste
disposal facility.
* Also, prier to issuing a Draft permit forea disposal facility a new. current bational
EnrsvronmaeatlaPolicyAct (NEPA) EIS would be re.qoiredin order for thu state to complete ire
own Slate Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) commaitmentts.
* Public meetings aed/or publis hzearings
would be requined for both UJSD0OR
and the State..

4.

Depth
is only
one Past
of many
factors considered
assessing
the suitability
site fortoa groundwater
GTCC disposal
facility.
operational
experience in
with
these types
of disposalofta

W545"1
(Coot.)

* Thu GOrCC13S state's that construction in assumed to require 8201days (3.4 years),
lIsatedon tht timing and duration of these elements, receipt of waste could not possibly occur"before
2027 or 2028. wvhich
is inconsistent wvitl.the timntlise presenutedilathe OTC IIS.
Borehole disposal at Hanfordis contradicted both within the GTCCEIS1, and by lnauford
history.
A, The State disagrees w;ith USDOOB'scontention that the depth to grounadwater means that only
feeliiiti in Nuciesr Regulatory Commission (NRtc) Region 4 are suitable for burial of wastes
"
because the depth to gsoandwater is too aslallow in the ether regions. While depthtto groundwater
inaCentraiat.cr reltes
bsof
25l0
eon tola y ufcte
3feetet
below123010
gron
Oapa
ein
ofta ed4inCeteredale-eI
l atf
t rohd
2y53fe,300
s odisuea
to
feet below
o10g~roundsufctecoepaldigofheW42
surface. Thes, there in no difference between Sntermedtiate-Depth
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State of Washington, Department of Ecology, Commenter ID No. W545 (cant'd)

W545-3

The Hanford Site is analyzed as a candidate location for a new GTCC waste disposal facility in
the GTCC EIS. DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site,
and the ongoing cleanup efforts at the Hanford Site will continue.
DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

Mr. Arnold Jidetman
Jesse 27. 2011
Page 3
C. The GTICCEIS analyzes inlernsediatc-drpths borehole didopsal at Hanf'ordlas a reference loe•atie.
Borelhole disposal is also analyzed for a hypothetical cotnosereial Ilseilisy.
bat only witlhiaNRC
Region IV isceanso ith depth to groundwater at the other three legions is considerad too
shallow." The implication is that depth to groundwater at h]anford is adeqate lor borehole
disposal. This is contradicted by imspactsa
thorn historic waste disposal at Ifanford. Hanford's
shallow waste disposal cribs were designed for neesimumnwaste retardation and feiled. The
massive plumes•of grossndwater coaltoanloaioss at Hanford demonstrate useftatlly fiawad logic of
the GTCC EIS assmnptaon that depth to grousodwatr snakes Hanford a suitable site.

S. Ilanford'necurrent risk burden cnnuot suppers addltlonalorthite wasleadisposaL
A. Thu State and thepublic hasaslready notedthat offste wustoadisposalas proposed nthe Draft
Ta3nkClosure & Waste Management hIlS, results in significant adverse impacts to the
groundwater uader the Hanford Site. The State reqluested that USDOE elisainate disposal of
o ffaita waste at Hantford (Reference5).'
13. The State is diaturbed thst UISDOE has lim~itedIts deasinins in the G1CC hIlSla the selection of
disposal methods and disposal sites without providing in.depth analyses af the nlspacta. "Tho
State urges USDO11to add detailed analyses for earh Site to the GTCC hIS.
Asthe Wasshtington and Oregon Directors stated in Referenee I, we do not sapport any plans that isclude
the addition of more waste to elsehlanford Site and increase cleanup. WVe
stand with thleState of Oregonn
in opposition to any fursther considerstion oflHanford as tho disposal rite for GTCC and GTCC-rske waste.
If yos have essyquetions aboutroar comoseats, please coetortlohss B. Price of my stafl'on 509-372-7921:

Jane A. Hedges
Progrsna Manager
Nuclear Waste Programn
jbp/dbm"
Reference I: Letter, Ted Sturdevant, Director, Washington State Departtsent of EcIolog and Bob
Repine, Aatiiig Director, Oregon Deparomeat of Energ', doted itay 17. 2011
Reference 2: Letter, Jane A. Hedges, Prograns Manager. Nuelear Waste Progrom to MS.Maz"y
Bath
tBurandt, dated April 30, 2010
Reference 3: Meaorenddem by President WVilliamJ. Clinton. Sou~est: Memorandum on the Hanford.
Reach National Monameat, Jtme 9,2000, \Weekly Compilation of l'rsidcnttal Documents,
pages Page 1324-1325
R~eferearea
4: Letter. Ken Nuns,0
Oregon Nuclear Sa~aty Dlivision Administrator, dated June 22, 201 I
Reibrence 5: Letter, Jantr A. Hedges, Program Manager, to Msry Betdtllnrondt.US DOE, dated April 30,
2010
cc: See nest page

Chapter 6 in the Final TC&WM EIS cumulative impacts analysis addresses the impacts from
past, present and reasonably foreseeable actions in and around the Hanford site.
W545-4
W545-2
(Coat.)

SW545-3

SW545s4

The analysis presented in the GTTC EIS is adequate for the comparison of the disposal
alternatives evaluated. Fate and transport parameters utilized in the estimations were based on
site-specific (e.g., specific to the reference location to the extent available) information and, as
such, are considered reasonable for the purpose of the comparison made in the EIS. As
appropriate additional NEPA review would be done as well an public participation as
appropriate, before implementation.

State of Washington. Department of Ecologyv. Commenter ID No. W545 (cont'd)

Mr, Arn~oldB-d~lmnss
June 21, 20 II
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State of Washington. Department of Ecology, and Orceon Department of Energy,
Cornmenter ID No. L285
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May 17, 2011

Mr. Arnold lEdeman, Document Managcr
Office ofTechnical and Regulatory Support (i3M.43)
U.S. Department of Energy
logo independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, ftC 20585.0119
Re: Draft Envtronmnetal Impart Statement (tIS)'for the Disposal or Greater-Thain-Ctass C
(GTCC) Low-Level Radioactive Waste (LLRtW) and GTCC-Llkc Waste (DOEIEIS0375D, Draft ElS)
Dear Mr. Edoesaan:
We are very disappointed that the draft F.tS for the Disposal of O'TCC and CITCC-Iike Waste
continues to list H~anford as a viable location for tlie disposal of these highly radioactive wastes.
We believed that a thorough analysia would clearly demonstrate that this additional burden of
waste would create atnaeaptable environmental consequences. Rather than fteeruon analyring
tihemost appropriate site for disposal of these wastes, the EtS :appearsto try to preserve every
potential option and alternative - to the detriment ofthe entire process.

L285-t

The statea of Washington and Oregon adamantly oppose use of-lanford for disposal of GTCC
wastes. Both of our states have been deeply engaged in, and supportive of, cleanup of
radioactive and chs~nseally hazardous wastes at Hanford for over 20 years. Addinig more waste
to tihesubsurface- cspecially waste that is highly radlioactiv'e and long-livcd - is incompatible
wviththe cleanup effort that hen come at sualh a high price and that we all aupport.
Since Hanford cleanup began in 1989, the federal government has spent more titan 30 billion
tax'payer dollars to try1t clean up timeextensive environmental injury enausd by 45 yeatrn of
plutonium production.. Thme
United States Depsartment of Energy (U'SDOE) will be cleaning up
tihe existing contamination at Hianford for many deendes to come, at a cost of teas of billions of
additional dollars.. The probleass USDOFE faresi 1-tHanford
are so dsatmting that no precise
estimate is possible.

L285-2

L285-1

The EIS analysis is used to assess the viability of an alternative as well as its relative
performance compared to the other alternatives. Exclusion of a reasonable alternative frorn the
EIS without first evaluating the site is contrary to a thorough NEPA analysis. All alternatives
are retained in the Final EIS because such evaluations are needed to support selection of the
preferred alternative. In addition, as discussed in Section 1.4.2, the conceptual disposal facility
designs analyzed in the EIS could be rnodified to perform better in specific locations. Thus,
poor performance in the EIS analysis does not necessarily exclude an alternative frorn
consideration.

L285-2

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.

State of Washington, Department of Ecology, and Oregon Department of Energv.
Commenter ID No. L285 (cant'd)

Mr. Arnold Edeimanr
May 17, 2011
Page 2

4 '.'no.2 at •

now in the subsurfece.
(Coat.)

It is ineoneelvable'to us that UJSD0E wo•'uldspend billions of dollars to try to clean up the
envirosnmental damage at Hanford, yet ignlore that work by proposing to dispose ofnadditional

highly radioaclivo wastes

ott the

site.

Sincerely,

Ted Stuedevant

Director
Wirshingldn StBto Departmsent of Ecology
e:

Bob.Repine
Acting Director
Oregon Department of Energy

Dermis Feulk, EPA
Matthew McCornick, USDO13
Scott Sasmitelson, USD0O3
•Stuart Harris, CTtJIR
Gabriel Bohnce, NPT
Russell Jim, TN
Sursan Leekband, HIAB
Ken Niles, ODOS
Ron Skinnarland, E~cology
Oregon Congress;ional Delegation

Washington Congressionral Delegation
cc electronic:
Keith Phillips, Washingtont Governor's Pplicy Office
Mark Rupp, WVashington Governor's DC Ofiee

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, tNL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.
DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential longterm performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

hg •'. OWa
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is complete
to theinbest
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Protection of the Columbia River is a core valse of the states of Washingtont ad Oregon snd tihe
people of the Pacific Nor-thw.est. The consideration of Hartford as a disposal alitfor GTCC .
wastes is corntrary to that value. We strongly urge USDOE to remove Ilanford from the list of
•possible sites for dtiiposal of this waste.

L285-3

L285-3

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

State of Washington, Department of Eeolo•v,v and Oregon Department of Ener•v
Comm enter ID No. T13
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potential impact of bringing off-slite waste to Sanford for
disposal.
SO. besicslly, the letter is addressed to
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It starts --

I'll

about the Crcater-T'han-Class C 115.

jest reed it.

"we are very disappointed that the
Draft 115 for the disposel of
Greater-thsn-Ciaas C Waste end
Greater-ThSn-clasa-C-LthO

Waste continues

to list Sanford as a viable location for
the disposal of these highly radioact~ve
wastes.

Wiebelieve that a thorougfh

analynia wonid clearly demonstrate that
thin additionsl borden of waste would
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T13-1

T13-l

The EIS analysis is used to assess the viability of an alternative as well as its relative
performance compared to the other alternatives. Exclusion of a reasonable alternative from the
EIS without first evaluating the site is contrary to a thorough NEPA analysis. All alternatives
are retained in the Final EIS because such evaluations are needed to support selection of the
preferred alternative. In addition, as discussed in Section 1.4.2, the conceptual disposal facility
designs analyzed in the ELS could be modified to perform better in specific locations. Thus,
poor performance in the EIS analysis does not necessarily exclude an alternative from
consideration.
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T13-2

Hanford Site. The ongoing
environmental restoration activities at thewaste
DOE is performing continue.
were to be disposed at
If GTCC LLRW or GTCC-like
cleanup effort will
Hanford, DOE does not anticipate negative impacts to ongoing cleanup activities at this site.

T13-3

State of Washington, Department of Ecolok~y, and Oretton Department of Energv.
Commenter ID No. T13 (cont'd)
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The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites.(i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.
DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential longterm performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

dollars.

$
"The probleris US DOE toces at gartford

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.
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State of Washington. Department of Ecolo•Jv. and Oregon Department of Energy,

Commenter ID No. T13 (cont'd)
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The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the inventory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. Regarding the use of
mined cavities, DOE does not believe it is reasonable to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC
like waste in a new mined cavity (other than the existing WIPP facility) because of the
potential cost and time it would take to develop such an alternative in comparison to the
relatively small amount of waste. With regard to existing mines, no specific mine has been
identified as having the proper characteristics for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.
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Sun Rays Mechanical Contractors. Inc.. Commenter ID No. T17
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Remediation for contamination at Hanford is not within the scope of the EIS.
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Sun Rays Mechanical Contractors. Inc., Commenter ID No. T17 (cont'd)
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The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the inventory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. Regarding the use of
mined cavities, DOE does not believe it is reasonable to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC
like waste in a new mined cavity (other than the existing WIPP facility) because of the
potential cost and time it would take to develop such an alternative in comparison to the
relatively small amount of waste. With regard to existing mines, no specific mine has been
identified as having the proper characteristics for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

Sun Rays Mechanical Contractors. Inc.. Comnmenter ID No. T17 (cont'd)
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1

Women United, our women's organization,

2

is

to stop violence against --

and our mission

all forms of violence

3

against Native women and M~other Earth end to promote

.1

peace.

S

women's organization that took up the task of

6

educating,

7

families from what is seen as the monster or the

S

monster on the hill,

9

children.

10

We're a 501(c) (3),

a

protecting our young mothers and our

and that it's

consuming our

And statistics went out saying that San

11 Idelfonso where I'm fromn -12

a woemn's organization,

that's right where Los

AMemos has flopped into our sacred lends -•

is now

i3 has an increase of deaths and decrease in births.
14 ,something is

--

So

happening to our ability to promote our

I5

way of being and to be present here, and the lab only

i6

came up being here less than 65 years, end yet we're

17

already dying because of their business,

Is

And talking about the draft.ELIS,

being born

19

here in San Idelfonso,

we got to see the beginnings of

29

the M~anhattan Project end all through its lifetime what

21

they considered doing,

22

and knowing that the peopli that had worked on draft

environmental impact statements,

866.488.DEPO
www. CapitelReportingCoznpany.com
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eavlronmentsl impact statements or impact statements,

I

2

being told they cannot talk to the people,

Sfindings

4

are supposed to be besed on papers that were

already published or that were in

5to be there,
6

that their

statements,

that were allowed

--

so meaning that they're not true EI$
and things bave happened.

And so the draft that we are looking at now is

7

a

based upon a draft or 515 statements that ware false

9

and don't cover present truths.

So there are some

'a hidings that are happening about the truth.
i!

And sad to say,

but the United States has been

the last country in 2007 to recognize indigenous

32

13 peoples as husan beings.
14 natural resources,

So up until 2007,

we were

just like our Mother Earth's

IS

elements that they use to create the war weapons.

16

so they disregarded us as disposable people and now

17

signs of that are showing up.

Is

And as women and mothers,

19

of the disposal sites, Area 0, the plume is

25and
21•

our children are getting sick,

getting sick.

And

we know that a lot
spreading

Mother Earth is

The waters are getting contaminated.

21 Our aquifers whose ability to give life started
86&.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCompany~com
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millions of years ago,

95

billions of years ego.

Yet

within that short business of producing weapons,

war

weaponry and the affiliated chain of that industry is
sickening oar way of life,

our life in general,

our

life all around on everybody.
And Mlother Earth,
for promoting all life, is

whom we regard as our mother
sick,

sick and dying,

end

we're also sick and dying because of the nuclear
contamination using a natural resources,
resource,

I guess,

negative way.
energy,

considered

hut a life giver for us in a

So the culture of violence uses our

the energy to give life to create a burden on

us so that in our dying they can reach out and use the
same technolog~y to say they're healing us,
going round and round,

which is

catching your tail in a crazy,

crazy way.
I don't know.
MR. BROWN:
if

How many minutes?

Younre just about our,of time.

So

you have one point to maake.
MS. SANCHSZ:

Oh.

So t guess what Clarissti

as~ed us to do was think up solutions for energies end
how we're going to use it in a positive way instead of
86GR88.DEPO
•vww,CapitalleportingConipany.com
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Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLR.W and
GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.
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I a negfative way,

and so using radioactivity that is

2

natural in an unhealthy way ia sickening,

3

dying froma it.

4

So let's

So "gooda'

and we're

atop that madness now.

(phonetic).

T105-1
(Cont.)

.Toivabe Chapter, Sierra Club, Commenter ID No. T42

T42-1

DOE believes that this EIS process is not premature and is in compliance with NEPA. On the
basis of an assumed starting date of 2019 for disposal operations, more than half (about
3
3
6,700 m3 [240,000 ft ] of the total GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste inventory of 12,000 m
[420,000 IV]) is projected to be available for disposal between 2019 and 2030. An additional
2,000 m3 (71,000 ft) would become available for disposal between 2031 and 2035. This
information is presented in Figure 3.4.2-1. DOE believes this EIS is timely, especially given
the length of time necessary to develop a GTCC waste disposal facility.

'-•
1
2
I'm sorry i~t wasn't

t'tS.

4

clear when I signed in.

5

hR.

6

WS. FELDNAN:• Ny last name is

7

in

Frank,

FFLDNAN:

Sure.

3

BROWN
:

Sure.-

Great,

NB. BROW•N: Okay.

5

will be following you.

Rnd Shila S.

Go ahead.

10

Thanks.

11

MS. StLDNRN:

13

F, as

5-1-D-N-S-a.

8

12

Feldean,

I represent the Toiysbe Chapter

of the Sierra Club."
The Toiyabe Chapter of the Sierra Club h)as

14

over 5, 100 members in Nevada and Eastern California. WeI

I5

are all d~eely concerned about how4nuclear waste is

16

managed, and we went to mnake theac following points.

17

First, the 515 process seems to be premature.

15

majority of the Greater-than-Class C waste will not

19

exist for at least another 20 years. Planning ahead is

20

good, but this seems to be an extreme.

21

Also, it

wodi~d be prudent to0 first

The

receive

22

the recommendations of the Blue Ribbon Commission,

23

Juody Just mentioned, and evaluate them as possible

24

ci rer-nt~ves.

25

when to expect the reccmmend~tions.

The Comm~ission has not yet announced

Their first

The scope of this EIS is adequate to inform decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-Iike waste. Sufficient information is available to support the current decisionmaking process to identify (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited
amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste identified in the EIS.

as

T42-1

Toiyabe Chapter, Sierra Club, Commenter ID No. T42 (cont'd)

T42-2

The use ofHOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an ELS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

T42-3

DOE agrees that there is no direct rail access to NNSS.

25

report,

but not their finsi report,

published in

the next mon~th,

is

required to ha

June of

DOE/NNSA analyzed various radioactive waste shipping routes through and around
metropolitan Las Vegas, Nevada, in the Draft NNSS SWEIS. DOE/NNSA continued
discussions with the State of Nevada on routing options throughout the preparation of the Final
NNSS SWEIS. After taking into consideration the comments and concerns expressed by State,
county, and local government officials and the public in general during the review and
comment period for the Draft NNSS SWEIS, DOE/NNSA decided to maintain the current
highway routing restrictions for shipments of low-level radioactive waste (LLW) and mixedlow level radioactive waste (MLLW), as described in the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC)
for the site. DOE/NNSA explained this decision in the Final NNSS SWEIS. The unchanged
WAC restrictions are to avoid (1) crossing the Colorado River near Hoover Dam and (2) the
greater metropolitan Las Vegas interstate system. DOE/NNSA is not considering, nor is it
making, changes to the NNSS WAC with regard to routing.

2011.
Second, SOS should consider Hardened On-Site
Storage option,

a flOSS option.

of the disposal concepts,
considering.
storage,

Mess is

vaults,

Ex~cept MOSS is

for safe and risk-free

not final and irretrievable

Materials could be accessed
• aanged ways at later times.

similar to One

that DOE is

disposal.

from a MOss system in
,

MOSS could also ba used to store spent
nuclear

fuel,

o kind of high-level nuclear waste,

well as Greater-than-Class C waste,
where it's

T42-2

T42-4

as

at the reactor site

generated.
M{OSSalso minimizes transportation risks to

move nuclear waste from multiple generation sites that
are mostly east of the Mississippi to select few
disposal sites that are all west of the Mississippi.
Me'd olso like to mention that there's no
rail

to the Mevada Mational

Security Site,

would need to go through Las Vegas.

and routing

Me consider that a

T42-3

huge risk and not adequately represented by the
information as presented in
rast,

the Draft MIS.

ws'd like to mention that the best

solution for nuclear waste slnagnment is

not to create

T42.4

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109 58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.
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it.

The O~aft ETS needs to evaluate

where no new reactors are built.
3

most of the Greater-than.-Class

4

elim•inated

5

and not created.
Thank you.

In

an alternative
that sconario,

C waste would be

T42-4
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DOE believes that this EIS process is in compliance with NEPA. All relevant potential
exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS. These analyses
addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts on all
environmental resources consistent with NEPA requirements.
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DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action, as discussed above, is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1).
The scope of the EIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. DOE plans a tiered decisionmaking process, in which DOE would conduct further site-specific NEPA reviews before
implementing an alternative ultimately selected on the basis of this EIS.
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The scope of this EIS is adequate to inform decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-Iike waste. Sufficient information is available to support the current decisionmaking process to identify (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited
amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste identified in the EIS.
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Tr -Valley CAREs' Comments or the EIS on
Di •posal of Greater-Than-Class
Low-Level
R• dioactive Waste and GTCC-Li ke Waste
Tni- salinyf
CARES•aubrnita these totntsents on•the Drafts linvir• nmenlal Impact
Statement f SIIS) on the Disposal of Grenter-Than-Cls-aa C (GTCC2) L. w-Levwcl
Radioa',ctive
Wanteand, rcCL~iks• Waste (DQE/EIS-O375-D). As esplained here: the
fDEIS fells to
provide an :ccurate, complate or legally adequate analyesa is reqir by the National
hnvironosa, tal l'oli v Act (NEPA).
Tni- €*allcy CAREs was founded in 1983 in Livermore, Caiiron a by concerned neighbors
living atomt d the Lawre~nce Liveninoce National Latboneory. Tti-Valh ,SCAREs enonilore
nuclear we• pari and cnvirontmental clean-up) acti'vities throughout the .IS nuclear weapons
comleso
bhalofis 5600 members. Trn-Valley CAREs has worktd fr decades withithIs
partn~ers in he Allianco for Nuclear Acountability to develop and pm otme a rational U.S. policy
far the me. safe and secure nuclear ivaste manzagmenten.We se..ek cuoji vs thtat will have the leat;
impact
on Ite erorid's communfities with, the legacy of deadly contamih ation'fi'oa the nuclear
T

ago. ' ri-\'• lay CAREs also sekes to eliminate waste, fraud and abuse f'rorm
the ove'rsight end
manegeme t of racilitics that make up the nuclearwescpotas coinplcs.x,

Thb purpose of NEPAk islto ensure tinesevery federal ageffey~prpare a full Envixmrosorlal
Impact Ste emnent ([UlS)for major federal ections signilleantly afthtctin , the quanlty of thtehuman
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ipcsndball intorm tho decision-makers and tihe public of the rcas• mtsbtualternatives that
environ~mens.•
would avoid •r minimise adverse impacts or enhance rthe quality ot'tha Omunan

fails t o inolo coan adequate analysis of reasonable altereativea,,and imp oprys

In accordance with the LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240), the federal government (DOE) is
responsible for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on
selecting a disposal facility or facilities for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste, to address
legislative requirements, to address national security concerns (especially for sealed sources),
and to protect public health and safety. The purpose and need for the proposed action, as
discussed above, is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1). The scope of the EIS is focused on
addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for the identified inventory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.

L91-3

The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
inventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repository. DOE did not evaluate developing a
geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because
DOE determined that such an alternative is not reasonable due to the time and cost associated
with siting a deep geologic repository and the relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC ELS. DOE believes that the results presented in this
EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative are indicative of the high degree of waste
isolation that would be provided by disposal in a geologic repository. DOE has included
analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become available in
the future. In that case, before making a decision to use a commercial facility, DOE would
conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

L91 -4

DOE advocates waste minimization measures when available and practical and would expect
that appropriate measures would be taken prior to actual disposal. However, the use of HOSS
and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes are
outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for agency action.
Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal facility for
this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of reasonable
disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative. Under the No.
Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would
continue in accordance with current requirements.

L91-5

Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. It would also be necessary to revise the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Deportment of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste IsolationPilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WJPP
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit. In addition, site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted
as needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads) as well as the proposed packaging for disposal. However, NEPA does not limit an EJS
to proposing and evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the
Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of
New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may
change and provides provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states:
"The parties to this Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to
applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or
both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a
review of the terms and conditions."
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proposal isa hoasbeen developed to dare.
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L91-6

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-20 1) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC HIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 year's following closure of the WIPP repository. DOE
recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed, including futrther characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.
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See response to L91-1.

L91-7

The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-5 8), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Altemnative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

L91-8

Development of a geologic repository for disposal of spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste is
outside the scope of this HIS.

L9 1-9

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the HIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

of corse. mu~stbe

The DEI1S Mast Dr Rtevised In Inclnde a GeolngineDisposa Alternative Pursuant to
thle Nquclear Waste 1'oliry Act or 1982

The IllS also doma not include consideration de ny geologic dispos Ifacility, except WIPP,
eene though or nimost thirty years federal law (Nuclear \Waste Policy Act of 1982)has rmqnired
dce'cteptuent of one or teore otiser repositories,. 42 U.S.C. § I OI1.
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tal rcnementa with heat states not to accpt new wea.
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DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential longterm performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

L91-11

alen. This atso mast be fol~lyexplored in a new gts.

Ii', DEIS improperly Segments the P~roposed Action from 0th] r Connected Aetions

L91-12

D( B should develop a netlosal waste rnarngemeneu stresegy• for lif retlt wast types. Suach a
strategy is tended to integrsste tine ttastagesnet of tese wastes as opposed a Ilse apparent ple~csml|

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further site-specific NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws,
regulations and agreements, and would involve local stakeholder involvement the DOE sites.
The ongoing cleanup effort will continue.
L91-1 0

See responseto L91-3.
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Tri-Valley CAREs, Commenter ID No. L91 (cont'd)
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The action alternatives evaluated in the GTCC EIS did not include interim storage of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes until a geologic repository for spent nuclear fuel and high-level
radioactive waste becomes available because such interim storage is outside the scope of the
GTCC EIS. The purpose of the GTCC EIS is to evaluate the range of reasonable alternatives
for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The No Action
Alternative evaluates continued storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes consistent
with ongoing practices.
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(Cont.)
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Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109 58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

L91I-13

DOE disagrees that its waste management strategies are "piecemeal" and that its waste disposal
projects are improperly segmented. DOE's Programmatic Waste Management Environmental
Impact Statement (WM PEIS, DOE-0200, May 1997), addressed its complex-wide waste
management activities across the nation for five waste types: LLW, MLLW, HLW, TRU
Waste, and Non-Wastewater Hazardous Waste. The WM PEIS did not consider commercial
GTCC, however it recognized that DOE is responsible for such waste under the LLRWPA, and
as such DOE would be developing strategies for such waste. The actions evaluated in the
WM PEIS did not "trigger" actions related to GTCC waste, nor do the disposal alternatives
evaluated in this Final GTCC waste "trigger" actions considered in the WM PEIS. DOE is not
contemplating a change in its disposal decisions under the WM PEIS. DOE does intend to
make site-specific disposal decisions under this Final GTCC EIS. In the absence of available
commercial facilities for GTCC waste disposal as explained in Section S.2.6.8 of the EIS.
summary, DOE evaluated DOE sites suitable to host such disposal facilities, and these sites
were all considered in the WMvPEIS.

Con leusion
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AthI rtey atrd Board Member, 'fri-Valley CAREs
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Ma 'Iia tKttlley

Be cutsive Director
Tel Valley CAREs

The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal altemnatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under tihe No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

W555-1

Tri-Valley CAREs. Commenter ID No. W555

From:9t¢

DOE believes that this EIS process is in compliance with NEPA. All relevant potential
exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS. These analyses
addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts on all
environmental resources consistent with NEPA requirements.

ceiawebmasterttanLgov

Sent:

Monday, June 27, 2011 7:55 PMI

To:
Subjects

gt cceiowebmaster@anLgov
Receipt: Greater-Than.Clana-C Low-Level Rtadloacaive Waste tiS Comment GTCC105555

Thannkyou for your comment, Maryila Iteiley.

DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action, as discussed above, is stated in the ELS (Section 1.1).
The scope of the EIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. DOE plans a tiered decisionmaking process, in which DOE would conduct further site-specific NEPA reviews before
implementing an alternative ultimately selected on the basis of this EIS.

"

The comment tracking number that has been ausigned to yo ur comment in GTCC10SSS. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correapoadealce relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 27, 2011 07:S4:4OPM CDT
Greater-Thon-Ciast-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste E05Draft Comment: GTCCI0955
First Name: Marylia
Last Name: Keiley
Organization: Tel-Valley CARts
City: Livermore
State: CA
Zip: 94550
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Douetwithhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
June 27. 2011
Arnold Edelwan, EISDocument Manager
Office of tEniranmentat M•,anagement
u.S. Department oliEnergy
Ctoverieaf Ruilding, Ebl-45
11000independence Avenue, SW
Wathiegton, DC205S5
Sent via faa:
Pan:501-903-7215

Tri-Vallet CAREs'Comments on the OiSon Disposal of Greater-Than-Class C Low-Level Radioactive Waste and 01CC-Like
Waste
Trn-valley CARts submits these comments on thmeDraft Environmentai Impact Statement (D0051on the Disposal
of Greater-than-Class C (GTCC)Low-Level Rtadioactive Wuste and 01CC-like Waste tDOE/tl$-057S-0). As enpalaned
herein. the DEISfails to provide en accurate, complete or legally adequate analysis us is required by the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),
Trn-Valley CAflEswas founded in 1933 in Livermore, California by coecerned neighbors livingaround the Lawrence
Livermore National Lbaoratory. Tri-Valley CARttamoniporo naclear weapons and enelronmental clean-up actIvitIes
throughout the US nuclear weapons complex on behalf of its 5,600 members. Tri-Valley CARtshaaworked for decades

The scope of this EIS is adequate to inform decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-Iike waste. Sufficient information is available to support the current decisionmaking process to identify (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited
amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste identified in the EJS.

IW555-l

Tri-Valley CAREs, Commnenter ID No. W555 (cont'd)

with its partners in the Alliance for NguclearAccountability to develop ned promote a ratIonal U.S.policy for the mast
safe.and secure nuclear waste mauagement. We seek optIons that swillhave the least impact on the world's
of deadly contamination from the nuclear age. Tri-t'ailey CAIIEsalsoseeksto ellmfnate
communities with the legacy
waste, fraud and abuse from the oversight and management of facilitios that make up the nuclear w~eapons com~plex.

W555-2

DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action, as discussed above, is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1).
The scope of the EIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

W555-3

The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
inventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repository. The Secretary of Energy
determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent nuclear fuel at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed. Therefore, DOE
concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable alternative and
has eliminated it from evaluation in this ETS, as described in Section 2.6 of the EIS.

The purpose of NEPAIs to ensure that every federal agency prepare a full Environmeetal Impact Statement (EISIfor
mujor federal actions significantly affecting thequality of the human enelronmeet. An EISmust provide a 'foil and fair
discussIon of significant environmental Impacts and ahall inform the decision-makers and the pubtic of the reasonable
altcrnatives that mould avoid or minimize adverse Impacts or enhance the quality of the human environmeut.'
As descrihed below, the OtIS fails to provide an adequate purpose and need stutement, falls to include an adequate
anaiysis of reasonable alteruatives, and Improperly segments the proposed action from other connected actions. For
these raeasns, the DEISmast be significantly revised and recirculated for public review and comment.
I.

DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not
reasonable due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the
relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified in the GTCC EIS.
DOE believes that the results presented in this EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative
are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal in a
geologic repository. DOE has included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event
that a facility could become available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to
use a commercial facility, DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

The purpose and Need Statement Omits Critical Iteasons for tlte Proposed Action

An EOSwest explain the underlying purpeos and need to which the lead ugencyIs responding Inpropasing the
alternatives Including the proposed action. 40 CFR1
§ 1502.13. A federal egencymay describe the purpose and need in
any way that meets tile statutory authority.

jW555-2

The DtIS Ignores t he legal requirement to study a deep geologic disposal sute.YuccaMountain was never a scientilically
sound disposal sIle and nose the Oarona Adrnlnistrallon has taken 11off tho table. There is a legal requnirerneut to
W555-3
develop a deep geological disposal facility for piacewent of nuclear waste in the long lues., The tDepurtment of Energy
Is onslyI
should study whether a realistic deep geological disposal site is feasible. Let us he clear however, Tri-Valley C-ARtEs
advocating sthaldeep geologic disposal be studied in co mplia nce with federal law. Tri-Valiny CARtSvent advocating thatI
DOt rush to put these wastes lathe ground. As described bslaeo Td-'Valley CAGtES
Inadvocating for a combination ofI
[ W555-4
waste minimization and -lardened On Situ Storage enthe oniy ethically and scientifically defensible proposal that has
been developed to date.
Moreover, the Wnste isolatIon Pilot Project (WIPP) must not be considered forOTCCmactddisposal. the only repository
alternu ti, contidered In the DfEIS
in WIPP, even though federal and New Mexico laws clearly prohibit commercial waste,
to 175,594 cebic meters of transuratlic waste from nuclear weapons.
including GTcc. Bylaw, WIPP's mission is Iim~ited
W5That's fessthan 5,000,000 caries of radiouctivity, GiTCC
waste would contain 30 times morn radioactIvity than planned
for WiPP and would elimlnate the ban on commerciol waste. The iOt shtould revise the etIS to describe the need for
the proposed action that Includes optionssother than the WlPP.
II.

DOE recognizes that disposal of GTCC LLR.W and GTCC-Iike wastes in the WIPP geologic
repository would require modification to existing law. In addition, it may be necessary to
revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the
State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, the WIPP compliance certification
with the EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility Permit.
W555-4

DOE advocates waste minimization measures when available and practical and would expect
that appropriate measures would be taken prior to actual disposal. However, the use of Hess
and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes are
outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for agency action.
Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (P.L.
109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal facility for this
waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of reasonable
disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative. Under the No
Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would
continue in accordance with current requirements.

W555-5

Disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP or the WIPP Vicinity site is
included in the range of reasonable alternatives and is evaluated in this EIS. DOE
acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at
the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by
P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU
waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility
within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing and
evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Also, the Agreement for Consultation and
Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides provisions
to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this Agreement
recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g., Public Law
[P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to modify this
Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and conditions."

The tIS Pollsto Include an Adequate Analysis of Rteasonable Alsernotiset

The tw in functions of the Environmentul Impact Statement (ElSj are to 'require that agencies takena 'hard Ionoc'at
environmental consequences, and proeide for broad dissemlination of relevant environmental information.' See
Robertson v. Metlhow Valley. 490 US332. 350 (1989). The discussion of alternatives Is the legally required heart of any
gis. 40 CFRS 1502.14. Thselegally adequate EtISmutt "[r~lgoroosly explore and objectiv ely evaluate all reatonable
alternatives, and for alteranatives whischwere eliminated from detaIled study, brie fly discuss the reasons for Ihelr having
been eliminated.' 40 CPA§ 5S2.141aj.

w555-6

a.
Hardened On Site Slorage is a Reasonable Aiternative That Mast he Rtigorously tEplored and Objectively
Evaluated le a Revised EIS
the DtIS relects "Hardened On-Site Storage' (HESS5)
In which GTCC
waste nodirradiated spesntfuel weouldremain at
commercinl nuclear power plantsain long-trenn storage so that Ihay cart he msonitored and ameprotected from aircrafl
crashes or terrorist attacks. Hess involves securing the waste in a reinforced concrete cylinder near tihenile swhoreit
wan produced. This avoids easy harms. including expensive and dangerous waste treestparturoen.

IW555-7

Tri-Valley CAREs, Commenter ID No. W555 (cont'd)

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. t02-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201I) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at W[PP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. DOE
recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes
would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

DOE's reason for rejecting flOSSisthat it s "nat a permanent disposal facility.' This is not a credible reasonfor rejectingI
this atternative because It faits to acknowledge that no one has developed a 'permanent'"method for storing this w,'aste
to date. Alucontainment designs have shown that the radioactive waste would teakat some time in the future. Seeping
the waste tn logsS
is a safe farmsof storage end wouid reduce tise risk of accidents or a terrorist attaclewhile scientists
vork todevetep safe aedsecure methodsof permsnnnt disposal, If SSis mare pratective f husmanhesth and the
[W555-7
environment than any of DOE's corrent dumping pra ctices and the alternatives pretented la ths DEIS,Hogs5isa
(Cant.)
reasonabte aiternative that muss be rigorousty enpiored and objectively evaluated tn a revited EIS.
hnaddition to IHtss
for aieeady-generated waste, part of a future solution, of coarse, mast be drasticil y winnsizing the generation of those
waStes.
b.

The DEt$Mast Be Rvnised to Inctude a Geologic OisposaiAlternative Pursuant to the Nuclear Waste PolicyAc af

2982
the DEiSaiso does sot inctude consldera lion of any geologic disposal facility, escept WiPP, even thoughsfar almost thirty
years federal lass iNuctear Waste Policy Act of 1982) has required development of one or mare other repositories. 42
U.S.C.§ 10101. The Naclear Regulatory Commission has determined that spent nuclear fueocan slay at commercial
reactors for up to 100 years. So GTCCcould aisa remain at those sites for astoeast that time purled.

W555-6

See response to W555-l.
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The use of HOss and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

W555-8

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 applies to the disposal of spent fuel and high level
waste, not GTCC LLRW. The action alternatives evaluated in the GTCC EIS did not include
interim storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes until a geologic repository for spent
nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste becomes available because such interim storage
is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS. The purpose of the GTCC EtS is to evaluate the range
of reasonable alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes. The No Action Alternative evaluates continued storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCClike wastes consistent with ongoing practices.

W555-9

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent*
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CER Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

W555-8

c. The Alternatives in the Dgis Are Not Reasonable and Violate State Laws
rho DCIS focuses on stoaringGTCCat existing Department of Energy sites. Most of these properties are currently
undergoing mutlt-mtllion or sultilbitlion doallarclean-up projects and same of them have legal agreements sith hast
states not to accept enswaste.

GO
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Moreover, the legal requlrement for another repository still exIsts, yet the alternative of patting the GTCCwassteInte
that repository is not even mentioned. The GTcC EISdisregards lire Nuclear Wasie PolicyAce,which reiluires DOEta site
and operate at least one geologic repository other than WIPP. Since 1987, the only place cossidered has been Yucca
Mountain, flee. As mentioned, that flawed site baabeen terminated by the Obama oderlnlsratlon, and appropriately
has been dropped from consideration in the oTcc EIS.Yet, the alternatives evaluated in the Otis ore unreasonable and
as least in part Ilitgal. These aiternatives shousld be rejected and a ness DEISmust be circulated that provides'a
reasonable range of siternatives.

W555-10

DOE should net proceed with a final GTCCtiS, but instead should dovelop a new DEISthat Includes110ssfacilties os theI
beat solution for TecCwastes for decades to town and outi~nes a credlibie pine te stsudygeologic disposal sitets) to
J W555-tI1
dispose of GTCCwaste. Further, stopping the generation of ness GlCCVwastes is a reasonable and feasible alternative
that can change the caicustas regarding what te do waithObesemasses.This also mast be fuityeaplored in a n55vEIS.
]
5t
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ill.

Tie DEiSimproperly Segments the Proposed Action from Other Connected Actiaon

DOE
should develop a nationat waste management strotegy for different waste types. Such a strategy is needed to
integrate

the management ot these wastes as opposed to the apparent piecemeal approoch that Isctirrently being used
by the Departmuent. Suds a strategy, moreover, should be assessed throagh programmatic and site-specific NEPA
procesaes. This Is particuiarly important wshesconsidering this disposal of tsng-iieed radioactive wrastes which are eat
suitable for shallow land burial.
Connected aOctiensare these actions that are 'closely related' a nd 'should be discuSSed' in the same NEPAdocument.
Under NEPA,actions areaconnetted if they:. ($1
Automatically trigger other actions which may require environmental
impact statements; cannot or wiiinot praceed uniest other artions are taken previously or sinuitaneeousy. in Rice
Moantains Blodisersity Project v. Elackwsood,
:190t'.3d :1208,1.215(gth Ctr.1,99g),the Ninth Circuit heid that five
potentiat laggieg projects in the same wsatershed were cumalatine and had lo be evaluated insasingle ElS,wuherethey
were reasonably fornseeabte and "devetoped as part of a comprehensive forest recovery strategy.' Similarly. in Thomas

W555-13

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential longterm performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.
Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further site-specific NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws,
regulations and agreements, and would involve local stakeholder involvement the DOE sites.
The ongoing cleanup effort will continue.

Tri-Vallev CAREs, Commenter 1D No. W555 (cant'd)W5-1SerspnetW5-3

W555-10 See response to W555-3.
W555-11I

v, Peterson, 753 F'.2d754. 755 (9th Cir.19855,thre court held that a logging project and a road to facilitate thlelo~ggin
sales could not proceed without the rend, and liharoad would
had to be contidered In a slngle EISbecause 'the ltumber
not be built but for the contemplated timber sales.' The various nsuclearswaste disposal projects are interrelated and
interdependent and willnot proceed in a vaccuom, These programs are Improperly segmented in violation of IlEPA.
V.

W555-1 3
(Cont.)

The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an ETS and aROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

Conclusion

nue to the s~gnfifcant revisions that are required to correct tire legal deficiencies In the NEPAanalysts, the DtIS roust be
reutsed and recirculated for public review and comment. We thank you far considering these rommoets and look
mwaJorifederasl
actionscan
forwcardnothe furl her NSIPA
review and asalysin that ft clearly warranted befoe lthese
proceed.
Sineorely,

toulena Miteu,
Attorney' and SoardMember, Tri-Valiey CARlES
and'

Marclun Kelley
Estecutlve Director

OQuestions
ehont ntabmitting comments over the Web? Contact an at: gtcceia•,eebastur@ani.gov or call the GreatertRadioactive
Waste EISWehmaster at (630) 252-5705.
Thnn-Clust-C Losv-Levei

The action alternatives evaluated in the GTCC EIS did not include interim storage of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes until a geologic repository for spent nuclear fuel and high-level
radioactive waste becomes available because such interim storage is outside the scope of the
GTCC ELS. The purpose of the GTCC EIS is to evaluate the range of reasonable alternatives
for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The No Action
Alternative evaluates continued storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes consistent
with ongoing practices.
W555-12 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal altemnatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy
Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environrnental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.
W555-13 DOE disagrees that its waste management strategies are "piecemeal" and that its waste disposal
projects are improperly segmented. DOE's Programmatic Waste Management Environmental
Impact Statement (WM PEIS, DOE-0200, May 1997), addressed its complex-wide waste
management activities across the nation for five waste types: LLW, MILLW, HLW, TRU
Waste, and Non-Wastewater Hazardous Waste. The WM PEIS did not consider commercial
GTCC, however it recognized that DOE is responsible for such waste under the LLRWPA, and
as such DOE would be developing strategies for such waste. The actions evaluated in the
WMvPEIS did not "trigger" actions related to GTCC waste, nor do the disposal alternatives
evaluated in this Final GTCC waste "trigger" actions considered in the WM PEtS. DOE is not
contemplating a change in its disposal decisions under the WM PEIS. DOE does intend to
make site-specific disposal decisions under this Final GTCC EIS. In the absence of available
commercial facilities for GTCC waste disposal as explained in Section S.2.6.8 of the EIS
summary, DOE evaluated DOE sites suitable to host such disposal facilities, and these sites
were all considered in the WM PEIS.

U.S. Environmental Protection Acency. Commenter ID No. L94
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Commenter ID No. L94 (cont'd)

DOE did not have a preferred alternative at the time of issuance of the Draft EIS because of the
complex nature of the proposed action and the potential implications for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. For public comment, the Draft EIS presented considerations for
developing a preferred alternative in the Summary (in Section S.6) and in Section 2.9. As
required by 40 CFR 1502.14(e), the Final EIS contains a preferred alternative for the disposal
of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes (see Section 2.10). In developing the preferred
alternative, DOE took into consideration public comments on the Draft EIS, public EIS
scoping comments, and other factors identified in Sections S.6 and 2.9 of the EIS.
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The fate and transport of radionuclides in the subsurface is dependent on a number of factors
many of which exhibit a wide range of values for the sites evaluated in this EIS. The evaluation
in the GTCC EIS made use of site-specific fate and transport values provided by each site and
therefore, the evaluation results should distinguish each site relative to potential fate anid
transport of the nuclides in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory. However, the
designs were intended to allow comparisons among sites and as such, the same input values
were assumed for all the sites to evaluate performance of the land disposal facilities over a
10,000 year period. These assumptions address aspects such as longevity of the engineered
barriers (disposal facility covers, liners) and effectiveness of grouting materials placed to
solidify the waste keeping them in place. Appendix E of this EIS presents a detailed discussion
of the evaluation and assumptions.
The conceptual nature of these configurations takes into account the characteristics of all of the
disposal sites for which they were considered, but their designs (e.g., depth and spacing of
boreholes) could be altered or enhanced, as necessary, to provide an optimal solution at a
specific location. Note that the depth of boreholes evaluated was 130 ft (40 in), not 1,000 fi,
which would make a significant difference in terms of stability relative to borehole spacing. As
discussed in Section 1.4.2, the conceptual disposal facility designs analyzed in the EIS could be
modified to perform better in specific locations. At any potential site identified in a ROD, DOE
would conduct additional studies to confirm the most suitable location of the facility, most
optimal technology, and other factors which would involve site-specific NEPA as appropriate.
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A preferred alternative is not required to be included in a Draft EIS. The Council on
Environmental Quality regulations in 40 CFR 1502.14(e) specify that the section on
alternatives in an EIS shall identify' the agency's preferred alternative or alternatives, if one or
more exists, in the Draft EIS and identify such alternative(s) in the Final EIS unless another
law prohibits the expression of such a preference; that is, a preferred alternative shall be
identified in the Draft EIS if one exists. If no preferred alternative has been identified at the
Draft EIS stage, a preferred alternative need not be included. By the time the Final EIS is filed,
40 CFR 1502.14(e) presumes the existence of a preferred alternative and requires its
identification in the Final EIS unless another law prohibits the expression of such a preference.
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DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1I in this EIS).
DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
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The TNL site analysis, as was the case for the other DOE sites, used site-specific information
provided by technical staff to the extent it was available, and conservative assumptions were
used to fill any remaining data gaps. The analysis presented in the EIS is adequate for the
comparison of the disposal alternatives evaluated. As provided in Appendix E, fate and
transport parameters utilized in the estimations were based on site-specific (information and, as
such, are considered reasonable for the purpose of the comparison made in the EIS. However,
DOE recognizes that additional project- and site-specific information would be necessary to
inform the implementation of a disposal facility at a given location at TNL.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Commenter ID No. L94 (cont'd)
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Once a ROD is issued, the design of a new facility or the use of an existing facility will address
specific regulatory requirements, (e.g., need for an NPDES permit) and will also incorporate
sustainable design and use of low impact development techniques during construction to
reduce impacts (Refer to Section 1.3).
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GTCC EIS includes an estimate of potential GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the West
Valley Site including WIR. This information was provided by the DOE West Valley Site
Office as referenced in the Supplement to Greater-Than-ClassC (GTCC) Low-Level
Radioactive Waste and GTCC-Like Waste Inventory Reports ANL/EVS/R-1I /1, Oct. 2010 (as
shown in the data call reference, Bohan, C., 2008a, GTCC Data Call -- Updated Table and
Report, email with attachments). Consistent with the FinalEnvironmental Impact Statement
for Decommissioning and/orLong-Term Stewardship at the West Valley Demonstration
Project and Western New York Nuclear Service Center (DOE/EIS-0226), the GTCC EIS
assumes TRU waste resulting from a future WIR determination is included in the GTCC EIS
inventory as that waste is assumed to be non-defense in origin for the purposes of the GTCC
EtS analysis. LLW resulting from a future WIR determination is not included in the GTCC EtS
inventory because there would be an existing disposal path. As indicated in Table B-3 in
Appendix B of the GTCC EIS, the estimated volume of West Valley waste analyzed in the
GTCC EIS is less than those presented in the Final EIS for the West Valley Site because the
GTCC EIS assumes volume reduction prior to disposal.
Characterization information for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes currently in storage
at the West Valley Site is sufficient for the analysis conducted for the GTCC EIS. The
inventory of GTCC LLRW for the West Valley Site that may be generated in the future could
increase or decrease from the amount assumed in the GTCC EIS, based on the decisions made
regarding the disposition of portions of the site, updated characterization information
(including the WIR process), and compliance with applicable regulatory requirements.
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The conceptual nature of these configurations takes into account the characteristics of all of the
disposal sites for which they were considered, but their designs (e.g., width, depth, cover depth,
reinforced containment) could be altered or enhanced, as necessary, to provide an optimal
solution at a specific location. As an example, the cover depth could be adjusted to ensure that
roots from vegetation would not compromise the top of the engineered barrier. In addition, the
dimensions of the generic land disposal units (e.g., trench - width and depth, borehole diameter and depth, vault - width, depth, and height) were selected based on similar existing
facilities, existing equipment and methods for construction, and optimized (maximized waste
volume disposed of for a given disposal unit volume; simple waste handling procedures to
minimize exposure) for the types of waste packages considered. All designs could also
accommodate different disposal packages (existing and proposed) with minor variations in
their dimensions, but the EIS analyses would remain relevant for each option considered.
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For example, if borehole disposal at NNSS became a preferred alternative, any capacity in the
existing boreholes would have been considered in follow-up studies. For an above-grade vault
with a 5 m cover, long-term impacts from the above-grade vault as determined by modeling for
the EIS would be expected to be similar to those for a vault set lower with respect to grade,
including with the top of the vault at or below grade, except in the case where the bottom of the
waste confinement was closer to the groundwater table. For any disposal option, the bottom of
any disposal unit would not be located at or below the water table to exclude the chance of
groundwater migration into the disposal unit. Actual implementation of a disposal option at a
specific location at a given site may have to be modified (i.e., the depth of a trench or a
borehole may need to be reduced to avoid groundwater issues).
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Past operational experience with these types of disposal facilities at DOE sites has shown that
when properly implemented, they can provide isolation of radioactive waste from the
environment for extended time periods. Past problems that have arisen with each option
provide additional information to improve the design and performance of future land disposal
facilities. Issues related to performance over time would be analyzed in a project-specific
analysis to address technical and long-term concerns.
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The three land disposal facility conceptual designs (above-grade vault, enhanced near-surface
trench, and intermediate-depth borehole) were selected as being representative of a range of
land disposal configurations (varying degrees of waste consolidation and geometry) that could
be employed for the disposal of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory. As
discussed in Section 1.4.2, each concept has its roots in practice at DOE sites. The same vault,
borehole, and trench characteristics were considered for the disposal sites evaluated in order to
compare the performance of each site's natural hydrological, geological, and meteorological
properties relative to contaminant fate and transport once any engineered barriers would begin
to fail.
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Note that the depth of boreh01es evaluated was 130 ft (40 in), not 1,000 ft, which would make a
significant difference in terms of stability relative to borehole spacing.
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The detailed implications of GTCC and TRU waste remaining at the West Valley site as a
result of selection of the Sitewide Close in Place Alternative will be addressed under the
Phase 2 site decommissioning study. Also, the impacts of storing TRU waste at West Valley
are discussed in detail in the FinalEnvironmental Impact Statement for Decommissioning
and/or Long-Term Stewardship at the West Valley DemonstrationProject and Western New
York Nuclear Service Center (DOE/EIS-0226). Analysis done for the GTCC EIS indicate that
the impacts of the No-Action alternative for NRC Region I (i.e., high dose estimates) is a direct
reflection of the assumption that waste would reaming at West Valley (Refer to Section 3.5).
Any further consideration of possible future actions at West Valley and the uncertainties
associated with its waste inventory would be speculative at this time. Even though it is beyond
the scope of this GTCC EIS, the comment is noted.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Commenter ID No. L94 (cont'd)
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Although WIPP is not currently authorized to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes,
NEPA does not preclude DOE from considering WIPP as a reasonable alternative for disposing
of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The need for legislative modifications to enable
WIPP to be used for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes is identified and
discussed in the EIS.
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DOE acknowledges that the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104201) limits disposal at W'IPP to defense generated TRU waste. The use of WIPP was included
as an alternative in the EIS because the use of this repository for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes is a reasonable approach. To protect public health and the environment, DOE intends to
dispose of GTCC-like waste on the basis of its radiological and physical characteristics. It is
recognized that WIPP cannot be used for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory
addressed in the EIS under current law. However, GTCC LLR.W and GTCC-like wastes having
characteristics similar to those of the defense-generated TRU wastes that are currently being
disposed of at WIPP would be expected lo be managed in a manner that is generally
comparable to that used for defense-generated TRU wastes, to comply with 10 CFR Part 61 to
ensure the health and safety of the general public for the long term.

Direct comparison of the accident risks in Tables 4.3.9-1/4.3.9-2 with the accident
consequences in Table 5.3.9.3-3 is not meaningfusl because the accident risks in
Tables 4.3.9-1/4.3.9-2 include factors related to the distance traveled, accident probabilities,
release fractions, and weather conditions as discussed in Appendix C, Sections C.9.3.1 and
C.9.4.3.
Text has been added to Section 5.3.9.3 to clarify that the accident consequence impacts
presented in Tables 5.3.9-3 and 5.3.9-4 correspond to shipments bound for near-surface
disposal facilities and that impacts for similar shipments going to WIPP (activated metal
shipments and remote-handled Other Waste packaged as contact-handled shipments) would be
approximately a factor of three smaller because the packages assumed for the WJPP shipments
have approximately one-third the capacity of those assumed for the near-surface disposal
facility shipments.
Dose rates for rail shipments are approximately double those for truck shipments when using
the same type of shipping containers as discussed further in Section C.9.4.4 and shown in
Table C-9. However, AMCs would be shipped in Type B casks such as the 3-60B truck cask or
the NAC UMS rail cask (see Table B-9 and discussion in Section B.1.5.2). The NAC UMS rail
cask is approximately twice the size of the 3-60B truck cask. As identified in Table B-10, only
one AMC could be accommodated in a truck cask and about four in a rail cask. Thus, while the
rail cask may contain more AMCs, the dose rate could be approximately double that for the
truck cask because of the relative sizes of the truck and rail casks, the loading configuration
within the rail cask and the heavier shielding. A similar argument can be made for shipment of
the h-SAMCs.
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The DOE has always maintained that borehole plugs, panel closures and shaft seals are
engineered barriers that meet the definition of 40 CFR 194.44. This position in stated in the
CCA Section 3.3. It is the EPA who determined that panel closure shaft seals and borehole
plugs are not engineered barriers in their compliance determination for 40 CFR 194. EPA
stated in CARD 44, "For compliance with this requirement [40 CFR 194.44], EPA did not
evaluate panel seals, shaft seals or borehole plugs. EPA considered these items to be features of
the disposal system design and evaluated them in that context." The text in the EIS is correct as
written.
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As discussed in Section 4.1.4.1, a conceptual location within WJPP was analyzed as a potential
alternative. The exact locations and orientations of these rooms would be determined on the
basis of mining engineering, safety, and other factors should this alternative be selected.
Therefore, a detailed discussion of the mining method and mining ratio and its effects are not
required in this EIS and are not significant factors in the EIS impacts analyses. In addition, the
proposed change for panels 9 and 10 has not been approved by the EPA or the NMED and
should not be included in the EIS. The current certified baseline is what is described in the EIS.
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The DRZ is discussed in Section 4.1.3. The clay seams and marker beds are assumed to be
fractured within the DRZ such that they have the same properties as the DRZ in the PA grid
above and below the excavations (but not MB 138). The properties of the DRZ are assumed to
be homogeneous. The DRZ is considered differently for the panel closures and in a different
way again for the shaft seals. The impact of the clay seams and the anhydrite fracture model on
the DRZ was not discussed because it was considered beyond the scope of the EIS.
The October 2014 EPA Final Rule on the DOE proposed panel closure redesign was
documented in the federal register notice (Volume 79, No. 195, Wednesday October 8, 2014)
and based on the EPA technical review of the proposed panel closure redesign, EPA concluded
that WIPP would continue to comply with the long term (i.e., 10,000 year compliance time
frame after final facility closure) radioactive release standards. However, the primary purpose
of a panel closure design is to meet the NMvIED, WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility Permit
closure requirements for the operational period (prior to final facility closure). A panel closure
is designed to provide assurance in terms of Resource Conservation Recovery Act
(40 CFR 264.110 Subpart G - Closure and Post Closure), that the limit for the migration of
hazardous constituents, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), during the operational time frame
will be met at the point of compliance, which is the WIPP Land Withdrawal boundary. NMED
will have to determine, through a well-defined regulatory review process (i.e., 40 CFR 270.42),
the adequacy of a panel closure redesign to meet the primary panel closure design criteria
which is to prevent the migration of hazardous VOCs in the air pathway in concentrations
above health-based levels beyond the WIPP Land Withdrawal boundary during the operational
time frame. NMED will first need to approve the adequacy of the panel closure redesign prior
to implementation.
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The analysis of lithologic characteristics is an activity that would normally be performed after
site selection. In the case of an operating facility such as WIPP, this type of characterization is
available in its Compliance Certification Application (http://wwvw.wipp.energy.gov/library/
CRAlBaselineTool/Documents/CRA%20-%2020041Chapters/Chapter%/202.pdf).
Text has been added to section 4.2.2.1.3 related to the Salado Formation.
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Text was added to Section 5.2.4.3 to reflect the availability of the dose conversion factors
based on ICRP 72.
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The three land disposal facility conceptual designs (above-grade vault, enhanced near-surface
trench, and intermediate-depth borehole) were selected as being representative of a range of
land disposal configurations (varying degrees of waste consolidation and geometry) that could
be employed for the disposal of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory. As
discussed in Section 1.4.2, each concept has its roots in practice at DOE sites. The same vault,
borehole, and trench characteristics were considered for the disposal sites evaluated in order to
compare the performance of each site's natural hydrological, geological, and meteorological
properties relative to contaminant fate and transport once any engineered barriers would begin
to fail. The INL site analysis, as was the case for the other DOE sites, used site-specific
information provided by technical staff to the extent it was available, and conservative
assumptions were used to fill any remaining data gaps.
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IflINL were identified as a host site in a ROD for GTCC disposal, a thorough investigation of
current practices at the RWMvC would be used to customize the disposal technology to a
specified location on the site. Such an investigation would involve site-specific NEPA as
appropriate.
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Additional discussion of the modeling assumptions and their influence on the dose results was
added to Section 7.2.4.2. The travel times for radionuclides to reach the groundwater table are
shorter for the borehole disposal method than for the trench and vault disposal methods
because the bottom of the boreholes will be located closer to the groundwater table than the
bottoms of the trenches and vaults. The peak doses fur the borehole method were estimated to
be smaller than those for the vault and trench methods because the footprint of a borehole
disposal facility would be larger than that of a vault or trench disposal facility. As a result, the
distance that the majority of the contamination needs to travel, after arriving at the groundwater
table, to reach an offsite well located at 100 m from the edge of the disposal facility, would be
greater for the borehole method than that for the vault or trench method (although the leading
edge of the contamination for the borehole method would arrive first). The larger disposal area
and also the greater distance for a majority of the contamination would result in greater dilution
in the groundwater concentrations, and consequently, would yield smaller peak doses.
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In performing these evaluations, a number of engineering measures were included in the
conceptual facility designs to minimize the likelihood of contaminant migration from the
disposal units. No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the facility
would not occur over and beyond a 10,000-year time period. It was assumed that these
measures would perform similarly for all conceptual designs, remaining intact for 500 years
after the disposal facility closed. After 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To account
for these engineered features in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the water
infiltration to the top of the waste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years and then
20% of the natural rate for the area for the remainder of the time period (through 10,000 years).
A water infiltration rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was only used for the disposal
area; the natural background infiltration rate was used at the perimeter of the waste disposal
units. Again, this approach enables a comparative evaluation of the influence that site-specific
environmental factors would have on the potential migration of radionuclides from the disposal
facilities and the potential impacts on human health. It should be emphasized that project- and
site-specific engineering factors would be incorporated into the actual facility designs of the
site or sites selected in a ROD to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
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The EIS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the use of
a number of simplifying assumptions. This approach is consistent with NEPA, which requires
such analyses to be made early in the decision-making process. The various land disposal
conceptual designs were assumed to he constructed and operated in a comparable manner at
each of the various sites. Information on the conceptual engineering designs for the three
proposed land disposal methods is provided in Section D.3 of Appendix D in the ETS. By using
the same conceptual designs at all of the sites evaluated in the GTCC ELS, except for cases
where a design did not apply (e.g., an intermediate-depth borehole at a site with shallow
groundwater), the potential impacts (e.g., radionuclides reaching the groundwater) at the
different environmental settings could be readily compared.

DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposal
sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.
Some of the input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as
from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in
lower impacts (due to decreased precipitation).

jL8-6
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DOE believes that 500 years is a reasonable time period for the longevity of the types of
engineering harriers assumed in the analyses. DOE believes the approach and the assumptions
used in the EIS are reasonable for performing the comparative analysis of alternatives required
by NEPA. For example, as discussed in Section E.2.2, the assumption of a 20% natural
background infiltration rate after 500 years was based on a study at SRS (Phifer et al. 2007)
that indicated that after 10,000 years, the closure cap at the F-area would still shed about 80%
of the cumulative precipitation falling on it, with an effectiveness that would be greater before
10,000 years, then decrease very slowly after 10,000 years. The approach used in the EIS is
more conservative than indicated by this study.
L8-2

DOE recognizes that including GTCC-like wastes within the scope of this EIS along with
GTCC LLRW may complicate the implementation of GTCC LLRW disposal altemnative(s).
However, DOE determined that the most efficient approach was to address both types of waste,
which have many similar physical and radioactive characteristics, in a single NEPA process.
DOE's intent is to facilitate the overall process for addressing the disposal needs of both waste
types. DOE acknowledges that the LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) specifies that GTCC LLRW,
designated a federal responsibility under section 3(b)(1)(D9) that results from activities licensed
by the NRC, is to be disposed of in an NRC-licensed facility that has been determined to be
adequate to protect public health and safety. However, unless specifically provided by law, the
NRC does not have authority to license and regulate facilities operated by or on behalf of DOE.
Further, the LLRWPAA does not limit DOE to using only non-DOE facilities or sites for
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GTCC LLRW disposal. Accordingly, if DOE selects a facility operated by or on behalf of
DOE for disposal of GTCC LLRW for which it is responsible under section 3(b)(1)(D),
clarification from Congress would be needed to determine NRC's role in licensing such a
facility and related issues. In addition clarification from Congress may be needed on NRC's
role if DOE selects a commercial GTCC LLRW disposal facility licensed by an Agreement
State rather than by NRC.
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The analysis of intentional destructive acts is given in Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS. This analysis
provides a perspective on the risks that the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes could pose
should such an act occur. In general, the risk presented from an intentional destructive act is
similar to that from a high-severity transportation accident. The accident consequence
assessment (given in Section 5.3.9.3 of the Final EIS) presents the results for transportation
accidents that fall into the highest severity category. The severe environment that occurs under
such conditions can be considered to be similar to that which could be initially instigated by an
act of sabotage. In highly populated areas, where the highest exposures would be anticipated, a
rapid response would be expected, minimizing the amount of time available to fully breach a
Type B package. Should such shipments be diverted and the radioactive material removed for
dispersion, higher exposures could be achieved, and potential impacts could be significant. The
economic impact could reach several billions of dollars. The extent of the impacts would
depend on the exact location of the release, density of the surrounding population, local
meteorology, and emergency response capabilities in the affected area. In addition, the final
transportation routes will not be selected until a ROD for the EIS is issued and follow-up sitespecific NEPA review is conducted as needed.

L8-5

Impacts fronm accidents or theft/intrusion were not performed for the No Action Alternative
because, as stated in Chapter 3 of the GTCC EIS, GTCC LLRW was assumed to be managed
consistent with the existing NRC licenses. In general, these impacts would be comparable to
those in the accident consequence analyses conducted for facilities and transportation but
possibly occur at a higher frequency because of a lower overall level of security.

L8-6

All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS.
These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts
on all environmental resources consistent with NEPA requirements. For the human health
assessment, the focus was on the groundwater pathway, since this is the most likely manner in
which someone could be exposed to the radioactive contaminants in the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes in the distant future. As discussed in Section 2.7.4.2, the hypothetical
resident farmer scenario was only used to proyide estimates for comparing the various sites
evaluated. Reasonably foreseeable future scenarios at the sites evaluated may be different from
the hypothetical resident farmer scenario considered in the GTCC EIS. Follow-on site-specific
NEPA review would be conducted by using additional site-specific information, if available.
This information could include sensitive subpopulations and specific pathways of exposure for
American Indians. In a similar fashion, additional cumulative impacts analyses would be
conducted by using additional site-specific information when the location selected for a GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste disposal facility was determined. All environmental resources
areas discussed in Chapter 2 and listed in Figure 2-1 were included in the evaluation.

L8-7

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in detail in the EIS as required by NEPA (Chapter 3).
A mitigation plan is not required under the No Action Alternative. The long-term storage of
GTCC LLRW is subject to NRC and Agreement state requirements.
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DOE evaluated each of the proposed sites and methods individually including the entire
inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste. This approach bounded the analysis by
presenting the maximum environmental consequences of the proposed action. The potential
environmental consequences of the preferred alternative are also presented in the Final EIS
(Section 2.10). The preferred alternative includes a combination of waste types and methods.
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The GTCC EIS analyzed the CO 2 emissions of the action altemnatives in Chapters 4 and 5 and
found them to be negligible for both construction and operations. As such, a separate, similar
analysis of the No Action Altemnative would not provide a significantly improved
understanding. The impacts of climate change were considered in the evaluation of the
resource areas evaluated, and the same parameters (e.g., precipitation, geology, seismic, etc.)
were used for each altemnative for the long-term modeling. DOE recognizes that modeling
potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposal sites far into the future
approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included in these designs for use
in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process. Some of the input values
may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as from increased
precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in lower impacts
(due to decreased precipitation).

L8-9

A discussion of the transportation aspects of the proposed action are included in Chapter 5.2.9
of the GTCC EIS. The transportation mode used for conveying construction materials to the
facility is anticipated to be by truck. Due to the nature of the facility, the types and quantities of
materials are small. Follow-on analysis will be conducted once a final decision is made and a
site and method is selected for implementation.

L8-10

Information on waste forms and waste packages and containers is provided in the EIS to allow
for a comparative analysis of altemnatives for transportation and waste disposal. Treatment of
the wastes prior to disposal is outside the scope of the EIS. Such treatment is assumed to be
addressed prior to receipt of the waste at the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste disposal
facility. DOE agrees that it is important to immobilize long-lived radionuclides such as Tc-99
and I~129 prior to disposal. Solidification techniques (e.g., use of grout) are expected to
immobilize certain wastes in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory. If needed, the
actual stabilization methods used will depend, in part, on the waste stream, packaging, and
final disposal facility design. DOE considers the assumptions used for waste form stability
(see Appendix B) to be reasonable for purposes of the comparative analysis provided in the
EIS.
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SL8-15

The waste characteristics and physical form would have to meet the disposal facility waste
acceptance criteria. It is expected that these waste acceptance criteria would identify
requirements (such as allowable concentrations) for individual radionuclides, including Tc-99
and 1-129. The specific waste forms and packages used to dispose of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would be determined in the future as part of the waste acceptance criteria
and packaging requirements developed. See the discussion in Section B.5 and C.9.4.2 of the
EIS for more information on packaging requirements. All GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would be packaged and transported in accordance with all applicable federal and state
requirements, and waste disposal activities would be conducted in accordance with appropriate
requirements.
L8-11I

The three land disposal facility conceptual designs (above-grade vault, enhanced near-surface
trench, and intermediate-depth borehole) were selected as being representative of a range of
land disposal configurations (varying degrees of waste consolidation and geometry) that could
be employed for the disposal of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste inventory. As
discussed in Section 1.4.2, each concept has its roots in practice at DOE sites. The same vault,
borehole, and trench characteristics were considered for the disposal sites evaluated in order to
compare the performance of each site's natural hydrological, geological, and meteorological
properties relative to contaminant fate and transport once any engineered barriers would begin
to fail.
The conceptual nature of these configurations takes into account the characteristics of all of the
disposal sites for which they were considered, but their designs (e.g., width, depth, cover depth,
reinforced containment) could be altered or enhanced, as necessary, to provide an optimal

solution at a specific location. As an example, the cover depth could be adjusted to ensure that
roots from vegetation would not compromise the top of the engineered barrier. In addition, the
dimensions of the generic land disposal units (e.g., trench - width and depth, borehole diameter and depth, vault - width, depth, and height) were selected based on similar existing
facilities, existing equipment and methods for construction, and optimized (maximized waste
volume disposed of for a given disposal unit volume; simple waste handling procedures to
minimize exposure) for the types of waste packages considered. All designs could also
accommodate different disposal packages (existing and proposed) with minor variations in
their dimensions, but the EIS analyses would remain relevant for each option considered.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Commenter ID No. L8 (cont'd)
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For an above-grade vault with a 5 m cover as an example, long-term impacts fr~om the abovegrade vault as determined by modeling for the EIS would be expected to be similar to those for
a vault set lower with respect to grade, including with the top of the vault at or below grade,
except in the case where the bottom of the waste confinement was closer to the groundwater
table.
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Class B and C wastes are not GTCC LLRW and are out of scope for this EIS. The possible
concentration of these wastes to form additional GTCC LLRW is too speculative at this time as
stated in the text and is not required for consideration under NEPA.

L8-13

DOE solicited input from various sources to identify American Indian tribes that would be
interested in engaging in tribal consultation with DOE on the proposed action discussed in the
GTCC EIS. This engagement began in 2007 at the October State and Tribal Government
Working Group meeting in Snowbird, Utah. As a follow-up to that meeting, DOE, in 2008,
sent out letters to tribal government officials communicating DOE's interest in consulting with
tribal nations on the GTCC EIS. However, no tribal group came forward, and DOE was not
able to identify any interested tribal group affiliated with WIPP or the Savannah River Site.
The approach used to engage American Indian tribes is further described in the EIS under
Section 1.8 on tribal consultation for the GTCC EIS.

L8-14

The EIS notes that the decommissioning of a GTCC waste disposal facility is part of the
proposed action, but because the facility would not be closed and decommissioned until far
into the future (after 2083), the impact analysis for the decommissioning phase would be
conducted at that time. It is not possible at this time to evaluate with any degree of confidence
the environmental impacts from decommissioning a facility that has not yet been selected.
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The GTCC waste disposal facility would be designed to facilitate future decommissioning
consistent with applicable law, guidance, and policies. The appropriate site-specific NEPA
review will be conducted in the future as part of the decommissioning plan.
The impacts of decommissioning of the existing disposal sites at West Valley are not within
the scope of this ELS. This GTCC ELS addresses the potential environmental impacts
associated with the proposed development, operation, and long-term management of a disposal
facility or facilities for GTCC low-level radioactive waste (LLRW) and DOE GTCC-like
waste.
L8-15

Based on further reviews conducted by the DOE Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility Federal
Review Group, DOE determined that the site is not appropriate for disposal of LLRW
containing high concentrations of long-lived radionuclides (such as those found in GTCC
waste), especially those with high mobility in the subsurface environment. For this reason,
DOE concluded that the Oak Ridge Reservation is not a reasonable disposal site alternative and
has eliminated it from detailed evaluation in this EIS.

L8-16

U.S. Nuclear Regulatorv Commission. Commenter ID No. L8 (cont'd)

rj00)

Modeling results can be very sensitive to some factors, such as the Kd for a given radionuclide.
Kd values were provided by the sites for the GTCC EIS analyses. More extensive and detailed
sensitivity analysis may need to be conducted during the implementation phase for a GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste disposal facility, based on more specific information on the
engineering designs of the disposal facilities and their influence on the integrity of waste
packages, waste containers, barrier materials, and the surrounding native soil (e.g., locationspecific Kd values); however, the analysis provided in the EIS is sufficient to inform site and
technology selection decisions.
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The stability of one of the waste forms (i.e., the grout material for Other Waste) was evaluated
in the sensitivity analysis by varying the effective retardation period of the release of
radionuclides. There are many parameters that could affect the modeling results that could be
addressed in a sensitivity analysis. However, the essential effects of many of these parameters
are the same (i.e., affecting when and how much water would enter the waste containers and
contact the waste materials). In the GTCC EIS, both the influence of the water infiltration rate
and the influence of when water would enter the waste containers on the dose results were
addressed.
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The No Action Alternative is evaluated in Chapter 3 of the EIS, and under this alternative,
current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would continue. These
practices are described in Sections 3.2 (GTCC LLRW) and 3.3 (GTCC-like wastes) in the
Final EIS. It was necessary to make a number of simplify'ing assumptions to address the longterm impacts of this alternative, and these are described in Section 3.5. As part of this
assessment, it was assumed that these wastes would remain in long-term storage indefinitely,
including wastes from the West Valley Site as discussed in Section 3.5.3, and that no
maintenance of either the storage facility or waste packages would occur after 100 years. These
results indicate that very high radiation doses and cancer risks could occur under this
alternative in the long term.

0,3hONoA30033/30000000Or
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The No Action Alternative is evaluated in the EIS to provide a baseline for comparison with
the action alternatives. This evaluation confirmed the risks posed by these wastes and the need
to develop appropriate disposal capability. The potential radiation doses for the No Action
Alternative covered a time period of 109000 years in a manner comparable to that done for the
action alternatives. Relatively high impacts could occur shortly after the 100-year institutional
control period under this alternative.

L5-21

L8-18

The same conceptual model was applied to all of the land-based disposal methods. Details of
the model can be found in Section E.2 of the EIS.

L8-19

Operations such as the packaging and loading of shipments fall under the responsibility of the
shipping organization and would be covered by the respective organization's operating
procedures, safety measures, and NEPA activities, as appropriate. Also, packaging and loading
of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at each generator location would be the same for
all alternative disposal sites, with the exception of remote-handled waste at WIPP.

L8-20

The EIS assumes that the disposal facility may not rely upon institutional controls for longer
than 100 years. Detailed facility designs for the selected disposal method alternative will be
developed as part of the project specific analysis.
The availability of soils/borrow areas is dependent in part on the amount of material needed. If
the vault design had been selected for use, additional details regarding the available borrow
areas would have been identified based on a site-specific design that could require more or less
material as identified for the conceptual designs presented in the EIS.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Commenter ID No. L8 (cont'd)
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L8-21

The EIS states in Section 3.1 for the No Action Alternative that the EIS "assumed that the
stored waste would be actively managed for 100 years after all the waste was generated and
placed in storage." For the other alternatives, the discussion on the application of institutional
controls is found in Section 5.6 of the EIS. For the GTCC waste disposal facility or facilities, it
is expected that both active and passive institutional controls would be implemented and relied
on to allow the facility to perform adequately with respect to protection from inadvertent
human intruders.

L8-22

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in Chapter 3 of the EIS, and under this alternative,
current practices for storing GTCC t.LRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would continue. These
practices are described in Sections 3.2 (GTCC LLRW) and 3.3 (GTCC-like wastes) in the
Final ELS. It was necessary to make a number of simplifying assumptions to address the longterm impacts of this alternative, and these are described in Section 3.5. As part of this
assessment, it was assumed that these wastes would remain in long-term storage indefinitely,
including wastes from the West Valley Site as discussed in Section 3.5.3, and that no
maintenance of either the storage facility or waste packages would occur after 100 years. These
results indicate that very high radiation doses and cancer risks could occur under this
alternative in the long term.
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L8-22

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in sufficient detail in the EIS as required by NEPA.
Comparatively high potential radiation doses and cancer risks could occur should this
alternative be selected. While a more detailed analysis could reduce the uncertainties
associated with estimating these doses and risks, the conclusion of comparatively high impacts
would not change for this alternative.

L8-23

Impacts from accidents or theft/intrusion were not performed for the No Action Alternative
because of the large number of potential locations, and in many cases (sealed sources), the
current locations of the waste are not known. In general, these impacts would be comparable to
those in the accident consequence analyses conducted for facilities and transportation but
possibly occur at a higher frequency because of a lower overall level of security.
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The No Action Alternative is evaluated in the EIS to provide a baseline for comparison with
the action alternatives. This evaluation confirmed the risks posed by these wastes and the need
to develop appropriate disposal capability. The potential radiation doses for the No Action
Alternative covered a time period of 10,000 years in a manner comparable to that done for the
action alternatives. Relatively high impacts could occur shortly after the 100-year institutional
control period under this alternative.
L8-23

The 300 x 300 m footprint assumption was based on~the volume of waste of one NRC Region
to be stored, including area for storage of the waste itself and an attendant facility. For
comparison purposes, it is less than half the area assumed for the proposed vault disposal
facility (420 x 610 mn)for the entire waste inventory as discussed in Section D.4.3.
The single site assumption was based on a composite of different sites obtained using a similar
approach as used previously in the No Action alternative evaluation for Yucca Mountain.

L8-24
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In contrast, the land-based disposal concepts were well-suited to be assessed by using the
RESRAD-OFFSITE computer code. This computer code is quite flexible and has algorithms
for addressing radionuclide decay and ingrowth during transit, which is a very important
consideration for the long-lived radionuclides in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes,
some of which are in very long decay series. This flexibility allowed for its use at all sites
(other than WIPP), facilitating comparisons between the three land-based disposal methods at
the various sites.
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There is no need to integrate the modeling effort at WIPP with the RESRAD-OFFSITE
analyses in the EIS. The modeling approaches used for these two sets of analyses address the
unique circumstances of WIPP (a deep geologic repository) with the land-based disposal
concepts. DOE believes that the analyses in the EIS are sufficient to inform decision-making
and allow for the identification of a preferred alternative.
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Section 4.3.4.3 of the EIS has been revised to update the Sandia analysis and to provide a more
complete description of the scenarios considered in the analysis.
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The modeling approaches used in the EIS to address the WIPP repository and the land disposal
alternatives were selected to best accommodate the unique differences of these two types of
facilities. That is, the same modeling approach as that used previously to support the disposal
of defense-generated TRU wastes at WIPP was also used for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes (i.e., the development of complementary cumulative distribution functions based on
performance assessments). This approach was used in the EIS, given the similarity of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the defense-generated TRU wastes already being
safely disposed of in this repository.
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L8-25

In the absence of specific commercial sites, DOE evaluated generic commercial facilities in the
EIS to allow DOE to make a determination regarding disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCClike waste in such a facility. Should one or more commercial facilities he identified at a later
time, DOE may conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate. See Section 12.1 of the EIS for
the approach used in analyzing the generic sites.

L8-26

DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposal
sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.
Some of the input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as
from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in
lower impacts (due to decreased precipitation).

L8-26

A limited sensitivity analysis was conducted to obtain an idea of the uncertainties involved in
the long-term post-closure human health estimates as described in Appendix E, Section E.6.
The sensitivity analysis did include an analysis of the infiltration rate.

L8-27

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Commenter ID No. L8 (cont'd)

On the basis of the depth of waste disposal, DOE believes that the only reasonable potential for
intrusion is from a future drilling event, such as drilling for a well. The likelihood of
inadvertent intrusion from a drilling event would be very low for a GTCC waste trench
disposal facility because of(l) the narrow width of the trench, (2) the use of intruder barriers,
(3) the remoteness of the sites, (4) DOE's commitment to long-term institutional control,
(5) site conditions such as the general lack of easily accessible resources and the great depth to
groundwater, and (6) waste form stability. On the basis of these considerations, DOE did not
include a quantitative analysis of inadvertent human intruder in the EJS. Further evaluations
would be conducted in site-specific NEPA reviews in the future as warranted.
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Potential inadvertent human intrusion into WIPP is addressed in the documentation supporting
its current operations. Inclusion of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes with the wastes
already planned for disposal in this repository would not be expected to change the results
associated with this hypothetical intrusion event.
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The FEIS is not intended to be used as part of the licensing process. A quantitative evaluation
would be developed and included in any formal licensing request.
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DOE agrees that the GTCC waste disposal facility must ensure the protection of a hypothetical
future inadvertent human intruder, especially for the wastes disposed of in an enhanced near
surface trench. In the conceptual design for the trench disposal facility, the trenches are about
3 m (10 ft.) wide, 11 m (36 ft.) deep, and l00 m (330 ft.) long. The GTCC waste disposal
placement is assumed to be about 5 to 10 m (16 to 33 ft.) below ground surface.

L8-28
L8-28'

The reference location is considered to have characteristics representative of the actual location
that could be used for waste disposal purposes. Once a decision is made on specific site and
method, a project specific analysis will be conducted. As stated in section 1.4.3 these
evaluations are intended to serve as a starting point for each of the sites being considered. If a
site or sites were selected for possible implementation of a land disposal method or methods, a
follow-on site-specific NEPA evaluation and documentation, as appropriate, along with further
optimization by a selection study, would be conducted to identify the location or locations
within a given site that would be considered the best ones to accommodate the land disposal
method(s).
As for the locations selected at the DOE sites

-

i)

The GTCC reference location at the NNSS is located within Area 5 (Section 9.1). The
reference location was selected primarily for evaluation purposes for this EIS. The actual
location would be identified on the basis of follow on evaluations if and when it is
decided to locate a land disposal facility at NNSS and would be in compliance with
applicable federal, state, and DOE requirements.

ii)

The GTCC reference location at INL is not located within the 100-yr floodplain as shown
in Section 7.2.3.1.

iii)

As discussed in Section 6.1.2.1.3, the Ringold formation is absent under the north and
northeast parts of the 200 East Area at the Hanford Site. However, the GTCC reference
location is south of the 200 East Area, and as discussed "Sediments include the upper
Miocene to Pliocene Ringold Formation".

iv)

The reference location at the Savannah River Site in Figure 10.1.2-2 was adjusted to be
consistent with Figure 10.1-1 and the other figures in the chapter.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Commenter ID No. L8 (cont'd)

L8-29

An adequate description of the methodologies for the resource areas considered in the EIS are
presented in Section 5.2 and Appendix C. However, a more comprehensive description of the
methodology used to evaluate noise impacts has been added to Appendix C.

L8-30

The modeling with the RESRAD-OFFSITE code utilized a specific feature of the code. That is,
the leach rates of radionuclides were calculated separately and entered as input values to the
code for subsequent transport modeling through the unsaturated zones and the groundwater
aquifer. In the process of calculating leach rates to input into the RESRAD-OFFSITE code, the
influence of the waste forms was considered. For activated metals, a constant release fraction
was assumed, reflecting that the imbedded radionuclides in the metal would not dissolve in
water until the metal was corroded. For Other Wastes, the release rates were calculated by
considering the retardation provided by grouting; therefore, measured Kd values of
radionuclides in cementitious materials as available in published literature were used for the
release calculations. For sealed sources, because the waste forms can vary greatly, the release
rates were calculated by assuming the waste forms would behave like soils and would not
provide extra protection against leaching. The consideration for releases from activated metals
was similar to a dissolution mechanism. The consideration for releases from sealed sources
was similar to a surface rinse mechanism. The consideration for releases from Other Waste was
similar to a surface rinse mechanism, but with non-zero Kds for the waste form.
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The integrity of waste packages, waste containers, and barrier materials over time was not
specifically modeled in the RESRAD-OFFSITE code. Their performance over time depends on
the engineering designs of the disposal facility. Compared with the analysis time frame that
extends to 10,000 (or possibly up to 100,000) years into the future, the integrity periods of the
waste packages, waste containers, and barrier materials are relatively short. Therefore, in the
GTCC EIS, the integrity periods are evaluated as one single parameter, which is assumed to be
500 years in the analysis. To study the influence of this assumption, a sensitivity analysis was
conducted. This approach provides a perspective on performance for the long term.
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The RESRAD-OFFSITE code, like all codes, has limitations. This code was selected for the
GTCC EIS analysis because of its manageable number of input parameters, its comprehensive
transport analysis for radionuclides in the unsaturated zones and saturated zone, and its
flexibility in accepting radionuclide release rates calculated outside the RESRAD-OFFSITE
framework. Furthermore, the RESRAD-OFFSITE code has been benchmarked with other
computer codes. The results obtained from the code are considered to be technically sound
estimates.
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DOE believes that 500 years is a realistic time period for the longevity of the types of
engineering barriers assumed in the analyses. DOE believes the approach and the assumptions
used in the EIS are reasonable for performing the comparative analysis of altemnatives required
by NEPA. For example, as discussed in Section E.2.2, the assumption of a 20% natural
background infiltration rate after 500 years was based on a study at SRS (Phifer et al. 2007)
that indicated that after 10,000 years, the closure cap at the F-area would still shed about 80%
of the cumulative precipitation falling on it, with an effectiveness that would be greater before
10,000 years, then decrease very slowly after 1 0,000 years. The approach used in the ELS is
more conservative than indicated by this study.

L8-32

U.S. Nuclear Reculatory Commission, Commenter ID No. L8 (cont'd)
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DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides fr'om the conceptual disposal
sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.
DOE agrees that it is important to immobilize long-lived radionuclides such as Tc-99 and 1-129
prior to disposal. Solidification techniques (e.g., use of grout) are expected to immobilize
certain wastes in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory. If needed, the actual
stabilization methods used will depend, in part, on the waste stream, packaging, and final
disposal facility design. DOE considers the assumptions used for waste form stability
(i.e., activated metal corrosion and grout performance, see Appendix B) to be reasonable for
purposes of the comparative analysis provided in the EIS.
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Modeling results can be very sensitive to some factors, such as the Kd for a given radionuclide.
Care was taken to use average site values for such input parameters for comparison among
altematives. More extensive and detailed sensitivity analysis may need to be conducted during
the implementation phase for a GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste disposal facility, based on
more specific information on the engineering designs of the disposal facilities and their
influence on the integrity of waste packages, waste containers, barrier materials, and the
surrounding native soil (e.g., location-specific Kd values); however, the analysis provided in
the EIS is sufficient to info.rm site and technology selection decisions.
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DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposal
sites' far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process
and was applied across all alternatives. Some of the input values may change in the future and
could result in higher impacts. Follow-on site-specific evaluations would also be performed
based on a final decision for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste.

L8-35

i) The Kd values selected for the WIPP Vicinity are generic values for sandy soils which, along
with siltstones, are the primary components of the Dewey Lake Formation in which the
groundwater aquifer of concern is located. In general, the generic Kd values for siltstones are
greater than those for sandy soils. Therefore, the use of Kd values for sandy soils should be
conservative because it would yield higher groundwater concentrations and subsequently,
higher radiation doses.
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The stability of one of the waste forms (i.e.r the grout material for Other Waste) was evaluated
in the sensitivity analysis by varaying the effective retardation period of the release of
radionuclides. There are many parameters that could affect the modeling results that could be
addressed in a sensitivity analysis. However, the essential effects of many of these parameters
are the same (i.e., affecting when and how much water would enter the waste containers and
contact the waste materials). In the GTCC EIS, both the influence of the water infiltration rate
and the influence of when water would enter the waste containers on the dose results were
addressed.
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ii) The water in the Dewey Lake Formation is a perched aquifer not considered fit for human
consumption (see Section 4.2.3.2.2) although it is considered suitable for livestock
consumption. Thus, the analysis using RESRAD-OFFSITE used a water source considered to
be consistent with what would be used for human consumption.
iii) While the NRC Lea County EIS did not consider impacts from the WIPP site, the GTCC
HIS does. Therefore, cumulative impacts are expected to be small from combined operations of
the proposed GTCC disposal facility and the enrichment plant at the Lea County site.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Commenter ID No. L8 (cont'd)
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U.S. Senator Jeff Merkley's Office, Commenter ID No. T122
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MR. BOSON:

Thank you.

Hare Siegel is next, with senator llerkley's
office,

and Ken ililes will. follow lMarc.

NO.,SIEGEL:
the office of'n.s.

Thank you.

i'rsNorc Siegel with

Senator Jeff Heroley.

I would

10

like to take this opportunity to say a few words on

I1

behalf of oregon Senator Jeff Nlerklny.

12

Tonight is an important opportunity for the

13

Pacific Northwest end Oregonians to let thoei

14

be heard about the future of Hanford.

15

the Pacific Northwest have had the opportunity ever

]16

the years to witness the complications of politics

17

and bureaucracy in

1S

problems that are created when waste is poorly

19

handled.

20

voices

The people of

dealing with nuclear waste and the

This region will be dealing with the reality of

21

Hanford's nuclear waste legacy for many decades as we

22

work to protect our communities and our environment.

23

And that future shouldn't include transporting more

2,1

dangerous waste through our communities for permanent

T122-1

25

storage at Hanford.

T122-2

The current timneline for

866.488.DEI'O
www.CapitalReportingCompany.coms

T122-1

DOE's
ROD 78
FR from
75913other
dated
December
13, 2013,
that DOE
has deferred
a decision
as described
in the
on importing
waste
DOE
sites (with
limitedstated
exceptions
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

T122-2

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.

U.S. Senator Jeff Merklev's Office. Commenter ID No. T122 (eont'd)
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l

I

cleaning up the existing contamination at Hanford is

2

decades away, and we can't afford to start talk about
3

bringing mere waste into the region.

*

many goad options that exist today for storing

4

T122-3

TI122•2
(Cent.)

Senator Hartley recognizes that there aren't

6

nuclear waste,

7

but given the history of waste storage

at Hanford and the contamination it

$

does not believe Hanford is an appropriate

9

for additional permanent waste storage.

has caused,

ha

location
TI22=3

The

I0

environmental health of rho Pacific Northwest and the

11

coleabia River are closely linked, to Hanford nuclear

12

site, and thin region looks forward to a toxic-free

13

Hanford site.

14
25

Again,

on behalf of senator Hertley,

thank yea

for letting no say a few words about this issue.

See response to T122-l.

L300-1

U.S. Senator Ron Wyden's Office, Commenter ID No. L300

However, regardless of where the GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a
relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes may be transported through
the Columbia River Gorge on their way to the disposal facility. The waste would be generated
within the states of Oregon and Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and
Cs-137 irradiators from local medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other
NRC and Agreement State licensees.

U.S. Senator Ron. Wyden
TosiTov',ico (553)32~2S25

For tommediate Rko,,t
Moy' 9.25il

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.

Wyden Statement at Publi~c Hearing on Hanford
Cleanup
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L300-2

Refer to the L300-1 response regarding a discussion on ongoing cleanup activities at the
Hanford site.

L300-3

Refer to the L300-1 response regarding a discussion on the importation of wastes from other
DOE sites.
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If DOE decides to implement its preferred alternative for the TC&WM EIS, GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes would not be shipped through the Columbia River Gorge for disposal at the
Hantford Site until the waste treatment plant is operational. However, regardless of where the
GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-Iike wastes may be transported through the Columbia River Gorge on their way to
the disposal facility. The waste would be generated within the states of Oregon and
Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local
medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State
licensees.
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DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
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The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory
requirements that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These
regulations include requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling,
placarding, shipping papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would be shipped in approved waste packages and transportation casks. The
robust nature of these casks limits the potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous
material under the severest of accident conditions. It is unlikely that the transportation of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to any of the alternative sites evaluated in the EIS would
cause an additional fatality as a result of radiation from either incident-free transportation or
postulated transportation accidents.

L300-4

reoloio sool

000

The EIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the various disposal sites. The EIS
addressed the collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. About 12,600 shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected LCFs. One fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see
Section 6.2•9•I).
L300-4

See response to L300-3.

W493-1

UU Ministry for Earth, Commenter ID No. W493

Fronm:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

However, regardless of where the GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a
relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes may be transported through
the Columbia River Gorge on their way to the disposal facility. The waste would be generated
within the states of Oregon and Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and
Cs-137 irradiators from local medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other
NRC and Agreement State licensees.

gtcceinwebmasterl@anl.gov
Sunday, June 26, 2011 12:18 PM
gerceiswebmaster@anl.tjov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tiS Comment GTCCIO493

The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory
requirements that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These
regulations include requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling,
placarding, shipping papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would be shipped in approved waste packages and transportation casks. The
robust nature of these casks limits the potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous
material under the severest of accident conditions. It is unlikely that the transportation of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to any of the alternative sites evaluated in the EIS would
cause an additional fatality as a result of radiation from either incident-free transportation or
postulated transportation accidents.

Thank you for your comment, Sabrina Harfe.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment isGTcC10493. Please refer to the comment
treckinlg number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Dale: June 26, 2011 12:16:54PM CDT
Greater-Th~an-Ciaas-C Low-Level lRadioactive Waste gtSDraft Comment: GTCC1O49I3

ON
ON

First Name: Sabrina
Middle Initial: L
Last Name: Harle
Organizationt: Ut) Ministry for Eerth
Address: 10345SW 13th Avenue
City; Portland
Stute: OR
Zip: 97205-1705
Country: USA
Email: sahbvlvtaanemal!.rom
Privacy Preference: Don't withheld name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Please do not allow any morn weastelo be dumped at Hantford. We cannot afford to have such deadly poison on our
Oregon roeads leaking into nor ground water supply, contaminnatlng the Columbia River Gongeor the riskto the
thousands ofdriversin Oreeon. should an accident occur.
it's time to CLF.AN
UP Hantford. not add to the waste dumped there. Real cleanup efforts can only start when we atop
producing such waste, and start finding saferways of disposing the waste we do have... in DEEIPundergroand tanks, fit
for audi nastiness, bringing In truckloads from elesewhere is not keepieg our stale safe,
I implore you, pleas do NOTallow thls tOhappen.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptionsas described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

The EIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the various disposal sites. The EIS
addressed the collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. About 12,600 shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected LCFs. One fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see
Section 6.2.9.1).

W493-1

W493-2

DOE's standard operating procedure for transportation of radioactive waste is developed and
continually revised to ensure that the utmost protection of public health and the environment is
achieved and that the risk of a traffic accident is minimized. For example, DOE has established
a comprehensive emergency management program (Transportation Emergency Preparedness
Program or TEPP) that provides detailed, hazard specific planning and preparedness measures
to minimize the health impacts from accidents involving loss of control over radioactive
material or toxic chemicals. DOE's TEPP was established to ensure that its contractors and
state, tribal, and local emergency responders are prepared to respond promptly, efficiently, and
effectively to accidents involving DOE shipmenta of radioactive materials.

W493-3

W493-5

Thania you.
Very serIously concerned.
Sahrina Louise
Questions aboat submitting comments over the Web? Contact msat: etcceiswebmaster~oane.eov or cail ihe Greaterlhan-Otass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Webmunier at (610) 25:'-5703.

If an accident that involved a release of radioactive material to the environment occurred, it
would be remediated promptly in accordance with these procedures. These measures would
help DOE minimize and mitigate any impacts on the environment.
W493-2

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.

UU Ministry for Earth, Commenter ID No. W493 (cont'd)

W493-3

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58).:The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for: Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.

W493-4

The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the inventory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. DOE has included
analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become available in
the future. In that case, before making a decision to use a commercial facility, DOE would
conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

W493-5

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste fr'om other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

W267-1

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

W267-2

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.

W267-3

Stopping the generation ofinuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection ofra safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of'GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

Valley Interfaith Prolect, Commenter ID No. W267

From:
Sent:
To:
SubJect:

gtcceiswrebmaster@ani~gov
Thursday, lane 16.6
2011 3:05iPM
gtccelaweb mast er@anl~gnv
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-l~evelRadioactive
Waste ets Comm'ent GTCC1O267

Thank you foryour comment, Pat rcldaOrtnnskl.
The conmment treckisg" number that has been assitned to yoar comment Is GTCCS0267. P~lease
refer to the commrent
tracking number In all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Dater Juna 16, 2011 O3:O5:20PM CDT
Greater-1han-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EtSDraft Comment: GTCC10207
First Name: Pat ricia
tast Name: Orllnsiri
Orgsnizations Valley Inuterfsiths
Project
Address: 10511 W. Klngswood Circle
Address 2: na
Cltyw.SunCity
state: AZ

Zip:85351-2246
Country: UISA
Ematl: hlhernat twm inds orinncom
Privacy -Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public recrd
Comment Submitted:
Please remove the Hanford Nuclear Reservstion from threU.S. Department of Energ~y'slist of cendidate sites ferao
permanent nuclear waste dusmp site to stern radioactive seaterials coming fr'om across the United Staten. Hanford istheI W267-t
wrong placo to transport end dispose of more highly dangerous radioactive material.
Hanford Is already the most contaminated site in the Western Hemisphere and the Department of Energy Is olready
engaged in one of the largest and moat complex cleanup projects In U.S. history at Hanford. The number ore priority
should be to stop waste from leaking Into sheColumbia giver and clean up the esisting waste at Hlanierd.No new
nuclear waste should be stored at Hanford.
Even more than this. we must discontinue nheuse of naclear power. There smeother choices that urn set as hazardous
to all living things. Certainly bringing waste from nuclear sites anywhere neara waterway like the Columbia Riverts
reckless and lrresponsibie.
Questions about subm~tting comments ever the Web? Contact aseat:etcce!lewebmastet'ttSJn~rvor callthe GreaterThan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISWebmaster et (630) 252,5705.

I
I W267-2

I W267-3
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Valley Interfaith Project, Commenter ID No. W418

From:
Senl:
To:
SubJect:

gtcceiswebmast er @antgov
Friday. June 24, 2011! 12:10 AM
cceiswebma ster @anl~gov
St
Receipt: Grnater-Than-Ctass-C Low-LevelItadjoactive Waste ItS Comment G'TCC1O4S8

you for ycurcomment, Patricia Orlinsid.
Thbank
The comment trucking number that han been assigned to your comment is GTCCIO418. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
comment Date: June 24, 2011 12:10:21AM CDT
GreateroThan-Clans-C Low-Level Radioactive waste E15Draft comment: GTCCSO4I8
First Name: Patricta.
Latt Name: Orlinsnii
Organization: Valley Interfaith Projset
Address: 10511 W. Klngnwood Circle
Address 2: na
Address 5: 10511 W. Kingswosd Circle
City: SunCity
State: AZ
Zip: 85351-2246
Country: USA
Ema Il blkeroantpmindsnrinecorn
Privacy Preference: Don'tewithhold name or addr-ess from pubilicrecord

Comment Submitted:
Nuclear waste Is the greatest problem related to the usa of ns~clear power. there Is en way to eliminate the waste
created laynuclear fusion. Nsoeoe wants to have the waste in their "back yard,` yet the waste Is there from 100 nudlear
plants, and will continue to have waste from these planes. We must stop using poison generating forms of electric
power. We haee other choices and of energy that do not leave these tonic elements behind.
Questions about submitting comments ever the Web? Contact us at: el•cceiswnhnsnsteriantFe0v or call the Greater-.
Than-Class-C Low-Level Rladloactive Waste 115Webmaster at t630) 252-5705.

SW418-1

GTCC EIS, the scope of
Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal Of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.

TI2-1

Washington State. Department of Health, Commenter ID No. T12
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Capital Reporting Company
1
2
3

5
6
7

a

11
12
13
14

~Thank

15
16

MS•. MIURPHt:

you.

loan Murphy, Washington

State t.epartment of Health.

17

short message to the SOS. We hope you guys work

18

hard cc this.

19

Washington that are the Caretakers of this muterial,

20

it's

just sitting there waiting fur momething to happen to

21

it.

So piuass continue your aood work an the ESS and

22

select somelhing.

Thero's licensees in the State of

Thanks.

and
ITl2-1

Comment noted.

Waste Control Specialists, LLC, Commenter ID No. E41

Froem:
Sent:.

Jeff Skov <jskoV@VALI4INET>
Monday, June 27, 2011 3:27 PM

To:gtcceis@anLtgov
Cc•
Subcject:
Attachments

Scott Kirk
Waste
WCSComments on DOt's DEISfor Disposal of GTCCLLRWand GTCC-Like
WCS,,GTC&Co mmenLLt r._&24.11.FytAL pd f

Waste Conirot Specialists LLC (WOS)Is pieased to submit the altacthed commreats on the U.S. Deparimeat of Energy's
(DO~Es) Dealt Environmental Impact Staaement (eEIS) for the dispOSal at Greeter-Than-Clasa C (GTOC) tow.tavel
radioactive waste and GTrCc-iiho waste as requested in the Depatlmenti Fedemal Register NoticeatoFebruary 25. 2011,
70 Fed. Reg, 10574.
A hard-copy is betsg sent via registered mail this afternoon.
Please contact me if you have quntiansa or" de'sire aciditlanal informaltion,
Jeffrey NI.Shon
Vice President, Licensing and Regulatory Affairs
Waste Control Specialists 1.LC
5430 LB.]Freeway, Suite 1700
Dallas, Texas 75240
972-448-1483 (office)
972-448-1419 (faa)
tslavttvalfiltnet

Waste Control Specialists. LLC, Commenter ID No. E41 (cont'd)

I

"

.RI.

L

June 27, 2011
Mr. Arnold M. Edelrnan
ETS Documaent Manager
U.S. Department ot'Energy
GTCC EIS, Cloverleaf Btuilding, EM-43
1000 Independence Ayenue, SW
Washington, DC 20555

Referencoes:

(I) Texass Radioactive Mfaterial Licenrse No. R504100, Amaendmaent 07
(2) Federal Register, U.S. Dep'artmaent of Energy, Notice of Availability of
tIe Draft Environmental Impact Siateme:nt for the Disposal of
Greater-Th~an-Class C (GJCC) Low-Level Radioactive W/aste and
GTCC-£ike Waste, and N~otice of Public Hearings, Vol. 76, No. 38,
pp. 10574-10577, F'ebruary 25, 2001

V...,

(3) Ftederal Register, U.S. Nuclear Regolatory Commission, Public
IWorkshop to DiscussLow-Level Radioactive .WasteManagement, Vol.
76, No. 39, pp. 10810-I00 I l, Febnstry 28, 2011
(4) Federal Register, U.S. Nttciear Regolatory Commission, Notice of
Purbli Meeting and Requesi for Comments on the Potani1tol Revision
of thu iBrancl Technical Position on Concentration Averaging and
Fncapsulation,Vol. 76, No. 17, pp. 4739-1741, January 26,2011
E
Subject:

Comments from WVaste Centrol Speealrllst LLC Regarding the UJ.S.
Department of Energy's Draft Environmsental Irapact Statemaent for
theaDisposal at Greater-Than-Class C Law-Level Radioactive Waste
and GTCC-Like Waste

DearhMr. Edelmsan:
In accordance with Reference 2, Waste Control Spetialists LLC (WCS) is pleased to
provide comments on the subject Draft EnvIronmaental Trapact Stateraent (DIES), which
provides an analysis of options and alternatives for tisaposing of Greater.Tbsn-Clsss C
(GTCC) and (iTCC-like Low-Level Radioactive Waste (LLW). As discussed in the
5;45105EFrovwyS.
51,. i0

P.O.BO,t129

15,T5,."1X75245

Th[t5t5578
b
t 05-4-ea

Ft.o9stsso

E41-l

Waste Control Specialists, LLC. Comnmenter ID No. E41 (cont'd)

The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived
radionuclides such as Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land
disposal facilities at sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil
distribution coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, land disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity)
would isolate radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive
decay to occur.

Arnold Mi.Eideiman
June 27, 201]i
Page2 of S

DEIS. WCS is curreutly storing certain GTCC waste at our licensed and secure facility
located in Andrewsa County, Texas. in addition, WCS is escrently constructing an
enhranced near-sorflsce shallow land disposal tfacility that is licensed to dispose of Class
A, 13,and C LLW. Ones oparstional, this fsenility will he authsorized to servo the disposal
needs of generators insshe Texos Cosmpeet (Texas and Verruant, ineluding non-regional
waste approved for inmportation) and tire U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).

E41-2

ALTERaNATIVES CONSIDERED
DOE is proposing to constritet and operate a new facility or facilities, or use an existing
facility or facilities, for the disposal of GTCC LLW and DOE GTCC-tlko waste. Ths
disposal merlsods that wore evaluated to assess sthe long~teaa adequacy of sar}s a facility
include burial in a geologic repository, an internaetdiste-depth lxorelrole facl~ity, ins
enhanced scar-surface trench, and an above-grade vault. The locations far disposal
include seven facilities owned by DOE, as well ae generic cessussrcial sites in four
re-.gions of tre.U.S. DOEf also analyzed a ".No Action Alternaive" as part of this DETS.
DOE did not apecify a preferred alternative, bat identified factors that would ha
considered to select a preferred altcrnative or aslternatives for inclusion in the "Final£15.
Thre factors listed iosctude the waate typs |lsarartariatics, esish an the rrsdiontuelide
inventosy and waste formastability, disposal meethsodconsiderations (including protection
ofan inadvertent intruder), and disposal loention connideatn'ons.
DISCUSSION

WCS wilt only cormmenl on two of' the alternatives presented in threDlIIS: Alternative. 1,
thssNo Action Alternative, and Alternative 4, Einhanred Ncsr.Surface Trench disposal,
Altera'ntive 1: WCS believes that the "No Action Alternative" of continuing to store
GTCC cad OTCC-like LLW acr'oss the U.S. is not a long-term sohution, These types of
redioacrive wattes will continue to pose not only a radiolagiesl risk to pablic safety and
the environment,.but alto to natlonsi secsurity. WOS betieves Iirat the best long-term
solution is permanent disposal of ntis waste in the geologic repository lersted ul the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant located near Carlsbad, New Mexico (Alternativo 2), an
intermnediate borehiole facility (Alternative 3). or an enhanced scnr-surtacc disposal
facility (Alternative 4), or a combhination thereof.
(see Refe~renca 1) arnd la crentraly constnacting the
Alternative 4: WCS ties liensced
t
nation's first disposal facilitiy developed neder the Low-.Level Radioaetive Waste Policy
Act of 19510,as amended in 1955. The characteristics oftbre silo's geology sad climtate, a
atste-of-llhe-art engineering design, and stringent reguslatory requirements will ensure that
public health and the environment will be protected for tens of thousstds of years.

wc .is ahtathrsestnyfa-ciliy.stt'.,e.oridta slispaseatClass. A. I, en4tCrLW tataud swltshreaedsss
W
and[Recovery Act lu 155¶35.
,,aste segatated traderfthetesortnc C.eeser.valion

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS.

E41-1

E41-2'

Site characteristics similar to those found at WCS (e.g., soil, geology, precipitation) were
considered in the EIS analyses. The major considerations for developing a preferred alternative
are presented in Section 2.9.

Waste Control Specialists, LLC, Commenter ID No. E41 (cant'd)

E41-3

Arnold M,4Edslmnss
June 27, 2011
Page 3 of s

Under Alternative 4 (.Enhanced Near-Sturlhee Troenh), DOE analyzed the perfocamance of'
disposal of (GTCCLLW and DOE GTCC-like waste in a near-surfaea trench located in
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) Regions 2 and 4. The design of the
disposal facility enalyzed included trenches approximately 3-rn (10-fl) wide, Il-rn (36-fl)
deep, erd 100-rn (33-fl) long, The OTCC waste disposal placement was estimated tobIx:
to 10 as (I 5 to 30 fi) below grade surface. Use of a reinfereed concerte layer was included
as an engineered barrier that would be placed an tep of the 'waste and backfill would be
added to raise the trench elevation to grade. The reinforeed conserete layer would carve as
shtelding to reduce the levels of radiation during facility operations and to deter
inadvertent drilling dhuring the past-closure period.
Many of the design features described in Alternative 4 are sinmilar to those thst are being
used to const-euct both she Tcesae Compact Weste Disposal Facility (CWP) sad the
Federal Facility Waste Disposal Facitly (PWF) in Andrews County, Texas.
For example, the CWIF sad FWF design features include placing waste inside of
reinforeed concrete canisters, a oar-font concrete base, geomesobrane liners, lescitate
collection system, a 3-ft compacted clay lincr, end a 40-foot cover syscean that will
provide addhitinal banricra to prevent inadvertent intrusion into uhc was•te.Class A, B, sand
C LL.W will ba pieced atea depth of at least 10 m (300i) and backfill wviiibe used to raies
elevation beak to surface grade.

E41-2
(coat.

Pureunat to Title 30 of the Texus Adnainistrative Code (TAC), Section 336.709,
Technical end Enalronnsessra1.4nalyses,WCS was required to demonstrate that thu site
characteristics and design were suitable to protect the general popolation front releases of
radioactivity fursa minimum pcriad of 1,000 years after closure or thle period when peak
dsea occurs, whsicisever is longer. Thle analysis that was approved by the Te'xus
Comamission on Entvironmenstl Quality successfully demonstrated that a peak dose of
less than t 0 minllrems per year was estimated to occur at splsroscimstely 36,000)years into
the future.
Based on the geological cesseacteisutiea and engineering design of our enisassed nearsurface disposal fissility, WCS believes that Alternative 4 will provide a viable solution
for the disposition of acme types of (ITCC LLW and DOE GTCC-like waste. Thecefror,
WCS eceourages the DOE so evaluate sad consider WCS' site eharacteristics and the
design of its enhanced near-surface disposal facility when delerusninhg thre preferred
alternatlve in the Final EIS.
Continued Coordination svlth the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
'ACS cossmends DOE for including N•RC as a commenting agency on this ElS end for
coordinating witls INRC to hold a public workshop (Reference 3) to discuss law-level
radioactive waste ronasgement issues. The NRC's role is e~xtremnelyimportant in the
process since they have been designated as the regulatery authority for a GTCC disposal

g41-3•

Comment
noted. DOE agrees that the willingness of the host community is an important factor
when selecting
the preferred alternative.

Waste Control Specialists. LLC, Commenter ID No. E41 (cont'd)

Arnold M. Edelnsan
Aine 27, 2011
Pagec4 of
facility. At the workshop, DOE, NRC, and other atakehalders discussed pOasible changes
to Tritle 10 of tihe U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, Part 61 (10 CFR 61), Ltcesing
Rleqrtdrcments for Load Disposal of Radleoaeils' lWaste. WCS believes• that these early
discussions were very helpful so idenstvf potential teelmical issues that could afbect the
manner in wh~ich
Class A,13,C, OTCC. and DOE OTCC,-liks wastes arc regulated.
NRC promnlgated 10 CPR. 61 as a fitnalrule in 1982. This regulation cstabllshtd the
fraetwork to ensure thst oceupational workers, thc general public, and the ciwironment
would ho protected against patential releases of radioactive esateials from Ifaeilitics
licensed to dispose of LLW. it also established thissrntmerical concentrations that would
be used to defirna Class A, B, C2,and OTCO LLW.
Recently, NqRCbaa initite~d efforts so revise 10 CFR 61. Some stalcehohdres have
eneoursged NRC so abandon threwaste clasaifieations defined in 10 CFR 61 completely
and bring the tnasion's LLW tnensgcrsenl system itsto alignment with that established by
'the laternationsal Atomic Energy Agency. Other stakehsolders have. suggested tihalNR.C
revise the elassifloatiso tables in 10 CFR 61.55 wsing more reecit and up-to-date
bickisetie and dasireetrie models developed by tlse Inlernational Commisslon en
Rladlological Prreration. In either case, the boundary csuld shift relativ to whethere
the
responsibility for the disposal of an existing waste streamoresta with the gSttes (aa is
Currently the ease for consoercial Class A, 13, and C LLW) or with the federal
government (as is etrrertily the ease for GTCC waste). Thsat is, the ramifications of such
a lshiftcotrld result in transferring the responsibility for the disposal of certain, more
problematic wastes from the States to the federal government.
Insthe NRC's reeeettly issued preliminary proposed cole on site-specific analyses for
deseonstrating cosepliance with 10 CFR 61 Subpart C p~erformance object'ive~s
(see 76
Fed. REg. 24531 dated May 3, 2011), thay proposesa 20.000 year period of perfoensasen,
Thsistimefratss it longer than the initial period of performaance flot a high-level waste
repository. A well designed and ailed LLW repository, such as tise WCS. facility, could
meet the sarae performance standerds as required for highs-lavol waste, including the
longer leen second period of perfornsance, and thus be equally protective of public health
andi safety and the environmemt for ultimate disposition of GTCC waste.
NERC
is alasorevising the 1995 Branch Technical Position on Concenteallon Averaging
and Encapsulation (BtTP). This guidance wvasInitially issued In the licensed corensnity
to address the manner in i•vlich 10 CFR. 61 should be interpreted and iraplemeneted across
lisa US$. Thu IBTPprovided direction for determining whtether certain types of wvasle,suceh
as sealed sources, could tanclassified as Class C tLW suibtabe for disposal licensed under
10 CFR 61. On thseother Isand, licesscecs were encouraged to classify radlioactive wastes
as GTCC LLW if the concentrations exceeded thsose specified in the B3I1' Those waste
streams, classified as GTCC, were not generally astitabie for shallow leanddisposal and
would thereby become the responsibility of the federal government.

E13
E13
(Cant.)

Waste Control Specialists, LLC, Commenter ID No. E41 (cont'd)

Arnold M. Edelnsao
June 27, 2011
Page S orS
WCS eneourages DOlE to continue the coordinating offerts to revise bath 10 CFR dl and
the BTP as a means to determine which waste atreanse could Ito safety disposed of et
traditional shallow land disposal facilities or by any one (or combination thereot) of the
disposal alteratives analyzed sapart the Final EIS.
Site Selection Should Favor Strong Conmmunity Support
In addition to the imparts to human health and the environment, selection of the preferred
niternative should weigh heavily on the tevel ofatakeholder support provided by regioalt
and toesl commansities that erc wilting to hoastsuch a disposal facility. 'The successful
licensing of the WCS disposat facilities in Atidreaw County, Texse. would not. h-ave
occurred without the tremendous support front tho regional and total eonmunssilies. The
stakeholders supporting the licensing efforts arc familiar with both the potential risk and
benefits that the nuclear tedustiy brings to our comnmunities located across the Pernian
Basin of weasern Tesaas and southeastem Nmav
Mexico.
In closing, WCS eoomeends DOE for achieving this important milcatone that is urgently
needed not only far poblie safety and environmental protection, but fiorresc•n of
national .ecurity. WCS requcets that a copy of all correepondence regarding this niatter
be submitted directly to my attention by fax (575-394-3427) or email (eldek@valhi~neO).
Thank you heyou,.r conaideratlan of this submission.

1.Scott Kirk, CIII
Vies President, licensing, Corporate Compliance & Radiatinn Safety Officer
co:

Rodlnoy Baltacr, WCS
William P. Dornaife, PRE.,WOS
Je ffrey M. Skov, WCS
Linda Beach, RE., WCiS
Tom Jones, WCS

E41-3
(Cont.)

West Valley Citizen Task Force, Commenter ID No. L275

L275-1

disseminate the
DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able toobtained
to inform the
information to the public so that input from the interested public can be
Final EIS. To this end, nine public bearings at venues accessible to the interested public for the
various disposal sites evaluated in the EIS were conducted. Notices were placed in various
local newspapers to announce the public hearings before and during the scheduled hearings.

L275-2

DOE initiated consultation and communication with the 14 participating American Indian
tribes that have cultural or historical ties to the DOE sites analyzed in the EIS. These
interactions are summarized in Section 1.8 of the EIS, and they included several meetings,
workshops, and the development of tribal narratives that were included in the EIS. In addition
to including tribal narratives related to the four sites in the EIS, DOE inquired about tribal
interests with regard to the WIPP/WIPP Vicinity and SRS. No tribes came forward in response
to the inquiries regarding these two locations. It was not necessary to consult with American
Indian tribes with regard to the generic regional locations, since the specific locations of the
potential disposal facilities (and the affected tribes) were not known.

-Wv-,
CTF

THE WEST VALLEY CITIZEN TASK FORCE
May 6, 2011

Greater-Than-Class C Low-Level Rsdieactlve Waste EIS
Oftice of Technical and Regulatory/Support IEM-43)
U.S. Department of Energy
:1000 Independence Avenue. SW.
Washington, DC205a5-0119

DOE will continue to consult with the site-affiliated American Indian tribes, as appropriate,
during implementation of the selected alternative.

2 3 2011
MA\Y
L275-3

RtE:

N
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Comments of the West Valley Citizen Task Force on tihe
Greater-Than-Class Clow-Level Rasdioactive Westle ES

The West Valley Citizen Tash Force (CTF)urges the Department of ttnergy lDOE)and the United States
Congress no art lea timely manner lathe identification of a preferred alternative for the disposal of
Greater-ThaunClass C (6TCC) Low Lesel Radioactive Waste and 01CC-like waste. The CTFIs enconragedl
by the approach and tIme line that the Depurltment of Energy Is putrsulng Intheir accumulation and
analysis of public comments o n this Draft EIS.We find It distressing that, while the West Valley site does
have GTCCand GTCC-likewaste, lTable 5-2.pg. S-19) the closest public hearing will be In Washington,
De. We alto qesevtion the eaclasion of the Seneca Nation us a pa=rticipating tribal government l5.1.5, pat.

J

L275-i

S6&7).
There are several factors thsatwe believe are of slgniflcant importance when identifying a preferred
alternatlve.The CTFsupports the complete deactivation and decuommissionlng of the West Valley
Deroerstevutin proises site. It is our belief that all waste shoauldbe removed and the site should be
available for public reuse. The removal of 6TCCI±RW and 6TCC-likewaste wIll be anlother step Inthat
direction.
StheCTFurges the DOEto carefully examine the comments received from the public and
stakeehltders. We also believe that cost should not be thse driving factor la the preferred alternative
decision. The Cry urges that an independent cost analysis be conducted before a'n alternative Is chosen.
Public safety, average dose, and long term Impact should be weighed more heavily than any cost factor.
We also suggest thautall retevunt studies be compcletd prier to recommending an alternative to the
Congress. Wills the recent devastatlon in Japen due noseismic activity. we urge that all alternatlees and
usiesbe subject to the most t•igidof astandards.

Valley citiren TushForce
W=est

4nt~1en
Laseevaveu
27170-'Wn• ttIntnll,dcrCe12C
vOennol(
os..sus.91!5

L275-2

Recommendations were taken into consideration, as appropriate, in the selection of the
preferred alternative.

L275-4

West Valley Citizen Task Force. Commenter ID No. L275 (cont'd)

The DOEhas suggested.fiv alternatives for the disposal of 01CCWaste (S.2.5}. Each of these
"alternations was ecaluated on eleven separate criteria (S.2.8, pg. 5-37). There was also a mention of
regional commierciat disposal sites, although no specific vendor or site baayet to be identified, Upon
examination of the five aiternatives, the West Valley CTFstrongly supports Alternative 2, WIPPGeologic
Repository' as the preferred alternative. Ourselection of this alternative is based on the data presented
In Tabte S-3,comparisons of patenital Impacts. Public safety end envIronmental impact must be primary
conslderations for any alternative. Table 5-3, pg. S-41 supports oar belief that tbe WIPPalternative
would offer the lowest worker dose and lowest Latent Cancer Fatality (LCF)risk (Table S-4; pg. s-47). the
WIPP site would also baneaerolong Sermannual dose and LCFrisk (Tabte S-3; Pg.5-42), although we
would urge DOEto conduct studies to accurately determIne SheImpact, Ifany, to Indivlduals and nearby
poputations from a waste handling accident at Shesite.

The State of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes for disposal at WIPP. Twenty-eight New Mexico State Senators signed a proclamation
made in the Fiftieth Legislature, First Session, 2011, stating: "Be it resolved that we, the
undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in southeast New Mexico to
adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste, commercial high-level waste,
Greater Than Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as well as the interim storage of
spent nuclear fiael." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, Secretary David Martin, Secretary of
the New Mexico Environment Department, sent a letter to DOE on June 27, 2011, stating that
"the Department encourages DOE to support the W1PP or WIPP Vicinity proposed locations as
the preferred alternatives addressed in the Draft EIS. The geologic repository is the favored
alternative being more effective for the enduring time frames for this waste type." In addition,
the Governor of New Mexico, in a letter to DOE Secretary Steven Chu on September 1, 2011I,
stated that the State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support the proposed location of WIPP
as the preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

L275-4

The WIPP site would be preferred by the CTFdue Sothe very towimpacts tbat disposal would
have on habitat and wildlife as well as other ecological resources compared to the other alternatives
(Table S-3, pg. S-43l. The siting at WIPP Is aLsopreferred due to the esisting facility and stable
environmental footprint seed to dispose of additional waste at the site (S.2.5,2; Figure 5-8, pgs. S-20,

25).

c-I
00

Transportation to the WIPP repository Is an obstacle and a polet of concern for SheCTF.We
would recommend that studies be conduct ed to tower the projected impacts of skipping waste SoIke
site. The C'TPstrongly encoaueges the use of rail transportatlon asopposed to trucking materials. rewer
trips would be necessary, resulting Inlihechance for fewer accidents or exposares (Table 5-5; pg. S-45).
In summation, the West Valley CTI:strongly sopparts ths creation of a disposal site for GTCC
an d
GTCC-llke wrast
es. We urge the DOEand the Congress go move Judiciously, but as quiskiy as possible, In
the IdentIflcatlon of such a disposal site. The CTFsupports SheWIPP Geologic Repository as She
preferred alternative for such a site based on the palats discussed in the preceding paragraphs.
Sincerely,

d~4~ 49
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Follow-on site-specific project studies will farther evaluate transportation options for the
preferred alternative and will involve transportation stakeholders.

L275-6

See Response L275-4.
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Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation and wIPp's operating record, DOE believes that the WIPP
repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes,
some of which include long-lived radionuclides. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would require modification to existing law.
In addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between the Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility
Permit.
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From:
Sent.
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

gtcceLvebmaster@ani.GOv
Monday, June 20, 2011 4:19 PM
iaLg~tcceisanchives;
girce vbebmester@antgoa;
0tceiSo).flAI•oV
Graater-Than-Class-C Lew-Level Radioactive Waste i1S Comment GTCC1O327
GTCC.ES~cmnments_.FPnaLDralLt2..GTCCXO327.pdf

Thlankyou for your commeant, Western Governors'.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GSTCC10327.
Please refer to the comment
tracbing number Isnialcorrespondence relating tO thIs comment.
Comment Date: June 20, 2011 04:19:O9PM CDT
Greater-Than-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 51SDraft Commnent: GTCCIO327
First Name: Western
Last Name: Governors'
Organization: Western Governors' Association
Address: 1600 Broadway,.Suite 1700
City: Denver
State: CO
Zip: 80202
Country: USA
Emallhtmccammon@weste•OV.ore
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address fr'om public record
Attachment: C:\faleepath\GTCC E1Scomments Final Draft_2..pdf

Comment Submsitted:
On behalf of Western Governors, we appreciate the opportunity to comment on the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOt)
Draft Environmentat Impact Statement (EI5)for Disposal of Greater-Than-Clats C(GTCC)Low-tenet Radioactive Waste
and GTCC-UiieWaste (DOEIEiS-0375-D)), issued in February 2011. Attached are thu WGAcomments.
if you have any questions, please contact Jennifer Salisbury isisnvmstreg .• ph: 303-623-9378
Thanb you,
Toni Mccammon. Of ice Manager
WGA
Questions ahout sub~mitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etrceiswrehmasterl•anlieov or calI te Greater"Than-Class-C Low-tenet Radioactive Waste EISWebmaster at (830) 252-5705.
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DOE believes that this EIS process is not premature and is in compliance with NEPA. On the
basis of an assumed starting date of 2019 for disposal operations, more than half (about
6,700 m5 [240,000 ft] of the total GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory of 12,000 m5
[420,000 ft]) is projected lo be available for disposal between 2019 and 2030. An additional
2,000 m5 (71,000 fl) would become available for disposal between 2031 and 2035. This
information is presented in Figure 3.4.2-1. DOE believes this EIS is timely, especially given
the length of time necessary to develop a GTCC waste disposal facility.

June20, 2 11

WESTERN

GOVERNORS'
ASSOCIATION

Arnold Edeiman, HISDocontant Manager
0O1cc of Euvironmental Management
U.S. Department of Energy
•Cioverleaf Bnllding, EMsl-3
1000 IndependenCe Acenue, SW
Washington, D'C20505

DOE developed this ELS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concemns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action, as discussed above, is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1).
The scope of the EIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. DOE plans a tiered decisionmaking process, in which DOE would conduct further site-specific NEPA reviews before
implementing an alternative ultimately selected on the basis of this EIS.

Dear Mr. Edehrnan,
C.L "Sutelh" Otter
Governor of Idaho
Chai'roan

Qrrlstlne 0. Gregairo
Govcernr of Was*hingt on
Vice Chaff

Parte0. Irraanan
Executive tireceto

1600 tlnadour.
Salt1700
Denver.CO B0ZOZ

303.623-9375
30
Pax303-554-7
9
"Warhngton,D.C.Othow•
WO0N.Capitol Sneer, N.W.
Worlhinurue.
DrC 20001

202-624-5405
FPm202.654-7707

On be:half of We~teon Govensnors, we apprcelslctheeapportunity to
comment on the U.S. Department ofiEnen.y's (DOE) "Draft
Environmental Impact Statentent (E10) for Disposal of Greater-ThlatrClass C (GTCC) Low-.Lnvcl Rtadiosetive Waste and GTCC-Liko Waste
(DOE/EIS-037S-D), issued in February 2011. Western ntates
have a long
history of working togethter regionally aud with the Department of Energy
on issues related to thtetransportation, storage and disposass
of radioaetire
waste. Oar review of the Draft EIS leads anto conclade that It should be
revised and reissued as a draft, usopposed to pteceeding directly to a final
01$. To support fthinrequest, we would olfer the following observations
and recommendations on ehtalf of the Wectern Governors' Association
(WGAJ:

The scope of this EIS is adequate to inform decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like waste. Sufficient information is available to support the current decisionmaking process to identify (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited
amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste identified in the EIS.

L99-2

The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes in compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, LLRWPAA,
and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (P.L. 109 58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the
potential environmental impacts of the proposed disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE has determined that there are safe and secure
altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides
information that supports this determination, and, as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and
Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

L99-3

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site, TINL, LANL,
*NNSS, and SRS. The ongoing cleanup efforts at these sites will continue. If GTCC LLRW or
GTCC-like waste were to be disposed at Hanford, DOE does not anticipate negative impacts to
ongoing cleanup activities at this site.

L99-4

The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) assigns DOE responsibility for the disposal of GTCC LLR.W
generated by NRC and Agreement State licensees. The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) specifies that
GTCC LLRW, designated a federal responsibility under section 3(b)(1)(D) that results from
activities licensed by the NRC, is to be disposed of in an NRC-licensed facility that has been
determined to be adequate to protect public health and safety. However, unless specifically
provided by law, the NR.C does not have authority to license and regulate facilities operated by
or on behalf of DOE. Further, the LLRWPAA does not limit DOE to using only non-DOE
facilities or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal. Accordingly, if DOE selects a facility operated by
or on behalf of DOE for disposal of GTCC LLRW for which it is responsible under section
3(b)(1)(D), clarification from Congress would be needed to determine NRC's role in licensing
such a facility and related issues. In addition clarification from Congress may be needed on
NRC's role if DOE selects a commercial GTCC LLRW disposal facility licensed by an
Agreement State rather than by NRC.

L99-1

1. Emphasin ott Westertn and Departmtent of Energy Sitea
WVe
htavocontinually and emphatleally noted in tile past that western
sattes shoulder udisproportionate endunfair burden in supporting the
operation and eleanop of the nation's atomic woaponS complex. Once
again, estats
in tha West urnbeing considered far six of the neven
possible sites for the disposal ef GTCC and GTCC-like waste. DOE
sites are prominently considered despite a lack ofecongressiousl
direction thsstthis be tho case.

L99-2

Western DOE altosalready have extensive waste cieanup missions and
en forecxaile cleanup agreements, anodsajor chaltenges remuin in
meeting titese coramitmantls. Many of these sites ,are:
focused on
cleanup and removal of wante under agrecrenta with host sateis. not
on additional diaposat. stringing in new wastes for disposal is nat
necessarily compatible with a sitoes cleaamtp
miesion. in some eases
it
would result inietposing a sizeable additional burden
on a site or sites
that already fare groundwater atndolther esntaurinatioe probtews well
into the fature.

L99-3

In addition, rnose
of thteDOE siteasunder conuideratlan in the draft HIS
contain an NRtC-liceased or regulated foellity for disposal of LLW or
GTCC waste. Dispoasa of commereial waste at a DOE facility mast be

L99-4"
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Arnold Edolman
.eann20, 201 I
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licensed or regealsted by NRC. The Draft EIS does n1otaddress DOlt's plans for obtaining so

NRc license for disposal ofcomatercil GITCC waste on n D0O1facility.

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site, INL, LANL,
NNSS, and SRS. The ongoing cleanup efforts at these sites will continue.
L99-4
(Cont.)

Rtecomniendation: Potential siles considered by DOE2reflect factors other tlion presunied
DOti siting convenience. As noted above. it does not follow from congressional direction
that likely disposal altereatives should be DOE sites with other, current cleanup missions.
Siting criteria should include:
* disposal suitability (eog. trenches for disposal of activaled metals);
* minimization of eross-coentry transport;
* avoidance of potential conf'lict with othier current 00OE cleanup tmfssionS; and
* NRC leenaing of disposal fecilitics.
Not only should these factors be considered In identIfying alternative sites, they also should
be eddeesscd witit more specificity in impact sssessmeets sandsiting deeisions.

L9€-.

In addition, with respect to GTCC waste, we•recommend D012 follow Western Governors'
position ott centralized storage of spear nuclear fuel and high-level waste: ifdeeased
necessary, such wvasteshall he located within a state only with the written consent of the
Governor (WVGA09-5, Policy J2). We recommend that a similar policy apply to the disposal
of GTCC or GTCC.-llke svsste Insa Western stale.
Ferther, we recommend that the principles of'voluntccrlsi and consent also he applied. Past
experience suggests that deparlt~re from these principles creates strife and costly delays,
without reliably delivering needed sites.
"
2. Idlentification orAlterniatives
Illis not ceh.arwhy each disprosal method tbarcholns, enaltnced trenches. ahovo-ground vaults)
ls coasidered for disposal of all types of GTCC and GTCC-liko wastes. TrhnHIS indicates
that sonie diiposal methods are isore apprOpriate for sonie wrste types than tbr others, nod
that each disposal niethod is suhoptiesal for at least one of theemajorwvastoetypes. Yet there is
no attempt to match each major waste type with its most appropriate, disposal method.
In addition, it appears that the ltlS~snthors went to great etfoterto ensure that most options
preseated is scopping this IHISrentained usvishle choices, even thiegli a cursory esseminationi
clearly deatonstrates somte of the options at several of the. proposed sitro are less than ideal.
We e.xpectthiat whmatthis documeot is revised, many of the proposed options avihlhave been•
elintinated from further considcration.
Recormtncdation: We recommend either a fuller explanation au to why e~achmajor GTCC
w:aste type should not be matched with ite most apprOpriate disposal ijethod(s) or an
asseesstent of altertnatives that do match waste types with their most appropriate disposal
methods. In general, the alternatives assesied nhould rfalect realistic and impleementablo
altereatives for DOE ection. Thesalternatives DOE has assessed so fsr do net appear to meet
that criterion.

The analysis presented in the GTTC EIS is adequate for the comparison of the disposal
alternatives evaluated. Fate and transport parameters utilized in the estimations were based on
site-specific (e.g., specific to the reference location to the extent available) information and, as
such, are considered reasonable for the purpose of the comparison made in the EIS. As
appropriate additional NEPA review including public participation would be done, before
implementation.

L99-6
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The EIS analysis is used to assess the viability of an alternative an well as its relative
performance compared to the other alternatives. Exclusion of a reasonable alternative from the
EIS without first evaluating the site is contrary to a thorough NEPA analysis. All alternatives
are retained in the Final EIS because such evaluations are needed to support selection of the
preferred alternative. In addition, as discussed in Section 1.4.2, the conceptual disposal facility
designs analyzed in the EIS could be modified to perform better in specific locations.

L99-7
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Arnold PdetmaCl
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3. Transuportation imrparts and Acceus Io Rail
Using RADTRAN and RISK1ND. the EIS estimates eoutino and accidcnt-relaled radiological
risks. Using the tablesan sectionsr6.1.9 (Iauford) aed 10.1.9 (SRtS), one can calculate that a
shipmsent eampaign for dispsosul at Hantford would require 10,000 trnck shlpracu miles (.59
percent of which wvouldconsist ofnactivated metals), whiile sites closer to the¢shipment origins
could requireuas few us 2,000 truck shipment miles. Risks associated with the transportation
of radioactive waste urn directly misled to the cumber oflshipments and distance transported.
However, no DOE site is elimsinated or evenproperly evaluated ou thu grouuds that it sWould
require a substantial numtber ot"long-distance, cross-country shipments (a total of 33,700
truck shtipotents or 1,800 rail sh'ipments)..•
Given thsispotentially large discrepancy umong siren, it is important that ItheEIS evaluate and
compare the transportationt impacts In relation to esch dispossal alternative, including hut nut
lisltitd to routing mid emergency preparedness impacts of a Isege shipment campaign, costs
(packaging, operations, emergency preparedness and response) to both Ostatand federal
governments. etc. Such assessusento should comnpare impacts for such nodal (rail vs. truck)
alternative, as wveilas each sile. Several ortIho considered sites lack direct a~cess to the
national rail system, which could make them esboptinsal fur the di.sposal of activated metals,
which urn not eosily or efticiently tratnsported by truck.

The additional human health impacts from intermodal transfer and transport of waste from the
nearest rail access point to those disposal sites without direct rail access is generally a small
percentage of the total risk discussed in Section C.9.5.5 of the EIS. Costs involved in either
building a rail spur to a site or the additional cost of intermodal operations would need to be
considered if that option was considered further. For the rail option, the use of dedicated trains,
if sufficient waste is available for transport at the same time, could reduce transportation risks
and costs by minimizing transit times. The current rail analysis therefore bounds what might be
expected if dedicated trains were used. In general, transportation costs would be similar across
all disposal alternatives. The primaty difference would be related to the distances traveled in
each case. Thus, the transportation costs will scale with the shipment distances travelled as
presented in .the EIS. Any decisions made by DOE would take these factors into account during
implementation.

L99-7

Recommendslion: We recommend that the HIS cubetanutislly improve and integrate the
asse~ssment of tranasprtatioa impacts, including else coals of'tmnaportation packaging.
operations ned enaergency ruspuess associated wvilhtransport of diffareat GITCC seasle types
over different distances. Given suhstmatial costs required far providing rail access whore it
does cot already exist, access to the national rail system also should he fa~cturedinto cost
estimates as appropriate. We recoasnend thaIt he His also asseccothu handling nnd
packaging costs at origin silos, end discuss wits is espected to pay these costs.
We recoutenad and expect that any trnuapoartaion program for G'TCC or OTCC-tlke material
would be modeled after the Wasle Isotation Pilot Program (\VIIP) trauupsrtation esafk
Sprogramn,
which is purposefally estrsi-regaiatoty and was developed inicooperation wviths
affected stales. Additionialty, it in expoeted thai any shipment camupaigns
be supported by
finaneisi asuistance to states for emergency response training and meeting shipment safety
protocots snlmiar to thaote sed for shipments to.WIPP.
4. Characternzastion of Other Wastes
It in unlear• in Ike Draft EIS whether all current GT*CCand 0t'CC-like wvasteshave been
characterized to delerminc their radiological or hazsrdous components and thu requisito
poekagiag far transpomt and disposal. The HIS does nut appear to address tho need to
charneterice "+other' GTCC anidGTCClike wvastes. "Othter wastes comprise 50% of the
projected GITCC and GTCC-titcn inventory. The HIS essases that-45% mast bc remote
handled (packaging, transport, and disposal), while 55% may bs Contact handled.
htecominendationm: The revised HIS should descrihe how DOH has charectericd or will
characterize current and prospective OTCC and CITCC-liku wastes to determine the most

Calculation of the collective population risk (under routine and accident conditions) is
provided in the EIS. While these estimates are conservative, the calculations used expected
values where practical (e.g., external shipment dose rates) and provide a reasonable measure
for comparison among altemnatives, as summarized in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6, and the estimates
show that the transportation risks would be small. All alternatives involve routes of hundreds
of miles through similar types of rural, suburban, and urban areas. For specific local impacts,
Section 5.3.9.2 provides information on potential human health impacts on individuals during
normal waste transport along a route. However, the consideration of specific local stakeholder
concemns is more appropriate during the final planning stages of a project when actual route
selections are finalized, not at the level addressed in this EIS. A generic accident consequence
assessment was performed because there is no way to predict the exact location and conditions
of an accident, as discussed in C.9.3.3 of the EIS. For all alternatives, potential accidents, even
those at the same location, could have impacts that range from negligible to significant
depending on the waste involved, the accident severity, and weather conditions. Such an
analysis would not help distinguish between alternatives because all alternatives involve routes
through or near major population centers.

Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS for implementation, site-specific NEPA
reviews would be conducted as needed, including an assessment of specific routing and an
accident analysis, including dedicated trains and the potential for multiple railcar accidents if
applicable. This process will include planning that involves transportation stakeholders.
L99-8

The GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste inventory evaluated in the EIS is based on the best
available information on the stored and projected GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from
ongoing and planned activities. Although characterization information for some of the GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes is limited, DOE believes that sufficient data are available to
allow for a comparative analysis of various approaches to dispose of these wastes in the EIS.
Adequate data are generally 'available for the radioactive constituents, but comparable data for
chemical constituents are generally lacking. DOE believes that the data presented in the EIS
are sufficient to make comparative analyses between and among sites.

L99-t+

Information on waste forms and waste packages and containers is provided in the ELS to allow
for a comparative analysis of alternatives for transportation and waste disposal. Treatment of
the wastes prior to disposal is outside the scope of the EIS. Such treatment is assumed to be
addressed prior to receipt of the waste at the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste disposal
facility. DOE agrees that it is important to immobilize long-lived radionuclides such as Tc-99
and 1-129 prior to disposal. Solidification techniques (e.g., use of grout) are expected to
immobilize certain wastes in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory. If needed, the
actual stabilization methods used will depend, in part, on the waste stream, packaging, and
final disposal facility design. DOE considers the assumptions used for waste form stability
(see Appendix B) to be reasonable for purposes of the comparative analysis provided in the
EIS.

The waste characteristics and physical form would have to meet the disposal facility waste
acceptance criteria. It is expected that these waste acceptance criteria would identify'
requirements (such as allowable concentrations) for individual radionuclides, including Tc-99
and 1-129. The specific waste forms and packages used to dispose of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would be determined in the future as part of the waste acceptance criteria
and packaging requirements developed. See the discussion in Section B.5 and C.9.4.2 of the
ELS for more information on packaging requirements. All GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would be packaged and transported in accordance with all applicable federal and state
requirements, and waste disposal activities would be conducted in accordance with appropriate
requirements.

Western Governors' Association, Commenter ID No. L99 (W327) (cont'd)

Arnold Edrlrnan
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Opproprlato packaging, and how this characereization informs ¢ctoices of packaging, transport
ondidispsala methods.
5. consideratIon of tiheRegional Loss-level Waste Conspnnis
Duo to the lack eftliarForataion provided on characterization ofwaste. it is unclear whether
tire disposal of GTCC and OTCC-liko wastes fllr~under tlse jurisdiction of the regional low.
j evel wcaste
compacts as authorized by Congress.

L99-8'
(Coat.)

L99-9
L99-9

Recomnmendation: Thle EIS should account for all applicable oversight arid regulatory
anthsorltics as it evaluates individual sites.
6. Summary Rceommendatian: Revise the Draft EIS
The Dm0l EIS should he revised arid reissured to address the eontreento above and as
summarized holow:
* Tire matetring oCOGTCCwaste :ype.with disposal alternatlves shtould he recousidererd and
mere fully explained.
* Tihe aeteerion ofalternative sites shrould be reconsidered and explained in teems of their
current uses, missions and regulatory coostraints.
•Alteroative cites shoulid ho linked with waste type/dioposai options and evaltated in tortms
of siting criteria identified above.
* The DOE comnilmenrt alioihetittg pritteiplas ofvolunleerltssmand coneent and, regarding
any Western sites, to WVGAPolicy resolutions should ba discuased and explained.
* The analysis of transportation impacts should ho developed to co•nsiderrenting, roste
preparntion and emergency response; and the toinimhealion of transportation impacts,
pat-ticnrlariy regarding activated metaals,should be considered is the identification and
sole'tiorr of site slternslives.
* Tire GTICC waste characterization process sharuld ho discussed and tire implicationts for
packaging, packaging casts and trensportatiorn optionis should ha explained.

* Tico Implications of regional low-lnvel wvaste
compacts theCITCC waste dispoaal and
requiremecnts theNRC certification shroold hieucinsldred and explained.

Thank yostnaga~i
for the opportunity to review the RIS anidwecappreciate yosr attention
to oar cosnnsments
and reco mmendation~s.
Sincerely.

C•u~•-a,:?•.e+Chrnlstine
Gawemor
oflIdaho
Charrrran

Oregoire"

ravernorof Wsshington
Vica Chair

(

IL99-61
I(Coot.)
L99-5
(Cost.)
L99-6
(Cost.)
L99-5•
(Cont.)
L99-7
(Cont.)
L99-t

I(Coat.)
IL99-9
j(Cont.)

The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) assigns DOE responsibility for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
generated by NRC and Agreement State licensees. The LLRWPA.A (P.L. 99-240) specifies that
GTCC LLRW, designated a federal responsibility under section 3(b)(l)(D) that results from
activities licensed by the NRC, is to be disposed of in an NRC-licensed facility that has been
determined to be adequate to protect public health and safety. However, unless specifically
provided by law, the NRC does not have authority to license and regulate facilities operated by
or on behalf of DOE. Further, the LLRWPAA does not limit DOE to using only non-DOE
facilities or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal. Accordingly, if DOE selects a facility operated by
or on behalf of DOE for disposal of GTCC LLRW for which it is responsible under section
3(b)(1)(D), clarification from Congress would be needed to determine NRC's role in licensing
such a facility and related issues. In addition clarification from Congress may be needed on
NRC's role if DOE selects a commercial GTCC LLRW disposal facility licensed by an
Agreement State rather than by NR.C.
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l•R. BROWN:

Louisa.

Eva Kronin will follow you.

MS. HANACHEK: i'm Louisa Hamaehok from Eugene,

I1

and i'm the chair of the Whiteeker Coemunity Council,

12

our neighborhood association,

13

we opposo the transportation of nuclear waste through

•14

our neighborhood.
highway.

16

and wo have agreed taat

Our neighborhood has a scalier

We're ahout a nile and a half f red I-5.

140

have a smaller highway that is the eon chosen as thu

17

detour route if

18

moans that the nuclear trunks would come through our

thero's an accident en I-5, which
T1'73-1

neighborhood.

And we have decided to oppose that and

20

not allow any nuclear waste trucks to come through

21

our neighborhood.

Some shipments of GTCC waste may be subject to DOT regulations for Highway Route
Controlled Quantities. As such under 49 CFR 172.403, GTCC waste can only be transported
on State approved routes that minimize radiological risks. The preferred route for such
materials is on the interstate system. In the event of an accident, the detour route must be
approved by the state. Given the location of Whiteaker in Eugene, OR., a very limited number
of GTCC waste shipments would be routed via Interstate 5 to any of the disposal sites analyzed
in the GTCC EIS.

W21-1

Women for a Better World. Commenter ID No. W21

From:
Sent:
To:
SubJect:

gtcceis.webmaster
@anitgov
Sunday, May55, 2011 12:58 PM
gtcceiswebmnaster@anl.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-LevelRadioactive Waste PISCornmeat GTCCl0021

Thank you for your comment. Stephanie Hiller.
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to y/ourcomment is GTCCIO021. Please refer to the comment,
tracking number in eil correspondence retating to thistcomment.
Comment Date: May iS, 2011 12:57:51PMd cDT
Greater-Thanr-tiass-C Low-leved Radioactive Waste EI$Draft Comment: GTClC21Z
First Name: Stephanie
Last Name: Hiller
Organization: Women forea Better World
Address: 1500 Pacheco Street Clii
City: Santa To
State: NM
Zip: 87505
Count ry, USA
Emaii:b hller.•, hanle~gmaiicom
Privacy Preference: Den't withhoid name or-address from public record

Comment Snubmitted:
1realize that inothese hearings and comments DOEand nssociated agencies prefer rational ergumente bused on evidence
and presented in as scientific a manner us possible. But turn going to try to appealito your hearts.
Truth Inmore a matter of the heart than of the brain, and It's timo we accepted the rate of heart instead of the tricky
machinations of our intellects do easily mode to se rve our craven hunger for mossy, conquent of land. and domination
of whoever Ihanthe misfortulne to stand in the way of oar relentless movsement across the planet, heedless of the
dostructlon toour wake.
Today Fultshlma and yestendayThree Mite island and Chernobyl. Dowrowinders of the Nevada Test Situ and Ainmagordo.
Neighbors in the vicinity of leaking nuclear plants In the United Stales and other countries, The fate of uranium miners,
soldiers too close to nuclear tests, and others. Allshow that the spread of radioactive materials throughout our planet is
killing us. Cancer rates have riren exponentialiy since the making of the first bomb. Victims of depleted uranium
bombing are giving birth nohideously dnformed children. Itadiation iswareckisigour lmms'ne systems and our genome,
wasting and polluting eassentlal but diminishing naturat resources like soil and weatereffectively forever, and for what?
We amenot deluded about the =environmental benefits' of nuclear paower.The nuclear readeor process has proven tohne
too dangerous for humans to handle. No adequate form of disposal has bees found for the waste. We don't need it and
we don't want it. Wiedo not want our stats to become a National Sacrifice Zone for the nuclear Industry. We vwantyou
to stop producing that waste, and then we wilt consider supporting you in esercasing the highest possible caution in
storing the nearly one million tons of wa•steyou have already created.

W21-1

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC ETS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

Women for a Better World. Commenter ID No. W21 (cont'd•

Thank you.
questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at" tccniswebmastet •anl ov or call the GreaterThae-Claas-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EISWebrisatter at ('630)252-570S.

Women's International League for Peace and Freedom, Commenter ID No. T116
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Capital Reporting Company

7

20

23
14

27
80
19
2O
21
22
23
24

XR. BRO'N:

Thank you.

Georgia is next.

Konneth Hodgo ±s after her.
143.PI24KEL:

Vam Georgia pinkel,

and the

co-convener of the SlomenasInternational League for
2O
peace and Freedos,
ny branch,

Portland branch.

And,

of tourse,

as well as national and international.

supports you in this effort to atop rho f£irther

866.,88.DEPO
wwwv.CapitalRepor tingComipany.com

Women's International League for Peace and Freedom, Commenter ID No. Tl16
(cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company
I

23

pollution of our area.

2

For those that have the little

book that they

2

were handing out, on page 316 it

4

of that nuclear waste is going to cone froa. It's

5

all east of the Mississippi.

6

to set our scientists to find o way to neutralira it

7

where it
8

9
10

all around the

II

cleanup in

12

spent.

Wo're opposed to the trucks or the

and wo have had vory little

'

ef fective

spite of the amount of noney that has been

I think I'll

leave you just •aith thia idea.

14

besides this (pointing to her shirt.)

12

Democracy is nut a spectator sport.

16

that.

17

need to work towards the sigtuation where public

35 "

opinion becomes public policy.

19

our sovereignty and to msake then listen to what we

2e

are saying and tO believe us.

23

TI16-I

We are dismayed that Hartford is still

polluted,

13

TI soees to no we ought

sits instead of hauling it

countryside.
trains.

shows you whore all

Oh,

My shirt says,
You guys know

We need to let everybody know that, and we

We need to take back

so WrI saysoindeed, the only sane approach is

22

to cease production of nuclear weapons and naulear

23

power plants and tO begin disnantling both for the

24

welfare of tha entire earth.

T1I6-2

25

Thank you.

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingComnpany.com

Ti116-1

The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the inventory of GTCC

Ti116-2

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste from nuclear power production and the production of
nuclear weapons are outside the scope of this ETS, which is to evaluate disposal altemnatives to
enable the selection of a safe altemative or altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like waste.

LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified for inclusion in these anialyses. The development of
treatment methods was considered to be outside the scope of the EIS.

W266-1

Woodstock Neighborhood Association, Commcnter iD No. W266

From:
Sent.
To:
snbject:

gtcceiswebmrastar~anl.gov
Thursday, june 16, 203.12:59 PM
Otcotw¢ei.
bmaster@anl.gov
-C Low-Level Radioactive Wsste Et Comment GTCC10266
Receipt: Gr eater -Thaan-Clac,

DOE also. conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential longterm performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility.

Thatskyou faryour comment, bonnie Port.

The'comment trackidg number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC102GR.Ptease refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

this comment.

Comment Date: June 15, 2011 02:59;12PM CDT

Draft Commnent: GTcC102S6
Glreater-Than-Class-C Low-Levei Radioactlve Weste mIS
First Name; bonnie
Middleta initil: L
LeStName: Pore
Organization: Weodstock Neighborhood Association
Address: 5905 SE43rd
City: Portland

State: OR
Zip: 97206
Country:. USA
Email: lonnl~ewnad@hotmail•c
l'ileac, Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Please remove the Hanford Nuclear Reservation from the U.S. Department of Energy'n list of candidate sites fora
permanent rnuclearwaste damp site to store radioactive materials coming from across the United States. Hartford is the
wrong place to transport and dispose 01more highly dangerous radioactive material.

W266-l

Hanford is already the most contaminated site in the Western Hemisphere arel tire Department of tvergy Isalready
engaged le one of, ho largest and most complex cleanup projects in U.S. history at Hanford. The nsmber one priority
shouid bhalo stopwaste from Ieahing Into the Colombia River and ctean up the existing waste at Hanford." NOnew
nuclear woastashould be stored at Hantford.

W266-2

The Draft Ernvironmental impact Statement {DtISIfails to consider the risks involved intransporting these waste
materials to Hantford. The OtI$ does cot include a 2008 UStDE study that estlmated 800 adult cancer deaths wvould
occar dre toambient radiationftronmthe transport vehlcles steno. Nor does the DEiSintiade the unlmagieablo number
oftivetiss sct erselronrmentai damage resutting from a truck occident, an earthtiuake or an interntional attach.

W266-2

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.

W266-3

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
However, regardless of where the GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a
relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes may be transported through
the Columbia River Gorge on their way to the disposal facility. The waste would be generated
within the states of Oregon and Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and
Cs-137 irradiators from local medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other
NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Comment Sebmitted:
gecretory dvi and Mr. Edolntan:

This proposanl meant that thousands of tracks with dangerous radioactive waste weouldbe traveling laonginterstate
rourtes, pasting through our cities and the Colombia RiverGorge National Scenic Area. 1-84travele the length nf the
Gorge and is often within a few feet of homes, schools, critical wildlife habitat •nd the Columbia River. The risk of sn
•accident Issimply too grant, and tire envlrorrnenrtal arad suntanhealths costs are unacceptable.

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, JNL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WtPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

SW266-3

The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory
requirements that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These
regulations include requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling,
placarding, shipping papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or altemnative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would be shipped in approved waste packages and transportation casks. The
robust nature of these casks limits the potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous
material under the severest of accident conditions. It is unlikely that the transportation of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to any of the altemnative sites evaluated in the ELS would
cause an additional fatality as a result of radiation from either incident-free transportation or
postulated transportation accidents.
The EIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the various disposal sites. The EIS
addressed the collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the

Woodstock Neighborhood Association, Commenter ID No. W266 (cont'd)

Finally, on the 25th Anal Vesary of the Columbia tiver Gorge National Scenic Area Act, we should celebrate the pest and
fautur protection of the Columbia Gorge-not propOse mere dsngers to this national trensarr.
I em joined in opposition to trensportlng more nuclear waste to Hanford by Frends of the Coiambia Gorge, Ileart of
America Northwvest, ColumbIa Bltverkeepsr, 17 Oregon Inplstators, Congressma~n EarnBrsmeneaue4' IS. Senator Mmtiey,
U.S. Senator Wyden and many ethers.
Thanlsyou for your time and ronsaderatlan.
Lonnie Port
Portland, Oregon
Board Member of the Woodstoclc Neighborhood Aesectation
Questions about submItting comments over the Web? Contact us at: ntcrniswnbmnster~aelnav or cell the GreaterThan-Class-C tLow.Level
RadioactIve Waste EISWebmaster at (650) 252-5705.

consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. About 12,600 shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected LCFs. One fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see
Section 6.2.9.1).
The EIS also evaluated the impact of intentional destructive acts that could occur during waste
handling, transportation, and disposal (see Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS). The potential for such
destructive acts is low. DOE sites considered in the EIS are secured, and the packaging for the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would be robust. The GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are not readily dispersible, and the impacts from any attempts to disperse these
materials during transportation (such as the impacts from an explosive blast) would be greater
than the impacts from any potential release of radioactivity. Impacts from severe natural
phenomena, such as earthquakes and tornados, would not be expected to be significant, given
that the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-lIke wastes are largely not dispersible and given the robust
nature of the waste packages and containers.
DOE's standard operating procedure for transportation of radioactive waste is developed and
continually revised to ensure that the utmost protection of public health and the environment is
achieved and that the risk of a traffic accident is minimized. For example, DOE has established
a comprehensive emergency management program (Transportation Emergency Preparedness
Program or TEPP) that provides detailed, hazard specific planning and preparedness measures
to minimize the health impacts from accidents involving loss of control over radioactive
material or toxic chemicals. DOE's TEPP was established to ensure that its contractors and
state, tribal, and local emergency responders are prepared to respond promptly, efficiently, and
effectively to accidents involving DOE shipments of radioactive materials.
If an accident that involved a release of radioactive material to the environment occurred, it
would be remediated promptly in accordance with these procedures. These measures would
help DOE minimize and mitigate any impacts on the environment.
A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft Global NuclearEnergy PartnershipProgrammaticEnvironmental
Impact Statement (GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fueel (SNF) and
HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation
activities supporting the operations-of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they
all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled
by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR 31017).

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program.
Comm enter ID No. L293

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachmentss

gtcceiswebmaster@entgov
Monday, June 27. 2011 415. PM
maitgicceisa rdhives: gtccelswebmatler@anLgov; gtcceis~anlgov
Greater-Than-Ciiass-C Low-Lavel Raiioaotive Waste EIS Comment GTCC10S43
6.27-201L.YakamaNatlon.CommantPackageGTCC..EIS.GTCC10543,pdt

Thsnityou for your commnen, Rtussell Jlm,
The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCCIOS43. Please refer to the comment
tracllng numb~er In all correspondence relating to thls comment.
Comment Date: June 27, 2011 04:1S:24PM COT
Ilreater-Than.Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste E15Draft Comment: 6TCC10543
First Name: Russell
Last Name: Jim
Ortanization: Yaltama Nation Environmental Restoratian Waste Management Program
Address: P.O. Box 151
City: Teppenish
State: WA
Zip: 91948
Country: USA
Email: rlim(Stnerwm.rom
Privacy'Pre ference: Don't withhold name or address from public record
Attachment: C:\fakepat h\&-27-2013,, Yalcama Nation Comment Package, GTCC EIS~pdf
Questions about submittlng comments over the Web? Contac us at: Rtcceie•.•mehmt t riyani,eo0 or call the GreaterThan-C~ass*C Lose-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (610) 252-5705.
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Yakatna Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program,
Comm enter ID No. L293 (cont'd)

*Confederated

Tribes'and Bands

As discussed in Section 1.4.3, the consideration of Hanford as well as the other sites is based
on mission compatibility (i.e., only DOE sites that currently have radioactive waste disposal
facilities). These DOE sites have supporting infrastructure already in place that might be useful
for future potential GTCC waste disposal activities. Other factors considered were sufficient
depth to groundwater, not be located in a 100 year floodplain or in wetlands, consistent with
current land use plans and have a low probability for erosion, mass wasting, faulting, folding,
and seismic activity that would occur often enough and to a large enough extent that the
facility's performance would be affected.
DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

by Use
Eslabtxshad

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.
Arnotd- Edelmean, EIS Document Manager
eOfficeor Environmental Management
U.S. Department of Energy
Clvevrleaf Building. EM-43
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washtngton, D0020585

Regarding the Yakama Nation's perspectives about tribal treaty rights allowing unrestricted
access at Hanford, DOE respectfully disagrees. This EIS presents relevant and essential
information important to the evaluation of potential environmental impacts, consistent with
NEPA's primary goal of full disclosure to the public as well as agency decision makers. This
includes discussion of the history of the settlement of Hanford and the treaties entered into
between tribal nations and the U.S. government. There is substantial documentation indicating
that the tribes understood at the time these treaties were signed that the lands were no longer
"unclaimed" when they were claimed for the purposes of the white settlers' activities. DOE is
not aware of any judicially recognized mechanisms that would allow these lands to revert to
"unclaimed" status merely through the process of being acquired by the federal government.
The portion of Hanford that remained in the public domain in 1943, as well as all the acquired
lands, were closed to all access initially under authority of the War Powers Act and then under
authority of the AEA. It is therefore DOE's position that the Hanford lands are neither "~open"~
nor "unclaimed." However, the Yakama Nation are active participants in decisions regarding
Hanford and their concerns have been considered by DOE in the development of this GTCC
EIS.

Dear Mr. Edelarea,
This letter summarizes the Yaksama N'ation's comments and concerns regarding Useproposed
action etiamatives presented In UseDraft Environmental Impact Statement for UseDisposal of
Oreater-Than-Ciaas C (GTCC) Low-Level Radioactive Waste and GTCC+LIsa Waste (0021EI50375-0). Our review of UseOralt GTOC EIS has found that it [a deficient In a namberof areas, and
will require substantial revisions. Key elements must be thoroughly redone In order for the revised
Draft tGTCC EtS to be consideredl technically end legally a~equate. We have provided a detated
evaluation of the elemeents In Useettachments that accontpany thin ellter.
The Yalsara Natlen's vision for the cleanup and closure of the Hanford Site Is based on several
Important princlpless
*
*

Recognition ol UseYakansa Treaty of 1855 as en applicuble federal requiremeant.
Comepliance with Yakama Nation treaty rights, including full access to cultural and natural
resources within the ceded land and aborigInal territory, including on the Hanlord Site.

*

Protection of Yalmama Nation ttibal membersa health and the environment by r'educing
contamination to levels that are sara under any exiposure scenarlo and for •l tribal uses.

•

Implementation of permanent cleanup actions that do nol rely on the use of tong-term
Iaslitullonal controls. stewardship, or surfeo bardere to prevent exposure to dangerous
radionuclidee, hazardous choemicals, or other substances.

The key Issues or detictenctes In the Draft GTCC E15 Include, bet are not itmiled to, the following:
*

The Hantford Site Is nol an appropriate location for the disposal of any additional ott-site
*nuclear waste of any classilciation for a numbearof reasons, including the site's proaliley to
the Columebla River end the high hydraulic conductivity of Hanford so~n, Ihmapresence of
extensive contamination throughout site soils and groundwater, and the direct conflict with

etis-512
Tosp,,I. W&59498nsa9
tv. 1st. FosRnad.
PcsaOmn',

L293-i

L293 -2

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Manattement Program,
Comm enter ID No. L293 (cont'd)

DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).
DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

ongoing site cleanup actthities that have cost lens of billiona of dolars ever tire pest 20
years.
otumutative
impacts analysis for the Hanford She taili to account ta•rthe extensive, end
in many cases severe contarninetian siready in place. The levels at contarntnetion observed
means that addltion at any new waste wilt push already unacceptable eaceedences af
apptlcable or relevant and appropriate requirernents even higher.

oThe

*Grealer-Than-Clasa.C waste poses a serious threat to hemart health and the environment,
and shtouid be disposed of In accordance with the requirementa set by the Nucsear
Regutlatry Comminsslon In I0 CFR 61. In a deep gaeoogia repository. White the WiPP
racility is considered, the Draft GSTCCdaas nat consider a new deep geolog~c repository tar
disposal at the identitled source term. This altoerntive should be included and evaluated.

*

JL293-l

I(Coat.)
L293-2

SL293-3

*The proposed actton atlermatives incorporate a tergenaumber of unreastalis and
unreascnabie'essumpliane Is order la reset performance requirements. EvaluatIon of many
a! these essumuptions
demonstrates that the alternatives w,,uld not be able to meet eve•n the
mnoatbaste performance criteria tar disposal of the wastes.

L293-4

*The proposed action alternatives presented In the Draft GTCC EIS rely hearty on the use of
lestiktuional controls to redu.e eaposure to disposed waste. Sudh designs do nat respect
Treaty Rights or tederal trust responsib~itlies, and are not teaslistc over the timotramos
required f'or GTCO eatseto decay to sate levela.

L293-5

The supporting analysis tar the proposed action atternatives Ia deticleet, In particul'ar the
sensitivity analysts fats to evaluste any parameters under circumstances worse than the
USD055s base cane, which Is itseif unreatiatic.

L293-3

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WJPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS.
While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced nearsurface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault).

L293-6

The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived
radionuclides such as Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land
disposal facilities at sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil
distribution coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, land disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity)
would isolate radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive
decay to occur. The GTCC EIS evaluation also indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

ThbeYatarna Nation does not support inclusion of the Hanford Site as.a candidate lacatlon tar the
•construction of a new G3TCOWaste dtsposaa tacitity. A prelimilnary analysis shostd have retailed in
this site's disqualli'cess~n tramnfurther ccnsiderettan. Furltsermote, tIe Yakarna Nation doss not
support the Imnportation
of new, highly radioactive, and tang-lived waste to the site far shallow
disposal.
"Theselection of any eiarnerlivo that Includes the trmpartation at additional waste to the Hanford Site
mould result In substantIal violations of federal environmental standards (including dtinking mater
standards) ever a broad geographic area for a period of thousands of years. end would increase
already severe threats 1othe Columbia River, a resource of cultural, regional, and national
importance.
The presence of high levels at contamnination has already resulted in Yakamna tribal members being
usable to fully exercise their Treaty-reserved righta at the Hanford Site. lnsplvmnertation of the
proposed action elternatives mouldconstitute turther violation at these rights, tn ihe event that
Hantford remains a location under cosalderatton, the Yakama Nation has provided extensive
conmments regarding necessary revisions to the proposed action alternetives; hoawerer, these
comments shoukldnot ho construed in any way es an acceptance of the proposal to devetop,operate, and manage a new disposal taciliity at the Hanford Site.

DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not
reasonable due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the
relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS.
DOE believes that the results presented in this EIS for the WTPP geologic repository alternative
are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal in a
geologic repository. DOE has included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event
that a facility could become available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to
use a commercial facility, DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

L293-7

L293-4

The ETS analysis is used to assess the viability of an alternative as well as its relative
performance compared to the other alternatives. Exclusion of a reasonable alternative from the
ETS without first evaluating the site is contrary to a thorough NEPA analysis. All alternatives
are retained in the Final EIS because such evaluations are needed to support selection of the
preferred alternative. In addition, as discussed in Section 1.4.2, the conceptual disposal facility
designs analyzed in the EIS could be modified to perform better in specific locations. Thus,
poor performance in the EIS analysis does not necessarily exclude an alternative from
consideration.
In performing these evaluations, a number of engineering measures were included in the
conceptual facility designs to minimize the likelihood of contaminant migration from the
disposal units. No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the facility
would not occur over and beyond a 10,000-year time period. It was assumed that these

measures would perform similarly for all conceptual designs, remaining intact for 500 years
after the disposal facility closed. After 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To account
for these engineered features in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the water
infiltration to the top ofthewaste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years and then
20% of the natural rate for the area for the remainder of the time period (through 10,000 years).
A water infiltration rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was only used for the disposal
area; the natural background infiltration rate was used at the perimeter of the waste disposal
units. Again, this approach enables a comparative evaluation of the influence that site-specific
environmental factors would have on the potential migration of radionuclides from the disposal
facilities and the potential impacts on human health. It should be emphasized that project- and
site-specific engineering factors would be incorporated into the actual facility designs of the
site or sites selected in a ROD to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Pro~ram.
Cornmenter ID No. L293 (cont'd)

We request that you revise the Draft GTCC E18 to correct the deficienc~es that have been Idant~ied
and described In this letter and the accompany~ng comments. We also request that a revised Draft
GTCC EIS lthatIdentifies a preferred eltemafive be circuilated rer pubtie review and comment.
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DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposal
sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.
Some of the input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as
from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in
lower impacts (due to decreased precipitation).

Stnceraty,

2

frySmislin, Chstrman.Yskamarn'baiCouncit
cclene:

Moses Squnochs, General Coomcil Chairman
Donald Isadere, Jr., Vekarna Trn"el Council
Warren Spencer, Jr., Yahema Tribal Councit
Sam Jimh,Sr.. Yakama Tribal Council
Phil Rtgden, YN DNR Deputy Director
Russell Jim, Manager, ERIWM Progrmen
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DOE appreciates the input provided by the Santa Clara Pueblo, the Pueblo de San Ildefonso,
and the Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakama Nation on the EIS, both in the tribal
narratives and in comments on the Draft EIS. This input was considered by DOE in identitfying
the preferred altemative.
In the EIS, it was assumed that institutional controls of the land disposal units would be
maintained for 100 years and that corrective measure could be implemented during this time
period to ensure that the engineered barriers lasted for at least 500 years. This assumption is
consistent with the institutional control time frame given in both NRC and DOE requirements
and was determined to be a reasonable approach for assessing the long-term performance of
the disposal units in the EIS.
In evaluating the performance of the proposed land disposal facilities, a number of engineering
measures were assumed in the conceptual facility designs to minimize infiltration of water into
the wastes and thereby minimize contaminant migration from the disposal units. These
measures would also limit exposure pathways, such as the ingestion of plants having very long
roots. It was assumed in this ELS that these measures would remain intact for 500 years after
the disposal facility closed. Any defects identified in the disposal facilities were assumed to be
corrected during the 100-year institutional control period, so that the 500-year time period
would be met.
While this time period of 500 years may not be long enough to be of relevance to various
American Indian tribes, it was determined to be a reasonable basis to use for comparing the
merits of various land-disposal concepts and sites in the EIS and to allow for the selection of a
preferred alternative.
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The stability of one of the waste forms (i.e., the grout material for Other Waste) was evaluated
in the sensitivity analysis by varying the effective retardation period of the release of
radionuclides. There are many parameters that could affect the modeling results that could be
addressed in a sensitivity analysis. However, the essential effects of many of these parameters
are the same (i.e., affecting when and how much water would enter"the waste containers and
contact the waste materials). In the GTCC EIS, both the influence of the water infiltration rate
and the influence of when water would enter the waste containers on the dose results were
addressed.

Modeling results can be very sensitive to some factors, such as the Kd for a given radionuclide.
Care was taken to use average site values for such input parameters for comparison among
altematives. More extensive and detailed sensitivity analysis may need to be conducted during
the implementation phase for a GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste disposal facility, based on
more specific information on the engineering designs of the disposal facilities and their
influence on the integrity of waste packages, waste containers, barrier materials, and the
surrounding native soil (e.g., location-specific Kd values); however, the analysis provided in
the EIS is sufficient to inform site and technology selection decisions.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program,
Commenter ID No. L293 (cont'd)
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DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as deacribed in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
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A preferred altemnative is not required to be included in a Draft EIS. The Council on
Environmental Quality regulations in 40 CFR 1502.14(e) specify that the section on
alternatives in an EIS shall identify the agency's preferred alternative or alternatives, if one or
more exists, in the Draft EIS and identify such alternative(s) in the Final EIS unless another
law prohibits the expression of such a preference; that is, a preferred altemnative shall be
identified in the Draft EIS if one exists. If no preferred alternative has been identified at the
Draft ELS stage, a preferred altemative need not be included. By the time the Final EIS is filed,
40 CFR !1502.t4(e)presumes the existence of a preferred alternative and requires its
identification in the Final EIS unless another law prohibits the expression of such a preference.

Attachment 1
Yakama Nation ERWtt Program General Comments on the
Draft Environmentai Impact Statement forfthe Disposal ol Gresler-1Than.Ciasa C (GTCG)
Low.Lovei Radloactlve Waste and GTGC-L Ike Waste (DOE.EI~S-027S-D)
This Attachment 1 presents the Yatrama Nation Environmentat Restoration and Waste
Management (ERWM) Program's general comments on the U.S. Departm~ent of Energy's
(USD0E) Dreft En ironmental impact Statement for the Disposel of Grester-.Than..Ctsss C
(GTCC) Low,-Level Redioctive Waste end GTCC-Ll.ke Waste (referred to here as the Draft
GTCC EitS). Thregeneral comments presented here summerteze the mejor issues and concerns
Identified by EtRWM on behalf of the Yakama Nation. Attachment 2 presents targeted
comments keyed to specific sections or pages of the DrafftGTCC EIS. Attachment 3 provides
additional detailed comments prepared by lire Institute for Energy and Envirennantal Research
(lEER).

DOE did not have a preferred altemnative at the time of issuance of the Draft EIS because of the
complex nature of the proposed action and the potential implications for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. To seek public input on how to identify a preferred altemnative
for inclusion in the Final EIS, the Draft EtS presented considerations for developing a
preferred alternative in the Summary (in Section S.6) and in Section 2.9. As required by
40 CFR 1502.14(e), the Final EIS contains a preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes (see Section 2.10). In developing the preferred alternative, DOE
took into consideration public comments on the Draft EIS, public EIS scoping comments, and
other factors identified in Sections S.6 and 2.9 of the EtS.

ERWM finds that allof the proposed acton atternatives are deficient innumerous ways.
Primarily, the proposed action alternatives do not comply with environmeatat regulations or
important criteria such as the federal drinking water sfencfsret. Furthermore, the proposed
action alternatiwes will result in unacceptable environmental conseqluences. It is our pasition
that the Draft GTCC E|S must be thoroug]hly ranalyced and reevaluated. A revised EitS that
addresses the issues end deficetncies Identified by the Yeatrra Na!ton in Its tatter, to whtch this
document Is an attachment, should be released for public review. The key lassues
and
deficiencies are expanded upon below.
,Comment 1. Hantford should not becoaleo
disposal. fac[l|ty.

e fronstructiorn of aGTCC Waste

The publication by the EPA of a NOA of the Final EIS in the Federal Register initiated a 30day public availability or "waiting" period. While the availability period is not a formal public
comment period, the public can comment on the Final EIS, including the preferred alternative,
prior to final agency action. Comments received will be addressed by DOE in a ROD.

•Comment Ia. The Hanford Site is not appropriate for the disposal of addtltonai nuclear
wasae.
The Hanford Site was evaluated in 1942 as a-lorstleon on whilch to britrd a massive wartimn
industralproductionfactilty. The features that waerfound attractve atthat tme included
accoss to abundant clean water icrthe Columbia River;, loose gravelly end sa•ndy soils covering
much ot tha site; the presence of large quantities of electrical power; access to ralroads:
signifircant tracts of land that remained undievaloped; and the relative ease wih which the land
could be condemned, Its residents evicted, end the property withdrawn from the publs domain
(Gerber. 2002).
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As required by the Energy Policy Act of 2005, (P.L. 109-5 8), DOE must submit a Report to
Congress that includes the altemnatives considered in jhe EIS and await Congressional action
before making a final decision regarding which alternative(s) to implement. The Report to
Congress will be made available to the public on the GTCC EtS website
(http://www.gtcceis.anl.gov/).
L293-9

See response to L293-1.
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With the eaception af the rota leeylarge expanse of land that remains empty under federal
control, none of the charatetr~stics described above Ia conaiderad desirabie for the puitposes of
diaposing of lang-teed, dangerous radioactIve waste, Many of these chamacteristics, such as
proximity to tiheColumbia River end the high hydraulic conductivity of Hanford soel~(I.e.. loose
gravelly and sandy) aro wrd/eslrebfe when diaposing of nuclesr waste.
in the 1lOS0s,during the federal government'sa search fore la catian to construct a high-iavel
waste repnsitory, thu Hanford Site was found to have several questlonabla site features,
Including high •sethermal gradients, rapid groundwater flow rates, unusually high shear
straeses In bedrock basalt, and local seisrelcily that made the site unsuitabie for repository
construction (White,1083l, Regardless of these chracleristics, the atatus of the Hanford Site
ax natsoely
federally held, pre-existing fanciliythat was already substantially conisminated with
nuclear waste proved attr•active enough that it was Included on the short list for co nsideration as
the nielaofa high-level waste reposaitory.

cr4

Based on the analyses end supporting docernentetlon provided by the Draft GTCC EIS. it
appears that the Hanford Silo's inclusion nouenarea under consederatlen for constrction ofe
GTCC tow-level radioactive waste (LLRW) disposal faciity Is not heasd on adeantegeous site.
charecteanltst or on sound technical analysis, but rather on political expediency sandpresent
site status that Includes high levels of pro-existing conteamination. White theergencies
associated with World War IIend the reativte luck of knowliedge regarding the dangara, toxicity.:
envlrsnonsetal behavior, and lasting legacy of nrucfoar w'aste may net hove provided sufficient
reason to reconnider construction of the Hanford Site in 1042. wa can apply sig•Jnificantly
more
Informat ion end collective knowledge today w;hen eveteating the site saslocation for future
disposal of highly radioactive end lang-lived nuclear waste.

L293-9
(Cast.

The past ectivilisa at the Hanford Site have resulted in eXtensive coateamination throughout site
sells end groundwater, making the addition of new waste to the site unacceptable f'ror both a
mooraland regultatey persaactive. Furthermoore, the Imoportation of new waste to Hanford Is
directly contrary to the gnats and actions of site cleanup activities that have cost tens of billions
of dollars over the post 20 yerar. Finally, the Importation of new waste Is the Hanford Silo lsanaI
compatitale willsYakama Nation treaty rights.
*
Recommendatlon Ia. The Hanford Site should be remnoved from nonsideratfon in
the revised Draft GTCC E1S. The Hanford Site should not be considered fortrlher as
t
en appropratae focation for the disposal of additional off-site nuclear waste .*
Comment fb.~The Hanford Site Is geologloafty unsultebfe for GT"CC waste disposal.

•Comments hlatpr'opanerevisloanto Hanoetd Sits-related onetestiv th.eDrai eTCC EIShav been
Iseladed in tha event that Hartford remalns endersonslenaltloe, against ER
5I'recosimcandaln.
In€Inslan enrevision conments regarding tha Harilard site shoeulinet be construed in any way to Imply.
imapliitly
or niltrevise, that the He4anford
foimlass acceptable=leoashes
fordispesal el naclear waste.
wwrseto,.,.,Jare.aar.rreo,*

!
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The site-specific environmental factors

-

seismicity, volcanism, and flooding - were evaluated

in the EIS as appropriate. The results of the evaluation were taken into consideration in
identifying the preferred altemnative presented in the Final EIS.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program.
Commenter ID No. L293 (cont'd)
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Nuclear Regulatory Commeission (NRC) licenstng reqruirements for land disposal facilities
(10 CFR 61) reqtuire that for a site to be considered suitable for noear-surface disposal. It must be
devoid of tectonic processes such as faltuin, folding, seismele ectiviy, or volcontern. Th~e
Hanford Site is located within the seismically active Pesce Basin within tho larger YakldmaFold
Butt, where tectonic compression continues to the present day (Reidal et at.. 1993; Selkun et a.,,
2002).
Earthctueaes In the Hartford region have boon calculated to have msgnhtueds as large as 6.8
(intensity magnitude, Mj; the moment magnitude, Mwv.was 6.5 to 7.0 at 95 percent coetidense)
(Bakun etael., 2002). The potential for esrthtuslres wi•thmeagnitudes
greater than 7.1 has been
identitied through tocatpaluoselamle eludies (.West at at.. 1996). tn 1872. shakIng from a 2
magnitude 6.8 earthqualre resulted in 'dameageintensities [of Moditied Mercaill Intensity V1J thei
extended west throughout the now dessety populated Pugat Sound basin end southeast to
beyond the Heoford Nuclear Reactor Slte" (Staver and Coffman, 11)53).The event triggered
many landslides within the Colombia River Gorge end resulted In other subsidence inathe area.
Hanford was regularly swept by meassiveglacial catburst flooding forn Gledal Lake Missaula In
Ihe recant geologic psat. "these floods deposited the glactatiavlsl aedireaenty units thet
currently meantlethe site bedrock (Fecilt and Marceau, 2006g),whIch the proposed action
alternatives would rise for permanent disposal.
Further, the Greed Coulee Dren (constructed 1933-19542) is approximately 2110miles upstream
of the Hanford Site en the Colombia River. While the Draft GTCC EIS bristly considers the
estent of a probable maninrure flood in the Cotumbia River and potential 25 percent and 50
percent fislure of Gr'and Coulee Dare, no analysis was mebrt of the effects of a 100 percent dame
faliure orgiadll outburst fleading of theasite.
Sach events should be considered in the site selection proesse given the thnescale over which
GTCC and GTCC-tike waste will rerrilai dangerous. Large erosive events such as those that
cotild result from gtsciat outburst floodring or wh'olesale failure of da'ms on the Columbia River
could removes asigniticant portion of the overburden used to isolate the disposed waste.
during
Volcanic damming of tire Columebta River cr the upstsoae pooling of waler thst occurs
5
glacIal outburst flooding could result In compeptte usurmersion 0f Ihe disposal faciity . The
USD05 presumes that the rate of wrastemigration is directly proportIonal la the intiltralion rates,
intensily that range
2 '...'rha Modified Mercali|Inlenssty Scale...tls[ composedot 12 increasing levels01f
from isiperceplibla sha~ing to catnsctrphic dmstruclin...Ttre tower numbers of lire Isivesity scale.
generally deal with the manner in which the earttqtut<e is felt by people. Tlre higher nuarbars of the scale
raebased en abservd etructuraldsmage..j[An etrtrravlted dascriplien of Leve VtInlens.y |n:] Felt by,
at. many frightened. Seine haaW furniture moved; a fear instances of failsa plaster. Damage siight"
(USGS 2011b).
Poo~lrrg
of water at elevations thet exceed those observed at the Ceatret Pisatehas been recor'ded in
the geologic record through deposltion utthe Touchrer teda, which were descrbed by Newcewb at el.
(lag).
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which moans that such an event could result in iarge~scala mobilization of wastes over a very
short period, invalidating many of the assumptions used to control the dose to esposed
individuals outside the disposal facility.
Recommendation lb. The revlsed Dnft GTCOElSshouldaeeknowledgnend
eddress the dislc describedin this Attachment l and the relevant refernees. Any
furtheranalysis performed forltho Hanford Site should evaluate scenarios in detail
that Incilude:
.

*
*

L293-10
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1013percentfaluareof GrandCoulaeDam ond lower Columbia River dams
Volcanic damming of the ColumbiaRiver and tlooding of the Hanford Site
Glacialoutburst flooding et the Hanford Site

Comment 2. GTCC waste should ho disposed of Ia n dae ep9olocelo repositorv.
in accordance with NRO regulation 10 CFR 61, GTCC waste must ha disposed of tn a•deep
geologic repository unless altemnative methods of disposal ore proposed to end approved by the
NRC, This regulation was enacted In due deference to tire danger posed by the high activity,
tong half-lives, and high biologic quality factors of the wastes that fall Into the GTCC
classification. The proposed action altenmstivns Included in the Draft GTCC EIS do cot
adequately isolate and contain the wastes, protect the public,, or i~mitpublis exposure eeftclantly
to most thu requirements In 10 CFR 61.
Thu prepesed action aiternatlves rerclearly deficient wheonevaluated in the content of the
,thlghty variable end frequently, suboptlmat conditions imposed by the real world, an opposed to
the stalls and favorable conditions used lathe Draft GTCC CISto evaluate the alternatives'
pdoromiance. Attachment 3 provtdne an alternative analysts of thu proposed actontralternatives.
Thu aliemutive analytsisdemonstrates using le sine /nfonnation prov•KdedIn fie Draft GTCC
EIS that the proposed uction aitamallves fail to meet regulatory complisnco using the unaltered
RESRAD.-OFFSITE modeling sertvars. Although appropriate documentation was not provided
la the DOlit GTCC EltS, it appears that the USDOE chose to modify the exiti~ng, accepted
software In order to achieve an acceptable level of performiance from the proposed action
alternativ es. Thin approach Is not acceptable and must not be used In the revised Droll GTCC
EtS oriear the purposes of comparing the proposed action altematises,
The USD05 has Justified its failure to Include en alternative for a new deep gseologic repository
on the promise that the total waste volume dues not lustify coostraction of a newvfacility, Whiie
this claim could be acceptable when considered in a vacuum. signillent evidence suggests that
a new deep geolegis repository is required tsr the nation's nuclear wa•steand that constrecling
one should therefore be serIously considered. Tlhisevidence Ineiodes the Blue Ribb~on
CommisSion on America's Nuclear Future's consIderation ofle deep geologic repository far
defense-related high-leant waste. es well as tha proseece of many othor orphan wa;stes that are
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net addroessed in the Draft GTCC EIS, such as the large amounts of depleted or recy/cled
uranium that raralso unsuitable for shallow land disposal (see Attachrrent 3 for additional
dlocussion of orphan source terms).
Flnhily, the Justificetion apptied by the USD02 In rejecting consideration of a new deep geologic
repository Ignores that such a facility. if built to approprate standerda, coaid be used for
disposal of other highly radioactive and loag-lived wastes. This Is the same logic that Is apptied
to Justify Iha inclusion of the Waste IsolatIon PilotrProject (WIPP) facility for disposal of GTCC
waste.

(Coat.)

Rocomrrendailon 2. The revised Draft GTCC EIS should include en alte'rnative for

Comment 3. Tranauranlc waste s~hould be dispoased of In accorrdanee with reouluatory
requiremeents regardless of orfigin

The origin of the TRU radionucildes addressed by tire Draft GTCC E1S should be irrelevant.
when considering disposal tlternatives, especially given that thu USD02 has now assumad
responslb~lity for the wastese dloposaaiThe tong hail-lives and high blotoglo quailty factOr
associated with transuranto w,,aste
luslty the stringent dIsposal requirements described in 40
CFR 191. It Is not acceptabte lo use the Draft GTCC EIS as an opportunity to Improperly
dispose of these dangerous wastes.

5

SDensityeof rocitIn apsaoxiwatety 2,800 Irglrnr. Wht•Ie
the assumptirr that tha entire lnsentory has the
densily atsolid rock Is net reasistiu, any correction far a mreofappropriate lowvorunlt weight wit•osly
Increase tha concentratlon et transuranlcs per feram.
erterwALwa~Jrr.cs.e.,ra.

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository altemnative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.
While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced nearsurface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

construction ela new deep geologic repository of appropriate size and
specliicotlons to meet alt NRC 10 CFR 81 requlroements for the Idenltilied source
fa[rm,as well sothor orphan wastosfthat have not yet been addre~ssed. Tirenew
deep geologic repository alternative should be Identifiled as the preferred
alfternative.

Waste inventory information provided in Appendix B of tihe Draft GTCC 8IS Identlfies 402.000
curtes of radioactivity that are attributable to transuranio (TitU) rsdlonucltdes. The estimated
t otal voiume of ait the waste destined for disposal lo approsimatety 12.000 cubIc meters.
Assuming that the entIre waste volume has the densaty of solid rock', there Ia stilienourgh TRtUderived activity to contaminate every cublo meter of waste proposed In the Droll G3TCCEIS to
more than 100 limes the level specitied lo the Environmental Rendtation Protection Starndards
(40 CFR •191). The DraftGTCC 018 tdanttlioa "about 56 percent of the entire waste
inventory...las meeting] the USDOE definition of TRtU wasteo (p. 3-18). ThIs suggests that the
aforementioned waste contains at least 100 times ths transuranlo rdionucilde activity required
for deep geologic disposal.

DOE recognizes that including GTCC-like wastes within the scope of this BIS along with
GTCC LLRW may complicate the implementation of GTCC LLRW disposal altemnative(s).
However, DOE determined that the most efficient approach was to address both types of waste,
which have many similar physical and radioactive characteristics, in a single NEPA process.
DOE's intent is to facilitate the overall process for addressing the disposal needs of both waste
types. Issues associated with potential regulatory changes or NRC licensing would be
addressed as necessary to enable implementation.
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The Draft GTCC EIS Indicates that 56 percent of the entire waste inventory is derived from
cleanup operations at the West Valley SIte, New York. and that much of this waste meets the
USOOE definition of TRU waste. Importation of waste from the West Valley Site Is directtly
contrary to the goals and objectives of more than 20 years of cleanup work performed at the
Hanford Site. The Intent of the West Valsey Damonstrallon Project Act (P.L 90.3168), which
charged the USDOE with responsibility for cleaning up the West Valley Site, w,,asnet that the
USD02 would srimpty move dangerously contaminated waste to an alternatve federally held
silo with a larger pra-existing Inventory of waste. The exstting tevetof contamination at the
Hantford SIte does not provide Justittcatlon forirpertatlon of additional scasle: on the contrary, It
should be treated as a strong deterrent.

L293-12
(Cent.)

Recommendation 3. The revised Oreft GTCC Ets should not consider waste that
meets the definition of transuranicwaste and trenvurenic-Iiie waste for Inclusion
In anyof the Draft GTCC EIS action alternativesor other etternatives that utilize
shallow lend burial. Thoseowastes shouldboredisposedofin a deepgeologic
repository.
The revised Draft GTCC ElS should Include an alternativefor construction ofta
new deep geologic repositorythat meetsJ the disposal requiremonfs for
transuraniewaste, Including transuranlewaste froms the West Volley Site.
Comment 4. The evaluatlon• of cuurlate!va moacts at Henfard Ia def'ic~t.qt
The cumulative impscts analysts in the Draft GTCC 111S
does not take into c~onsideration the
total inventoryol pre-existing radioactive waste at the Hanford Silo. The Draft GTCC CIS mast
consider altwaste that la excluded or nst discussed lathe Tarnk Cteaure end Waste
Management (TCWM) 111S
(USDOE, 20019). ExistIng contamtination 0t the site Is the result at
extensive waste disposal actvities daring plutonium production that included liquidwaste
discharges Into open bottom cribs and trenches: leakage from waste tanks Inthe Central
Plateau: operation of the US Ecology Low-Levet Radioactive Waste Dump: and cleanup
activities performed at the site. twportatlon ot additional waste la the Hanford Site contravenes
the elforts that have bean pursued by the USOOE, the Washington Slate Department ot
Ecology, and the U.S. Ensironmenlal Protection Agency (USEPA) for the pest 20yearslto
-stabilize and remove radioactive contam'lnation at the Hanford Site at a cost of tens of billions of
dollars.
(I-I 11) expected to belan
The high concentmatinns of technetlum-119 (To-99) end lodine-1211
Hantford groundwater (3511,11111
and 697 picocurles per liter[pCIJL). respectively) us a resuli of
weste disposal activities identified In the TCWM Et11for Alternative Combination 1 wilt
significantly exceed compliance with USEPA groundwater masimum contamlnsnt levels
(MCLs). In thecase of beta-emitting radionucflden, exceeda•nces of the drinking water MCI.
rango In megnltude from 7110times (Is the case of I-129 alone) to more thean1,1110times (1-129
end Te-99 together) the allowable limit.

srcOIou.LN.nroJaAr.ruo7.n~,c.
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White the USDOO has found it prudent In thu Draft GTCO EIS to suggest not adding waste that
•includes sign~ificant To-99 or 1-129, such a measure w~outdrequire the construction of muiltpe
disposal fac~lIt~esand ignores the reatlty that many other radlonuclldes erG.atready present In
the Hanford subsurface and greundwater Including, but not limited to, strontium-gO, cosium-137.
end tritium. The addition of any beta-erniltng radionuctide, or radionuclides with intermediate or
tong-lived beta-emilttng daughter products, would ultimately result tn even greater exceedances
of applicable regulations, nince ali beat-emitters contribute toward a common MCL.
High tevela of contamination are not confined only to beta.amitfing radionucildes. As was the
casoaith I-129 and Tc-g9, the TCWM El S esfimatesethat uranium groundwater contamitnation
will greotty exceed the eppiceble MCL of 30 pCiiL, eves before the additlon of the new wastes
Identified in the Draft GTCC EIS. However, thu Craft GTCC tilS feiflsto aclurowledge that such
an ascendance would already waist and dove not suggest limiting the amount of uranium
brought to tho Hanford Site.

(Cent.)

Finally, the Drolt GTCC EIlSfails to acknowledge and evaluate the significant concentrations of
trarnsuranie radionuclides aiready disposed of in the US Ecology site, the high conceatrat ions of
plutonlum that are expected to reach the rt, er corridor, and the large amounts of transuranics
buried or discharged on the Hanford Situ prtor to 1970 tsee Attachment 3for additonal detail).
"The Draft GTCC EIS does, however, propose to import mere of atl of these substances to the
Hanford Site under the proposed acotionattornatines.

The EIS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the use of
a number of simplifying assumptions. This approach is consistent with NEPA, which requires
such analyses to be made early in the decision-making process. The various land disposal
conceptual designs were assumed to be constructed and operated in a comparable manner at
each of the various sites. Information on the conceptual engineering designs for the three
proposed land disposal methods is provided in Section D.3 of Appendix D in the EIS. By using
the same conceptual designs at all of the sites evaluated in the GTCC EIS, except for cases
where a design did not apply (e.g., an intermediate-depth borehole at a site with shallow
groundwater), the potential impacts (e.g., radionuclides reaching the groundwater) at the
different environmental settings could be readily compared.
In performing these evaluations, a number of engineering measures were included in the
conceptual facility designs to minimize the likelihood of contaminant migration from the
disposal units. No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the facility
would not occur over and beyond a 10,000-year time period. It was assumed that these
measures would perform similarly for all conceptual designs, remaining intact for 500 years
after the disposal facility closed. After 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To account
for these engineered features in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the water
infiltration to the top of the waste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years and then
20% of the natural rate for the area for the remainder of the time period (through 1 0,000 years).
A water infiltration rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was only used for the disposal
area; the natural background infiltration rate was used at the perimeter of the waste disposal
units. Again, this approach enables a comparative evaluation of the influence that site-specific
environmental factors would have on the potential migration of radionuclides from the disposal
facilities and the potential impacts on human health. It should be emphasized that project- and
site-specific engineering factors would be incorporated into the actual facility designs of the
site or sites selected in a ROD to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.
DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposal
sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.
Some of the input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as
from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in
lower impacts (due to decreased precipitation).

Recommendiafion 4. The cumulative Impacts analyses provided In the Draft GTCC
EIS eaeso deficient that they should be disecarded and redone In their entirely for
the revised Drall GTCC F-ISto take into full account the exist ing contamination as
wvellas contamhnation that williresult from future cleanup and disposal activities.
Comment 5. The Draft oTCC IEISanalysts of proeposd notion aitoroetives Is deficient•
Comment So.Analysis of proposed action alt erseelves Incorporates numerous unrealistic
assumptions• in eorder to "'meal" pefotnmanco requirements.
The Draft GTCC EIS analysis of the performance of the proposed action aetamattres
incorporates multiple simplifying assumpitons, some slated explicitly and others Implied. Many
of these assumptions aro not wetl Justified and are generally unrealistic. Selected assumptions
made in the Draft GTCC 21Sare outlined batow to provide vins centext for additional
comments that foilow. Flawed assumptions used in anaiysis of the proposed action aeternatives
include the following:
,*Surface barrioer wfil function flewieesty, preventing all infitirsfion Into the waste interval
far a minimum of 50O years.

L293-14

DOE believes that 500 years is a realistic time period for the longevity of the types of
engineering barriers assumed in the analyses. DOE believes the approach and the assumptions
used in the EIS are reasonable for performing the comparative analysis of alternatives required
by NEPA. For example, as discussed in Section E.2.2, the assumption of a 20% natural
background infiltration rate after 500 years was based on a study at SRS (Phifer et al. 2007)
that indicated that after 1 0,000 years, the closure cap at the F-area would still shed about 80%
of the Cumulative precipitation falling on it, with an effectiveness that would be greater before
10,000 years, then decrease very slowly after 10,000 years. The approach used in the EIS is
more conservative than indicated by this study.
Estimated radiation doses and LCFs were calculated for each site and disposal concept for
10,000 years, and if the peak impact did not occur during this time frame, the analysis was
extended out to 100,000 years. DOE believes that the assumptions made to support the longterm modeling calculations for the groundwater pathway are reasonable and enable a
comparative evaluation of the impacts between alternatives. The results of the evaluation
presented in the EIS are sufficient to inform the selection of sites and methods for disposal.
Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.
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*

Surface batriers vill not become degraded as a result of environmental weathering or
human or biological uclivily for a minimum Or 500 years.

*

Eroded or otherwise degraded bareres willmaintain a minimum of 80 percent
effectiveness at preventing Inhilti'ationinto buried waste.

*

Stabilizing grout or other forms of waste =improvement' will experience no degradation
for a mintraum of 500 yeara.
Erosion rates at the site end or the engineered barriers m~linot exceed 0.01 millimeters
6
per year for moro than 10.010 years .

*
*

tnhltrullon rates at the disposal site will not change atoallover the next 10,000 or 100.000
yesar, and there willbe no overland flow or IrrIgation at the ellen.

*

Resident farmera or other occupsnts w,'il never occupy, or otherwise disturb, land direotly
over the waste site, oven mlithcomplete love of Institutionel controls nodmemory.

*

All three near-surface disposal altemnailves are of equal Integrity denppitodifferences In
disposal depth, construction materiaLs, waste concentration. and barrier use.

*

Groundwater elevations will not change apprecIably within the neat 10,000 or 100.000
years.
Waste svi1ibha
cached only by precipitation that Inhitrates straight down from within the
disposal facility boundary. At no time during the nest 100,000 years willthe buried
waste encounter lateral groundwrater flow.

*

*

Infiltration of precipitalisn surrounding the disposal facility Is co,'rp/slob/uncontaminated,
sod therefore dilutes any contaminated water that emanates from the faciity.

*

Alno timeIn the nestiOOOOo ycors wtila surface water exposureapathway develop
within the disposal facilty.

' This erosIon rale Is extremely lawby geotogis stondsards sod w~raly
seen ousisdeef veiy iow-dendudtisn
cenvhsm~ex~ts
acting en very eveng or resilent rocks (Olerran end Tumrn•,
lea4; am0oket at.. 1000),
neither-ohvhichidrppip to surfa•cebarriersat Hasford.
aThe assumled
inliltration rate rfr the Hanford Site isi1liumeler per yuan;this vslue is lower tha the
infiltr~atinroteobserveden the edieat present. The DraftGTCC EIS schnswvedaes
that aehangeof*
*10 percent in precipitelian Is possilte at the eandildute
di~es.However, no disusesion is Incluted wtha
describes the cerropoedisa chaongeInIntiltrationrete. teisat~lenmay increuas olggrlicsney
witha
modest chasge In prociplitlton as a result ofcodeor temperatures (Mangrove and Schrsg, 25006).
Other
compliration~s
that wrar net sonsidered include pr'ecipitation felilnaas snow, whicheise iscreases
iscltratIenretatlue to total precipiltotie, and deep root penetration tlna surfase barriers, whIchveald
aloeentrance surface inlatration.
56inrootmWtflw~5-flhoc
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Many of the~se assumptions are demoanstrably false, such as the assumed erosion rate,
restriction of InfiltratIon to vertical flow, and cleanliness of the ella soils. Othor essumptions
such as lthe presumption of borrier and grout performance gennroll; contradict both published
research and in same cases common sense (such as In the case of inulltetlonel controls). This
Is discussed Ingreater detail bylaw.
Recommendation 5o. Analysis performed to support action alternatives in the
revised Draft GTCC EIS must use realistic sssunmptions that accurately reflect
environmental variables and human behavior.
Comment Sb. Assumptions of barrierIntegrity and performance are unrealistic and
poorly Jusltiled.
.
All of the proposed action alternatives presented In the Draft GTCC EIS rely on surface barrlers
In order to meet basic performance Ctiteria Inthe firt 10,000 years following facility closure.
T[his ts In part a reflectioan of the USDOE's ansumaption thet the release of radlonuclldes from
disposed GTCC end GTCC-lie waste Is directly propordonsl to the Infiltration rate of waler'
through the waste (p. 6-91; ApPendix E).
The Draft GTCC EIS characterizes the assumptIons of barrier and waste stabiliza.tion
performance as "conserVative becausa the engineered systems (Including the disposal facility
cover) (mull]last longer than 500 years even In the absence of active maintsenance measures'
(Appendix E). No substantive documentation Is offered to support this essertlou. However,
such assumptions are trot conservative and are not consistent'with pubtahad research.L235
Degradation of surface bararier that can resasnably be espected to occur" end that could feed to
decreased performance incirude damage from deniccaftion, freezing, and thawing: differential
selfttement; deep root penetration by freon or other vegetatIon; end burrowing by terrestrial
mammals. Insects, or birds. Research by Smith of at. (1097) found thet even without direct
human intrusion o•rvandalism, natural biologic activity may significeatly compromi~se banrier
integrity throegh animal burrowing activty and root lntrosfon. As pert of their conclustons, Smith
of at. suggested that monitoring and maintenance of capped, Inactive, hazardous waste burial
sites should be continued indefinhlely and not end after the period mandated by regetatory
reqtulmmorits.
In fact, lang-term performance problems associated with surface barre'rs are hardly unusual. In
a case study performed In Wenetcheo, WashIngton, Benson and K~hlre(1997) found that after
Just two years of observation, cumulative percolation Info a test clay barrIer had7 Increased from
1 to03 centimeters assa result of extensive cracking associated with deslccation .

tWenaltcree toapproxidmately
70 miles north-northwest of the Hanterd Central Plslesu and shares
climate characteristics as well as orographio patterns v~tththe Hasford Sits.
aresrout rban.Anr.5545lr

4,0.

'
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It was assumed that after 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To account for these
measures in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the water infiltration to the top of
the waste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years and then 20% of the natural rate
for the area for the remainder of the assessment time period (10,000 years). A water infiltration
rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was used only for the waste disposal area; the
natural background infiltration rate was used at and beyond the perimeter of the waste disposal
units.

Plaghe•
10
The National Research Council's Assessment of the Performance of Engineered Waste
Containment Barriers provided an exameple In which 22 of 77 test pads In active landlills did not
echielve their goal hydraulic conductiviy when tested (National Research Council, 2007). The
report went on to reiterate that clay barriers are generafly acknowledged to be eusceptible to
slgnifloani Increases In conductivity as a result of desiccation cracking, differential settlemeent.
lateral spreading, freezing, thawing, and root penetration.

Additional assumptions were used for a number of parameters, including the distance to a
nearby hypothetical receptor (l00 m or 330 ft. from the edge of the disposal facility). The
analyses in the EIS indicate that a near-surface trench facility at NNSS and the WIPP Vicinity
can be safely used (e.g., estimates indicated no dose to a hypothetical nearby receptor at
10,000 years).

The Natlona! Research Council published a reoped titled Lorrg-TermInstiiutionst Management of
U.S. Department of Envergy Legacy Waste Siles (2000) that addressed theoUSODE's use of
barriers as a toot for isolating and containing waste. This repOrt drew a number of conclustons,
Including the following:
*

"Phrysical barrior systems [that) keap hazardous '.+astes tn Isolation witi require their ovwn
ongoing support from [an) InstItutional management nystome.'(emphasis added)

*

"Wilthout constant attertllon, stewardship measures imposed today eaenot likely to
res~ain effective for as tong as residual contaminnation presents ristrs."
"Glven that decisions that affect sites' futuresaere often reade under conditions of
considarable uncertalnty, the beat decisIon strategy overalL..tslies seriously the
prospeets that failures of engineered barriers, Institutlonal controls end other
stewardship measures In the future could have ramifllcatlons that a good steward would
want to avold."

*

(Cant.)

DOE agrees that the GTCC waste disposal facility must ensure the protection of a hypothetical
future inadvertent human intruder. In the conceptual design for the trench disposal facility, the
trenches are about 3 m (10 ft.) wide, 11 m (36 ft.) deep, and l00 m (330 ft.) long. The GTCC
waste disposal placement is assumed to be about 5 to I0 m (16 to 33 ft.) below ground surface.
On the basis of the depth of waste disposal, DOE believes that the only reasonable potential for
intrusion into a trench is from a future drilling event, such as drilling for a water well. The
likelihood of inadvertent intrusion from a drilling event would be very low for a GTCC trench
disposal facility at the reference locations evaluated because of(l) the narrow width of the
trench, (2) the use of intruder barriers, (3) the remoteness of the sites, (4) DOE's commitment
to long-term institutional control at these sites, (5) site conditions such as the general lack of
easily accessible resources and the great depth to groundwater, and (6) waste form stability. On
the basis of these considerations, DOE did not include a quantitative analysis of an inadvertent
human intruder in this EtS. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.

The UStDOEs assumptions In the Draft GTCC 013are all but mutually exclusive mlit the
conclusions presented above. Analysis offered Inthe Draft GTCC EIS assumes only the most
optimal border performance In conjunction with extensive cooperation from the surrounding
environment and futura humsn populace. ThIs Is not a conservatlve approach and should not
he represented as suc~h. Analysis by the lEER determined that the performance of borders did
not etgsiti, untiy affect thu overall performance of proposed action alternatives at the Hantford
Sile (see Attachment 3). However, this does not excuse reliance 0n bowler performance.
particularty at other sites or atea fture Hanford Site with a slgniftcantly different ofrmate.
Recommentdot/on Sb. The revised Draft GTCC EIS shoutdpresenf notion
alternatives that do not rely on surface berriers to maintain their long.torm
integrity. The rvised notionalternatives should beeapable of meeting
perfonnanen requlrmennts without depending heavily on pasumed climate,
environmental condit ions, and human behavior.
Comment So. Use of fnstitufionai controls In notion alternatives Is unsiaar, inconsiatent,
andunroaiitiO/.

In evaluating the performance of the proposed land disposal facilities, a number of engineering
measures were assumed in the conceptual facility designs to minimize infiltration of water into
the wastes and thereby mirnimize contaminant migration from the disposal units. Monitoring
and maintenance of the land disposal units were assumed to be for 100 years, and corrective
measures could be implemented during this time period to ensure that the engineered barriers
lasted for at least 500 years. This is consistent with the institutional control time frame given in
both NRC and DOE requirements and was determined to be a reasonable approach for
assessing the long-term performance of the disposal units.
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Tho Draft GTCC EtS states that prlotctian against inadvertent human inltrusion wilt be"
accompli shed in part by "design features [includlng) institutIonal controls' (p. 6.95) that ,,,ould be
maintained 'as tong as necessary to perform their intended protective purposes" (p. 5-90).
However. Inthe same section. the USODE Imples that active Institutieanl controls would be
discontinued 100 years alter site closure despite the fact that 'it would take several millennia for
many of the lsng-lived iadionucildes to deany to low levels." These statements are not Internally
consistent. It Is not possible to maintain instilutionat controts as tong es Is necessary, white
simultanaousty not mainotaning the same controls as tong na Is necessary on, ire basis that the
prescribed time period Is simply too long. If active Instiutional controls cannot be maintained for
the time perIod required to ensure that the disposal allte s safe for unrestricted access, than fire
disposal method used should oaf rely on fnstitutional cenfrois,
The Draft GTCC ElSes incanststont applicatibn of end preeumed effectiveness of inslilutionat
controls recur repeatedly throughout the document, Including in the following stotenrent msde to"
justify the parametera used to calculate exposure:
...th aong-torrn human health impacts are addressed by considering the future
,radiation dose end LCF risk tona hypothetical Indilviduol who resides 100 m
(330 fI) from th'o edge of the disposal facility and develops a farm. This resident
farmer scenario is assumed to be conservative (I~e..one that overestImates the
expected dose and LCF risk) because it assumes a total loss of lostitutional
control and Institutional memory (chr regard to the disposal tacitlty.
The Draft GTCC EIS does not elaborate on how exposed Indiv¢iduals over multiple generations
are capable of avoldlng--consistently, without tall, and byea mar'gin of at Ieast 100 reefers--the
disposal facility of which they have no'knowladge or memory. Tlhls statement` is net Internally
consistent and appesrs to simutlansously concede that any insliuttional Central will ultimaltey
tinS,while also remaining effective. Thin rotisnale is Iltogicel and unacceptable.
The Yakama Nation ERWM Program has prevIously commented entire USDOE's reliance an
institutlonal controls (Yakama Notion ERWM Program. 2010). Those comments noted that
instltuticnal controls could not be assumed to remain effective over long pedeads of time and that
they aLso conflict with Yakama Nation treaty rights.
No government in history hen exslted for as long an 10,0011yeare, tet atone 100,000. It~is
of the disposal silo and land
unreasonable to assume that measures such as federal ovmwerahlp
designations will provide any form of protection against future intresion. Other sImilarly passive
controls such as unmainaloned "fences, signs andl other mrkaders'are not expected to provide
better protection ever such an extended time period.

eraarflaau..ns.sJao.l.b(4Sdtcca
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On the basis of the depth of waste disposal, DOE believes that the only reasonable potential for
intrusion is from a future drilling event, such as drilling for a well. The likelihood of
inadvertent intrusion from a drilling event would be very low for a GTCC waste trench
disposal facility because of(l) the narrow width of the trench, (2) the use of intruder barriers,
(3) the remoteness of the sites, (4) DOE's commitment to long-term institutional control,
(5) site conditions such as the general lack of easily accessible resources and the great depth to
groundwater, and (6) waste form stability. On the basis of these considerations, DOE did not
include a quantitative analysis of inadvertent human intruder in the EIS. Site-specific NEPA
reviews would be conducted as needed.

Yubsms
NationERWMPrsa•an GTCCEISComnrents
Atlasrnmer1
Recommnon dat!on 5c. rho revised Draft eGrCC
EIS shouldpro vide oflteromtWes thatt
do not rely on Institutional controls to ilimit doses and achieve an acceptable level
of performance within tho lti,000.yearperiod required. Any altfornailvo proposed
tor iho Hanford Site must respect '/aknmra Nation' treaty,tights and be compatible
with clean closure requirements on the site.
Discussion ol Institutlonal controls in the revised Draft Grcc ais must be
infernally consistent ensdInclude the following:
*
*

Specific, doetaled information on the lengfth of ectire maintenance.
Detailed information for iong.tcrm monitoringand maintenance or the lack
thereof.
* Clearly etated, consistent, and realistic assumptionsof the long~term elfficacy
of the passive institutionalcontrois.
* Plans, or lackthereof, for ensuring thestability of long~term Insftitutionat
controls through multiple suecessive governments, so that the site remains
•Isolated for the rquisiteo10,000yyers.

N
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Comment Sd. Direct Intrusion into the disposal facility and facility barriers shouid be
evaluated In deta il
The Draft GTCC EIS acknoviedges that 'the NRC lhasJ already deterretnedthat tor waste
classified as GTCC, conventional near-surface land disposal Is generally not protective eflan
lnsdeverent intrudter.' The USDOE found this to be sufficient jus~tifcatl rn for not consIderingthe
scnario In any quantitalive form tor the proposed action alternatives.
However, an IntruderIn the disposal facility. poses serious problenms
to much of the analysIs
provided In the Draft GTCC CIS. Ithrusion Into the diSposal taci~ty cloaty could result In
significant dismantling of the many carefully laid assumrptlons that have already been Identifiled.
Direct physical intrusion into the facility may resell Ine
SSIgnificantly reducod distances at which exposure 1o wealte and contaminated
-graunderater occar (which was specifically not evaluated In the Draft GTCC EtS).
*

Surface IrrIgation that dramatically Increasesinlllraltlon Into W.astedisposal intervals.

*

Waste or contamlnatedbaclkfill that is brought to the surface, eltowing tar direct Ingestion
and other exposure pathways.

*

Deconstrueftion of cover by resident formera to access the clxy or otherearthen
materials for use Infining Irrigationditches or other balding purposes.

.

Residences that require dug-eat foundations or basements being built directly on lopeol
the barrier.

DOE agrees that the GTCC waste disposal facility must ensure the protection of a hypothetical
future inadvertent human intruder, especially for the wastes disposed of in an enhanced near
surface trench; In the conceptual design for the trench disposal facility, the trenches are about
3 m (10 ft.) wide, 11 m (36 if.) deep, and 100 m (330 if.) long. The GTCC waste disposal
placement is assumed to be about 5 to 10in (16 to 33 if.) below ground surface.
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*

Regrading or lsrge-scate earthwork assoctatod with redevetopment, conversion to
farrmtand. or other changes In land use that stgnltlcatntly reduce the overburden above
1110
waste interval.

*

Intentional Intrusion to remove waste under tho msc~onception thai t its valuable.

higher than any of the
Exposure to an Inadvertent or ntnlattonat intruder could hbetgsignifcantly
eati mates provided to the Draft GTcc EIS, which are based on many beat-.caeo asaumpgoens
end limited eaposure pathwvays. Furthermore, the activitles of en Intruder clearly have the
potential to signiltcsetiy increase oft-site dosos. Thsos consequences should not be Ignored or
downplayed sImply as a matter of convenience.

The integrity of waste packages, waste containers, and barrier materials over time was not
specifically modeled in the RESRAD-OFFSITE code. Their performance over time depends on
the engineering designs of the disposal facility. Compared with the analysis time frame that
extends to 1 0,000 (or possibly up to 100,000) years into the future, the integrity periods of the
waste packages, waste containers, and barrier materials are relatively short. Therefore, in the
GTCC EIS, the integrity periods are evaluated as one single parameter, which is assumed to be
500 years in the analysis. To study the influence of this assumption, a sensitivity analysis was
conducted. This approach provides a perspective on performance for the long term.

L293-t7
(Cont.)

Resommendaf Ion 5dL The revised Ltraft 0TCC EIS must Incorporate or, extensive
quantitative evaluation of Intentional end unintentionel Intruslon Into any disposal
facility related to the proposed action alternatives.
Comrronte Se. Pofformnsanoe assessment of the proposed notion alternatives cannot be
verified end appear'a to significontly un~dorpredict future doses.

DOE believes that sufficient information has been provided in the ELS to enable third parties to
independently verify' the results presented.

Analysis performed by lEER using the same parameters'as those provided Inthe Draft GTCC
EIS wee unable to repliceto the reperted doses using RESRAD-OFFSITE. Calculationna
performed for trench and borehole disposal delivered significantly hrgher doses (trenches: 300
miltireni; borehotee: 177 mPllIrem)then those: reported In the Draft GTCC EtS.
Because the vault deso reported Ill the Draft GTCC EIS was s~milar to the trench done, It Is
reasonable to assume that the vault dose Is also incorrect. The USDOE acknowledges that
some moditicaltons to RESRAO-OFFSlTE were made, but doss not provide adequate
Information to account for the large differences between doses pretilced in the Draft GTCC EIS
and those celcutated by lEER. Please refer to Aftauemont 3 for sduditiornl Information on this
comnmena

L293-19
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Recommendation 5e. CalcutlatloO of exposure that results from e proposed action
alternative disposal Facility should be redoneo. Additinal, delailedlnlormation
should be Incorporated into the revised Draft GT00 EIS so that tlte IJSDOE
calculatRons con be roplfceted and examined In approprdste detail.
Comment 5!. Sensitivity eneiysls pnrformed for the proposed actton alternatlves Is
abnormal, unusual, and non-conservatIve.
The aensittlvty analysis performed tsr the Draft GTCC EIS proposed act~onstiomstive-dnried
doses does not follow normal protocols that evateate scenarios both better and worse than the
•base oase provided. Rather, the USDOE has adopted the stance that the base cane (including.
and heavily relying upon, the assumpllens noted ebeve) Is the woret-ceas scenario and that
parameters effecting proposed action alternatlve performance can only/reprove. This Ia
nIce1wt ~

5541.1
,Cot,

The modeling with the RESRAD-OFFSITE code utilized a specific feature of the code. That is,
the leach rates of radionuclides were calculated separately and entered as input values to the
code for subsequent transport modeling through the unsaturated zones and the groundwater
aquifer. In the process of calculating leach rates to input into the RESRAD-OFFSITE code, the
influence of the waste forms was considered. For activated metals, a constant release fraction
was assumed, reflecting that the imbedded radionuclides in the metal would not dissolve in
water until the metal was corroded. For Other Wastes, the release rates were calculated by
considering the retardation provided by grouting; therefore, measured Kd values of
radionuclides in cementitious materials as available in published literature were used for the
release calculations. For sealed sources, because the waste forms can vary greatly, the release
rates were calculated by assuming the waste forms would behave like soils and would not
provide extra protection against leaching. The consideration for releases from activated metals
was similar to a dissolution mechanism. The consideration for releases from sealed sources
was similar to a surface rinse mechanism. The consideration for releases from Other Waste was
similar to a surface rinse mechanism, but with non-zero Kds for the waste form.
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The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) assigns DOE responsibility for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
generated by NRC and Agreement State licensees. The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) specifies that
GTCC LLRW, designated a federal responsibility under section 3(b)(1)(D) that results from
activities licensed by the NRC, is to be disposed of in an NRC-licensed facility that has been
determined to be adequate to protect public health and safety. However, unless specifically
provided by law, the NRC does not have authority to license and regulate facilities operated by
or on behalf of DOE. Further, the LLRWPAA does not limit DOE to using only non-DOE
facilities or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal. Accordingly, if DOE selects a facility operated by
or on behalf of DOE for disposal of GTCC LLRW for Which it is responsible under section
3(b)(1)(D), clarification from Congress would be needed to determine NRC's role in licensing
such a facility and related issues. In addition clarification from Congress may be needed on
NRC's role if DOE selects a commercial GTCC LLRW disposal facility licensed by an
Agreement State rather than by NRC.

L293-21

The text within brackets has been incorporated into the GTCC EIS (Section 6.1.10): [DOE's
relationship with American Indian tribes is based on treaties, statutes, and DOE directives.
Representatives of the United States negotiated treaties with leaders of various Columbia
Plateau American Indian tribes and bands in June 1855 at Camp Stevens in the Walla Walla
Valley. The negotiations resulted in three treaties, one with the 14 tribes and bands of the
group that would become the Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakama Nation, one with
the 3 tribes that would become the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation,
and one with the Nez Perce Tribe. The U.S. Senate ratified the treaties in 1859. The negotiated
treaties are as follows:

sanOmes
Page 14

unrealistic and sctenlittcany unsupportable even when using appropriate base-.case parameters.
Tatking into consideration the assumsptions end parameters provided in the base case, the
sensitivity analysis included in the Dratt GTCC EIS is mearningleess
A mare appropriate sensitivity anatysis performed by lE6R using parameters less favorable than
tihe USDOE's base case found that doses delivered by e proposed action alternative disposat
faculty corrid be substantiaty larger than those provided In tho Draft GTCC EIS. The anatysis
eisa identifies significantly reduced travet times to groundwater end reasonable parameters that
could result in total removal of surtace barrier within 6,000 years. These enatyses are
discussed in greater detail in Attachment 3.

L293-19
(Cent.)

Recommendation 5!. In the revised Draft GTCC CIS, sonsltlvity analysis musf
evaluate faciiify performance using rea~lstlc parameters, The analysis must
evaluate scenarios that are less favorable than the iJSDOE-provtdrd base case.
Sensitivity analysis should else evaluate sceneries in which unrealistic
assumptions previously discussed, such as consistent low rates of erosion and
infiltration for 10,000 yea•rs, are replaced with higher or hncreasing rates.

U3
Co

*
*
*

Comment 6. The Oraft GTCC 6IS raust ceomefv with federal and state environmentsl
laws.
The Low•Laval Radioactive Waste Polcy Amendments Act of 1985 states that GTCC waste is
to be disposed of In an NRC-licensed facility that has bee•n determined ta be adequate to
protect pubic health and satety. NRC regulations state that GTCC waste is generally not
acceptable for naar-surface disposal and must be disposed of inna deep geoglogi repository
unlasa ailernative methods of disposal are proposed to end epproved by the NRC.
Recommendat ion 6. Threrevised Draft GTCC EIS must explain how the selection
of a USDOQEope rated facility will meet the requirovments for NRC licensing and
regulation end how such a faciility will be determined to adequet ely protect public
health and safety.
Comment 7. The Draft GTCC EIS must recoenlze .alakma

Nation treaty stqhts.

The Treaty of 1855 between the Uniled Stales and the Yokema Nation (12 StaL p51) ia nat
mentioned In the Droll GTCC EIS. Under that treaty, the United Slates has accepted a trast
responsibility to ensure that tha Yakema peorpte and resources are net harmed by federal
actions.

OtcSSJ.LNW*.tattfl.,,n,,
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Treaty with the Walls Walls, Cayuse, etc., Tribes (June 9, 1855; 12 Stat. 945);
Treaty with the Yakama Nation (June 9, 1855; 12 Stat. 951); and
Treaty with the Nez Perce Tribe (June 11, 1855; 12 Stat. 957).

The Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakama Nation of the Yakama Reservation, the
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation, and the Nez Perce Tribe of Idaho are
federally recognized tribes that are eligible for funding and services from the U.S. Bureau of
Indian Affairs by virtue of their status as Indian tribes (68 FR 68180, December 5, 2003).
The terms of the three preceding treaties are similar. Each of the three tribal organizations
agreed to cede large blocks of land to the United States. Hanford is within the ceded lands. The
treaties reserved to the tribes certain lands for their exclusive use (the three reservations). The
treaties also secured to the tribes certain rights and privileges to continue traditional activities
outside the reservations. These included (1) the right to fish at usual and accustomed places in
common with citizens of the United States and (2) the privileges of hunting, gathering roots
and berries, and pasturing horses and cattle on open and unclaimed lands. No portion of the
Hanford Site constitutes open and unclaimed land.]
Regarding the Yakama Nation's perspectives about tribal treaty rights allowing unrestricted
access at Hanford, DOE respectfully disagrees. This EIS presents relevant and essential
information important to the evaluation of potential environmental impacts, consistent with
NEPA's primary goal of full disclosure to the public as well as agency decision makers. This
includes discussion of the history of the settlement of Hanford and the treaties entered into
between tribal nations and the U.S. govemnment. There is substantial documentation indicating
that the tribes understood at the time these treaties were signed that the lands were no longer
"unclaimed" when they were claimed for the purposes of the white settlers' activities.
DOE is not aware of any judicially recognized mechanisms that would allow these lands to
revert to "unclaimed" status merely through the process of being acquired by the federal
govemment. The portion of Hanford that remained in the public domain in 1943, as well as all

the acquired lands, were closed to all access initially under authority of the War Powers Act
and then under authority of the AEA. It is therefore DOE's position that the Hanford lands are
neither "open" nor "unclaimed."

Yakamna Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program.
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DOE considered the text provided by the participating affiliated American Indian tribes for
each of DOE sites evaluated in selection of the preferred alternative. Information provided by
the tribal governments associated with exposure pathways unique to American Indian tribes
(e.g., greater intakes of fish, game, and plants; use of sweat lodges; use of natural pigment
paints for traditional ceremonies) would be evaluated in site-specific NEPA reviews for the
alternative(s) selected in a ROD for this EIS.

The trealy supports protectlon of natural end cultural resources for the Yalcama Nation. The
Draft GTCC 015 incorrectly Includes trust reapanalbltlty and treaty tights under the umbrella of
that all treaty rights have been appropriately considered In
environmental Justice, which Imoplieas
eccordlance with the National EnvIrcnmental Policy Act and other federal laws, which Is not the
case. Considerfng tribal views and parapectives is very diferent from full and fair consid'erellon
of tribal treaty rdghtsand federal trust responsIbility.
Recommren~dation 7. The revised Draft GTCC EiS must recognize the Treaty oi•
1855 as a requirement that applies to the proposed action atternatives. Potential
Impacts to treafy.rasurved rights andresources should he identified end
evaluated in the revised Draft GTCC EIS. Any action alternativeincluded in the
FinalGTCC EtlS should adequately addresstribai exposures basedon full access
to treafy~resenredresources, and should tbe consistent with theUSDOEie
American indian Policy.

(Cont.

Commnent 8.
Drft GTCC SIlSdoes not a pro datel add as•co~ltrat a dntua
0Fq
resonrces at the Hanford Site.
Comment Ga. Evaluation of cultural andnatural resourcesis incomplete.
The Draft GTCC EIS frequently uses language that suggests cultural resources In the Oraft
GTCC EIS reference area have been thoroughly surveyed and evaluated. However, the
locations Identified have not been profess~onally surveyed far cultural resources, and the
subsurface has not bean evaluated. Many a1 the surveys that have been performed were
spstiatiy restriced, were assciate d with local projects, and did discver physical cultural
resources. Itlls reasonable to expect that slgnilicant cultural resources may be present in the
Draft GTCC EIS reference area and surrounding the Central Plateau of Iha Hantlord Site (lwovm
as-yet undiscovered.
as the 200 Area). but that those resources ram
As In the TCWM EIS. the Draft GTCC EIS places heavy emphas~s on physical objects and
artifacts that carn be posilively ktcntif'ed asuet Native American orlgtn. However, there are man~y
other celtural and nat•ural resources that the USDOO does cal (aed cannot) assign a val'ue to.
These resources include the cultural s~gnificance of sacred sites milhin the Hantford SIte
as protect~on of alt natural resources,
bounderies and along the Columobia River. as well..1
including surface waters, groundwater, geologic resources, sir, plants, fish, and wildlile within
usual and accustomoed places.
Recommendation 8a. The revised DraRt GTCC EIS should acknowledge that
significant culturalresourees exist within the reference area for the Hanford Site
and that the full extent of Impacts to these resources hes not bean evaluated in
delail, The revised Ovaft GTCCillS'shouldprovide appropriatedetail that
identifies the cultural resourcesurveys to date, including their spatialext ent anti
the activities conducted.

As required by NEPA, the Final ELS (Appendix G) evaluates the potential impacts of the
proposed action on cultural and natural resources at the various DOE sites in sufficient detail to
assess the potential impacts of the proposed alternatives. DOE recognizes that development of
a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would require that future land uses
be restricted at and near the site for the protection of the general public. This action could
affect areas that may be important to American Indian tribes.

L293-22
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Comment 8bn The Draft G TCC ES does not appropriatelyaddress Tribal Cultural
Properties.
The Rattlesnake Mountain end Gable Mountain Gable Belto Cultural Dislftnt rareligtible
Tredilkonat Cultural Prapertles (TOP). The Draft GTCC EIS understates the sign~cence of
Ihess stes to the Yakama Nation and other native tribes. This status should be recognIzed and
Incorporated into the revised Draft GTCC EIS.
RecommendatIon Sb. The CulturatResources section In the revised Draft GTCC
EIS should acknowledge and discuss the presence of TCPs In tihe vicinity of the
reference area. The revised Draft GTCG EIS should acknowledge the impact that
constructionof a new facility w~lt have on TOP visual resources, TOP access, and
levels of contaminationat TaPs.
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Future waste that will be generated from the cleanup the West Valley Site does make up a large
of the GTCC inventory, especially ifa decision is made to exhume the waste from
the West Valley site State-licensed Disposal Area and the NRC licensed Disposal Area. Follow
on analysis would be conducted to determine characteristics of this waste and any final
configurations. Based on the current analysis of this waste, it would be subject to
disposal in a deep geologic repository (Table 2.10-1)
DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the

_________disposal

to

uranium is not included in the GTCC LLRW waste inventory because this material is
not GTCC LLRW. Likewise, Class B and C wastes are not GTCC LLRW and are out of scope
for this EIS.
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___"

analyses between and among sites.
[Depleted

~
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characterization information for some of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes is

approaches to dispose of these wastes in the EIS. Adequate data are generally available
for the radioactive constituents, but comparable data for chemical constituents are generally
lacking. DOE believes that the data presented in the EIS are sufficient to make comparative

__

~

GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory evaluated in the EIS is based on the best
information on the stored and projected GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from
and planned activities. The estimated 12,000 m3 of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes is a relatively small volume of waste when compared to other wastes disposed of by
DOE. For example, this volume of GTCCLLRW and GTCC-like wastes is only about 20% of
the.59,000 m3 of LLRW disposed of at one site (NNSS) in one year (fiscal year 2010). DOE
canceled the Draft Global Nuclear Energy PartnershipProgrammaticEnvironmentalImpact
(GNEP PEIS) (74 FR 31017); therefore, the generation of additional GTCC LLRW
GNEP is not included in the GTCC EIS inventory. In addition, the inventory includes
expected to be generated during the production of Mo-99 for medical applications from
potential generators. While the potential generator(s) of this waste may change, the
estimated characteristics and volumes are representative of the amounts expected to supply the
demand for the Mo-99. DOE believes that expanding the inventory to include potential GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from undefined or unplanned future activities would introduce
excessive uncertainty in the EIS evaluations. DOE believes that the inventory included in the
EIS is reasonable for the purposes of the NEPA process and that it provides a
supportable basis for conducting the EIS evaluation and the identification of the preferred
alternative in the Final EIS. In the future, should additional waste be identified, appropriate
NEPA review would be conducted to reflect these changes and also changes that would be

limited, DOE believes that sufficient data are available to allow for a comparative analysis of
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The Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240) assigns DOE
responsibility for the disposal of GTCC LLRW generated by NRC and Agreement State
licensees. GTCC-like waste was also included in our analysis to address waste owned or
generated by DOE that has similar characteristics to GTCC LLRW which can be disposed of in
a similar manner.
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indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.
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While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced nearsurface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.
L293-25

The discussion in Section 1.4.1.3 to which the comment refers, is referring to the entire GTCClike Group 1 Other Waste category, not just that from West Valley [i.e., "Much of the waste in
this category is expected to meet the DOE definition for TRU waste (i.e., waste that contains
more than 100 nCi/g of alpha-emitting TRU radionuclides with half-lives longer than
20 years). This TRU waste may not meet the waste acceptance criteria for disposal at WIPP as
defense-generated TRU waste...]
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While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced
nearsurface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

L293-27

The three land disposal facility conceptual designs (above-grade vault, enhanced near-surface
trench, and intermediate-depth borehole) were selected as being representative of a range of
land disposal configurations (varying degrees of waste consolidation and geometry) that could
be employed for the disposal of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory. As
discussed in Section 1.4.2, each concept has been used to some degree in the United States or
other countries. The same vault, borehole, and trench characteristics were considered for the
disposal sites evaluated in order to compare the performance of each site's natural
hydrological, geological, and meteorological properties relative to contaminant fate and
transport once any engineered barriers would begin to fail.
The conceptual nature of these configurations takes into account the characteristics of all of the
disposal sites for which they were considered, but their designs (e.g., width, depth, cover depth,
reinforced containment) could be altered or enhanced, as necessary, to provide an optimal
solution at a specific location. As an example, the cover depth could be adjusted to ensure that
roots from vegetation would not compromise the top of the engineered barrier. In addition, the
dimensions of the generic land disposal units (e.g., trench - width and depth, borehole diameter and depth, vault - width, depth, and height) were selected based on similar existing
facilities, existing equipment and methods for construction, and optimized (maximized waste
volume disposed of for a given disposal unit volume; simple waste handling procedures to
minimize exposure) for the types of waste packages considered. All designs could also
accommodate different disposal packages (existing and proposed) with minor variations in
their dimensions, but the EIS analyses would remain relevant for each option considered.
For example, if borehole disposal at NNSS became a preferred alternative, any capacity in the
existing boreholes would have been considered in follow-up studies. For an above-grade vault
with a 5 m cover, long-term impacts from the above-grade vault as determined by modeling for
the ETS would be expected to be similar to those for a vault set lower with respect to grade,
including with the top of the vault at or below grade, except in the case where the bottom of the
waste confinement was closer to the groundwater table. For any disposal option, the bottom of
any disposal unit would not be located at or below the water table to exclude the chance of
groundwater migration into the disposal unit. Actual implementation of a disposal option at a
specific location at a given site may have to be modified (i.e., the depth of a trench or a
borehole may need to be reduced to avoid groundwater issues).

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program,
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Past operational experience with these types of disposal facilities at DOE sites has shown that
when properly implemented, they can provide isolation of radioactive waste from the
environment for extended time periods. Past problems that have arisen with each option
provide additional information to improve the design and performance of tuture land disposal
facilities. Issues related to performance over time would be analyzed in a project-specific
analysis to address technical and long-term concemns.
L293-28

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository altemnative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.
While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced nearsurface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

L293-29

The specific locations that would be used at each potential site for development of a disposal
facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes are not known at this time. The use of
"reference locations" was used in the ELS to allow for a quantitative assessment of the impacts
that could occur at each site. While some parameters could change within a short distance,
most would not. The RESRAD-OFFSITE computer code was used to model the migration of
radionuclides from the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes placed into the conceptual
disposal facility designs for the three land disposal methods (not all three methods were
evaluated for each site). Site-specific information provided by technical staff from various sites
that were evaluated was used in these modeling analyses to the extent it was available, and
conservative assumptions were used to fill any remaining data gaps. While the computer model
was largely developed to support environmental restoration activities, it has a number of
features that make it a good choice for use in this EIS. The analysis presented in the EIS is
adequate for the comparison of the disposal alternatives evaluated. Fate and transport
parameters utilized in the estimations were based on site-specific (e.g., specific to the reference
location to the extent available) information and, as such, are considered reasonable for the
purpose of the comparison made in the EIS. However, DOE recognizes that additional projectand site-specific information, such as the actual depth to groundwater over the entire disposal
area, could be used to inform the implementation of a disposal facility at a given location. This
additional information is expected to reduce the uncertainty associated with these types of
evaluations to the extent possible. Site-specific information would be evaluated in any sitespecific NEPA review that would be conducted based on a ROD for this EIS.
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The land disposal construction phasing/sequencing is discussed in Section 5.1.4.1 of the EIS.
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In performing these evaluations, a number of engineering measures were included in the
conceptual facility designs to minimize the likelihood of contaminant migration from the
units. No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the facility
not occur over and beyond a I10,000-year time period. It was assumed that these
would perform similarly for all conceptual designs, remaining intact for 500 years
the disposal facility closed. After 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To account
for these engineered features in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the water
infiltration to the top of the waste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years and then
20% of the natural rate for the area for the remainder of the time period (through 10,000 years).
water infiltration rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was only used for the disposal
area; the natural background infiltration rate was used at the perimeter of the waste disposal
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DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases ofradionuclides from the conceptual disposal
far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
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in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.
Some of the input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as
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from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while others could result in
impacts (due to decreased precipitation). For additional information, see Section J.2.7.
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The results of the evaluation were taken into consideration in identifying the preferred
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The EIS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the use of
a number of simplifying assumptions. This approach is consistent with NEPA, which requires
such analyses to be made early in the decision-making process. The various land disposal
designs were assumed to be constructed and operated in a comparable manner at
of the various sites. Information on the conceptual engineering designs for the three
land disposal methods is provided in Section D.3 of Appendix D in the EIS.
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alternative presented in the Final EIS.
As required by NEPA, the Final EIS evaluates the potential impacts of the proposed action on

of the proposed alternatives. DOE recognizes that development of a disposal facility
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require that future land uses be restricted at
band near the site for the protection of the general public. This action could affect areas that maYmpratoAeic

considered the text provided by, the participating affiliated American Indian tribes
(Appendix G) for each of the DOE sites evaluated in selection of the preferred alternative.
Information provided by the tribal governments associated with exposure pathways unique to
American Indian tribes (e.g., greater intakes of fish, game, and plants; use of sweat lodges; use
of natural pigment paints for traditional ceremonies) would be evaluated in site-specific NEPA
review for the alternative(s) selected in a ROD for this EIS.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program,
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The specific locations that would be used at each potential site for development of a disposal
facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes are not known at this time. The use of
"reference locations" was used in the EIS to allow for a quantitative assessment of the impacts
that could occur at each site. While some parameters could change within a short distance,
most would not. Site-specific information provided by technical staff from various sites that
were evaluated was used in these modeling analyses to the extent it was available, and
conservative assumptions were used to fill any remaining data gaps. The analysis presented in
the EIS is adequate for the comparison of the disposal alternatives evaluated. Fate and transport
parameters utilized in the estimations were based on site-specific (e.g., specific to the reference
location to the extent available) information and, as such, are considered reasonable for the
purpose of the comparison made in the EIS.
A preferred alternative is not required to be included in a Draft EIS. The Council on
Environmental Quality regulations in 40 CFR 1502.14(e) specify that the section on
alternatives in an ELS shall identify the agency's preferred alternative or alternatives, if one or
more exists, in the Draft EIS and identify such alternative(s) in the Final EIS unless another
law prohibits the expression of such a preference; that is, a preferred alternative shall be
identified in the Draft EIS if one exists. If no preferred alternative has been identified at the
Draft EIS stage, a preferred alternative need not be included. By the time the Final ELS is filed,
40 CFR 1502.14(e) presumes the existence of a preferred alternative and requires its
identification in the Final EtS unless another law prohibits the expression of such a preference.
DOE did not have a preferred alternative at the time of issuance of the Draft EIS because of the
complex nature of the proposed action and the potential implications for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. To seek public input on how to identity a preferred alternative
for inclusion in the Final EIS, the Draft EIS presented considerations for developing a
preferred alternative in the Summary (in Section S.6) and in Section 2.9. As required by
40 CFR 1502.14(e), the Final EIS contains a preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes (see Section 2.10). In developing the preferred alternative, DOE
took into consideration public comments on the Draft EIS, public EIS scoping comments, and.
other factors identified in Sections S.6 and 2.9 of the EIS.

Go

The publication by the EPA of a NOA of the Final FIS in the Federal Register initiated a 30day public availability or "waiting" period. While the availability period is not a formal public
comment period, the public can comment on the Final EtS, including the preferred alternative,
prior to final agency action. Comments received will be addressed by DOE in a ROD. As
required by the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE must submit a Report to
Congress that includes the alternatives considered in the EIS and await Congressional action
before making a final decision regarding which alternative(s) to implement. The Report to
Congress will be made available to the public on the GTCC EIS website
(http://www.gtcceis.anl.gov/).
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DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.
The EIS analysis is used to assess the viability of an alternative as well as its relative
performance compared to the other alternatives. Exclusion of a reasonable alternative from the
EIS without first evaluating the site is contrary to a thorough NEPA analysis. All alternatives
are retained in the Final EIS because such evaluations are needed to support selection of
the preferred alternative. In addition, as discussed in Section 1.4.2, the conceptual
disposal facility designs analyzed in the EIS could be modified to perform better in specific
locations. Thus, poor performance in the EIS analysis does not necessarily exclude an
alternative from consideration.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program.
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DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
L293-38
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The EIS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the use of
a number of simplify'ing assumptions. This approach is consistent with NEPA, which requires
analyses to be made early in the decision-making process. The various land disposal
conceptual designs were assumed to be constructed and operated in a comparable manner at
of the various sites. Information on the conceptual engineering designs for the three
proposed land disposal methods is provided in Section D.3 of Appendix D in the EIS. By using
same conceptual designs at all of the sites evaluated in the GTCC EIS, except for cases
where a design did not apply (e.g., an intermediate-depth borehole at a site with shallow
the potential impacts (e.g., radionuclides reaching the groundwater) at the
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radiation doses and LCFs were calculated for each site and disposal concept for
10,000 years, and if the peak impact did not occur during this time frame, the analysis was
extended out to 100,000 years. DOE believes that the assumptions made to support the longterm modeling calculations for the groundwater pathway are reasonable and enable a
comparative evaluation of the impacts between alternatives. The results of the evaluation
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Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.
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EIS without first evaluating the site is contrary to a thorough NEPA analysis. All alternatives
are retained in the Final ETS because such evaluations are needed to support selection ofthe
altemnative. In addition, as discussed in Section 1.4.2, the conceptual disposal facility
analyzed in the EIS could be modified to perform better in specific locations. Thus,
poor performance in the EIS analysis does not necessarily exclude an alternative from
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DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual disposal
sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail was included
these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage of this process.
Some ofthe input values may change in the future and could result in higher impacts (such as
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The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
devlpn
alderaiep geologi reposinbedetory
DOedid
eno
e
alu
st ocate
invEentoryincldin dipoa l iuhn
geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because
siting a deep geologic repository and the relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS. DOE believes that the results presented in this
~EIS for the WPP geologic repository alternative are indicative of the high degree of waste
that would be provided by disposal in a geologic repository. DOE has included
analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become available in
the future. In that ease, before making a decision to use a commercial facility, DOE would
conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

Yakama Nation Environmental
Restoration Waste Management Programi,
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Section 631 b (1) of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58) requires the Secretary of
Energy to submit a report to Congress containing an estimate of the cost and proposed schedule
to complete an EIS and ROD for a permanent disposal facility for GTCC waste.
The No Action Alternative is evaluated in Chapter 3 of the Final EIS, and under this
alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would continue.
These practices are described in Sections 3.2 (GTCC LLRW) and 3.3 (GTCC-like wastes) in
the Final EIS. It was necessary to make a number of simplifying assumptions to address the
long-term impacts of this alternative, and these are described in Section 3.5.
As part of this assessment, it was assumed that these wastes would remain in long-term storage
indefinitely, including wastes from the West Valley Site as discussed in Section 3.5.3, and that
no maintenance of either the storage facility or waste packages would occur after 100 years.
These results indicate that very high radiation doses and cancer risks could occur under this
alternative in the long term.
The No Action Alternative is evaluated in the EIS to provide a baseline for comparison with
the action alternatives. This evaluation confirmed the risks posed by these wastes and the need
to develop appropriate disposal capability. The potential radiation doses for the No Action
Alternative covered a time period of 10,000 years in a manner comparable to that done for the
action alternatives. Relatively high impacts could occur shortly after the 100-year institutional
control period under this alternative.

L293-42

The GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory evaluated in the EIS is based on the best
available information on the stored and projected GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from
ongoing and planned activities. The estimated 12,000 m3 of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes is a relatively small volume of waste when compared to other wastes disposed of by
DOE. For example, this volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes is only about 20% of
the 59,000 m3 of LLRW disposed of at one site (NNSS) in one year (fiscal year 2010). DOE
canceled the Draft GlobalNuclear Energy PartnershipProgrammaticEnvironmental Impact
Statement (GNEP PEIS) (74 FR 31017); therefore, the generation of additional GTCC LLRW
under GNEP is not included in the GTCC EIS inventory. In addition, the inventory includes
wastes expected to be generated during the production of Mo-99 for medical applications from
two potential generators. While the potential generator(s) of this waste may change, the
estimated characteristics and volumes are representative of the amounts expected to supply the
demand for the Mo-99. DOE believes that expanding the inventory to include potential GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from undefined or unplanned future activities would introduce
excessive uncertainty in the EIS evaluations. DOE believes that the inventory included in the
GTCC EIS is reasonable for the purposes of the NEPA process and that it provides a
supportable basis for conducting the EIS evaluation and the identification of the preferred
alternative in the Final EIS. In the future, should additional waste be identified, appropriate
NEPA review would be conducted to reflect these changes and also changes that would be
needed to the existing infrastructure or the identification of additional disposal sites.
Although characterization information for some of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes is
limited, DOE believes that sufficient data are available to allow for a comparative analysis of
various approaches to dispose of these wastes in the EIS. Adequate data are generally available
for the radioactive constituents, but comparable data for chemical constituents are generally
lacking. DOE believes that the data presented in the EIS are sufficient to make comparative
analyses between and among sites.
Depleted uranium is not included in the GTCC LLRW waste inventory because this material is
not GTCC LLRW. Likewise, Class B and C wastes are not GTCC LLRW and are out of scope
for this EIS.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Prottram.
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DOE's Report to Congress required by Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act, 2005
(P.L. 109-58), will identify options for ensuring that the beneficiaries of the activities resulting.
in the generation of GTCC LLRW bear all reasonable costs of disposing of such wastes.
L293-43

The resident farmer scenario is not dependent on land use designations or institutional controls.
As discussed in Section 2.7.4.2, the hypothetical resident farmer scenario was only used to
provide estimates for comparing the various sites evaluated; however, this scenario may not be
with the reasonably foreseeable future scenario at some of the sites evaluated. SiteNEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.

L293-44

All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS.
These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts
alt environmental resources consistent with NEPA requirements. For the human health
assessment, the focus was on the groundwater pathway, since this is the most likely manner in
which someone could be exposed to the radioactive contaminants in the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes in the distant future. Site-specific NSEPA reviews would be conducted as
This information could include sensitive subpopulations and specific pathways of
exposure for American Indians.
DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
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required by the Energy Policy Act of 2005, (P.L. 109-58), DOE must submit a Report to
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before making a final decision regarding which alternative(s) to implement. The Report to
Congress will be made available to the public on the GTCC EIS website
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LLRW and GTCC-like waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need forthe proposed action, as discussed above, isstated in theEIS (Section 1.1).
The scope ofthe EIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
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the wastes prior to disposal is outside the scope of the EIS. Such treatment is assumed to be

a

'

addressed prior to receipt of the waste at the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste disposal
facility. DOE agrees that it is important to immobilize long-lived radionuclides such as Tc-99
1-129 prior to disposal. Solidification techniques (e.g., use of grout) are expected to
immobilize certain wastes in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory. If needed, the
actual stabilization methods
ein used will depend, in part, on the waste stream, packaging, anddipslfclt
final dsoafaiiydsg.DOE considers the assumptions used for waste form stability
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(see Appendix B) to be reasonable for purposes of the comparative analysis provided in the
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acceptance criteria. It is expected that these waste acceptance criteria would identify
(such as allowable concentrations) for individual radionuclides, including Tc-99
wastes would be determined in the future as part of the waste acceptance criteria
and packaging requirements developed.
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Detailed information related to the potential impacts on the various resource areas are provided
in the individual site chapters as well as in Chapter 5 (Common elements for Alternatives 3,4,
and 5) and Appendix D (Conceptual Disposal Facility Design), and Appendix E (Evaluation of
Long-Termi Human Health Impacts). All relevant potential exposure pathways and resources

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program,
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were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS, including impacts from surface runoff
and airborne emissions. These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and
estimated the potential impacts on all environmental resources consistent with NEPA
requirements. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.
L293-48

A preferred alternative is not required to be included in a Draft EIS. The Council on
Environmental Quality regulations in 40 CFR 1502.14(e) specify that the section on
alternatives in an EIS shall identify the agency's preferred alternative or alternatives, if one or
more exists, in the Draft EIS and identify such alternative(s) in the Final EIS unless another
law prohibits the expression of such a preference; that is, a preferred alternative shall be
identified in the Draft ELS if one exists.
If no preferred alternative has been identified at the Draft EIS stage, a preferred alternative
need not be included. By the time the Final EIS is filed, 40 CFR 1 502.1!4(e) presumes the
existence of a preferred alternative and requires its identification in the Final EIS unless
another law prohibits the expression of such a preference.
DOE did not have a preferred alternative at the time of issuance of the Draft EIS because of the
complex nature of the proposed action and the potential implications for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. To seek public input on how to identify a preferred alternative
for inclusion in the Final EIS, the Draft EIS presented considerations for developing a
preferred alternative in the Summary (in Section S.6) and in Section 2.9. As required by
40 CFR 1502.14(e), the Final EIS contains a preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes (see Section 2.1I0). In developing the preferred alternative, DOE
took into consideration public comments on the Draft EIS, public EIS scoping comments, and
other factors identified in Sections S.6 and 2.9 of the EIS.
The publication by the EPA of a NOA of the Final EIS in the Federal Register initiated a 30day public availability or "waiting" period. While the availability period is not a formal public
comment period, the public can comment on the Final EIS, including the preferred alternative,
prior to final agency action. Comments received will be addressed by DOE in a ROD. As
required by the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (P.L. 1 09-58), DOE must submit a Report to
Congress that includes the alternatives considered in the EIS and await Congressional action
before making a final decision regarding which alternative(s) to implement. The Report to
Congress will be made available to the public on the GTCC EIS website
(http://www.gtcceis.anl.gov/).
DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository Would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WWPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.
While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EtS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced nearsurface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

Yakamna Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Managtement Program,
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The No Action Alternative is evaluated in Chapter 3 of the EIS, and under this alternative,
current practice for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would continue. These
practices are described in Sections 3.2 (GTCC LLRW) and 3.3 (GTCC-Iike wastes) in the
Final EIS. It was necessary to make a number of simplifying assumptions to address the longterm impacts of this alternative, and these are described in Section 3.5. As part of this
assessment, it was assumed that these wastes would remain in long-term storage indefinitely,
including wastes from the West Valley Site as discussed in Section 3.5.3, and that no
maintenance of either the storage facility or waste packages would occur after 100 years. These
results indicate that very high radiation doses and cancer risks could occur under this
alternative in the long term.
The No Action Alternative is evaluated in the EIS to provide a baseline for comparison with
the action alternatives. This evaluation confirmed the risks posed by these wastes and the need
to develop appropriate disposal capability. The potential radiation doses for the No Action
Alternative covered a time period of 10,000 years in a manner comparable to that done for the
action alternatives. Relatively high impacts could occur shortly after the 100-year institutional
control period under this alternative.

L293-50

See response to L293-29.
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The text states "The borehole method entails emplacement of waste in boreholes at depths
below 30 in" and "The conceptual design evaluated in this EIS employs boreholes that are
2.4 m (8 ft.) in diameter and 40-in (130-ft.) deep." Waste can still be buried in shallower
boreholes (less than 40 m) and still keep the waste below 30 m (at intermediate depths, not
near-surface).

L293-52

The EIS analysis is used to assess the viability of an alternative as well as its relative
performance compared to the other alternatives. Exclusion of a reasonable alternative from the
EIS without first evaluating the site is contrary to a thorough NEPA analysis. All alternatives
are retained in the Final EIS because such evaluations are needed to support selection of the
preferred alternative. In addition, as discussed in Section 1.4.2, the conceptual disposal facility
designs analyzed in the EIS could be modified to perform better in specific locations. Thus,
poor performance in the EIS analysis does not necessarily exclude an alternative from
consideration.

L293-53

Disposal of LLRW at Oak Ridge Reservation (ORR) is currently limited to only CERCLA
(Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act) waste. Based on
reviews conducted by the Low-Level Waste Disposal Facility Federal Review Group, DOE
determined the site is not appropriate for disposal of LLRW containing high concentrations of
long-lived radionuelides (such as those found in GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes),
especially those with high mobility in the subsurface environment. For this reason, DOE
concluded that the ORR is not a reasonable disposal site alternative and eliminated it from
detailed evaluation. Hanford, on the other hand, exhibits different soil and depth to
groundwater characteristics that do not exclude it from being considered in the GTCC EIS
evaluation.

L293-54

Potential air quality impacts at Hanford were evaluated sufficiently in Section 6.2.1 in the EIS.
It is not expected that the disposal facility would be constructed in contaminated soil.

L293-55

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
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sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.
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agrees that theGTCC waste disposal facility must ensure the protection of ahypothetical
inadvertent human intruder, especially for thewastes disposed of in an enhanced near
surface trench or vault.
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intrusion is from a future drilling event, such as drilling for a well. The likelihood of
intrusion from a drilling event would be very low for a GTCC near-surface
disposal facility becauseof(1) the useof intruder barriers, (2) the remotenessof the sites,
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general lack of easily accessible resources and the great depth to groundwater, and (5) waste
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of inadvertent human intruder in the EIS. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed.
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The erosion rates used for Hantford were selected to be conservative (i.e., higher than expected)
produce results that would not underestimate potential impacts. Appendix E in the EIS
the model input parameters used for Hanford and the other sites evaluated.
L293-59 The use of water during construction would not occur over emplaced GTCC or GTCC-Iike
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waste other than minor amounts for used for re-vegetation of any final ground cover. The
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for construction is small (maximum of about 0.4% of the annual
use at the 200 East Area) as discussed in Section 6.2.3.1. Such an increase is not
expected to have an appreciable effect on existing contamination in the vadose zone.
See response to L293-2.

All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the HIS,
including impacts from surface runoff (Referto Appendix E). These analyses addressed a
of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts on all environmental
consistent with NEPA requirements. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be
conducted as needed.

________L293-61
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See response to L293-2.
Site-specific environmental factors, such as erosion rates, runoff coefficient, slope length and
cover and management and soil erodability, were evaluated in the EIS as appropriate
to Table E-3 (JNL), E-5 (Hanford), E-7, (LAN'L), E-9 (NNSS) and E-13 (WIPP)). The
of the evaluation were taken into consideration in identify'ing the preferred alternative
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While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced nearsurface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
he viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.
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See response to L293-2.
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L293-63

All
relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS.
These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts
on all environmental resources consistent with NEPA requirements. For the human health
assessment, the focus was on the groundwater pathway, since this is the most likely manner in
which someone could be exposed to the radioactive contaminants in the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes in the distant future. As discussed in Section 2.7.4.2 of the EIS, the
hypothetical resident fanner scenario was only used to provide estimates for comparing the
various sites evaluated; however, this scenario may not be consistent with the reasonably
foreseeable future scenario at some of the sites evaluated. Site-specific NEPA reviews would
be conducted as needed. This information could include sensitive subpopulations and specific
pathways of exposure for American Indians.

L293-64

See response to L293-63.

L293-65

The No Action Alternative is evaluated in Chapter 3 of the EIS, and under this alternative,
current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would continue. These
practices are described in Sections 3.2 (GTCC LLRW) and 3.3 (GTCC-like wastes) in the
Final EIS. It was necessary to make a number of simplifying assumptions to address the longterm impacts of this alternative, and these are described in Section 3.5. As discussed, airborne
releases were considered to be negligible. As part of this assessment, it was assumed that these
wastes would remain in long-term storage indefinitely, including wastes from the West Valley
Site as discussed in Section 3.5.3, and that no maintenance of either the storage facility or
waste packages would occur after 100 years. These results indicate that very high radiation
doses and cancer risks could occur under this alternative in the long term.
The No Action Alternative is evaluated in sufficient detail in the EIS as required by NEPA.
Comparatively high potential radiation doses and cancer risks could occur should this
alternative be selected. While a more detailed analysis could reduce the uncertainties
associated with estimating these doses and risks, the conclusion of comparatively high impacts
would not change for this alternative.
The No Action Alternative is evaluated in the EIS to provide a baseline for comparison with
the action alternatives. This evaluation confirmed the risks posed by these wastes and the need
to develop appropriate disposal capability. The potential radiation doses for the No Action
Alternative covered a time period of 10,000 years in a manner comparable to that done for the
action alternatives. Relatively high impacts could occur shortly after the 100-year institutional
control period under this alternative.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program.
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future inadvertent human intruder, especially for the wastes disposed of in an enhanced near
surface trench. In the conceptual design for the trench disposal facility, the trenches are about
3 m (10 ft.) wide, 11 m (36 ft.) deep, and 100 m (330 ft.) long. The GTCC waste disposal
is assumed to be about 5 to 10 m (16 to 33 ft.) below ground surface.
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Potential inadvertent human intrusion into WIPP is addressed in the documentation supporting
its current operations. Inclusion of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes with the wastes
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already planned for disposal in this repository would not be expected to change the results
with this hypothetical intrusion event.
See response to L293-67.
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all environmental resources consistent with NEPA requirements. For the human health
assessment, the focus was on the groundwater pathway, since this is the most likely manner in
someone could he exposed to the radioactive contaminants in the GTCC LLRW and

Section 2.7.4.2 of the EIS, the hypothetical resident farmer scenario was only used to provide
estimates for comparing the various sites evaluated; however, this scenario may not be
consistent with the reasonably foreseeable future scenario at some of the sites evaluated. SiteNEPA reviews would be conducted as needed. This information could include
sensitive subpopulations and specific pathways of exposure for American Indians. In a similar
fashion, additional cumulative impacts analyses would be conducted by using additional sitespecific information when the location selected for a GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste
disposal facility was determined.
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All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS.
These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts

GTCC-Iike wastes in the distant future. Locations closer than the 100 m (330 ft.) evaluated
would result in higher dose and cancer risk estimates. The 100 m (30 ft.) distance was used to
be consistent with the minimum buffer zone distance surrounding a DOE LLRW disposal site
identified in DOE Manual 435.1-1 Radioactive Waste Management Manual. As discussed in
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site conditions such as the general lack of easily accessible resources and the great depth to
and (6) waste form stability. On the basis of these considerations, DOE did not
include a quantitative analysis of inadvertent human intruder in the EIS. Site-specific NEPA
reviews would be conducted as needed.
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the basis of the depth of waste disposal, DOE believes that the only reasonable potential for
is from a future drilling event, such as drilling for a well. The likelihood of
inadvertent intrusion from a drilling event would be very low for a GTCC waste trench
disposal facility because of (1) the narrow width of the trench, (2) the use of intruder barriers,
the remoteness of the sites, (4) DOE's commitment to long-term institutional control,
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See response to L293-21.
DOE agrees that the GTCC waste disposal facility must ensure the protection of a hypothetical

•DOE's
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DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
(see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).
ROD 78 FR. 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
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L293-70

All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS.
These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts
on all environmental resources consistent with NEPA requirements. For the human health
assessment, the focus was on the groundwater pathway, since this is the most likely manner in
which someone could be exposed to the radioactive contaminants in the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes in the distant future. As discussed in Section 2.7.4.2 of the EIS, the
hypothetical resident farmer scenario was only used to provide estimates for comparing the
various sites evaluated; however, this scenario may not be consistent with the reasonably
foreseeable future scenario at some of the sites evaluated. Site-specific NEPA reviews would
be conducted as needed.

L293-71

In evaluating the performance of the proposed land disposal facilities, a number of engineering
measures were assumed in the conceptual facility designs to minimize infiltration of water into
the wastes and thereby minimize contaminant migration from the disposal units. Monitoring
and maintenance of the land disposal units were assumed to be for 100 years, and corrective
measures could be implemented during this time period to ensure that the engineered barriers
lasted for at least 500 years. This is consistent with the institutional control time frame given in
both NRC and DOE requirements and was determined to be a reasonable approach for
assessing the long-term performance of the disposal units.
It was assumed that after 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To account for these
measures in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the water infiltration to the top of
the waste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years and then 20% of the natural rate
for the area for the remainder of the assessment time period (10,000 years). A water infiltration
rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was used only for the waste disposal area; the
natural background infiltration rate was used at and beyond the perimeter of the waste disposal
units.
Additional assumptions were used for a number of parameters, including the distance to a
nearby hypothetical receptor (100 m or 330 ft. from the edge of the disposal facility). The
analyses in the EIS indicate that a near-surface trench facility at NNSS and the WIPP Vicinity
can be safely used (e.g., estimates indicated no dose to a hypothetical nearby receptor at
10,000 years).
DOE agrees that the GTCC waste disposal facility must ensure the protection of a hypothetical
future inadvertent human intruder. In the conceptual design for the trench disposal facility, the
trenches are about 3 m (10 ft.) wide, 11 m (36 ft.) deep, and 100 m (330 ft.) long. The GTCC
waste disposal placement is assumed to be about 5 to 10 m (16 to 33 ft.) below ground surface.
On the basis of the depth of waste disposal, DOE believes that the only reasonable potential for
intrusion into a trench is from a future drilling event, such as drilling for a water well. The
likelihood of inadvertent intrusion from a drilling event would be very low for a GTCC trench
disposal facility at the reference locations evaluated because of (1) the narrow width of the
trench, (2) the use of intruder barriers, (3) the remoteness of the sites, (4) DOE's commitment
to long-term institutional control at these sites, (5) site conditions such as the general lack of
easily accessible resources and the great depth to groundwater, and (6) waste form stability. On
the basis of these considerations, DOE did not include a quantitative analysis of an inadvertent
human intruder in this EIS. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.
Issues associated with potential inadvertent human intrusion into WIPP have been addressed in
the documentation supporting its current operations. Disposal of the GTCC LLRW and GTCClike waste inventory in addition to the wastes already planned for disposal in this repository
would not be expected to change the results associated with this hypothetical event.
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These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts
on all environmental resources consistent with NEPA requirements. For the human health
assessment, the focus was on the groundwater pathway, since this is the most likely manner in
which someone could be exposed to the radioactive contaminants in the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes in the distant future. As discussed in Section 2.7.4.2, the hypothetical
resident fa rmer scenario was only used to provide estim ates for com paring the various sites
however, this scenario may not be consistent with the reasonably foreseeable future
at some of the sites evaluated. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
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All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS.
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allow for a comparative analysis of alternatives for transportation and waste disposal.
of the wastes prior to disposal is outside the scope ofthe EIS. Such treatment is
to be addressed prior to receipt of the waste at the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
waste disposal facility. DOE agrees that it is important to immobilize long-lived radionuclides
as Tc-99 and 1-129 prior to disposal. Solidification techniques (e.g., use of g rout) are
expected to immobilize certain wastes in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste inventory. If
needed, the actual stabilization methods used will depend, in part, on the waste stream,
packaging, and final disposal facility design. DOE considers the assumptions used for waste
provided in the EIS.
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sites evaluated. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.
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limited sensitivity analysis was conducted to obtain an idea of the uncertainties involved in
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The assumption of a 20% natural background infiltration rate after 500 years was based on a
study at SRS (Phifer et at. 2007) that indicated that after 10,000 years, the closure cap at the
F-area would still shed about 80% of the cumulative precipitation falling on it, with an
10,000 years. The approach used in the EIS is more conservative than indicated by this study.
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The minimum distance of 100 m is adequate for the analyses conducted in this EIS. The l00 m
distance was used to beconsistent with the minimum buffer zone distance surrounding aDOE
disposal site identified in DOE Manual 435.1-1, Radioactive Waste Management
Manual. As discussed in Section 2.7.4.2 of the EIS, the hypothetical resident farmer scenario
was only used to provide estimates for comparing the various sites evaluated; however, this
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Information on waste forms and waste packages and containers is provided throughout the EIS
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All relevant potential exposure pathways Were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS.
These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts
on all environmental resources consistent with NEPA requirements. The specific locations that
would be used at each potential site for development of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-Iike wastes are not known at this time. The use of "reference locations" was used in
the EIS to allow for a quantitative assessment of the impacts that could occur at each site.
While some parameters could change within a short distance, most would not. Site-specific
information provided by technical staff from various sites that were evaluated was used in
modeling analyses to the extent it was available, and conservative assumptions were used
to fill any remaining data gaps. The analysis presented in the EIS is adequate for the
comparison of the disposal alternatives evaluated. Fate and transport parameters utilized in the
estimations were based on site-specific (e.g., specific to the reference location to the extent
available) information and, as such, are considered reasonable for the purpose of the
comparison made in the EIS. However, DOE recognizes that additional project- and sitespecific information, such as the actual depth to groundwater over the entire disposal

area, could be used to inform' the implementation of a disposal facility at a given location. This
additional information is expected to reduce the uncertainty associated with these types of
evaluations to the extent possible. Site-specific information would be evaluated in any sitespecific NEPA review that would be conducted based on a ROD for this EIS.
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summarized in Section 2.7.12.
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As stated in Section 2.7.4.2 of the EIS, "The use of the resident farmer scenario is intended to
provide estimates for comparing the various sites evaluated; however, this scenario may not be
consistent with the reasonably foreseeable future scenario at some of the sites evaluated (e.g.,
Hanford Site).``Additional text was appended tothis statement-`"Subsequent NEPA analysis
would use additional site-specific information, if available, for the evaluation of potential
impacts should a site be selected for a GTCC disposal facility."
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The No Action Alternative is evaluated in sufficient detail in the EIS as required by NEPA.
high potential radiation doses and cancer risks could occur should this
alternative be selected. While a more detailed analysis could reduce the uncertainties
associated with estimating these doses and risks, the conclusionof comparatively high impacts
would not change for this alternative. The comment recommendation was taken into

L293-83

See response to L293-67.
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As stated in Section 2.9 of the EIS, DOE is concerned with the protection of human health,
during construction and operation ofthe facility, as well as in the long-term after facility
closure.
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See response to L293-28.
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See response to L293-78.
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specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed. This information could include
sensitive subpopulations and specific pathways of exposure for American Indians.
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be consistent with the minimum buffer zone distance surrounding a DOE LLRW disposal site
in DOE Manual 435.1-1, Radioactive Waste Management Manual. As discussed in
2.7.4.2 in the EIS, the hypothetical resident farmer scenario was only used tobeprovide
for comparing the various sites evaluated; however, this scenario may not
consistent with the reasonably foreseeable future scenarioat someof the sites evaluated. Site-
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itestimates

All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS.
These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts
on all environmental resources consistent with NEPA requirements. For the human health
assessment, the focus was on the groundwater pathway, since this is the most likely manner in
which someone could be exposed to the radioactive contaminants in the GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes in the distant future. Locations closer than the 100 m (330 ft.) evaluated
would result in higher dose and cancer risk estimates. The 100 m (30 ft.) distance was used to
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As required by NEPA, all impact analyses not just for cumulative impacts, in the EIS are
commensurate with the potential significance of the impact. Cumulative impacts were
evaluated in Sections 4.5, 5.3.12, 6.4, 7.4, 8.4, 9.4, 10.4, and 11l.4 in the EIS and were
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L293-84

The three land disposal facility conceptual designs (above-grade vault, enhanced near-surface
trench, and intermediate-depth borehole) were selected as being representative of a range of
land disposal configurations (varying degrees of waste consolidation and geometry) that could
be employed for the disposal of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory. As
discussed in Section 1.4.2 of the EIS, each concept has been used to some degree in the
United States or other countries. The same vault, borehole, and trench characteristics were
considered for the disposal sites evaluated in order to compare the perfonmance of each site's
natural hydrological, geological, and meteorological properties relative to contaminant fate and
transport once any engineered barriers would begin to fail. It should he emphasized that
project- and site-specific engineering factors would be incorporated into the actual facility
designs of the site or sites selected in a ROD to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

L293-85

As required by NEPA, the EIS evaluates the potential impacts of the proposed action on
cultural resources at the various DOE sites in sufficient detail to assess the potential impacts of
the proposed alternatives. DOE recognizes that development of a disposal facility for GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would require that future land uses be restricted at and near the
site for the protection of the general public. This action could affect areas that may be
important to American Indian tribes.
DOE considered the text provided by the participating affiliated American Indian tribes for
each of DOE sites evaluated in selection of the preferred alternative. Information provided by
the tribal governments associated with exposure pathways unique to American Indian tribes
(e.g., greater intakes of fish, game, and plants; use of sweat lodges; use of natural pigment
paints for traditional ceremonies) would be evaluated in site-specific NEPA analyses for the
alternative(s) selected in a ROD for this EIS.

L293-86

See response to L293-21.

L293-87

Information on waste forms and waste packages and containers, including the SWB, is
provided in the EIS to allow for a comparative analysis of alternatives for transportation and
waste disposal. See the discussion in Section B.5 and C.9.4.2 of the EIS for more information
on packaging and requirements. All GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would be packaged
and transported in accordance with all applicable federal and state requirements, and waste
disposal activities would be conducted in accordance with appropriate requirements.

L293-88

The three land disposal facility conceptual designs (above-grade vault, enhanced near-surface
trench, and intermediate-depth borehole) were selected as being representative of a range of
land disposal configurations (varying degrees of waste consolidation and geometry) that could
be employed for the disposal of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste inventory. As
discussed in Section 1.4.2 of the EIS, each concept has been used to some degree in the
United States or other countries. Section 1.4.2.2 discusses the selected borehole diameter. The
same vault, borehole, and trench characteristics were considered for the disposal sites
evaluated in order to compare the performance of each site's natural hydrological, geological,
and meteorological properties relative to contaminant fate and transport once any engineered
barriers would begin to fail.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program,
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L293-89

The amount of additional soil that might be required for the implementation of a near-surface
vault facility would depend on the site-specific implementation. Site-specific NEPA reviews
would be conducted as needed.

L293-90

The three land disposal facility conceptual designs (above-grade vault, enhanced near-surface
trench, and intermediate-depth borehole) were selected as being representative of a range of
land disposal configurations (varying degrees of waste consolidation and geometry) that could
be employed for the disposal of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory. As
discussed in Section 1.4.2 of the EIS, each concept has been used to some degree in the
United States or other countries. The same vault, borehole, and trench characteristics were
considered for the disposal sites evaluated in order to compare the performance of each site's
natural hydrological, geological, and meteorological properties relative to contaminant fate and
transport once any engineered barriers would begin to fail.
The conceptual nature of these configurations takes into account the characteristics of all of the
disposal sites for which they were considered, but their designs (e.g., width, depth, cover depth,
reinforced containment) could be altered or enhanced, as necessary, to provide an optimal
solution at a specific location. As an example, the cover depth could be adjusted to ensure that
roots from vegetation would not compromise the top of the engineered barrier. In addition, the
dimensions of the generic land disposal units (e.g., trench - width and depth, borehole diameter and depth, vault - width, depth, and height) were selected based on similar existing
facilities, existing equipment and methods for construction, and optimized (maximized waste
volume disposed of for a given disposal unit volume; simple waste handling procedures to
minimize exposure) for the types of waste packages considered; All designs could also
accommodate different disposal packages (existing and proposed) with minor variations in
their dimensions, but the EIS analyses would remain relevant for each option considered. Such
characteristics as depth of disposal, waste concentrations, and disposal unit geometry were
specifically accounted for in the EIS analysis.
For example, if borehole disposal at NNSS became a preferred alternative, any capacity in the
existing boreholes would have been considered in follow-up studies. For an above-grade vault
with a 5 m cover, long-term impacts from the above-grade vault as determined by modeling for
the EIS would be expected to be similar to those for a vault set lower with respect to grade,
including with the top of the vault at or below grade, except in the case where the bottom of the
waste confinement was closer to the groundwater table. For any disposal option, the bottom of
any disposal unit would not be located at or below the water table to exclude the chance of
groundwater migration into the disposal unit. Actual implementation of a disposal option at a
specific location at a given site may have to be modified (i.e., the depth of a trench or a
borehole may need to be reduced to avoid groundwater issues).
Past operational experience with these types of disposal facilities at DOE sites has shown that
when properly implemented, they can provide isolation of radioactive waste from the
environment for extended time periods. Past problems that have arisen with each option
provide additional information to improve the design and performance of future land disposal
facilities. Issues related to performance over time would be analyzed in a project-specific
analysis to address technical and long-term cultural concerns (e.g., tribal issues).
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Additional construction details would not provide any information that would help to
between alternatives because construction of a particular disposal unit is expected
to be similar for each site. Also, borehole casings would not be expected to be contaminated as
all waste emplacements would involve packages without external contamination. Should such
contamination occur, it would be handled according to a specific site's procedures for handling
radioactively contaminated material.
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The amount of additional soil that might be required for the implementation of a near-surface
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currently available waste characterization information is limited, and these wastes
only constitute approximately 4% by volume of the Group 1 wastes as discussed in
1.4.1 of the EIS. Additional information would be obtained prior to aydisposal,
howver, nd te mixd wate wold b rendred onhazrdou befoe bengyumte o
In addition, potential health impacts from hazardous chemicals are expected to be
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containment system is reasonable for theecomparative analyses given in the EIS. It is not
possible at this time to provide specific information on the expected monitoring and
designs is limited to conceptual descriptions of these facilities as given in Appendix D ofthe
EIS. The monitoring and maintenance program would be tailored to the actual design ofthe
disposal facility and would be developed during the implementation phase for a GTCC waste
disposal facility.
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The types of activities that would be expected to occur during the post-closure phase of a
GTCC waste disposal facility would include: visually inspecting cover systems and security
monitoring the nearby air, soil, surface water, and groundwater; and repairing any
inthe facility, including cracksor holes inthe soilcover. Adetailed program wouldbe
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developed to ensure that the wastes remained safely contained within the disposal unit for as
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when compared to radiological r'isks presented in the EIS (due to the higher volume and
activity from the radioactive component of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory).
Any mixed waste in the GTCC EIS inventory would be managed in accordance with federal
state laws and requirements.
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vault facility would depend on the site-specific implementation. Site-specific NEPA reviews
be conducted as needed.
DOE agesthat soeGTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes mybe characterized asmixed
containingSm
hazardous chemical constituents in additionma
to radionuclides).a
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The difference between neutral and stable weather conditions is discussed in footnote 'b' in
Table 5.3.9-3 ofthe EIS. The overall impact from severe weather conditions such as tornadoes
L293-9

would result in further dilutionof air concentrations and generally reduceeoverall population
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L29-97The resource values listed in Table D-9 are the correct values. The values for trench
in Table 5.3.2-1 were revised to reflect the correct values.
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See response to L293-78

L9-9All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the EIS.
These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts
on all environmental resources consistent with NEPA requirements. The assessment of impacts
from accidents occurring hundreds to thousands of years into the future was considered too
speculative to include because of the large uncertainty associated with estimating future land
use and population patterns.
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L293- 100

Potential inadvertent human intrusion into WIPP is addressed in the documentation
supporting its current operations. Inclusion of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes with
the wastes already planned for disposal in this repository would not be expected to change
the results associated with this hypothetical intrusion event.
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The EIS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the use
of a number of simplifying assumptions. This approach is consistent with NEPA, which
requires such analyses to be made early in the decision-making process. The various land
disposal conceptual designs were assumed to be constructed and operated in a comparable
manner at each of the various sites. Information on the conceptual engineering designs for
the three proposed land disposal methods is provided in Section D.3 of Appendix D in the
EIS.
By using the same conceptual designs at all of the sites evaluated in the GTCC EIS, except
for cases where a design did not apply (e.g., an intermediate-depth borehole at a site with
shallow groundwater), the potential impacts (e.g., radionuclides reaching the groundwater)
at the different environmental settings could be readily compared.

~ s~
-g

DOE agrees that the GTCC waste disposal facility must ensure the protection of a
hypothetical future inadvertent human intruder. On the basis of the depth of waste disposal,
DOE believes that the only reasonable potential for intrusion is from a future drilling event,
such as drilling for a well. The likelihood of inadvertent intrusion from a drilling event
would be very low because of: (1) the use of intruder barriers, (2) the remoteness of the
sites, (3) DOE's commitment to long-term institutional control, (4) site conditions such as
the general lack of easily accessible resources and the great depth to groundwater, and (5)
waste form stability. On the basis of these considerations, DOE did not include a
quantitative analysis of inadvertent human intruder in the EIS. Site-specific NEPA reviews
would be conducted as needed.

In performing these evaluations, a number of engineering measures were included in the
conceptual facility designs to minimize the likelihood of contaminant migration from the
disposal units. No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the facility
would not occur over and beyond a 10,000-year time period. It was assumed that these
measures would perform similarly for all conceptual designs, remaining intact for 500 years
after the disposal facility closed. After 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To
account for these engineered features in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the
water infiltration to the top of the waste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years
and then 20% of the natural rate for the area for the remainder of the time period (through
10,000 years). A water infiltration rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was only used
for the disposal area; the natural background infiltration rate was used at the perimeter of the
waste disposal units. Again, this approach enables a comparative evaluation of the influence
that site-specific environmental factors would have on the potential migration of
radionuclides from the disposal facilities and the potential impacts on human health. It
should be emphasized that project- and site-specific engineering factors would be
incorporated into the actual facility designs of the site or sites selected in a ROD to dispose
of GTCC LLRW and OTCC-Iike wastes.
Estimated radiation doses and LCFs were calculated for each site and disposal concept for
10,000 years, and if the peak impact did not occur during this time frame, the analysis was
extended out to 100,000 years. DOE believes that the assumptions made to support the longterm modeling calculations for the groundwater pathway are reasonable and enable a
comparative evaluation of the impacts between altemnatives. The results of the evaluation
presented in the EIS are sufficient to inform the selection of sites and methods for disposal.
Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program,
Comm enter ID No. L293 (eont'd)

L293-102

As discussed in Section 5.3.4.3 of the ELS, contaminated groundwater was assumed to be
used for drinking and irrigation of crops, leading to the ingestion of contaminated
foodstuffs. All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses
presented in the EIS. These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and
estimated the potential impacts on all environmental resources consistent with NEPA
requirements. For the human hiealth assessment, the focus was on the groundwater pathway,
since this is the most likely manner in which someone could be exposed to the radioactive
contaminants in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes in the distant future. As discussed
in Section 2.7.4.2 of the EIS, the hypothetical resident farmer scenario was only used to
provide estimates for comparing the various sites evaluated; however, this scenario may not
be consistent with the reasonably foreseeable future scenario at some of the sites evaluated.
Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed. This information could include
sensitive subpopulations and specific pathways of exposure for American Indians.

L293- 103

The Surface water pathway was not analyzed quantitatively in the EIS for the reasons
summarized in Appendix E - "Releases to surface water would only occur once the entire
engineered cover over the disposed wastes had eroded away. Because of the thick cover
layer and the use of very robust engineering techniques to construct it, it was assumed for
the analyses in the EIS that the buried GTCC wastes would always be overlain by some
cover material through 10,000 years, eliminating surface water runoff as a potential
exposure mechanism for the action alternatives.
Even if releases to surface water were to occur, it is not expected that these releases would
be significant or result in higher peak annual doses or latent cancer facility (LCF) risks than
would releases to groundwater. The disposal facility and waste containers are assumed to
maintain their integrity for at least 500 years, and this factor would allow many of the
shorter-lived radionuclides to decay to innocuous levels prior to any releases to the
environment. In addition, it is expected that releases to surface water would be much more
diluted in the environment (such as in a river or lake) before being ingested by the
hypothetical receptor than would comparable releases to groundwater (in which case the
hypothetical receptor would extract water for use from a well). Because of this smaller
amount of dilution, the groundwater pathwaywould likely be much more significant than
the surface water pathway."

L293-I 04

All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the
EIS, including impacts from erosion. These analyses addressed a range of reasonable
scenarios and estimated the potential impacts on all environmental resources consistent with
NEPA requirements. For the human health assessment, the focus was on the groundwater
pathway, since this is the most likely manner in which someone could be exposed to the
radioactive contaminants in the (3TCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in the distant future.
Locations closer than the 100 m (330 ft.) evaluated would result in higher dose and cancer
risk estimates. The 100 m (30 ft.) distance was used to be consistent with the minimum
buffer zone distance surrounding a DOE LLRW disposal site identified in DOE Manual
435.1-1, Radioactive Waste Management Manual. As discussed in Section 2.7.4.2 in the
EIS, the hypothetical resident farmer scenario was only used to provide estimates for
comparing the various sites evaluated; however, this scenario may not be consistent with the
reasonably foreseeable future scenario at some of the sites evaluated.
In addition, a sensitivity analysis was also conducted to assess the impacts of infiltration
rates of 50 and 100%. Details of the analysis are presented in Appendix E, Section E.6 of
the EIS. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program,
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types of activities that would be expected to occur during the post-closure phase of a

GTCC waste disposal facility would include visually inspecting cover systems and security
fences; monitoring the nearby air, soil, surface water, and groundwater; and repairing any
defects in the facility, including cracks or holes in the soil cover. A detailed program would
be developed to ensure that the wastes remained safely contained within the disposal unit for
as long as possible.
L293-106

The EIS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the use
of a number of simplifying assumptions. This approach is consistent with NEPA, which
requires such analyses to be made early in the decision-making process. The various land
disposal conceptual designs were assumed to be constructed and operated in a comparable
manner at each of the various sites.
Information on the conceptual engineering designs for the three proposed land disposal
methods is provided in Section D.3 of Appendix D in the EIS. By using the same conceptual
designs at all of the sites evaluated in the GTCC EIS, except for cases where a design did
not apply (e.g., an intermediate-depth borehole at a site with shallow groundwater), the
potential impacts (e.g., radionuclides reaching the groundwater) at the different
environmental settings could be readily compared.
In performing these evaluations, a number of engineering measures were included in the
conceptual facility designs to minimize the likelihood of contaminant migration from the
disposal units. No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the facility
would not occur over and beyond a 10,000-year time period. It was assumed that these
measures would perform similarly for all conceptual designs, remaining intact for 500 years
after the disposal facility closed. After 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To
account for these engineered features in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the
water infiltration to the top of the waste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years
and then 20% of the natural rate for the area for the remainder of the time period (through
10,000 years). A water infiltration rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was only used
for the disposal area; the natural background infiltration rate was used at the perimeter of the
waste disposal units. Again, this approach enables a comparative evaluation of the influence
that site-specific environmental factors would have on the potential migration of
radionuclides from the disposal facilities and the potential impacts on human health. It
should be emphasized that project- and site-specific engineering factors would be
incorporated into the actual facility designs of the site or sites selected in a ROD to dispose
of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual
disposal sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail
was included in these designs for use in the EIS analyses, consistent with the current stage
of this process. Some of the input values may change in the future and could result in higher
impacts (such as from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while
others could result in lower impacts (due to decreased precipitation).
Estimated radiation doses and LCFs were calculated for each site and disposal concept for
10,000 years, and if the peak impact did not occur during this time frame, the analysis was
extended out to 100,000 years. DOE believes that the assumptions made to support the longterm modeling calculations for the groundwater pathway are reasonable and enable a
comparative evaluation of the impacts between alternatives. The results of the evaluation
presented in the EIS are sufficient to inform the selection of sites and methods for disposal.
Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program,
Commenter ID No. L293 (cont'd)
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See response to L293-93.

L293-108

The hazardous waste that could be generated during construction of a near-surface disposal
facility could include typical industrial construction wastes such as liquids - used oil,
grease, and organic solvents - and solids - batteries, mercury construction lights, cleaning
materials (e.g., wipes), and solids generated during the cleanup of spills (e.g. absorbents,
soil). At the time of construction, such wastes would be identified and
disposed of according to their waste characteristics and the appropriate local, state,
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L293-I09

Same response as above for L293-I08.

L293-1 10

DOE believes that the analyses presented in the EIS are sufficient to compare the potential
cumulative impacts of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste disposal for the sites that were
In particular, existing concentrations of various radionuclides in contaminated
soil and groundwater at the candidate sites were taken into consideration in the selection of
the preferred alternative. Also, while up to 12,600 truck shipments were assessed for
of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a proposed disposal facility, these
shipments would be spread out over a 60 year time period, with the result that only about
one to two shipments a day might be expected at the facility in addition to current traffic.
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cumulative impact analyses would be conducted in site-specific NEPA reviews,
needed, for the alternative selected in a ROD. Such follow-on reviews would be based Onstspcicnfrao
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The depth of disposal (5 m from the ground surface to the top of the disposal unit) for the
proposed vault facility is the same as that for the trench. With reinforced concrete sides, the
•'

vault may be less vulnerable to inadvertent intrusion than for the proposed trench designan
also less vulnerable to erosion and subsequent exposure to surface water.
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DOE agrees that the GTCC waste disposal facility must ensure the protection of a
hypothetical future inadvertent human intruder, especially for the wastes disposed of in an
enhanced near surface trench. In the conceptual design for the trench disposal facility, the
trenches are about 3 m (10 ft.) wide, 11 m (36 ft.) deep, and 100 m (330 ft.) long. The
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GTCC waste disposal placement is assumed to be about 5 to 10 m (16 to 33 ft.) below
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the basis of the depth of waste disposal, DOE believes that the only reasonable potential
for intrusion is from a future drilling event, such as drilling for a well. The likelihood of
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facility because of: (1) the narrow width of the trench, (2) the use of intruder
(3) the remoteness of the sites, (4) DOE's commitment to long-term institutional
(5) site conditions such as the general lack of easily accessible resources and the
great depth to groundwater, and (6) waste form stability. On the basis of these
considerations, DOE did not include a quantitative analysis of inadvertent human intruder in
the EIS. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.

________________disposal

E
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The EIS analysis assumes 100 years of institutional control after closure of a GTCC disposal
facility, but that control period could be for a longer time period. As discussed in Section
2.9, the exposure to an inadvertent intruder is to be limited even after the period of active
institutional control.
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See response to L293-67.
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L293-1 13

See response to L293-95.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program,
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L293-1 14

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-]ike wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However,
the degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all
of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such
as Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal
facilities at sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil
distribution coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, land disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity)
would isolate radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant
radioactive decay to occur.

L293-1 15

The site-specific environmental factors identified - seismic activity, subsurface movement,
proximity to the Columbia River, and high levels of contamination - were considered in the
EIS. The results of the evaluation were taken into consideration in identifying the preferred
alternative presented in the Final EIS.
DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup effort will continue.
The EIS analysis is used to assess the viability of an alternative as well as its relative
performance compared to the other alternatives. Exclusion of a reasonable alternative from
the EIS without first evaluating the site is contrary to a thorough NEPA analysis. All
alternatives are retained in the Final EIS because such evaluations are needed to support
selection of the preferred alternative. In addition, as discussed in Section 1.4.2, the
conceptual disposal facility designs analyzed in the EIS could be modified to perform better
in specific locations. Thus, poor performance in the EIS analysis does not necessarily
exclude an alternative from consideration.

L293-1 16

See response to L293-21.

L293-I 17

Other toxic pollutants releases are a composite of calculated
estimates of toxic air pollutants,
excluding ammonia, from the 200-East and 200-West Areas tank farms, 200 Area Effluent
Treatment Facility, Central Waste Complex, T Plant Complex, and Waste Receiving and
Processing Facility. As referenced, fuirther information on the composition of the other toxic
pollutants can be found in Poston, T.M., et al. (editors), 2007, Hanford Site Environmental
Report for Calendar Year 2006, prepared by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory,
Richland, Wash., for U.S. Department of Energy, Sept.

L293-1 18

See response to L293-29.

L293-1 19

The use of "reference locations" was used in the EIS to allow for a quantitative assessment
of the impacts that could occur at each site. While some parameters could change within a
short distance, most would not. The RESRAD-OFFSITE computer code was used to model
the migration of radionuclides from the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes placed into
the conceptual disposal facility designs for the three land disposal methods (not all three
methods were evaluated for each site). Site-specific infonmation provided by technical staff
from various sites that were evaluated was used in these modeling analyses to the extent it
was available, and conservative assumptions were used to fill any remaining data gaps.
While the computer model was largely developed to support environmental restoration
activities, it has a number of features that make it a good choice for use in this EIS. The
analysis presented in the EIS is adequate for the comparison of the disposal alternatives
evaluated.

L293-120

Same response as above for L293-1 19.
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The reference is provided in the text.

Cornmenter ID No. L293 (eont'd)

L293-122

Ten years of data is sufficient for the purposes of the EIS and provides the current baseline
needed for evaluation. Site remediation efforts have also been on-going over this period of
time.

L293-123

The site-specific environmental factors identified in the comment were evaluated in the EIS
appropriate in Sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.3. The results of the evaluation were taken into
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L293-124

See response to L293-118.

L293-125

The seismic activity in the area surrounding the Hanford Site was evaluated in the EIS as
appropriate in Section 6.1.2.1.4. The results of the evaluation were taken into consideration
identifying the preferred alternative presented in the Final EIS.

L293-126

See response to L293-125.
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In the TC&WM 2012 EIS "Probabilistic seismic hazard analyses are used to detennine
ground motions expected from multiple earthquake sources, which are then used to design

-.

~or

~

evaluate facilities at Hanford. On the basis of the most recent site-specific seismic
analyses, it is estimated that an earthquake producing a horizontal (ground) acceleration of

-~

~0.10 g at Hanford would be experienced on average every 500 years (annual probability of
~occurrence of 1 in 500). An earthquake producing a peak horizontal (ground) acceleration of
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0.2 g is calculated to have an annual probability of occurrence of 1 in 2,500, which is in
approximate agreement with the national seismic hazard maps produced by USGS (Duncan
2007:4.46). As stated in DOE Order 420.1B, Change 1,DOE requires nuclear and
nonnuclear facilities to be designed, constructed, and operated so that the public, workers,
environment are protected from adverse impacts of natural phenomena hazards,
including earthquakes. A site-specific ground response model developed for the WTP being
constructed at Hanford stipulated increased ground motions for the design basis of this
faiiyb
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See response to L293-125.

~L293-129
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The American Indian Text box in Section 6.1.3.1. lof the EIS discusses the importance of
the Columbia River to the Indian People, and Section 6.1.3.1.3 discusses the importance of
the designation of the Columbia River as "'"salmon and trout spawning, noncore rearing, and

~ ~
~i~migration."'

SL293-130
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Radionuclides in the Columbia River originating from Hanford are discussed in
6.1.3.1.3 in the EIS (e.g. "These constituents are known to be entering the river
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contaminated groundwater beneath the Hanford Site.").
L293-131

Depleted uranium is not included in the GTCC LLRW waste inventory because this material
not GTCC LLRW.
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See response to L293-118.
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See response to L293-78.
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See response to L293-78.
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L293-136

DOE respects the unique and special relationship between American Indian tribal
governments and the Government of the United States. For this reason, DOE has presented
and considered tribal views and perspectives throughout the .GTCC EIS (and not on one
page or section) to ensure full and fair consideration of tribal rights and concerns before
making decisions or implementing programs that could affect tribes.
All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the
BIS. These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential
impacts on all environmental resources consistent with NEPA requirements. For the human
health assessment, the focus was on the groundwater pathway, since this is the most likely
manner in which someone could be exposed to the radioactive contaminants in the GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in the distant future. Locations closer than the 100 m (330 ft.)
evaluated would result in higher dose and cancer risk estimates. The 100 m (30 ft.) distance
was used to be consistent with the minimum buffer zone distance surrounding a DOE
LLRW disposal site identified in DOE Manual 435.1 1, Radioactive Waste Management
Manual. As discussed in Section 2.7.4.2 in the EIS, the hypothetical resident farmer scenario
was only used to provide estimates for comparing the various sites evaluated; however, this
scenario may not be consistent with the reasonably foreseeable fuiture scenario at some of
the sites evaluated. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed. This
information could include sensitive subpopulations and specific pathways of exposure for
American Indians.

I
L293-137

More than 8,000 years of prehistoric human activity in the largely arid environment of the
middle Columbia River region have left extensive archaeological deposits along the river
shores. Well-watered areas inland from the river also show evidence of concentrated human
activity, and recent surveys have indicated transient use of arid lowlands for hunting. These
cultural sites were occupied continuously or intermittently over substantial timespans. For
this reason, a single location may contain evidence of use during both the prehistoric and
historic periods, and thus the number of- occupationsi could prove substantially greater
than the number of identified sites (Neitze1 2005).
To date, approximately 32,630 hectares (80,640 acres) of Hanford and adjacent areas have
been surveyed for archaeological resources. Approximately 1,550 cultural resource sites and
isolated finds and 531 buildings and structures have been documented. 49cultural resource
sites are listed in the National Register. Most of these sites are associated with the American
Indian landscape and are part of six archaeological districts situated on the shores and
islands of the Columbia River. To protect resources, the National Historic Preservation Act
(16 U.S.C. 470 et seq.), Section 304, and the Archaeological Resources Protection Act
(16 U.S.C. 470aa et seq.), Section 9, r'equire agencies to withhold from public disclosure
information on the location and character of cultural resources (Duncan 2007).

f

Prehistoric period sites common to Hanford include remains of numerous pit house villages,
various types of open campsites, spirit quest monuments (rock cairns), hunting camps, game
drive complexes, quarries in mountains and rocky bluffs, hunting and kill sites in lowland
stabilized dunes, and small temporary camps near perennial sources of water away from the
river (Duncan 2007:4.120).
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Although development and amateur artifact collectors have disturbed many prehistoric
resources throughout the region, restricted public access imposed at Hanford has resulted in
less destruction than in many other areas (Duncan 2007:4.120). Destruction from other
causes is also slight.
L293-138

The text was revised as suggested.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program,
Commenter ID No. L293 (eont'd)

L293-139

As required by NEPA, the EIS evaluates the potential impacts of the proposed action on
cultural resources at the various DOE sites in sufficient detail to assess the potential impacts
of the proposed alternatives. DOE recognizes that development of a disposal facility for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes wouild require that future land uses be restricted at and
near the site for the protection of the general public. This action could affect areas that may
be important to American Indian tribes. Text was added to Section 6.1.10 of the EIS
describing the concept of traditional cultural properties and those associated with the
Hanford Site.

L293-140

Existing site-specific contamination was considered where appropriate. Additional
information concerning air monitoring and air releases in the 200 west area was added to
Section 6.1.1.2. All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses
presented in the EIS. These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and
estimated the potential impacts on all environmental resources consistent with NEPA
requirements. For the human health assessment, the focus was on the groundwater pathway,
since this is the most likely manner in which someone could be exposed to the radioactive
contaminants in the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in the distant future. As discussed
in Section 2.7.4.2 of the EIS, the hypothetical resident farmer scenario was only used to
provide estimates for comparing the various sites evaluated; however, this scenario may not
be consistent with the reasonably foreseeable future scenario at some of the sites evaluated.
Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.

L293-141

Section 6.2.5 of the EIS discusses the need to quickly revegetate disturbed land at Hanford
so that non-native species do not become established.

L293-142

The water use during construction of a potential disposal facility at the Hanford Site was
evaluated in the EIS as appropriate. The results of the evaluation were taken into
consideration in identifying the preferred alternative presented in the Final EIS. Information
on water use and consumption from the construction and operation of a GTCC Disposal
facility is found in Appendix D 6.1 and D 6.2 of the EIS.

L293-143

See response to L293-78.

L293-144

The potential for flooding at the Hanford Site was evaluated in the EIS as appropriate in
Section 6.1.3.1.1. The results of the evaluation were taken into consideration in identifying
the preferred alternative presented in the Final EIS.

L293-145

See response to L293-78.

L293-146

See response to L293-2.

L293-I147

See response to L293-78.

L293-148

The hazardous waste that could be generated during construction of a near-surface disposal
facility could include typical industrial construction wastes such as liquids - used oil,
grease, and organic solvents - and solids - batteries, mercury construction lights, cleaning
materials (e.g., wipes), and solids generated during the cleanup of spills (e.g. absorbents,
contaminated soil). At the time of construction, such wastes would be identified and
properly disposed of according to their waste characteristics and the appropriate local, state,
and federal regulations.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program,
Commenter ID No. L293 (cont'd)

L293-149

All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the
EIS. These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential
impacts on all environmental resources consistent with NEPA requirements. For the human
health assessment, the focus was on the groundwater pathway, since this is the most likely
manner in which someone could be exposed to the radioactive contaminants in the GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes in the distant future. Locations closer than the 100 m (330 ft.)
evaluated would result in higher dose and cancer risk estimates. The 100 m (30 ft.) distance
was used to be consistent with the minimum buffer zone distance surrounding a DOE
LLRW disposal site identified in DOE Manual 435.1 1, Radioactive Waste Management
Manual. As discussed in Section 2.7.4.2 of the EIS, the hypothetical resident farmer
scenario was only used to provide estimates for comparing the various sites evaluated;
however, this scenario may not be consistent with the reasonably foreseeable future scenario
at some of the sites evaluated. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.
This information could include sensitive subpopulations and specific pathways of exposure
for American Indians.
This EIS presents relevant and essential information important to the evaluation of potential
environmental impacts, consistent with NEPA's primary goal of full disclosure to the public
as well as agency decision makers. This includes discussion of the history of the settlement
of Hanford and the treaties entered into between tribal nations and the U.S. government.
There is substantial documentation indicating that the tribes understood at the time these
treaties were signed that the lands were no longer "unclaimed" when they were claimed for
the purposes of the white settlers' activities. DOE is not aware of any judicially recognized
mechanisms that would allow these lands to revert to "unclaimed" status merely through the
process of being acquired by the federal government. The portion of Hanford that remained
in the public domain in 1943, as well as all the acquired lands, were closed to all access
initially under authority of the War Powers Act and then under authority of the AEA. It is
therefore DOE's position that the Hanford lands are neither "open" nor "unclaimed."
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See response to L293-2.

L293-151

See response to L293-1 18.

L293-152

See response to L293-2.

L293-153

See response to L293-2.

L293-1 54

See 'response to L293-21I.

L293-155

The alternatives suggested for evaluation are not within the reasonable range of alternatives
for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Evaluation of additional generic sites
would not provide further benefit in the decision to provide a disposal pathway for GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like waste and is considered outside the scope of the EIS.
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barriers assumed in the analyses. DOE believes the approach and the
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20% natural background infiltration rate after 500 years was based on astudy at SRS
et al. 2007) that indicated that after 10,000 years, the closure cap at the F-area would
.still shed about 80% of the cumulative precipitation falling on it, with an effectiveness that
would be greater before 10,000 years, then decrease very slowly after 10,000 years. The
approach used in the EIS is more conservative than indicated by this study.
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incorporated into the actual facility designs of the site or sites selected in a ROD to dispose
of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
believes thatS500 years is arealistic time period for the longevity ofthe types of
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only used for the disposal •rea; the natural background infiltration rate was used at the
the waste disposal units. Again, this approach enablesa comparative evaluation
ofthe influence that site-specific environmental factors would have on the potential
migration of radionuclides from the disposal facilities and the potential impacts on human
It should be emphasized that project- and site-specific engineering factors would be
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account for these engineered features in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that
the water infiltration to the top of the waste disposal area would be zero for the first
500 yearsand then 20% of the natural rate for the area for the remainder of the time period
(through 10,000 years). A water infiltration rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was
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The EIS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the use
of a number of simplifying assumptions. This approach is consistent with NEPA, which
requires such analyses to be made early in the decision-making process. The various land
disposal conceptual designs were assumed to be constructed and operated in a comparable
at each of the various sites. Information on the conceptual engineering designs for
the three proposed land disposal methods is provided in Section D.3 ofAppendix D in the
EIS. By using the same conceptual designs at all of the sites evaluated in the GTCC EIS,
for cases where a design did not apply (e.g., an intermediate-depth borehole at a site
with shallow groundwater), the potential impacts (e.g., radionuclides reaching the
at the different environmental settings could be readily compared.
performing these evaluations, a number of engineering measures were included in the
facility designs to minimize the likelihood of contaminant migration from the
disposal units. No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the facility
not occur over and beyond a 10,000-year time period. It was assumed that these
would perform similarly for all conceptual designs, remaining intact for 500 years
the disposal facility closed. After 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail.
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exitig fdealsites. Emergency response plans and procedures, based on further review
ecso be made to build such afacility, would be inplace before the receipt of
radioactive waste.
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While radionuclide releases are not anticipated during operation of the proposed disposal
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See response to L293-67.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Prottram,
Commenter ID No. L293 (cont'd)

L293-I161

Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed once an alternative is selected to
tailor the proposed disposal facility to the selected site. The types of activities that would be
expected to occur during the post-closure phase of a GTCC waste disposal facility would
include visually inspecting cover systems and security fences; monitoring the nearby air,
soil, surface water, and groundwater; and repairing any defects in the facility, including
cracks or holes in the soil cover. A detailed program would be developed to ensure that the
wastes remained safely contained within the disposal unit for as long as possible.

L293-162

The EIS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the use
of a number of simplifying assumptions. This approach is consistent with NEPA, which
requires such analyses to be made early in the decision-making process. The various land
disposal conceptual designs were assumed to be constructed and operated in a comparable
manner at each of the various sites. Information on the conceptual engineering designs for
the three proposed land disposal methods is provided in Section D.3 of Appendix D in the
EIS. By using the same-conceptual designs at all of the sites evaluated in the GTCC ETS,
except for cases where a design did not apply (e.g., an intermediate-depth borehole at a site
with shallow groundwater), the potential impacts (e.g., radionuclides reaching the
groundwater) at the different environmental settings could be readily compared.
In performing these evaluations, a number of engineering measures were included in the
conceptual facility designs to minimize the likelihood of contaminant migration from the
disposal units. No facility design can guarantee that radionuclide migration from the facility
would not occur over and beyond a 10,000-year time period. It was assumed that these
measures would perform similarly for all conceptual designs, remaining intact for 500 years
after the disposal facility closed. After 500 years, the barriers would gradually fail. To
account for these engineered features in the modeling calculations, it was assumed that the
water infiltration to the top of the waste disposal area would be zero for the first 500 years
and then 20% of the natural rate for the area for the remainder of the time period (through
10,000 years). A water infiltration rate of 20% of the natural rate for the area was only used
for the disposal area; the natural background infiltration rate was used at the perimeter of the
waste disposal units. Again, this approach enables a comparative evaluation of the influence
that site-specific environmental factors would have on the potential migration of
radionuclides from the disposal facilities and the potential impacts on human health. It
should be emphasized that project- and site-specific engineering factors would be
incorporated into the actual facility designs of the site or sites selected in a ROD to dispose
of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.
DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual
disposal sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail
was included in these designs for use in the ELS analyses, consistent with the current stage
of this process. Some of the input values may change in the future and could result in higher
impacts (such as from increased precipitation at some sites due to climate change), while
others could result in lower impacts (due to decreased precipitation).
DOE believes that 500 years is a realistic time period for the longevity of the types of
engineering barriers assumed in the analyses. DOE believes the approach and the
assumptions used in the EIS are reasonable for performing the comparative analysis of
alternatives required by NEPA. For example, as discussed in Section E.2.2, the assumption
of a 20% natural background infiltration rate after 500 years was based on a study at SRS
(Phifer et al. 2007) that indicated that after 10,000 years, the closure cap at the F-area would
still shed about 80% of the cumulative precipitation falling on it, with an effectiveness that
would be greater before 10,000 years, then decrease very slowly after 10,000 years. The
approach used in the EIS is more conservative than indicated by this study.

L293-163

See response to L293-21.

L293-164

See resoonse to L293-21.
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Many of these Executive Orders apply to implementation activities. The construction and
operation of a GTCC disposal facility will be done in accordance with existing federal, state,
and local laws and regulations, including Presidential Executive Orders.

L293- 166

The GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory evaluated in the EIS is based on the best
available information on the stored and projected GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes
3
from ongoing and planned activities. The estimated 12,000 m of GTCC LLRW and GTCClike wastes is a relatively small volume of waste when compared to other wastes disposed of

.
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DOE. For example, this volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes is only about
20% of the 59,000 m3 ofLLRW disposed of at one site (NNSS) in one year (fiscal year
DOE canceled the Draft Global Nuclear Energy PartnershipProgrammatic
EnvironmentalImpact Statement (GNEP PEIS) (74 FR. 31017); therefore, the generation of
GTCC LLRW under GNEP is not included in the GTCC EIS inventory. In
addition, the inventory includes wastes expected to be generated during the production of
for medical applications from two potential generators. While the potential
generator(s) of this waste may change, the estimated characteristics and volumes are
representative ofthe amounts expected to supply the demand for the Mo-99. DOE believes
that expanding the inventory to include potential GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from
or unplanned future activities would introduce excessive uncertainty in the EIS
evaluations. DOE believes that the inventory included in the GTCC EIS is reasonable for
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the purposes of the NEPA process and that it provides a supportable basis for conducting the
EIS evaluation and the identification of the preferred alternative in the Final EIS. In the
future, should additional waste be identified, appropriate NEPA review would be conducted
to reflect these changes and also changes that would be needed to the existing infrastructure
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will be conducted prior to the start of any construction activities.
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and other review will be conducted to evaluate soils, sediments, seismic, geologic and other
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Site-specific environmental factors were evaluated in the EIS as appropriate in
Section 6.1.3.23. The results of the evaluation were taken into consideration in identifying
the preferred altemnative presented in the Final EIS. Once a decision is made concerning the
of a site and disposal methods for GTCC LLRW, additional site-specific NEPA
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See response to L293-2.

L293-170

Details ofthe facility accident analysis can be found in Sections 5.3.4.2.1 and 6.2.4.1 in the
EIS regarding Hanford. Only a small subset of potential accident impacts are analyzed
because such impacts are dependent on the severity of the accident, the amount of material
how readily the material can be dispersed, the weather conditions (wind direction
and speed) at the time of the accident, and the land use of the affected area. Human health
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impacts were bounded, but such socioeconomic
impacts are not as readily quantified. As
shown in the accident analysis, the potential human health accident impacts do not vary
among the potential sites because all sites are in relatively remote areas.
the potential socioeconomic impacts are not expected to vary significantly among
sites and would not be a discriminator when selecting the preferred alternative.
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or the identification of additional disposal sites.
DOE does not anticipate constructing any new facilities in contaminated areas. Site surveys
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All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the
EIS. These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential
impacts on all environmental resources consistent with NEPA requirements. A
transportation accident involving dispersal of radioactive material into a water body would
be an extremely rare event and is not considered credible for the transportation risk analysis
conducted for this EIS.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Manaaement Program,
Commenter ID No. L293 (tont'd)
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See response to L293-67.

L293-173

The surface water pathway was not analyzed quantitatively in the EIS for the reasons
summarized in Appendix E - "Releases to surface water would only occur once the entire
engineered cover over the disposed wastes had eroded away. Because of the thick cover
layer and the use of very robust engineering techniques to construct it, it was assumed for
analyses in the EIS that the buried GTCC wastes would always be overlain by some
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material through 10,000 years, eliminating surface water runoff as a potential
mechanism for the action alternatives.
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if releases to surface water were to occur, it is not expected that these releases would
be significant or result in higher peak annual doses or latent cancer facility (LCF) risks than
releases to groundwater. The disposal facility and waste containers are assumed to
their integrity for at least 500 years, and this factor would allow many of the
radionuclides to decay to innocuous levels prior to any releases to the
environment. In addition, it is expected that releases to surface water would be much more
diluted in the environment (such as in a river or lake) before being ingested by the
receptor than would comparable releases to groundwater (in which case the
receptor would extract water for use from a well). Because of this smaller
of dilution, the groundwater pathway would likely be much more significant than
the surface water pathway."
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See response to L293-95.

L293-176

All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the

}a-"

addressed a range of reasonable scenarios and estimated the potential impacts on all
resources consistent with NEPA requirements. For the human health
the focus was on the groundwater pathway, since this is the most likely manner
in which someone could be exposed to the radioactive contaminants in the GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-Iike wastes in the distant future. Locations closer than the 100 m (330 ft.)"
~evaluated would result in higher dose and cancer risk estimates. The 100 m (30 ft.) distance
was used to be consistent with the minimum buffer zone distance surrounding a DOE
LLRW disposal site identified in DOE Manual 435.1,1 Radioactive Waste Management
As discussed in Section 2.7.4.2 in the EIS, the hypothetical resident farmer
scenario was only used to provide estimates for comparing the various sites evaluated;
however, this scenario may not he consistent with the reasonably foreseeable future scenario
some of the sites evaluated. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed.
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which someone could be exposed to the radioactive contaminants in the GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes in the distant future. As discussed in Section 2.7.4.2 in the EIS, the
resident farmer scenario was only used to provide estimates for comparing the
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All relevant potential exposure pathways were considered in the analyses presented in the

sites evaluated; however, this scenario may not be consistent with the reasonably

foreseeable future scenario at some of the sites evaluated. Site-specific NEPA reviews
would be conducted as needed.
L293-178

See response to L293-177.

L293-1 79

See response to L293-65.
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See response to L293-29.

L293-181

DOE recognizes that modeling potential releases of radionuclides from the conceptual
disposal sites far into the future approximates what might actually occur. Sufficient detail
was included in the conceptual disposal facility designs for use in the EIS analyses,
consistent with the current stage of this process. Some of the input values may change in the
and could result in higher impacts (such as from increased precipitation at some sites
due to climate change), while others could result in lower impacts (due to decreased

precipitation).

i
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~Attachment 3
Comments of the institute for Erlergy and Envrironimential Rese~arch on the
of Energy's,
*Departmernt
Dmaft,Envfronmen tai Impact Statement far the Dispoasalof Greater-Tlaan.ClaasC(GTCC) LowLevel Radiloactfve Waste and OTCC-Lke Woste
(DOE.IEls-O375-O.), published In February 2021
*
n
Si9une211
.
.
va"sparedfor Ridolfi, Inc., by
Th~eInstitute for-Energy and Environlments! Research

Ike Waste (DOE/El$-OI3/5-D), published by the
Radioactive Waste and tiTCC.L
(GTCC)Law-•.Level
Departmen~t of tEergy (DOE)in February 2051, were prepared by the institute for Energy •nd
Enivronmentol Research under contract to Rtldplfl.lee. This Draft GTCCEISIs referred to in tire
"•orments below as 'liraft lIS." IEERhad submitted comments to the DOEon its draft implemeetatien
2
.
. \...
plan in September 20OD7
(Orseeoping)
Ovrervriew and,.Reeommendationss for a Revised Draft EI1,5
Our analysis Indicates that the Draft EIl is very, ncomnpleleand in many r espscts ,scientitleslly Illfounded.. These points are called out espleiitly In the discussion below. As a result we have condluded
that illIs necessary to re-do-the draft and republish a Draft EISfor public comment. The
recommendatieons below for a revision Indicate the bredthl and depth of the scietnllir and regulatorygaps aird i~robtems wIth the Draft ElS¢Thseyare heseden tiheanalysiis end review ol~the E15Ijelow
(lncluding Appendia A).
Section A Recemmendatlons: DDE's respanses so samne lubhl~ccomments on scope (with fear
subsections}
)
adWIPraft
1E1S
should be published that Includes a deep geologic repository nltemative
otrA
revisedt

5

Erp¢y't
neargla tnlnoientenrol esrerh antir Depoatnsetefre
Ariae MatihlanL. Ceamerres ef the Institute/isfirr
tow-t nvt
afiereet ro Prepule anCsv~tzeeoenrthsrlparrarttcearvserfr the OiopoalouteGrteorer-Than-oo-C
feance
Snptewhnr 21. 2e00,en the
Resear~ch,
atnd
Environmeental
eadieortise WaI te.FederetRrg~itrer,Instltuse for En/ergy
Web asthitn .l

ww•eenfowntltn•

. Hereafter htvl~hhant007.

I L293-i82

See response to L293-24.
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The gISshould Inctude an alternative that combinses
hardened on site storage of commercial
reactor decommissiosing (5TCCfor 30 to 60 years combined with dispuosal.

L293-183

A revised dm15ftEiS
should be pub~lshed llhateexpilcRiy
addresses cancer risks to children and
female children, to estimate whsether the proposed disposal methods metet the
""tandeards for public health protection in existingregelations, notably Saibpart C ot 10 CgIS61.•
In light of Eaecutitve Order 13045, the DOCshould also consider non-cancer risks Inutero and
nor~cnnear risitto chlidren.

L293-1t4

A•revised draft EISshould be psibliohed tisat eepilcitiy includes depleted uranium from
enrichment piants at 6TCC-likewaste. This should tnciludeboth existing stecks of DU at DOE,
sites as weilJ
as stocks of DtJ enticipeted frees the centrifuge enrichment plant that has been
licensed and operating In New Mexico and the one likelytso be operational la the future is
Idaho.

L293-1t5

L293-183

The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCClike wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need
for agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy
Policy Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-5 8), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a
permanent disposal facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC
EIS evaluates the range of reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under
NEPA, a No Action Altemnative. Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for
storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would continue in accordance with current
requirements.

L293-1 84

Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the
extent practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in
the EIS is based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the
effects of radiation on humans evolves (e.g., effects on children vs. adults and/or
consideration of organ dose vs. total effective dose). The same methodology is used in the
evaluation of all alternatives; thus, any modification of this methodology would not affect
the comparisons among alternatives and the identification of the preferred alternative.

L293-185

See response to L293-132.

L293-1 86

The EIS analysis is used to assess the viability of an alternative as well at its relative
performance compared to the other alternatives. The three land disposal facility conceptual
designs (above-grade vault, enhanced near-surface trench, and intermediate-depth borehole)
were selected as being representative of a range of land disposal configurations (varying
degrees of waste consolidation and geometry) that could he employed for the disposal of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste inventory. As discussed in Section 1.4.2 of the EIS,
each concept has been used to some degree in the United States or other countries. The same
vault, borehole, and trench characteristics were considered for the disposal sites evaluated in
order to compare the performance of each site's natural hydrological, geological, and
meteorological properties relative to contaminant fate and transport once any engineered
barriers would begin to fail. It should be emphasized that project- and site-specific
engineering factors would be incorporated into the actual facility designs of the site or sites
selected in a ROD to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Thus, comparison
against specific performance criteria is premature at this time. In addition, as discussed in
Section 1.4.2, the conceptual disposal facility designs analyzed in the EIS could be modified
to perform better in specific locations.

L293-1 87

The wastes cited in the comment are not included in the GTCC LLRW waste inventory
because these materials are not GTCC LLRW.

-especially

Section BIRuconmendtatiom Standurds to be applied far perfornmance assessment
The DOEshould applythse criteria of 10 C¢tS
61,41 for assessingwisether a site and disposal
method meets miiniral disposal cilteria. Ills essentIal to caiculate organ doses and to do so for
the'ago and geudertisat w~uld be~the most expsedtr for a given set ofrenrimemental conditions.
For CERCLA
sites, like Hanford, AltARs,inciuding radionucide drinking water MCL.a
and a lifetime
t•nc~errdsk~of
at reo• otrd In 10,00,'need to hemaintained. 'The DOE should also take trsy"
com•'irsane'lnto accoint"througthsrs of appropriate scenarios and byassumnsiethat lnstitutioasi
c'ontrois wil end wherf DOEsite cleanup is coaspleted. Sites stnddisposal methods that da not.
meet these criteris should be roued out. Hantforddots net esoetihe criteria for say dispostil
* method sod should be riated out as a disposai site for 6TCCand GTCC-iihetootlse,"theOraft EIS
should ha reissued for public comment ewith
the changes in this set of recommendatlono lsnco
Shefailure to use the appropriate standards sed AltArts as reference polnts is a fuirdamestal
aealytlcai and legal problem. The Draft EISsalt stands glees the folse impression that tlfe"
choices of sites and disposal approaches are much wider than they are if reasonable existing
•health arid environmentul standards are applied.

L293-1t5

Section CRecor'nmendatlons: Soturce terms thmt arenot, trot should be, Included Inc indevedDraft EIS
Rletommendation: The (505should ralston a Draft GTCCgig:for public comment with the
following source testes inciuded:
1. Depleted tiranium fronmenrlsichent plants
2. Recycledrraniuam, isciudieg therecycled uranium lathe DOScomplex and that
generated from operations at West. Valley
5. Hanford reactor graphite moderator blocks

5

tUlitedl~tates. NuclearRegulatory ConmrrLssst.
or deeFedereleepsist~ss. 70t1e O-Feergy:C~hoprert-Nucienr
Reyuiatety Ce•meslssieo
Pint 61- Uoeesise iAqui~essenssfor
LandfDisposal offldisectt'e Waste. 1-0-11 Edaitio.
Waskington, DC: ODfie ofthle Federal Register, National Achives•aed Records Administrarian; U.S. G•overnment

psvrrf Otfce•o,
2051.Onthe Web St ht:/se~

val•stfmt

v/ftdm5ThorICF5.5.rOl-iet1O-VelS2rt/pCftt.201.tttrli]_o•
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4. Theoptutonium-containing waste that wa bailed astransuranic waste at theU$t
Ecology commercial low-level waste site prior to 1970.
,:,,:,5. =:5uded trensuranicv;/aste and plutonium coatainhingwastein trenches and cribs
at Hanford,
thzehigh.lewetwaste
5. "lremabliiied toss Activty Wnsto" resulting frome
processing and vitrification work planned as Ha nford.
•7. Iligla-level wastestanks whbenthey are removed from the Hanford Site after the
weasteisremoved for eitrlliratlnn."
S. Soil around the hsigh-level weastetanks that contains hlgh-levet waste that leahued
from dozens of the tanks over the decades.

it
S(Cost.)L9

5ectloen 0 ieconamendationss Health and Environmental Impact•
flecommendlatlons
standards of transpsrencythat would
The present Draft EiS does not tenet the mlnirmuum
aliow as independent verification of the DOE's estimates. Nor does it meet the
misimum tests of estimatin~g health and enaironmental impacts that~woatd give
that pablic health would be protested in the trench,
credence to theresults that claime
vault, or borehole scena rios. It is also fur too limeitedin considering a single geologic
repository slte, WiPg, that is linitlediiy law to only defensse trenseranlc waste. In other
* word s, the IDraftEISdoes not meat the test of scientific Integrity and a reasonable range
of airernative asrequired lay PEPA•.The DOEshtoald publish a revised Dtoft EISwith the
* followilng charges in the scenarios:
1, •All base case scenarios should assumesa complete loss of iastitutional control.
assume that thore wlii
Therefore all incident former and tribal scenarios eshouid
•be people restding onthedisposa idtertether thanoaway fremnIt. These"'
residents would therefore use water from the site below the disposal layer for
domestic, agricultural, and cuitaral purposes.
2. The revised Dreft EISahosid incrparate the fact of pre-episting centaminatlsn
on 0OE sitee wben it models disposal at such sites•
3. The revised Draft EiS should have at least one scenario In whIch the covertLs
fompleteiy eroded away ton t he order of lmmf/yaar of erosion) in order to
assess the effect of dispastl on surface water and aquatic food contamination.
Oesides RESIIADdefault consumption, the Yakarea lifestyle scenario should aiso
ibaevalvated in this cash.
4, T(herevised draftEtIS should provide sound, scientific technical Jnstlflcation for
key parameators suds as tht lifhtime of grout and infiltration rate as well as
possible future frailnail and climate VarIations. There has keen ample mockIn
these areas that Is not reflected lathe Draft CiSat present.
S. The r'evisedDraft ElSshould have a narmeal aensltlvity analysis In wehich
'parametear variationl results In dote estimates on both sides (higher endlower)
of the base case.
6. A realistic assessment of the tren~ch,vault, and borehole disposal optionsashaws
that thse basic health protection and date limits wvoaldbe violated by large
margins. These meethods
are unsuitable for disposal of GTCCand GTCC-iike
weste and lslosidbe esrplicltli'rejected when the Draft El3 Isrevised. We

L293-188

SL293-189

L293-190

L293-I91

L293-I92

L293-193

L293-I 88

On the basis of the depth of waste disposal, DOE believes that the only reasonable potential
for intrusion is from a future drilling event, such as drilling for a well. The likelihood of
inadvertent intrusion from a drilling event would be vety low for a GTCC near-surface
disposal facility because of(l) the use of intruder barriers, (2) the remoteness of the sites,
(3) DOE's commitment to long-term institutional control, (4) site conditions such as the
general lack of easily accessible resources and the great depth to groundwater, and (5) waste
form stability. On the basis of these considerations, DOE did not include a quantitative
evaluation of this scenario in the EIS. Site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as
needed.

L293-189

Where significant, pre-existing contamination is considered under cumulative impacts.
Pre-existing contamination at Hanford was evaluated in Section 6.4.2.

L293-I190

See responses to L293-57 and L293-135.

L293-191

See responses to L293-42 and L293-14.

L293-192

See r'esponse to L293-6.

L293-193

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal
methods could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e.,
enhanced near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The
GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable
characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Proe~ram.
Commenter ID No. L293 (cont'd)

understand
Congress is
haveshould
Itssoy about a preferred otternative when
the FinalElSthat
is published.
Outtothat
not prevent the 0OE from clearly
pointing out that some methods of disposal vhioste existing regulations aud in
the euse of DOESupurfund sites, ARAIis,nor to spent of tribal treaty rights.
7. The doses to aresident farmer are furhigher when realistic scenarios aboutiloss
of institutional control andimemory useevaluated (rather than the DOt's
essumplton of a permanent knowledge of tire site boundary}. lir•e DOEsh~ould
inclutde 00 onoite former using Irrigation woater
from tire disposal site in Its
trench, veult,erod b~orehole
scenarios,.
8. The DOECs
recognition that offelte wuotes contulnlnglc.99 and 1-129should not
be brought to Hanford fordisposal should lend It to tihe conclusion that no GTCC
or GTCC-tke wastes should be brought to Honford for a variety of reasons,
including lire teed to develop more thou one site If they are, tire esacerlbation
of contamlnotlon at Hanford from other wa'stes toot would be brought In, she
need, Infact to remove existing wastes from Hanford In order to meet drinking
wolerstandardo end otl~er AP, R, oet.
9. The DOEshould culcolateorgan us wtellustotol body effectt~e d~nees.Thistwntl
enuble son
evoluation of-tire degree te whilchdisposul methods comply with dose
limits in enisting reguletlons ouchusthe drlrrklng water staindards (40 Clii
1J41.66) and the Iow-levelwasse rule 110CFRi
61 Suloport C). ,
•10. The•DOE should consider st lenst one denp geologic repository other~thon WilPP
usoneoftheulternatiee., •,!=,•
•.
:'J,

L293-1 93
(Coot.)

L293-194•

L293-195

L293-196

L293-197

A. DOE's responsco to some public comments on scope
The 00E has nootgiven a sotisfoctory response to a number of public cotthments regording the scope nend
nature of lhe-aitenrntlves to he considered and the mufnner lo which they shouid be evaluated, lire
response to some of the key comments en the scope Isnon-respoeslee enough :to warrant revision of
the draft and republication of a nesw
draft lor publie comment.?
1, The DOg ltos eonsldered no olteemeelve
for deep geologic disposalf othoerthou the Waste isolation
Pilot Plout (WPP).,
0

Section 1t.5.2of the Draft El5 states that

"

DOEdoes not plus to evaluate en additional deep ecologic repOSitory facility becouse
i•siting anotherr deep geotogic reposltory~fecllity for GTCCL.11.W
anid GTCC-lIke
waste
mould he himpracticul
duo to the cost and time ivolvoed and sloer~elatively
small volume
of GTCCLL11W
and 6TCC-like waste.
WiPP Is presently restricted by laywtodefense transuranic waste. Yei. almost oil the radioactivity In the
source term, estdefined by DOEInthe Draft EiS.Iscommierdial GTCC. There Is no guarantee that
Congresswsotuld enacts lowto occnmmsdateGT¢CCand
6TcC.llke wasteaohWWPP.
Anumber of
commentater, including lEEls,had asked that WIP'Pbe ruled out. in part for thIs reason. We understand
thot tire DOCcan ask for tire law lo be changed and shutCongressional action will be required prior to
t raft tl$Stection.5.2 (pp. 5-43to 1-45)Is calledsCuomsentos
Determined to be Outside EiliScope.

L293-19f

L293-194

See response to L293-98.

L293-195

See response to L293-2.

L293-196

See response to L293-180.

L293-197

See response to L293-24.

L293-198

This section is an elaboration on the preceding comments, L293-178 through L293-193.
The responses to the preceding comments adequately address issues raised in this section.
More detailed information on specific issues can also be found in the responses to comments
L293-1 through L293-177.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Proigram.
Commenter ID No. L293 (cant'd)

actual final selection of a preferred aitornotive. However, it in essential that a repository other than
WIPP also be evaluated, since WiPP it restricted by law to de fens.e waste antdsince deep geologic
., dispose| los~teoption with the tamest tong-term radlological impacts.' Moreoner,the DOEdid not-' "WtPP. Ffially, the glat
compare the cost andtime for creating a now repository with that of expanding•
RtllbtonCommission on America's Nuclear Future (8RCC
may consider an option of a repository for
defense high-level waste separate from a commercial ,spent fuel repository. While WIPP may eventually
be copsidered for•such a mission, weanote that the 8CCisnot going to recommend any specific sites for
any waste. A ntew site would therefore also be among die options for defense high-levet waste. That
waste, a'numler of other =orphsan"wastes, like large
site coukldalso accommodate GTCCand 6TCC-like
amounts of depioesed uraniumi from enrichment plants and recycled uranium frem thmnucisorweapons
compteex(seehbelow). Congresalonol action would be required in allof these cases. .
Recommendations A•revised draft E"lShould be published that includes a deep geologic repositeoy
alternative other than WIPP.
-••
2. T"hellOEhtos rejectedHar'dened On SiteSt~orae (11015) of GTCCwithaut an adequateanalysis.
in Section 1.5.2 (p. 1-43] of the Draft EtS,the DOEstates that it did not consider Hess because the OTCC
EISprocess is about •perananent disposal' anti on site storage dots-'not meet the purpose and need for
could boa
agency action.' While me recognise that flOSSis not a permanent disposal oplion, HlOSS
by.the. decommiselonlag
complrement to permanent dliapoen!,enpec.ially fo)rcommercial G.TC~gtnernated
of reactors whichsaccounts fototrout 98 percpnttof the re~dioactivity.considered Inthe Draft EmS.Onsite
00O
years mould greatll decrease aimtotel amount of
storag~e of reactor"de cormmlssioning (ST¢CCor
radiouclvlty relative to thsat estimated by the DOEat disposal time (six yeats after resctslr shsutdown),

L293-19

This is because the~vast maJority of thte radioactivity in reacto deeemmtsslonitg OTCCcon.sists of

(Cast.)

reilaivetyashort-iived radionuclides such as manganese 54,lsos5•, cobalt 60, and others. At the tad of
60 years of storage after reactor shut down, this portion of th~eradioactivity would have decayed away"
radioactivity resseinirej at go years after storage leanlyV
ahbois 11 percenht
ol that at six years. That
"
remaining at'0 yearsis sbb'strl5pdrceutpf that atala •'eara nfter~ec~tor thuidown.' Th•indecrease in
odecay hean Ilathe eveh'li GT¢C
radloacitivty would therefore also greatly reduce titslargest sourceof
and GT7CC-liho
source terin that the DOE•
las considered in the Draft CII.It would also gre~utiyreduce the
total 6TCCand GTCC-ilke:source term to h~e
disposed of.
Onsite storage of commercial GTCCfrom reoctor decommisslonirg would add little to tim cost of tha
decommisslonhsg of reactor altes, in viesi•of the canceliation of the YUcca:Mauntpin Preject..
Commercial spent fuel will likely have to be. stored on stte fordecedes. Whimethe tilC Is considering an
option of consolidated storage, the practical failure of the Private Fuel ;Storage Prolect in Utaht to
' Calculatedi by appFtlng the decay constants cifthe tight east important radionudides (carbon-54, masganeue-54,
years .
lron-St, ntrkei'SS, nickei-63, rohale.6o,
mofe.bdenum-9-O,
and niobluns-64) to the Invntory sf 6 years and 110
See AppeudieCi3begins
at pdf p. 204)of J. Schelilig, C.0.Leigh.et at.$u~pprsfnaNuclerotr,•tlrylInersntoy
Eealustiau
Easthntesjlsr ths 6,eairr-Tb-Cluss-C Luw-tevertRudiaalieWtiste.Eneimnmedtuiin•pecr iutemrnc
InBestsIneeentoy lor c5-enterothan-Cfe-CtuowT[his
dounmeat is availabie as Appeedin H(begins atpsi p. 2216)
teeel Rodieastire W/asteEneironmrneintaettpr• ul/utfans, ten 1, Suadia National Laboratories, Msy S0to,on the
Atto see Table 4 [p. 211)
of
Web aths/dwevv,,w
rceis,vnanlvtwdocenntsfdors/trvs 5 2 teellw
iihid.
this maIndecuewnt.
'`[it project failed Inpractice to createsa storage site even thoughithe federai irgai furmalities of ebtaininga
sueccssfviiy•comprleted.
lcease front ith Nuclear tegelatory Commission mere
S

-
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actually open even after obtainlngja license from the Nuclear Rtegulatory Commission (NI1C)
is an
Indication that ens~estorageof spent lastIs the most liely outcome for the foreseeablefuture. Evenif
the storage purled in not 60 yeess, a storage period of just half that would stilt elimlnate by decay almost
94 percent of the radloactlvity Inthe entire GT1CC
endGTCC-likesoarce term.
Finally, the DOEneeds to evaluate the cost Impac of a combined onstte storage approach• for 30 to 60
years followed by disposal with the option oftno onsite storaeg beyond tho sit years'deiny betwveen
reactor shutdfown and waste disposal now envisioned Inthe Draft E19.
Rtecommsendatton: Tho 91$should hsludoda n alternative that combines hardened en site storage of
commerdat reactor decommissioning GTCCtor 30 to 69 years combi~ned
withsdIsposal.

Impiementotion plea that lt shouldaddress tke issue of doses andcancer risks to wonten and
children mid risks daring Inuteraoexposure (p.1-44 to -45). The Droi Els hosotro nec
carsaiderednaon.cencer
risks In utero end to children.
tEERhad made threfollowing recommendation in Its commentt on the intplewentation plane
• •The EIEIR
Vii report of the National Research toiinclI concluded that females face a
machshigher overall risk Ithn males a~d jhat chltdreha face higher" risks than adelts. The
risk factors for cancer incidence, by sex arid age; IpublIshed in 0EIRVIIshould be used to
estimate risks In the GTCCEiS.Non-cancer riskscons~dered fi~the RElRVIl report should
also be ev.-aluated, Ifany EPAguidance is used it should be EPA Fede ral Guiae
Report
13, and not Federal Guidance Reportl1.
We note here that esternal dose risk factors FGRl13 (and FGtit12) are •xvplcisfiy
baaed[ on
Reference Man, a hrpotheticalyounil"Caucaeian• mate. The 9l$ should eaplicitly reject
this modeL. Dose estimlates should b~e
mtde~fnr thetrost vubneraihin-thst is, those
mast at riskfor a given exposure. It Tscritical In tills area therefore to use the IIEIRVii,
report especially for external dose estimates, since It does nat suffer from this
limitstion.
•. .
Rlecommendation: Radiation dose fcacultionsshudinclude separate estimates o~f
.doses Eamafes and females h vorlaur agesglroupsforer tn ant on up. Cancerrisks should
•be bosed en the rosislrsof rho BEtAVlilreportrAll cancerrisksshould cansider Incidence'
as weflos mortality. Nan-cancer risks should also be constdered!•
The Drfte tIS contains what is essentially a non-roapome and continues to use Reference Man:'
The concerns with regard to thu increased oensitivity of various elements of the
population are rioted. The EISpresents a comparative •naiysis of the potential radiation
doses and ICF platent cancer fatalities) risks to members of the general public (as
represented by an adult receptor) from use ot the varisusilisposal alternatises
presented In tiheNOt.As such, tin level of detail requested here isnot necessary for the
purposes of this EIS,and the hasards associated with management of titese wastes are
SMaikilsali
2i07 p. 50

L293-1i98
on.
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presented in terms of the annual dose mndL.CF
risk to a potentially esposed adult
receptor.
The estimates for dloseendLCFrlskw•ere. based on a resident :farmer receptori whichsi
S•coenidered a conservative scenario that accounts for the lasgest number Olfpathways of
potential eaposore, the pr'irsoar pathway ofconcerrs,howewer, is Useing•-estion
of
groundwater potentially contaminated with radionaclides released from wastes at Sthe
proposed disposal facility. The estimated dose and LCFr'iskto en adult receptor
S prissented in the Citare considered conservative (reiltice to asp other potential
receptor) because the ingestion rate assunmed for water intake is the 90th percentfle
value forthe general public recomm ended by tie EPA(ILe.,twcrliters perdey for 365
day/s per year) (EPAIdea0s.
Follow-on NE•PAeveluations wIlt be coisdisted,,as tseeded,to assess potential human
health impacts en a slte-specIfic beds (accounting tsr sensitlae pesialatlons as
appllceble) when a disposal site or location is ldentdfledst
Thoeconstinted ate of an adult male resident farmertis not responssele to the comm~ent
at atll The
commnent that the OEIsusing aPOC percerotileaine (orwaterltohle doesnoatcempensaste f~rthe
added do.ses and risks faced by chldtrea even when lower intatedtfor the letter art htaken
Into account.
FOr instance, the sablebelow shows that the risks tar la fantts and flve.year old female children are
coosiderably hIgher than feamale 551,year-aids
even when lower intakes bsychildren are taken sint
acaount.• torijntanco, the riskor breast cancer for a femoalechild is more than O0tirmehgreatef
than for"
,anaat
e
female,jr rlsom
hare
Ies'elof esvtronrosenfolcontomfnofiooThe diftee~ntli between female
chi~ldrein
and men Is even greater~than shown in Tabla I.
'
•
"
;
:'
"•
" "::"L293:19t
Table ls.tlfetlme cancer IncIdence risk far eaposure at snated age, fluid Ingestion, females only (flald

lntakes atdjusted for age)

Thyoidatr 28

i-t

e

.

11t

.

2.2EO

56C-teLeEt5

Ovrl Risk

1.

Sorsr'es Adapted tram Ma~rhllani,
ts~lls, cnd Thare.e, ence~fert
he t•lnerahfe, instate tafeEnvy and
Eneleuorsentel Restrd,, 200e, ip. 0 on•the web athtn/sw
•arn/u
•nlsdeeh(.ThlaDOEand all federal agencies are required to take into Occottot the hlghser sensitIvity of chisldren.
Indeed, the esplicit failure to do so and list esplicit reliance on an adult receptor are arguably In
violation 0 f the Eeecutis-e Ortder on Children. Specifically, Executive Order 13045, JPsrevftot
oofChildren
Floss fnvrrria'atweafs
fkflth Riskser
aed Sefiry Risin, ststes:'
7

Wtitllmj. Clinton.g.eecusleOrder Intil.- Proteetlon of Ohlidrn From fnssironmeetal
Health
RtiSlS
and Safety
attn.' fvdemie!nglsser, v. ea,no. lf (April23, ina9T(,
pp. inatt-~ tg. On theaWeb at
hln/vwce•.lfrrsrjoe505$ ml p. 5t585. Emphasis added.
7
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A •rowing badyofscientific knowledge demonstrate!; that chltdren may suffer
disproportionately from environmental health rhiss and safety rlsks. These rtisksarise
hecause: cnhildrea's neurologlcal, Immunological, digestive, and other bodily systems are
sliit d eveatpinT2 children eat morn food, drink more fluads,and breathe mare atiln
proportion to thetir body weight than adults; children's sine and weight msy dimirntish
their protection from standard safety featares; and children's behavior patterns may
matke them snorestusceptibte so accidents because they are tensabte to protect:
themselvee. T[herefire, to the eatent pernmitted by law and appropriate, and consistent
wlth the agency's mtssion, each Federal agency;
(a) ahailmahe Its high priority to ttentify assd assess environmental health riabs and
safety risks that may rilsproporttonately affect c~hildren;
antd
(h) shall ensure that its policies, program;• activities, and standards address
dtsproportleonate rislts to children shut result front environmental healthnriaks or safety
risks.
.. :
..
It Is ciarfroniem pthhraotlt we have pat in bold hIsthe above quote that the DOEin beth required to
Identify rishatthat dlspoportlonately affect chiidre~nsad to ensure that its programs and actions.,address
any disproportionate rivsi., It Inalso clear from Table S.above that dIsproportionate riskato children do
exist, even when female chtldrn are compared to female adults. The dulference is mach greater when
female children era c.ompared
to male adiults. Asa resuell,
the Draf OtS'sfailure to explicitly estimate.
doses andrisks to children falisto overt rtialalnalyneet~the requIrements of Eetive Ostla er 13043.
ss to
Recommendation: A re•visedidradft
SI$shoald he published that explkicItladdretses eacatnunoe
childre'n and e-specially fenale children, to estimate whether the proposed disposal methods moeetthe
standards for public health protection In existing regulat~ons, mtacabySbpart C of 10 CFR61,8 In light
of Essecutive Ctrderll.O4S, tine DOE should also cosider non-cssncer ricks In utero end non..eancer rliss
to children.
pimnrslo lisosurce term.
d. TineDroft EfShosnot loclmted dep etesfumniumrmftoin enrlchmaent
lEERpioevldnd nan
eatentive factual, regulatory/, and analytical basis in ita comments on the
Impiementation ples that depleted uranium frrm enrichment plants shouldi he iscieded as part osfthe
GTCCand GTiCC-Ike
coerce term for this EIS.lEtR also provynfet analysis indicating that the DUtfrom
enrichment pleantswas uns•uitaislefor shallow land burial, which cduld neotnmeet
10) CF561 Subpart C

SUnitedStates, NiacearRegulatbty •55ntnlsl~en. codeoeffedeinl~eeesiorinv. Ttt5e50-reeripr Chapter-l-enfeer
Rteguvaoryenim~s5 ;Pfarr 65- Llcennskgneqairtsnetrssa avor
en
posr of aediuoctlve
Waste. S-S-li Editlen.
li.• tioemeseat
Washlhgtnn, 15Cr
Offile of theFederal Rtegister.tiatianat~rehlnls and Recor'dsAdoslaistre;tion;
Pdnltlng Ofilce, 2051. On the Web at•tg'•,v,•
,,,•••L
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health protection criteria.' The Draft EIShas eotaddressed sayof the substance of the conanents.. in
effect lgnorinE them altogether.
provided by lEERdlearlPfits inta DOE's own definition of GTCC-likeWaste in the
Further. the mnalysls
Draft EIto
61CC-like waste refeta to radioactive waste that Isowned orgenerated by DOEand has
cha3racterlttics sufficientlsit .milar to those of G01CCLIRWsechsthat a cemeson diespasal
and potentatlnonaprnioah masybe appropriate. 61CC-like Waste consists of 11.1kW
defense-generated T5U waste that has no Identified pothsfar dlsposaatThe •ee of the
crease a neow
DOficlasslficetlon of
term 1GtCC-iik.e"is not intendedt to and dues toot
radioactive waste~z
The vast majority 1sfIU from the three gaseous diffusion plants was generated by til DOEand Isown•ed
by It. lE~ftshow~ed ChatIt has characteristl¢$snsfficiently slmitarto (TCCforIt lobe disposedofinothe
same manner; "For Irnstance,
ita long-livd elphsi-enalttng specific activity is well vearlix) nanoceries per
It has noldantifiedl path .for disosal aath•e
gram, which is the th~reshold
for (O;TCC
Ia 10 CFR161.5.•5
present time.-,Tho DOEwas required by law to address comments sebtsa•ntiveiy; ,Th~itcommen~t is a
EIS,the hsolthhmpact of 115CC
andi 61CC-lik law•
vary ieportant one Interms of the scope of the GT1CC
S level'€waste, and roo~t It Is therefire imperative that DOErecite and.republlsh Ifs ODiafit S for pablic
Scormment to Inrictid 151ftoi pa~t, esisetag. and proposed enrlclment pianta~for technical,•
environmetntal. and legal considerations.
Itecommendatlom A revised draft aI•sihoudd be publlshed tlanstexpfieltlylIncltudes depleted utronuml
from enrichment planteos 6TCC-lIkeEIS.,this should Itaclude both esrsting~ stocks osfD) at ODEsites
135
W•ellan stocks of DU antttlipated from the centrti ge enrichment planetthar has been Icensed and
operating In New Mexico and the one lielfy to he operatlonal In the future In Idaho;

B. Standards to be applied for performance aheessnient

:

The OE loschrged with the roaponmifailtV for providing, alfernasves for disposal of OTCC(dod (3TCC-like)
role 10 tFt 51.
waste tesder the tatnerai frtnlework of the NRC's low-tevel wast•e

S

In 10 CFitPart 61, iLjcensleg Iteqalrensents far tend Dispoial of Itadloacttve Wasie•" the
NRC classifies tLCW Into four classes |C~asses A, El,endC. end 0TCC14.1W)ott the basia
rafitae concenttrations of shorts-ficed serf fang-lind radlonuclides (10 C:R61.55). By
controlling isotope concentratison In each class,theaNIC regalations seek to control
potential radiation esxpstereo to future receptors, including inadvertent hiemsn
Intruders (e•.g a vaser well driller) after the period of active institutional control has
•ended. The NRCstates in 10O'l61.55that 1TCC141Wianot "generafllyacceptabie for
recognizes In 10 CFR61.7{bJ(SJ that "there may
near-sutrface disposal, aithoagh the NJRC
be some instantcee where waste with conceintretlons greater than permitted fortlass C

Makhrijnt 0007pp. 5,tn B
aDraft EltVlpA -O
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waste w-ouldbe acceptab'le
forn~ear surfase disposal with special processing or
deslgn.•
•:•

What Is 'acceptable" and 'not acceptable" for disposal under 10 CFR61 Is primarily defined by whether
the dispsl sat eets the health protection criteria specified in terms of naauimunmdose in 10 CFR61
Subpart C. which states In part:
§ 61A40General requirement.
land disposal faclittios must be ailed, deslgned,.operated, dos ed, and cont rolled alter
closure so that reasonable assurance eaitst that etipoasires to hamnats are withitn the,
limits established in the perfaoroance objectives in §§ 61A41throuagh 61.44,
§ 61.41 PrOtection of else gteneral population frons release of radioactivity.
Conceasratlans of radioertlve material whrch may be released to the generat
environment In ground waler, sarfate water, air, tolt, p nats,or arnimale muat anotresult
ceoa annual dose exceeding an equivalent of 25 mniltrems to the whole body, 75
tattiirems to the thyroId, and 25 milllrams to any other organ of any member of thu
public. Reasonable effort shoundhbe made to maIntain releases of radloact~vty in
efflu'ents to tie-ganerat serwronosent as law m is reasonably achIevable,
The nile alan raquires that the httlth of Inadvertent Intruders also ha protected but dots not euplicitty
provide a doe• limIt:
§' 61.42 Protect~on of Indiaiduats from Inadvertent InteuhlIon.
Design. operation, and clasareof
Othe land disposui facility mast ensure protection Ofany
indieledualinadvertentty intruding Into elsedisposal site and occupylng the site or
contacting the masse at any atie after acltve Iestitut~onal controls over the disposal alto
are removed.
lets nisportant to nate that no tIme limit for the protectIon of the health of the public is spedified in 10
CI'R 65.
Alt diaposal of low-tevul waste tsndrlO0CFtt 61, whatever Its class. mauntmeet these health protectlon
criteria. Despite thesevery clear roles.theaDraltE6S doessnot use 10CFR 61 SubpartC asthe basic
cilserlan for'deciding mlethera disposalmnethud Isacceptable. For Instance. wshlla10 CFR61.41
reqUires the calculation of organ doses, the Draft Elatdoes not provide any estimates of organ doses. It
doensnot eliminate options that exceed 50 CFR61,41 dose limlit even In teems of whole body effective
dose equivalents..
F'urther, at sItes such as HlneruiP,Which are Superfund (CEIICSAl
siles, the DOEis required to meet other
regulatory criteria that go ceder the collective rubrlcof Applicable or Itetevaot and Appropriate
Rtequiremests (ARA~ls}.
These include groundwaoter protection to'drinhig water standards end
Saperfand standlards that limit the cancer risicfrom residual contamination to the ronge of itY to10
that Is, betweeno one i• tan thousand und one In a railion,'

oralt eI~s 5, p. 2.59

51

tt

The cei-JsA (er supsrluodl remesllatlen.Standard l ana4 CFRt
100.430.
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The Draft 01$does not discuss AltAis for CElCL• s~tes. Specifically, the EPAdefise, a IS roil irem per
year dose as buing acceptable, even though it acknowledges that it euceetieths 10" Iffetlme ounce rrish
regultitone.• However, the EPA'srisk coett lcient of 0.011575 laalscancers per
specified Inthe CIIRCLA
rum foriow-level radiation~equals a duse imitofabout 3milllreritperyearte meet thu O risklint.
N100on
0the epprosciss for'disposal studied for Hanufordm~eetthfs 5 nilliensm/yerciirieon of 1O"5
lifetinse e cancr risk even if it is interpreted as fatal cancer as~kand not cancer in¢idence risk sad even if
the DOE's estimates of slosepare accep~ed. Speciflcaity, the 0051calculates the annual doses for
borehole. trench, snd vaualtdisposai as 4.8, 45, sod 411niltlirern respecileely. As is shown in Appendix A
end slso discussed below. tihe liorehole result issn artifat of selecting s roesdest 100 meters awasyfronm
the site boundary, even thausands of yesrsinato the fisture, effectively assuming institutional control fer
the aessmpilors of maximuns ifssitetionel
unprecedfented periods against historical geidence, eg~ain~si
controi of 1.01years in 10 Cf tR61, and against the best prereiling scientific judgment that institutional
control should not he assumned for more than about 100 years. Speciilcaly,.10 CFtt61.59(b) specifies
that "Inslttitone! controls nasynot be relied upon for more than?
•l00lsaP foliosting trsanfer of control~
of the disposal site to the owner." Placing a readeut farmer on the eite itself, since instiation
utfol
trel
cannot be assumed for thousands of years. Is the appropriate approach to essirnetlng iong-terio do.se
endJhealth effects. The DOEhas cot done this for any scesario. ,The dotes In such a casewould be
much higher, as illustrated in Sect ion Ill of Append~x A.
Finally, it is es•sential to tak~etreaty compliance issueSInfOaccunt. An assumption ofinstitutiehal
control for thousands of years does not fulfillthis criterionl,
lRecotsmendations:The DOE should apply the criteria of 50 CI:5t6151 for assessina whethsera site and,
disposal method meets minimal disposal criteria,. itl essentlal to calcalate organ doses and to do so
for the age and gender thor osisi be the most exposed forea given aetaf environmental conditierns.
For CE•tLA ties, like Haenfortl, AlkAlis Including raillonucilde drink ins water MC~send a lifetime
cancer risk of dt roost ease
In10.0000, need to be otaintained. rhe DOeF
should also take treaty
compliance intoaccount through use of appropriate scenarios end by assuming that institutional
controls will end when DOEsite cleanup Is completed. Sites'and disposal methods thedo net moot
these criteria should he mind out. Hartford tines not meetethe criteria for" any disposal method and
uhould be ruled out as a diseount site for (0TCC
end (0TCC-liise
waste. The Draft EIEshould he reissued
for public commsenct ith the changes in this set of recommendations since the failure to sin the
appropriate standards end Aitlt(s as reference points isa fondamentat analytiral and legal problem.
The Draft 015es itastends gives the false iroapression
that the choices of sites and d~sposal approechee
are much wider than they are if reasonable existing health candenvironmental standards are applied.

it
lsa.4seiel(l)li)(A)i2l.) it sisenui
Ihaote'd that the cantois furtihecanshitlen of chelalesand radlemmucldes.
iSdiscussed hew etwesing no carc•nogentc
timewissis
are preent.
,
.
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C. Source terms that are not, but should be, included In a revised Draft EtS
A number of source terms that shout d be included In the GTCC-the leflait~orbease they do not meet
the hseatthcriterta of tOCirt 51 or other ARA~tsfor tHarford:
1. Depleteduraniumfrmeonrichment ptants,
2. Recycied urasiam. including the recycled uraniunsinctheDOE comptex and that
generated lifomoperat~ns at West Valley,
3. Hanford reactorgraphite moderatorblscka,
,
4. The ptutonlura-ronteiaieg matte thst was bodead as transuranie watel at the US Ecotogy

commercIal low-level waste site prior to 1970,

"i
5.

urededtransurentevaote and plutonium containingwmatte ittrenches and cribs at
Hanfortt,
.•
. ..
6. 'tramobtilied tow Activity Waste' icautitngfrom the high-level waste procenstng and
vAtdrflration work planned at Hanford,•
7. High-level waste teans when they are removed from the Hanford Stte after the waste is
removed for vtlrlfiratlolsn•
8. SoIlaround the high-level waste tank~sthatcoritalas high-level waste that teak~ed
from
:
,
i.•

~~~~~~doaensofthetaakseoverlthdecsdea,.
3
3

At preent Dot plans to dis~poseof source terms ntsmtsrs S to 8 Inthe tnstabove Inshailt•Wland burial
facllities on thei Hanford Centrml Plateau, isotabty~the
Integrated Disposal Faciily (flast and/or West) and
thzeEnairnamentat Itestoration Disposal fac~lity (EISDF)
or to lease them In place where they •ar Isaw.
Yetsthe DOE~sown cattutiatlona show that its plans for the disposal of eslssttnglanford mattes related to
remesdiatton, as well vs waste m~gration from past disposal practices, will result itnviolation of the
drinteagmwater levels by hudredndsor avanthousands of times soperiods eatendlnfg oat hundreds or
even thousands of years. Whycewe rerognize that varterices from CEIICIAAPA~ts
are posuible, such
vartancas would rotate In a violation of the treaty rlhttn of the Yalsama Nation to unrestricted essercise of
burtnghl lshing, and gathariag and other activities on the area now takes up by DOEhanford facilities.
Mareover, the DOt haa rnot shown that retdenvabie.,storage of remedialtsn wastes from Hanford with
future ditirneal inn suitable deep geologic repoalstomy lanot an option; Variances should not he gisan
when there are viable ulternatives to meet the AltAlas Indeed, glenn tianthreats to the most Impoitant
sureface water resource in the Northwest, deep dtisposal may well be tha mtft attrac•tive opition,
especially in combination wish retrieval and similar disposal of w.astesIktiast~h been disposed of in the
potst in ways that would not, he acceptable today (such asdischarge of plutonIum-laden linuids to cribs
and trenches). When there are not viable techeanigles available, a research and development program
sh~ouldisa Inittated.
We havealr'eady discussed the reasons for not disposing of the wastes listed in Items 6 to t in the thoes
listtinlEER cosmatta on theTeankClosure andWaste Management Draft EISfor theHanfordShte and
will not repast them here. The rationale for including the other iteasa lathe 01CCEISand designating
them for deep geologic disposal Inostlined here,
t5

Sea Attachment ate the letter frem HarrySwisH's,
chairman,YakaraaTribalCoancllIn DasidA. arn.etman,
Manee8r, RidteandOperations O~flce,IUtS.
t0epartreant
of Energy
and M.ary•
BathIturarndt,
easemenManager,
Ofhiceof lrier Protectlon, 3.5.Daporlaeret of Energy,March1I9.201O.
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1. Depleted urasnelar

•

This is covered ext ensively in the IERn'ecomments on the lnsplementation plan cited above. None of
the facts or analysis have changed. The Draft ELIlsnroradboth the facts a'nd the analyo "The only thiti
term iv likely to be baigger,tlnce a new enrichotent plant had begun
that hat changed Is that the osource
eperating since those comments were sect and at least otie other new plant will be built. Table 2 shows
the erpected source teramfor depleted uranium froes enrichment plantos
Vabte2: Depleted Uranluma sore ter~m

prn
ast and fis~ure enrichment plant operatoens

fronmvarious sources.
.Source:' Estimatled by 15E11
S2. -Recycled Uranium

•

,.
Recycled uranum has a higher specific activity than depieted urani~um.•it ran range from 400
nasnocuries
per gram to nver~l,O0O nanocories per greastdepending on theenrismetnt Invelof the
urantium (from depleted tdslightig, enriched). There are about 250,000 metric sons(15,200 cub~c
meters) of recycled uranium In various degrees of enrichtrtents located otverous sites of the DOt
'It the average activity is assumed to be 1,000 •narocuries pergrass, t~henthe numberref
complsea,es
aeries Is 250,000, which iSsomewhat greater titan thlehistorical souryc~term of lfO,C00 cuies bar•,
gaseout diffiasion enrichment plants (see the first row of
depleted uranktum from the three OticOmErpiee
nu•miera in Table 2 above). The same scientifically hated argumen'ts madr shove for classifying
•depleted uranium asYtU waste Ioid crfotrlorifor recycled uranium{(RU). Thet~isto say, the specific
activity for langflined aipha-emittiag rudhirsauctides of RU Ishigher and, In nddution,,recycied straniuse
Scontains traneurataic radionectides (moildy plutonium isotopes and neptoeissn-237) andifission products
"
•(oseinltechoiluhm-90) that add to its radiotoelithy.

3. Hanford slisgle pass rea.ctor graphite moderator blacks
The DOSboa proposecito clispose of the graphit~e mod[erator blocks of the siage isassreactors la the
shallow land disposal sites on the Hanford Central Plateau, Th~niv entirely inappreprtate far regulatory
and environmental reasons.
About 5,700 citb~emeters= of grephitenmoderatorhiaohs from the egightplutonium prosludnig plants
calculation shows' that this waste is slightly,
contain, all together, 37,000 ctaries of rarbon.14; 15511's
(ruderGTCC itsterms of its;concentration of radioactivity per cubic meter of Waste, yet, if boristl at

titeearni
";United Irates, [Separrnnt atfuenrgy.A Prelinsloory Rrsesvewf the fteeeed lsarectrrissoeeIte0tclrd
25111.
5e Reports. (p-•.001-a)D•f. Marczgh
2452.I5.5.• f'reJrcr
Overview oeffcdlFtt
fthreogheat
tse 005 Ceralp'ex
p-s..
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Hanford and the carbon-14 reaches the groundwater, its conc:entration woald eelt exceed theadrlensing
water standards. The DO11'sown estimate of carbon-14 contanainatona due to hasdispoesa practicssat
tRDF intabtthe peak concentration witl reac.h 1.5 million picocoties pinrliter about 1120years from now
at the ERaSF
bounidaryw The drndnssg water standard is 2,000 vicocuriva lperit~erby DOt's cakeulation,m
Hence, according to DOcitsown calculation thredrinking water lImit would be exceeded lay650 tImes 520
years from the present -wall altarthe low of Institutloval control, Moreover, the concentrations would
be macsh greater than the drinking water limit far considerable periods before snd after the estimated
peak In abesit the yea rltSO.0

Asignificant portion of Elsecarboer-14 woald likely be onidiseed over" the lonig-term
sInce shallow land
banal limplina
osidising conditions. if only half of the total Is ealdired. about 13,(50! caries of carbon-I4
dioxide would be released to the trfatmospere.
This would be larger than the entire carbon-r• soucce
term frost51 atlseistlng reactors fremsa geologic repository permitted under .10CfR3 9d, the EPA•
rulethat
applib~sto oallgeologic
repositories except YuccaMountain. The permitted amount 10100 car'lesper
1.000 metrdc tons of heavy metal, haughty 100,000O
to llO,(OOO
metrictona are teobe aspected from the
oeraction of-existing ccenermeclsl reastore, which would moan a masimum permitted release of 10,000
to 12,000 curies of carben-14 Inthe form of carbon*14 dioxide.

Indeed, IcIsImportant to remember Inthis contest that a large, possibly central, part of the reason that
congress asked the National Academies to create a special standard forYacos Mountain Is-because the
EPAScienceAdvisory Baaed concluded that an osidicieg reopieoray environmeent (like yu~cca
Moantaffa]
may reiease carbon..14 Inexcess of tire allowable ove-tenrth of ebbEPAestimated ine'entaryand, by
implicatian, thait-ouch a repository may not meet the carbon-14 emIssion part of 40 CI'R195.Y
,•,
• "•'" '
'• " •L293-198
While lt is ditffcult to calculate tiheemissams ef carbca-14 fr'om spent feel dispoe~d ellan a deep geologic
repository due to abemany complex harriers to mbyt ea nd the complex phy~sical
and chemical
pathways betw een the disposal oscatlon le an engineered deep geoiogle repositor•i and the atmosphere,
it ls much leascomplicatedl to sunderstand
thet a substantial fraction of the carbon-14 disposed of in
shallow land burial under Os~idisng
conditions wvoeldheoalisted and released relattovely
rapidly"to the
atmosphere. Assuming-half of the graphite bindk hraentory lv rieslsd. the total release to the
atniosphero wosid~he 13,1100condes.This would result In very emailtindividual radiatio n doses - otathe
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fneirOawnentel
ietesatlan vip•'aselFcrdiy,
rsrsjace.. nv ren99le.i
wshlanstWAk
1100Iteleast~
cpenotivnoilOice. October 1$e4.
On the Web at
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2

ld tredispersed
order'of ten mlcrorem per person per year •) since the carbon-14 dioxide wou•
throughout the troposphere. Some oftit would remain in the atr anri tome would mix into the'oceuns,
The collective dotes to the global populatton over 10,000 years (lest t han two helt lises of carbosl.14)
would be high.
per curle of e~rbor5-14 dioxide (used by the EPAS lance
Usieg the paramneter of 400 person~rern
5
Advisory Board InsIts estinmates' ) the cumulative dote over ,10.000 yea rs woeuldbe on the order of 7.4
101.1 cancers per 1,000 perton-rem of
cancer (str~dence
millfon rein. The BCIRVIIrisk factor Fo~r
population dose. "thismeans that 7.4 mtiIon person-rom would lead to mere thou 8,1101cancers
i•lohaliy. Thtsis aWvryth'yfractittialhncrease n tihecancer rate that wouldnot Ie detectable by any
lifeof
known teshniquel nonethele~ss ixIs a cumulatively large absolute numbur due to the boeg-htalt
carbon-Z4 (5,730 years) and the (err that carbon-F4 dlt'oxideis chensically identical Cononrs-rdloacztiro
ordInary carbon di0nide and as such is taken op by plants for their growth. About half of these cancers.
ower 4,00o-an be eapectnd to be Catal,

N

rislcfronm drinking water contaminated with caronbt-4 e 1.3
Isaaddition, she lifdthne cancer I'nc~dence
million plcocuslen per liter toea resident farmer w.ould be about 3.I,n 10. Tiets/atlbott 10 perCent Ofe
Poptitation of restde:nt farmers Would'get cancer fr'om consumlng the cratecron site over allfdtitme,
without even taking Into nccosntoths non-c~ancer riths assocIated with the fact the earbon-14 became~
org~anically hound and parsof the food chaIn Ifthe water is usted for Irslgatian. One of every'two such•
cancers Would be fatal. According to tire scaling factors developed by Argonne Nfationaltahoratory for
the'dose (and hence risk) froncarbon-14 would more than douable when aillother'
the~oraft C1S;
patthways,,incudlng food grown with'contaminated water, are takenzlnto accotmst, Note that Argonne
assum~d thot juisthalf the food caeti from the site, instead of all of its ,Overail therefore, ose in every
five people liring a quasIresident farmer lifeotyle, Alt together, the•tltfetime candoeinacidence risk to a
thun one In fine -overZ2,0O times
resident farnier from both drinking water nod diet would be mhere
hsighei than the marrimm allowable cancer riskof 10O=tr'deottiECLA. lItweuld Isi more than 1t,00
tisnegttensasmana CCR~l" riskif that rlsk'is tntorpsoted as fatal cancr risksntnotca ncr isildencb

risk.------------------

-

be released durIng h~antllhg, procsslng.
Finsily, tile Wlgner ehergy stoerodIn the graphite blocks couTid
ai~d transport end caue a fire. "Ibiswiil require particular care regardless of the option chosen for
dlsposel. lutitlccauses a special problem for shallow land burial," Specifically, the tow-level waste role
utipulates at 10 CPFt61,SO(a)(S) that '(wjaste must not be pjrophorlc. Pyrophoric materIals contained in
waste shall be treated, prepared, arid pecksgedtou he rionflammablef" The flOE hex rio preposed
•method to make the erophite nmstemrnmabio before disposal.
In sum, a numbnerof scientifIc, regulatory, envlronmental. and health considerations lead totho
conclusion that the dispotal of Hartford grelhita moderator biocisoIn shallow land faciiltletslnclhtding
vaults and boreholet, would be inapproiprlate,. It is thereforeareatonable end appropriate to consider
stheHanford graphite msoderator blocks ae GTCC-Iike waste and to prepare them far deep geologic

tAB153 p. 21 (wlserelhe dma isgieca ax 0,01 wrem' 10 miene;rew).
,•'
70
Pest-Clao.urePPsstsrmenceAn
Science
Olai~tie,
tabcetory. Cescn~menftal
er•g~nse
Piatian•al

p.
5 5InS•15513

e[ebe

5togeneet• (AtNtt•V./l-1O/a), ANt.Octobr 2000. 55 the Web at
htnlsw rcesn•rndrneet/dcsAlSL Cvii 5-5,0CuPdl.See AppoediaC•p. le and Table C-I.
I5
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disposai where the fractional release of carhorn44 mould be very small o r even easeetelalf zero if the site
is well-tetec;ted.
4. The plutontum-contanlulg waste that was buried antransuranie waste at the US Ecology,
commercil| low-le'velmatte site prior to 1870.
Prior to 1970"plutonium canta~ning wastes were ilispoed of aslo~w-4vet viane withou~t pantisulte
regard to the specific activisyof the transuracle atpha-emltting radleronctidee in them. In 1970s the
category of TRtUwaste was defined as that containing more than 10 ne naturles per gram of long-lived
elpha-enmittlag radloneclldes. The limit of 10 was ratted to loOGtnthe ISS0s.
One of the problermwith USEcolgy rvasteco nteiningtigniflcsntceenntrati

or f t~arans~eist.

redionuclides Is that the batcrhes
of waste with concentrations ore t~ita 100 nanecurlelsepr gram can
no longer be segregated froemthose below that limit. Hence, one reasonable approach ivto recover the
entire "ThUIuried waste fram the US5Ecology sits and treat is as ThIUw.asteto be disposed of lee
geolagic repeltory. Sincethis Is wacre in a cermarnctel site, it would~hen be an additional type of,
GlTCC~ike
waste at least for the portion that was mere than 100 nancurles per fram. Slinceit isnot
now segragatble, it should allbe treated esTiU waste for recovery end deep.geologjical disposal, ,,
espec ally slrce It wi•lleracerbate the vila~tion of drinhing mater limits and Other AliAls at the site due
to the other transuranle wastes rilaposedof on site in the early decades.
Specificallf, the lSSnee
of trannurans conltaminatlon of the groundwater on the Central Plateaui endlin the
longer term, the River Corridor, due to US Ecologyroprerations, should not be ede•n
In isolatlon from the
other transuranlc waste that the DOEt reots as already dispoesed of or the plant of the DOEdescribed in
the lank Cloture end Waste Mnanagemsent
Draft tIS (cited here asTC&WMsDraft ElS),'That £OSehows
that tire plutonium contamlnation from non-lthn sources will contaminate water ta greater than the
drinklng water limit far into the ftsuroe, The drinking mater limit for pttutoaiam-239 loi picoctirles per
liter, in the alsence of othsersalphaenemitting ratlonuclldess•ucls as radium-lag anti awevlctun241.

Inthe lT&WM Draft ElI, the DOEestlmated that the peak coticentration of plutoniuns Inthe River
Corridor would occur irnthe yea r Thea- that Is more than eight centuries from the presenta that level
2
mould be 4,250 picocurles per lhter, tornmore
thea 2810times thetdrtekino water sthrndard. The
phitonitte woulIdbe migrstin•from the Central Plateau, 'where the• tS,Ecolo~gy
site Is(nested with Its
3
estimrated 1-40hiiograns of pletoniuns, In addition, other redionuclides like lodiau-1291
andJstrontium90 worrd elseesceed the drinking water limit for considerable periods.
lThesefacts paint losavery different remediatlon approach forlanford than assuming buried plutonsium
•cottamiirted wastes lobhealready disposed of and therefore requirlit no further action. The
designetlen of US Ecology plutonium wastes as tranasrranle wastes should be an.rtiegrel pnrt ofthe
evaluation of a stratetif that approasche, the Hanford SIte as one that would he~relvaseti
for unrestricted
use after coempletion of remediatlon, with tech use helag defined Se an to inclade and res~pectthe,
YoamewNation's treaty rigisto.We understand shutthe US ecology site mwould
eventually revert to the
tm

rce&WM
Draftti$s. S.Appendix U.TablaU-S..
=•Atalphe-emistleg isotopes.Oslcalated
tremanTalra
SO of tlpartiwen oFHealth,Cemmereleltam-tess-I
Wasete
Dihpo~aefito Ricffarr4 Wesh~tlsia: ftrelyefmnrvarsfmpact-ltoetnrarVuluew i,10DOH
Publiation 30-035)
Rlcislnd, Wf, w~ashtring Sttew
Deparimeet of Health
and tDstsrtement
ofEcology,
Stay5fl,20t54,en the Web at
"lrs'Iwwsreh~wats~e/enwwtevl•
d. tereafter relerred it asOCH CitItS-i.•
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S;tateof Washaington after operations are inished an per thte procedure spscifled is IOCFiI 65,. Butttis
should provide all the more incerittee to the glate to negotiate an understanding with the DOEthat
transuranlc wastes, broadly, defined, at the US Ecology site would be recovered for disposal ollisite as
GT+LCCIlle
waste.,
+
3, lturiedgtcrnsuronc

ut s oa
•dpfutroelm wn~tofnhirj Wrsvt hi trenches ed crls ot Haforo

The DOEconsiders the preK597Owaste, whether solid or liquidt,discharged or hauledat the Hanford Site
to be permlanently diaposed of'. Some of it especially In [lqid form, has migrated to threvadose zane
:and thfeDOOcorsadars that it would be Seoodillluit to retrieve it. flowever, this waste is,hlS/Otia oats
calctalst[On, golng to contribute to massive conta r~tlnatiwaof the groundwater at the sile for Ceatories.
While aome parts of the problem are indeed difficult, this is a matter for determined research and
development ralther than resignatian te a highly contanilnated future t hat would violate Yaltnoaria tastlo
treaty rights, among other things.
The source term for pre-1970 buried and discharged piutonium-csutawinated watte'at Hanford is quite
large. About ,362 kilograms of solid waslie containing pl~utonium was hurled at Hantford, of which the
DOEitself has classified about 343 Idlog~mes
as being coestalsad
in transuranitwasts that has plutonium
5
conceentratina of houtethus 1100naeocurles per grmw.
+
,
hefore 1970, liquid waste containing transtirault elemen~ts was directly dumped into tEl toil. Accodi•
sheAppeardis Softehe Dnalt TunikClosure ElI the amotuht of piuto niutn-239 and platotsiam-240 is about
':"
"
•
'+•'•'•
+
.
.
..
+
All toid, uhout 543 kilcigrama of plutonium in defense'trnseranic w*astewan dieposed of prior to,1970
that should now be recognised (anid Inthecase of 343 hilogra ma of plutonium in'tis pre-2070 solid
waste is recognized) as TgJ vasttShythe DDE.A critical question is: why does the Dog conssder
this
waste as already disposed of without a serious aswesutsant of the technology tasededto recovarit and
dispose it of according to present law and regulatlon, which ren~uires repository disposal for dfelewe ThU
waste? A second and related question is•why Is the DOE recovering thu TitUmastefrom Pit 9 at Idaho,
+givar that; (i) there Is also a large amount at Hanford, which, moreover, appears to ho migrating faster
than that at ldsho~und (if) that the Macyardwastets hamuch cioser~proslmity ton critical surface mater
resource,.the Columbia giver?,
,
,

mSoseeTable~
4-uf W. 0. tlresnhalgh, yrro+J970
Berfd Tro-asseuanic
5td ttastoet tyheuHa
erdlge. (WitC-sD-Wttfss32t, uavW0)
Westinglisuse Masnard
company/,
May2•3,iSO, Onthe Web at
Incluade
post-1970 TEUwaste or U:SEcaony TtU wnasteerfTRU
lkiqid discharges,. Nilueteen Egof theg
3hgk•total in
butaried
pletonaluoswas omitted because 15was netitdeaslsed
as TttUraste in thedata 1-155w
the total itRU
seid
andliquid pre-5970 waste TRUsource teem is (362.0*9)255 541 Inkgrinas.
=TC&WM
traft 511.
v.2, Appeedis
S.totel carepied tram Tables S-55sbto •0lh
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itecorm edtions The DOEshould reissue a Draft GTCCEaSfor public comment with the following
source terms included:
1. Depleted urani'um from enrichment plants
2. Recycled traniwnlinc~luding thearecycled urauln Iinthe DOEcomplex and that generated
from operatIons at West Valley
3, Hanford reactor graphite moderator blotks
4. The plutoniam-contalningwaste that was burled as transuranic waste at the US Ecology
comuner~elal low-level waste site prior to :1270.
S. Burledtransuranttcwasteoand plutenlum containing wasteoIntrenches and cribs at Hanford
6. 'immobohiled Low Activity Waste',resalting from the hlgh-level waste proaesshng and
vitrificatlon work plainnedt
at Hanford., .',
7. H~gh-level waste tancs when they or remdved from the Hanford Stteafter the wasteoI
removed for vitrification.
S. Soil around the high-level waste tankathat contains h~gh-level wcastethat leaked from desens
of tihe tanks over the decades.
'
. - .

"O, Heahfh and EnvIronmental Impact

.

lEft carried out some verilicatlon calculatlions of radiation dose usolg tit DOE's assumptions foro
resident farrmtr .500meters from the sits. We did so asing.OOtfass tsmplionsas well as more realistic
assumptions for parameters relating to ithe
silo, using the some software, itESRAO-OFFSiTg.
lEft also
"•per formed some calcssasions for an omsits resident staying over the disposal site after a complete loss o f
institutional control artd institutional memory. These salculations ar'e shown InAppendia A. The
=narys islosuwrrarizod hero in order to connect til analysleto the othei-comments ond to provide a
summary basis for the recomnsendatlons for a revised Draft EIS•"Please refer to AppendixA for more
details..••
1. DOE's;scenario assumptions
The,t 0 has a number of assulnptions thai artificilly make doses v~aeli bat the water pathway
,
disappear and go down to sero. For instance, the DOEassumes an erosion rats ofonlyOD.O:miltimeters
peryer -Just four-tentits of an lochinse tioassar years. This means that the DOt Is effectiveiy
assusming
that the llae-mseter
cover for lIcewaste willremain functlonall, intact for hsndred:; of
thnousands of treass-•despite the rain, snow, run off. and winds, further the DOEmakes sanconsarvtlies steumptions about anfiltration, awl hence the ateountof water that travels thlmagit the
wastec layer. And, in oiso of the roost sumriprg•nand unrealistic 0 f assumptians, the DOt assumes that
Inflltrat on of water from any place other than above the 15TCC
disposal site would he arross clean sail
so that all other infiltration would dilate water contaminatioan. Given that the proposed Hanford
disposal site leon thes Central Plateau, at about the core cone boundary, this assumption shows a
shocking disregard af the estensive contamination of the Central Plateau from past disposal practices
such as discharges into trenches and cribi, snd leaks of high-level wastes from the tanks aver tha
decades, it Ic essential fo the DOEto take existieg costdminstion as well as con~taminatian from It s
prop~osed cleanup ansi disposal activities lnathe
core zone into accaunt when estimnating the water
contamlnatlomn
for a resident farmer 100)meters from the 0TCCdisposal site.

.15
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Assuming that atresident farmer"will be at least 100 meters sway from the GTCC dlsposal sitteboundary
thousands of years into t he future rests on the notion that the site boundary witibe known in some way
control for thousands of years, which is completely
at that time. This Inspilessome form of Instttnl•
unrealls~c and contrary to scientific advice and undertta•ndsg that has been greanto the DOE,Including
by the National Acarfme Spec~ftcaly, the Natinl Research Cquncll hatepiti If commented on this
Is regard toDOE ceanup plants.The same would apply to GTCCdisposaL Itsa report onilngqserm
management, the Counci concluded as follos:
"TheConmiattee on Itemedlatlon of Burled and Tank wastes fid that much regarding
DOE'sIntended rellace on lon-term stewardship Isat this poin problemati-...
Other things belng equal, osistmlnant rduction Is prefnttrdto co•ntamrtanlslalo
and Inpato of stewalrdship measure whoa. dsk of fahiure Is high.

I.-)

Thecommulfee Iseieves that Elseworking ossump~tf ofOO• pfunner mutst be that
rnsnycoroniomfno tossfoolefimbarrirs ond sfewodh measure at of es where wostes
Inplc wfl ewentuaflyfolf onthafsmwdofur cwrntknowf•edeolhesng
ore Left
swaor,,
Owastts Inens onnsentalnsesdoamoy/evenfuoebe peroves
term behvosiof'
Pfomsk and Imp•lemnoo at these sires nsustproceedh, way/s tha are cognzant of

NThe
t*SInstitutional

DOE'has Igtnoredthis by assming that a resident farmoer wvll be at least 100 meer fo th st In
and lossof
all scearoa The DOlEhat not done even a single case that asue a taliues of cnrl
measures 'will

memory, thus dismissng the advice that It shotld assume that stwrsi

evntuall fall' ut, surprisingly, it impliily claims that In adopting the 100-mete distance front the
slte boundary IsIs actually following this advice:
U~nder lternath'es 310o5, the long-term human health Impacts are addressed by
conslderlnsthe future radintlon dose and L~f risk to a hypothet~cl Indtvtdual who
resddes 100 re (330 it) from the edge of the disposal faclity and develops.a farm, This
reldn fainmer' s:enario Is asue to he ceissrantle (Le.,one that overestinites
the espected dose and l.CFrIsk) becaue It againes a total leesof Intttoa control
and instlttitonl nwmory with regard to the dipoa fadlly and because the rdlatlon
doses and WV"risks estimated to occur to thsIniid= ual would Ihlluy nevr oociur~st
at least
This;statement Is Inemlly contaditory. 110wcan a person know to set up their homne
100 meters from the disposal site In every case If there isa total loss not onl of coto bu als
a
that
assmption
an
of Institutional memory? A total loss of control and meor requhres
futur resident farmer or trdbal menmber will actually live on the dispo•sal site with their f~sssnles
since they will have no way of knowing where the site boundary was located in the distant pass.
Therefore the DOErsclaim that an assumption that a re•dnt farmer will beat least 100 meters

Cosasdi,Boardon Ratats waste Maaeuii Conas btia on •eeseences
=' National Rtesearch
Wasigtn DC:Nationa cdemy Press, 2000, on the•Web at
Sfre%
3 and 5. OeiglralItalic; bold add
h~n/ww~~a•?0••.pp.
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away is conslstent wlth a complete lossof lnstitutional control and memory is Incorrc an
adentlflcaflyunsupportable. Moreover, it is not consrvatlve, as shown In Appendix A.
ThseDOEdoes not provide adeuate technical Justification for key parameter choices such as
Inflltratlon rat tisrougi the waste layer andJthe llletkne of the enieee barrier even thug
the former is rather low (resulting In lower dose esthssates) and the latter, at 500 years, Is rate
high. also resulting In lower dose esibsiats then more realistic assumnptions.
2. Veilficatlon of DOE's dose estimates for trench dispoaci method at the Hantford Site
The specific scena rio thet lEIER
tried to reproduce was the trench dipoa metho at Hanfor wit
default paaetr as used in the Draft EOS,which estimates a peak dose of 48 mre/yer th lags
component is Remote Handfled(RH)Other Waste categ~ory,whose peek dose the DOEestimates at 39
msrem per year." The scenario isUseDOE's base case with the resident farmer ben 10 meer fro the
site using all the other assumnptions at well, so far as they are specified in the Draft El
tF•gure1eshows the results of lIEEt'Sverification calculations using the DOEasnsupo
could determine them from the Draft 11;(see AppendieA for more details).

so far aswe

350
2500J
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Figura 1: Eq•'s m~edengresnmt for trenc disposal of GTCCand GTCC-llk waste inu trench at
Hanford
As can be seen from flgue 1. lEll's peak dose esimt using the Doe's parameters so far as
thely could be determined is about 300 millirem per year. The activated nietal do~se
is about 50
millra and the Other Waste. - Hidose is about 250 minllrem. Thnetotal peak dose is about six
times the DOE's estinsate of 48 rnl~lrm noted above. Figure 2 below shows the results of DOE'S
trench disposal modeling in more detail.
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Pigura 2: The bOo's mode~ns results for trench diposal of GTCC:
trends at Hanford
1)
(Volumea
SIS
OtC
O.24-5 hi Drat•
smime. Plgure
Further, it should be noted that the vast maort of the dose results from lodine-I29 and

doses via agriculture) and those doses are dominated by 1-129 and Tc-99. This is a crltcatnsult
that has consideraile implicaton for the total body effective doe e*quivalent used by the 000
to th~eead~uslon ot organ dose estimatlon. Trhsis discsmed below when the sestht analysi
is considered.
The most lipitant cocuin from thiseifctlr esercise are:

*
*

The DOErspeak dose estimates for the first 1D,000 year period appear to besg

ifat

underestmatesM
Both the D0E peak dose estimnate and the IfiERpeek dose esimle are considerably.
hlher then the allowable maiu limit under 10 CMR61 Sutart C, the NRc'slw
level waite dose 0tmlt,even tot the no onevtive assump~tons used In this
scenario.W Hence, they Indicate that trench disposal is unsuitble. Since the vault
ar very similar (49 inten/yr peak), that approac isalso urulalle.ii
dipoa dos~es

The reasons for the large differences In resutst are unclear, One reason may be thatthe 000

model but rather modified it In a threestep process
has not used the standard RESRAO-OPFSITO
Ontheother hand,the Oar:s peekdose estmates Isr ute period between 10 000 an 15,10 yer ar Iap
than those of •lt5RSee AppendisA
repraesetpublicheafth prtcto an
° "Non-nestv is used her~eit the smse that it does nut adequately
cusrbe
aswell ascosevaie asssn~pltens
that dotes tend tohe unerstmates remtsle to rees+tic
would be designed toghpe a ipeat deal o1conllesice that radiation doses and healt~hImat wol Rel be be
•etntd.
those
5
5
we commenton the borehole method below.
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for estimating n-r~nking water doses; the reasonsthat the DOEused this estinstoprcs
are unclea to us. Further, the properties of the agricultural areas are not specified either Inthe
Draft E15or the key reference that the Draft E5Sused for dose calculations, It Is no possileto
property analyze and ver-ifythe DO)E's
calcultions wihu key input parameters. Further, we
have reasns to be skepica, because niuchsof the approac andl several of DOSE'Ss
•4suanptln
•er dearly non-consevtive.

The DOEhas done a very ebstoinl, unusual, and nocnevtive senstlity• analsts A
normal sensRtivty-analysis varies the base case parameters on both sides -that Is, Inway that
would iv an optimistic picture and a pessimistic piotur'e Intermssof health and environnmental
oucna nd reflc a realisic range for threpossible variation In parameters In the future. A
nr~mal sestt analysis is alsoa usful way of exploing th possiblity tht key assmpton
may be wrorni In aray that might wor~senthe health outcomes. This is In keepingwhitthe
tbasic
spiri of the National Research
Cosandl resnmnaln that It Is important to understand what
ntay occur In teciila end Ins~titisonal barriers folt Inthe long•term and If key assuniptions ar
In contrast, the Craft EtSeffectively treats the base case as tise worst case Inits sensiivt'y
analysis even thug it ontaIns no-osevtv andl In some cases dubious and internaly
Inconsistent asssanptlons. For Instance, a normal sersoltvit analysis Wou,ld aswne that a
farurer might Evecloser to the site boundary than 100 meters or even ,,thln the site
boundaries It worsld also include a scenrio• In wislch a farmer lived farther away. ihe Draft [IS
only comiders that case inialsih a farmer would live farther away. Similrlay, for the durabilty
ofpetomaseno Inflitraios for 500 pear and durablhityofgrossl for 500 yearsi, the DOE
assnse that the perfomnsnc qualiy will extend out muds farther In time -2.000 to 5.00 yer
-bu makes noprnlxon for failure isa rmud shorter time. Theseasunptlores not only did not
conform to nomal senitivit anayst pr'actice,they also flyin the face of avaiabl fat of
barr~er pefrac degradation. There are vesy argessncertantles with respect toathe
perfomace of gr-outwhich can and has deterorated rapidly under cettan condtos
Ealparhients underadlverme conditions of larg surface to volume rattan done at Oa Ildg
National Laboratory, for ksstance,showed a relese fraction of strontlum-90 from grout
between 3S%*and over S50 hionl
cSO8 days~m
More details on Draft EISapprac to ransitvty analysis can be found InAppedi A..

lEER
pesforme haown sensitivity analy•ss to test the effect of erosion (1 mm per year asthe
upper limit was assumed), climate. and other parameters, using variations both higher an
lower than the base case. For Instance. tJme
Iniltration rate was doubled from Z0to 40% and
abso halved to 10%. However. the resident fa~rmler
was still assumed to be 100meters outside

$4aon,lm ltlwrfteendor,ohrrlsOf• m.T~
Insitt 1o Energyand Enrnmenta Research. Takorn ParS Mayln
smpdasdctbt
OX'
0p.
t, 5. On the webst ht:/wer.
om /mu•. tec, tosoth
ox•mereo wouid likly be more adverse titan i subserlace disossi, lastthen 50days s les tha 0.1 pecn of
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the site. so sonie cornpartson would be posstlte when other t echnr~al parameters were varded.

The results of the sensitivity analysis readn distance from the site boundary to th we are
shown In Flgure 3.
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FIgure S: Total Dose for use Dlffereist Olltasstu o the Well (Not: Base case distance tothe wel Is3
In. whkch I, in between Its. case of very dose (26 m) to the all. boundary end800 ni).
,
Increases the dose Irons the rost Important
it Is dlear that the vaito of * s•nl paramet~er
component of the waste In tarsus of peak dose (Other Waste - ait from about 250 rnress/year to oe
400 mrem per year.
SWh~en all parameters are varied the upper limit of dose Increases by about faco of fou fo toa doe
ansIby snore then a factor of four fro the Other Waste - 111categtory. See F~gue 4 below and Apoerudi
A for more detalls.
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Flgura4: as Cafeand Cowoaretve Caseforth. Oihas#Waste - li aztegory. (Nole•The •een toe
ueprastthe toed of aslae metls• an Ote W~el. -RH. The re rineIaOterWea - 1585
alone)
Finalt, a se~nsltlvIty test: could be done by esthmatkng organ dose In addi'tion to wh bod
effective dose. 10 C;FR81 lImit the dose to the most esse organ or to the whole body to 25
mrmensyer (estept for 75 mrem~to thy thyrod). or•instance, a tota body effective dose of 20
mi•llrm, sand•'er
the Imtt, from iodlnlStri-uns
ia ntes lInto*bout 400 mrnr./year to the thyroid,
which wosuldbe an unacceptably hdighdose, It ISessential th~atthe revised Draft EISconsider
organ as wall as total body eflcte doses. 'this ISbecause orgawdose ISeseta to
determining• co iac with radiation prote t
uloegldons
and with some CEtt ARA~ts,
sudh as drinking water standards.
4. Cover erosio spenario"
The choice of an esatremety low erosion rate In the Draft 015rules out al and surface water does
because there Is a substantial cover on the waste Inall the scenrios. A more cosrelr erosion rate
of I rame/year Is reasonable for a sedmi-arid area thkeHartford and should be considered. itEER
modeled
this to evaluate tihe sinlficant of cover erosion. Ii sumns
out that the erosion parameter Is especially
sIgnificant for Iteafoni and for the yakama Nation.
An erosion rate fllmnsiyear results In the 5-meter thick trench coe being copeely erde in 5,0
years. Hence, at that point, rein end snow contact the waste, some of whischlgets washed off into
surfae water. This means thet the dose from the •aquatic food pathway Is slgnlllcantly increased.
Figure S slsows the resut for the cover erosion sceflaro. The rindline shsows the dose from Other
Waste RH and the green line shows the total dose. Note that even though the other paamtrs, such
as infltration heve been maintained the same as in the base case lEERImodel, there Itsasecond peak
dose, aftr the cover erodes, of about tA60 wrm/yer at somewhat over 5.000 years after dlsposel;
24
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L2q 3

atne.The main reeton for the
this is much greater thtan the firm peail, which occurs due to groundwater
higiher second peak ISthe dote from consuming surface water end aquatic food from outface water
soure..
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Figure.& eap Caee end Cover. Eroelon sno AquatictilFood
total source term (other weete plus
Cetegot'y (red tin.). Thot grun line shows does for
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Farther, the major contrbutos to the second peak srI the trasrai relncle Cm-245o Pu-Z30,
and Pu.240. This Is completely diffrent from the,Tc,99 end l-129 doses, which are imnportant in the
earlier peak.
IIshoutd als be n'oted that the aqluaitc palthwsyt doses ettimetedI here ate thel slltadrd ItORAO
developed by the Yahama Netlost end Ithdolfi, Inc., has vastly different and higher fish1consurmption. At
diet would heten tie hihr
150 grams per day on average, fish consumptIon inastradittonl• Yakanme
other cosmlo parameters, such as meat andplants, are
thaenthe RESRAD defauslt value. Sinmilarly

S. Borehole disoa and the resident fame scenario
Verlatlons with a farmer Iliningat the site
lE[lt alto tested the case of borehole disposal In saeveral
boundary, using water that has passed next to the waste, but not over it, and fitally usingwater
that hatspassed through th~ewaste. inilratIon rates were also varied. Flme 6showsthse
results. The Iowest peak dose wat :177sirensiyear about 2,650 years in the future whl the
Yakama
Ilwkamlta Malen Exposre $cenarfOf•t s4nnfr SireRiSkAsseset, ltcle VWeskingssn
"RldoII ic,
Nation tLIWMProerens, September 2007, Ftiure 0.
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case of uslng bilgtlon from th'e site had two peaks - one of S,050 retur/y5 esr 235 yer In th
future due to 1429 andTc-99 and one at 6.431 mremlyear 372 years into the future due to
I~nunSluIsotopes. for cOntext,the Draft EISsestlmnate of peak dose due to borehole disposal
was Just4.8 nrem/year - 37 times lower than the lowest borehole estimate when InSstitutional
controls are relaxed and more than 1,300 times tower when there istotal loss of Institutional
control and memory.
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Note that the hlasest dose In the ln,tatlon scenario case Is due to uranium - a ston reine
ha Serg amounts vi uranltumare unsitble for disposal even In boreholes as nsca4 nI
deep. So lon at the dhsposal in relatively thallow an water Is available beneath the dtsposal.
the meho is flkely to ha a prbet from the point of vlew of a tetdn fanner and loss of
Institutlonel control.
3. lodlre4,2g an Tec~hnetuns-99 at Hanford
We apprec~ate thai DO0E
acknowledges pr-ssb contamination at Hanford by Iodine-129 and
technetksm-9g and the dtfficultes that this entails for disposal of GTCCand I5TCC-lkewaste at
Hartford
A polentlat longl-term Impact from the GTCCproposed actlon would be the groundwter
radlonucdlde concentratlons that could result II'the integiy of the facility did not
remain Intact In the distant future. The human heaith evaluation for the postclosure
phase of the proposed action Indicates thtat dose of up to 48 mrenmlyr ltrencl disposal
26
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method) or 49 stram/yr (vault method) could be incurred by the hypothetical residernt
faraaeraaeensod to be located l00 m (330fs) from the edge of the disposal faciflty. It is
estimated that the~dose tathe hypothetical receptor W~ouldbe about l0ltimeslowerIf ,
the boerhole dispoasa method was used. 7hese doses were calculated to occur about
S1•,600years (borehole method),30,100 years (vault method), and 2,900 years (trench
methodl utter failure of the cover end engineered barriers. which ore assumed to retain
their integrity for 500 years following the closure of the disposal facility.

*

*

Cc

waste, and the primary
RHt
These doses would he primarily asoeciated with IOTOC-tike
radionucllde contributors within 10,000 years would be Tc-99 and i-129. The Hantford
TC&WM EtS(DOE2009) cumulative estimates for Alternat~ve Comb]natIon 1 isFdicate
that the peak concentratIons for Tc-99 and 1-129 would be about 150.000 pCVL(almost
400 tImes t he d rinkIng water limitIand 697 pCIIL (almost 700 tImes the drinking water
limlt(,respectively, 2,000to 1,000)years in the future. The 0TCCEtCestiumates of the
1-1.29corresponding to the highest dose given a bove
peak concentratlons forTc-99 sand
(49 mrern/yr) are about 10,000 pCI/Land 100 pCl/ij.theoe concentrations would occur
as
at approalmately the same time the time reported inlthe Hanford TC&WM EISoAs
cbsfnfordTc&WM EtS(DO0E2009),when the repacts oftfechn'et ur-99 from
.stated Inhi
past teaksand cribs sad trenches (ditches) ace comblned, 00E believes It may nut be•
prudent to add algnlficapttadditional technetium-99 tO~the existtng environment. •.
Thtrefore, one meant of mitigating this impact ,would hefor DOEto limit ditspotal of off.
site'wastoso•reame containing iodlnee-29 or technetltsn-99 at Hanford. Renally,folloWon HtPA evalustloas enddocUments prepared to'suppoct any further considerations of
siting a new borehole, trench, orvault disposal facility at Hanford would praylde moee
o
impacts?',.
detailed analyses of site-specific Issues, incluJding cuumulative

ThisIs
lan important acknowledgesment that waste contalnirng Tc-Sl9and 1-129shsoeld eat be
,......*,
brought toHanfo'rd. yetItits far toolimited lathe followingweaye:•'
•It dots not acknowledge t~hatbsoreholo disposal could reasel in t•ighdooes IfInstitutional
. •..
control Is truly last•
total body effective dose equivalent, the
- tt does nut actenowledge~that atd in9/•em/ye~ar
drinklng water limit would he exceeded by usersthan 100 tlhmes(combined To-99 andI];•),5 fly Implgcatlon, even the borehole disposal dose of 4.8 mrern-year estimatedl by
ths DOEswould violate th•edrinking mater lrimt by more than 10 tImes, presuming tha
dose comes mai'nly from Tc-99 and 1-129,as is true of the trench disposaltcdse. •
* It doea not tat~eother radionucttdes into account. For instance, we showed~above that
whithonsite Irr'igation, th•e peak borehole disposal dose mould be from uranium aud it
would be wore that 1,300 times the dote estimated for borehole disposal calculated f'or ,
•Hanford InatheDraft EIS.
SIt daes not tuke into eccount the'contaminatloa of the site by n vast array of other
radionuclides, like pluteniurn-239/240 undstrentiam-90, which would also greatly
exceed standards far into the future, eventhough the peak doses may not coincide.

, pp. 6-100 antd6-111
DrafsCt,v a]
present aloeo is Ipp~fL
15000pC/L and for 1-129,s.rhea
wt'en pmeoustalorne•
•sa
hedstokleg water iinit for To*99,
ltimes the limit.
and 100 pCI/tior 1.129s100
hence, 10,000pciiL ot Tc-59Iis1 times the drineting ater Omrit
When both orepresent the limit Is exceeded try1o00111111 times.
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Coincidence of the peak dote Is not the only Important crdtorion. Indeed, when at
radionuclldes are taken Into accountr, the overall tIming of the peak dose mIght change.
•The above quote does not explicitly acknoweledge that if 6TCC-[lle wavstos
contaIning 1129 and Tc-99 are not broaght to Ilanford hut other 6TCCand 6TCC-like wrastesare.
two disposal sites would have to be developed.

Reocomsmendations
The psresent Draft EIgdses not useetithe minImum atandardeof transparency that would allow
an independent verlflcation of the DOE's estlrgalea`" Nor does It meet the minimum teals of
estlmating health and envIronmental Impacts that waald glue credence to the results that caiom
that public health mould be protected Inthe trench, vauilt or borehole scenarios. It Isalso far
too limited In consIdering a alegldgeologic reposltory site. WIPI', that Is limited by law to only*
defense transurasic waste. Inother words, the Dralt EI$does not meet tire test of scientific
Integrity and a reaoenable range of alternative as requlred by NIPA, *he DOirshould publish a
revised Draft EISwith the following changes In the scenarios:
1. All base case scenarios should assume a complete loss of institutlonal control.
:Therefore all re'sldeut farmer arid tribal scenarios should assume that there will be
people residIog on the dlspoasclsito rather than away from ItLThese residents would
therefore use woater from the site below the disposal layer for domestic, agricusltural,
'andcultural purposes.
2. The revised Draft IS shouldlIncorporate the fact of pre•-esdsting contamlnation on DOE
sites when It models dIsposal at such sites.
3. The revised~rutElIS should have atileast one scenario Inwhic:hthe reverts completely
eroded away (on the order of 1mwr/year of erosioni in orderto assess the effect of
disposal en surface water and aquatIc food conteminatlon. BesIdes ItESRAD
default
consumption, the Yeksamna
lifestyle scenario should also he evaluated In thLscase.
4. The revIsed drafctEISshould provideseound, sclentlflc technical Juttlfleatien fnrkeyporamnetur such as the lifetime of greet end Infiltration rate as well at possible future
* rainfall endclimate variations. There has been ample work In these-areas that Is not
Sreflected In the Draft;EISat present.
•,
5. Thecrevised DrafttIS should have anormal sensItivityeanalydsisonwhichparameter
variation resells In dote estimates on bath sides (higher end lower) of~the base case.
6. ArealistIc assessment of the trench, voelt. and borehole disposal optioonsinews that tho.
basic health protection enddose limits would be violated by large msargins. These
methods are unsuitable for disposal of 6TCCand 6TCC-likewaste end should bo
esplicitly rejected when the Draft ElS isrevised. We understand that Congress lato hove,
Its say about a preferred alternative when the FinlesE1$Is published. eet that should not
prevent the DOt from clearly pointing oat that sown methods of disposal viloate
enisting regulations and In the case of DOESaperfund sites, AltARs,not to speak of tribal
treaty r~ghts.
7. The doesastonresident farmer are far higher when realisticoscenariosaeboutiloss of,
institutional control ned memory are evaluated (rather than the DOEffs
assumptIon of•o
permanent knowledge of the slit boaundry(. The 120Eshould Include an ousite farmer
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using irrigation water from the disposal site usits trends, vasit, and borehole disposal
•scenarios.
off~tie wastes containing Tc-99.and 1-129should not he,
8:" The DOE's recognition lthat
•brought to Hanford for disposal should lead It to the conclusion that no 0TCCor GTCClike wastes should be brought to Hanford for a variety of reasons, Including the need to
develop more thau one site if they nrc, the esacerbation of containslation at Hanford
that would be. brought in, the need, in fact to remove existing wastes
from other mastes
front Hanford in order to meet drinking water standards and oshen Attlts, etc.
9. The DO6should calculate organas wellas total body effective doses. hlstswillenable an
evaluation of abs degree to which disposal methods cospily with dose limits In)existing
and thu low-lenel
regulations such as the drinktns•water standards (40iCFRt1I41.68)
waste rule (10 CPR61 Subpart C).
10. Thu DOEshoald consider at least one deep geologic reptository othur titan WiPPOs onu
bf the ,alternotlves.
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SECTION
I
HUMANHEALThl
IMPAC"TS
REVIEW
OFTNEPOST-CLOSURE
KEYPOINTS
INTHISPRELIMINARY
IN DRAFT
GTCCEIS
EVALUATION
PRESENTEO
The main goal of the preliminary review was to identify the key tachnical issues related to tire post-closu re
human health impacts evaluation presented in the draft EtS.in addition to this review lEERhas
modeling whlslclwas performed to provide more detailed
commissionod an Independlent RESRAD-OFFSITE
evaluation of some of these issues. The results of this modeilngare provided in a Section II of this Appendix.
The foliowing materials were reviewed as a part of this woarl:
-

Summaryof the Draft TlCCEIS
3 of the Draft GTCCEISCAItemative 1: NOAction)
- chapter 5of thenDraft 0TCCElS(Evaluation Eements Commonto Aitemnatives 3,4, and 5).
-Chapter 6 ot tho Draft 01CCEIS(Hanford Site: Affected Environment and Consequences of
Aiternatives 3. 4, and 5).
-Appendin E of the Draft GTCCEiS(Evaluation of Long-Term Human Health Impacts for the No Action.
ons RESRAD-OI'FSITE,
Aiternartve end the land Disposal Aiternatires, specifically a;ubaections
-Slhi ulatton Approaches, Inputs, Results, and Sensitkivty Ansipys)s
Version 2
User's Manual for RESRAD-OFFSiTE,
Disposal Facility Designs or ftheSites
- ANt.
2010, Post-Closure PerformanceAnstysla of the Concep~tual
Cosjderdedotse Gceot-fhaa-Ciaos-CEnsfraamrntl/ImportStatement, ANiJEVE$It.-10I.
-Chapter

computer"code wan usedl Inthe DiraftGTCCEISto evaluate human health
Note that RE5RAD-OFFSITE
Impacts related to all the land disposal eltereatives. However,•the assumptions, mathematical formulation.
and numericai Implementation related to this evaleation are not all eaplicitly described in the Draft 6TCC
Included in
user's manual that contains all this information w~as
EtS. Because of this, the RESRtAD-OFFITE
thy review.
lteyledrnlral bosumRelated to the Post-Closure Human Health Impacts Evaluation for the Land Disposal
Alternatives
The key Issues Identilied during thu preliminary review are considered below.
infiltrat~on hate
The Infiltration rate is one of the most important parameters affecting the long-term wvaste disposal
performance. Even a very limited sensltivity analysis conducted In the draft EISdemonstrated that the pea k
total dose to the resident al farmer Is roughly proportional to the infiltration rate. Yet, the base case
assunres thatl the infiltration through the waste will be 20% of the amblent infiltration rate during all t he
10.000 yeur period. Also, the infiltration rate Is constant andiIs estual to the present day ambient infiltration
rate far hoth, 10,t000yar period and 1000OoOyear period.
The Justification provided in the draft EtSfor assuming that the infiltration rate willbe 20% of the ambIent
infiltration Le'hased on a study at the SRSthot indicated that after 10,000years, the closure cap at lihe rarea would ntill shed about eO%of the cumulative precpit~ation falling on it, with a higher degree of

I
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effectiveness occurring before 10,000 years (Phifer at el, 20O7)."•s This justif~cation Is not sufficient. As it is
discussed below•,tihe sensitivity analysis does not address this Issue because It Is limited in its applications.
Maintaining thnepresent day in~lhtration rate constant for 1O,000 ea s Iseet a'conseivative assumption. For
Instafnce, extcensive long-term climate change studIes were performed for lineYucca Mountain project. The
followring assumptions were made for lise Yucca Mounterin s;itu:

"

The first climate stage Is a continuation of current present-day climate conditions from present day to
appreaimately400 to 600~years into the future.
lTresecond climate stage begifts approximately 400 to eco years tresspresent day and lSchsaracteriaed ax a
monsoon climate with wetter summers relative to proecet-day climate. The monsoon climate is predicted
to last between 900 to :1,400 years. -:
Thu third climate stage begins between 1,300 a nd 2,000 years from present day and Is characterized as a
giaciat-transltinn climate with coolersair temperatures and on average hilgseranniual precipitatIon relative
to present-day climate. The duration of tire giaciai-transltlon climate is estimated to be 10,000 years.
Similar assumptions •htould be applicable to the other sites, especially Ilanford, Consequently, the
Infiltration rate for most of the 10,000 year period will be greater than the present-day infiltristion rate. This
cansideratlon should he Included in the haman health impact analysis.
,

00

~

Human eIrutslors

"-.

Direct physical intrusion, suds as by a future inadvertent intruder into the disposal facility alter the site
closure, Is not •analyzed quantitatively in she dra~ftE13.Consequently, thehunman health analysis do es net
i nclude the potentila mpects from tls inadvertent intrusion. Direct Intrtsion into the Wiastedispossl units
was qualitatively considered in Chapter 5.5 cr1the draft tiC. However, this qual tative app~roach
isnat
-sufflclenntforjustifylng exclusion of the ihadvertent intruderstenari,a.• ......
.............
SensilntiviyAnalvasl,,"
The human health impacts were evaluated determinlstically for each land disposal alternative. The
deterministic dose and rist values were calculated using RESRAD.OPIF$ITE
computer code..

-

-

A simplfifed sensitivity analysis was performed to evaluate potential impacts from the uncertainty in the
major parameters. "Three parameteras were addressed in this sensitivity analysis: (:1)the water infiltration•
rate through the disposal facility cover after 500 years following closure of the facullty,(2) the elfectivaness
of the stahilizing agent (great) used for OtherWaste, end (3) the distance en the assumed hypothetical
.receptor. These three parameters address issues related to disposal fatility deslgn•.wact e form stability, and
5
site selection," ' Ten combinations (ten cases) of these parameters merec:onsidered.
The applicability ot this sensitivity analysis is limited dane to he reasons discussed below.
T[hesensitivity analysis considered a less conseneative effective period fur the grout (2,0i00 yrs and 5,000
yin) than the one used in the base case (500 yis).
4
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The sensitbIity analysis considered a tess conse rvative exposure distatnce to the resident farmer frees the
edge of the disposat fardisy (300 m and 500mn)that stheone used Inthe base case (l00 m),
Note; that a common practice is to consider more conservative parameter values in the sensitivity analysis
than thy once used in the hosecase. This is because the major concern is how much worse, not how much
better, it can get. This is especially importunt in this case because neither the groat effective period nor the
distance to the resident farmer used In tihebase case represent the werst case scenario. 5110yrsfor the,
grout performeece and :105m for the exposure distance are not conservativ aesumptlaos. it Is net dear
why~a resident farmer location could not have been on the edge of tihedisposal facility. No data are
provided in suppors of S00 year grout performance.
The sensitivity analysis considered only two sites."The SRS site represented a situ itt the Eastemn United
States (a humid site). TiseWiPP vicinity site represented a site In tihe Western United States (an arid alto).
The WiPeVicinity site does eat represent thu Western sites because the Iililteatistn rate at thll siste is a few
ordereof magnitude lower than at the other westera sites and us a result none of contaminants reach the
groundwater table in either 50,000 or !000.110 years.
Only the trench disposal alternative was considesred in the sensitivity nnaiysis. The results do rot
n~cesserilyapply to the other elternatives.
Very strong limintations are eiso imposed by conrsidtring only Other Waste Ci (conTact handled) type. As it
was noted in the draft tS"iblecauss the radionucilde nile far each waste type (iLe.,activated nittaie,w.,',
sealed sources, and other Was•te)Isdifferent, the peati annual doses, and LCPrisks foresch waste type do
eot necessarily occucet the same timse, in addition, the peals annual doses and LCFrisks for the entire GTCC
waste inventory cansidered as a whale could be dilferent from those for the Individual waste typestq (p.5-

'go)
Note that the doses associated with the Other Waste CHtype are the smallest ones. Much higher doses and
LCPrisks result either from timeOther W~sRtRI-[remote handiedi type or for the activated metals,
dmrpondine entire land disposal alternative. It would msaie more sense to consider the Other Waste RNtype
in the sensitivity analysis because it is the meajor contribstor to the doses and LCFrisks In the cane of the
trench disposal.
"Thesensitivity analysis shoald have been c'onsidered for each site, for each land disposal alternstive, and,
for each matte category a nd shoeld have used the conservative parameters values tn order to he applicabie
to the different cenditlons ce0nsdered
in the draft EIS.
As a resuit, the following statements wade in ihe draft tIS needs additional justitlration: "•Theresults of thle
seadlsithy analysis[or this waste type and dispoisssanethod at these two sitse can be esed10 Infer
conclusions nbout different waste streams disposed of at ether alternate sites by acinethe three land.
disposal methods. This analysis also gives sense indicatIon of the level of conservatism in the results, which
iauseful infornmation far isa decisian-reaking procets~s.(p t-21(
ieaity', the sensitivity analysis did net corelder other parameters that might be of importance, such as
radlonudide partition coefficdents, irrigation rules, conesumption factors, and other. These paraesrters were
considered is ItEEt'sindependent modeling dascrihed In Section IIof this Appeedic. Thejrodlonuclide
partition coefficients (lt's) and consumption factory were found tabbeoa great importance to the land
disposal performanceoas descrihed in~ection ii of this Appendix.
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Infltration alcon the t enafth Ofthe Offeite "lisresoer
"rhe eonceptual sniodelused Inthe human health Impact evasuation assumes that there isinfittration of'
c*lean water along the Iessgthof the offslte transport. The clean inafiltration wal•:dilutses the coutamlanatst;
plume at stheoffsite locations and results Insmaller doses and LCPrIsks, usnoted in the draft EItS:"In
addition, because of the extra dilat~on by clean water comIng down from the ground surface, tse potential
radIation dose mould also be lower thee that In the Base case." (p. f-22)
TiheImpacts from assuming clean InfIltratIon water are describedf in the draft tIS as: "T'heradiation dote
•Incurred by the hsypothetical resident farmer considered for post closure impact analyses would decrease
•with IncreasIngexposure dtstnnc s demonstrated ly the resaltsfor the Base tate ad Cases Itand It(see
also FigbsreE-f). As meetlonedtsefore, this resalt mould occur because additional dilution of radianucilde
concentrations in groundwater would result from Useadditional transport distance toward the location of
the off-site well, As tlsaedlistare would Increase from 10(5m (330fI)tufo'50 as(2,6510ft). lihamoatsum
annual radlatton dose would decrease by mare then 70%." (p. E-27)
tNtte that this asoeumptlan Is not a~estuate for this anslysis because a signlflcant portion of tse offslte soils
milght isaconta minated with the radlonsaclldes deposited from contaminated irrIgation water and from the
from the-coatamlnated alto.Consequently, the infiltration mater,
surfacse runoff and dust ordglnatedf
only padrtally
leaching through the contaminsted csffsttesoil~swill bescontaminsted at well. ttESfiAD-OFF$rTE
addresses thitsproblem laycnsldering the additional Impacts from coatamlnated offaite solls. RESRtAt-,
5
of radlonaclides from the contamleated aofafatset a Intoathe
OPI SiTBdoss notconsider le-achin~g
-o!
-o
"
groundwater.
The exposure pathways associated wil th tshuse of contamInated groundwater implomeated in liESlRADto
is added to the originasfigure presented In the draft BuS
shown In Figure. 1, sa~red wrrowe
OFF'SITE~are
•
demo nstrise the missirng lint (irrIgation recydling) between the contawluated offalte soil and thes

groundwater.
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reproduced from Figure E-2 (v. 2, p. E49)In draft GTCC£I3.The red arro and tex
NOTS:This figuretowas
box were added the original figure..
Figure 1. EIpoure Pathway Aaoclated wi4ththe Us. of Cotmisnamted Grudae
andIthe asupin
In summary, both the treatment of th'e offslte contaminated sobt in R£SftAD-O$FI•
of dean infltrat]o water along the offslte transport made in the draft IEl• ar not cosevti an lea to
underest~mting ptxential doses and LCFrtisk

The human health Impact analysis presented Inthe draf ElSdoes not address poeta toi chm !a
releases from the wate; it Is limited to raiatv constt~uets only. The toxdc chemicals he to he
with ths chmcl
identified Foreach waste type and somemanalysis of the potential Imat asscidated
shoul he performed and presented.

A hypothtcl Individual Is assumed to move near the site and reside In a house located 100m fro the
edge of the disposal facility. Thts loc:ation was selected 'because It is the minimnumditatnce Identified in
dIsposal
surrounin a DOE1±11W
Manual IDOEM 435.1-1 (sOtE1999a) for the location of the bufferson•e
site at which compliance with dose standards needs to be demonstrated.' (p. 5-63) On the other hend, it
that
on
(le.,
he
conservativ
to
is staled In the draft EA thet T•heresident farmer scenardo Is assumed
overestimat~es the expected dose and tCFrisk) bease it assumes a total loss of Institutiona| control and
Inst~ttina memory with regard to the disposal fsclllly.f (p. 2-24) Th two citethons provided above are In
contradiction with each other. The locatlon of the residentialfarner should not he limte to off sit Inth
case of a total lossof institutional control and Imtfttlional memory.

ecinI
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As it was demonstrated in the draft EIS;and confirmed by lEEr~sindependent moddilng the cfoser the
exposure locatlorm.
the higher the doses and LCP:risks, Citheraebase case or a sensltityv anValsi should
have consiered doclosrications (Immediately at the fence urev•enon site.

As It Is descr•ibed in the draft EIS"the eng~neering barriers incorporated in the disposal facility would keep
percolating water out of rthe waste units for 500 years following•dosutre of the disposal facity and lajifter
500 years, the integrity of the berriers and waste containers would begi to degtrade, alloing• for water
indiltration into the top of the disposal unt at 20% of the natural infilration rate for the area," The same
assmpion sused for the groutt "A stabiiising agent (grout) would be used to solidify the Other Waste
type, and this grout would nsaintaln its effectiveness for 500 vears." (p. E-20)
At the same time, It is pointed out In the draft EISthat the "[dlata on the performancre of waste packages

and engineering barriers over an extended time period are I~mited.... How and when the waste packages
and engineerlng barriers would begin to degrade and how this degradation would progress over time are
very difficult to detrmne," (p. 5-44)
No justlflcation for the performance period of 500 years is provided in the draft El• insea, eve ige
performance periods of 2,000 years and 5,000 years are considered In the senstivity analysis.
As was concluded based on Itnt's independent modeling results, the enqgineering barrter perfonsanfa has
liteimpact on the land disposal performanc, In the Hanfoni Site specific conditions. However, this may

not be the case fo the other sies

L293-199
(Cont.)
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The human health impact evaluation was extended to 100,O0O0years Inthe post~closure analysis for the
Hartford Site. The results of this analysis demtonstrated thet a second peak dose (mostly associated with
uranium itotopes) occurs around 21,000 years.
lEE.'s independent modeling demonstrated that the time of peak dose associdated with urani*um isotopes
can Octur significantly earlier (around 4,200 years) If uranium Kis 0.06 mt/gin both unsaturated layers and
the satuorated zone and if timeambient Infl~tration rate IsS mm/yrA.
The base case considered in timadraft EIS
assmned uranium K,.of 0. mu/g in the first unsaturated layer and satuae zone and uranium K•of 0.06
mLug in the second unsaturated layer. The base case ambient infltr•ation was 3.5 mam/yr.SOth.lower X~tand
higher ambient infltrato rate are plausible conditions and should hav been considered in the draft toS"
either in the base case or sensitivity analysis.

The base case scenario as implpemented In the draft EISassumesthat the cover willnot completely erode
either in 10,000 or 100.000 years. The base case also does not consider aquatic food consumption. lEER's
independent modeling demonsratetd that If the cover erodes during the 10.000 year of simulation, It will
resuit le a significant total dose mainly due to the aquatic food consmption. The major contributors to the
total dose will he plutonium isotopes and curiurm-245 transported from the contaminated zone to the
surface water body by the surface water.

.
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lustifications for excluding cover erosion andIaquatic food pathway are not provided In th draft

IS.

for all sites and al5land disposal alternatives was conducted using RF5SRADThe human mpact 'analysis
orFFsr copue code. Consequently. the assumptions incorporated in this cosiewere Inherited by this
RSAD~oPFS*T does sot 00 for modeing of multiple contaminated zones with different release rates.
"Asa result. each waste type was modeled seaatl usin a simplified approach. In this approach, el th
wastes Included itsthe specific waste caegr type (LaeIITCC•SrospI Projeted Activated Mesas category)
of the disposal facilty. The area ooccspled by the wastes was calculated as
were consoildated In the midddle
the sum of the area'socespled by the dispoosal sanitsrequired to store these wate. Th waste thns
was asue to he equal to the thcns of the overall waste Interval used In ecmhdisposal alentv.
distributed within the voisime defined by the wate are and wat thikes A
The waste was unlfoormly
honmogeneouswaste cover was aissaned at the top of the waste wIth the cover depth equal to th det of
th~etop of the waste inera used In each disposal alternative.
AS a result. the conceptual representation used in the modeling Is significantly tsisplfe with regar to the
conceptual design of a correspondingl landldisposa alteratv as sown hi th draf EI t doe no
account for the combined effects from the diffret cotmnn plumes origiatin from the difeen
waste sources either intime or its spc.
L293-i99
(Cont.)

Aiso, this simplified cosaceptualixatlon re~ults Inthe distanc~e of 175 to 223 ms(deedn on the
consolidated source alrea)between the down.gradient edge of the wastes and the facility fence. The
to he 100 Snfrom the fence (275 to 325 m from the wate) is th diaf ElI
groundwater weli was cossaned
Cof the draft CIS)were
to the well considered is the sestvt analysis (AppendSx
Thueadditonal ditstances
3CX•mand 500 as. Accordin to the conceptual desig, the actual distance to the fence can be 50 msfo
some cotmiae sources.
Itay Taclnhcl isssea Related to the Pot(ler human Iealih Impa-cts Evaluatlan for the N o Action
A~mltentv In Region IV
The logtn huissn health Impacts for the No Action alternative were evaluated usin a sisie appoc
as the one used for the land disposal alternatives, it was assunsed that all the wastes geeae in speifi
region will be stored in this region indefinitely. For the modeling purpose, each wat caegr wa
considered separately. The waste was consonidated in the center of the 300 es by 300 m disposal failt.
NOAction alentv d"ffers from the land disposl alternatives by the following assumptions. NOActIon
alternaiv asue that there are neither engineered banters mira cover endthat th wate ar plce
on the ground surfac. The 005 No Action siternathve does not Include atnsospheric transpot onl th
groundwater pathway is considered. The waste inventory represents only the inventory generated in the
region consdered, not the ovenali waste itwentory. Theotiser conceptual assuinptioss are the same as in
the land dispsal alteraivs
The main key technical issues associated with No Action alternative are described beo wit the fu on
Region IV.Note that the hey technical Issues associated with the lend disposal alternatives are also
applicable to the No Action alternative because a simsilarmodeling approach and conceptualization were
used.
Section
Section I
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ros mleae an •fruga wae naicf war eac~td• from the evaluaton of the Iong'ter hia
health Impact from the No Action altentv. Note tha ahtborn release (gases end watrapr was•
IncludedI in the evlato of the hind disposal alteraie evn though the lrnd disoa facilitJes provide
better waste isolation than the No Action alternative.
The airbore pathwaywas excluded because "dlperslon of any released radlonucildes by the wind wousd
greatfly decreas the air eoncent ratlons. (p. 3-li) ThisJustlflcatlon Is not suffcient for esidung th

The surface water rnaoff was excluded because "the storage sites would probebly havebemrs or ote
engIneered features to minnimizewaler runoff from the site." (p. E-3) This contradicts the main assumption
concersinig the total loss of Institutiona control 100 years after the fadctoy closure
Both, airborne releaes and surface wate runoff have to be Incuded hIthe analysisof the No Actin
alternative because the wastes are assumed to be stored on the ground sufc without an•yaegieti
batler and covers. It is especially Important hIthis altemnativebecause the wastes beom avlbl for
r~eles 100 years from the facilty closure which I sgnflcantly erlier than ft was asumed i th len
dbsosl alte•rnatves (500 years after the closure).
Based on lEt WsIndependent modeing• analysis perfonised fur the land disposalailterahs th
contmnani t tanmspos via surface watr runoff m~ght s•n~fcntly cotrbute to the total dose.
Infitraton

L293-t99

P•te(Cost.)

SThe InflratRnk rate on the top of the wastes Inthe caseof No Actional•ternativ Isequalt th anlsen
Inhtrto rate bec.aue there are no engieered barriers In plce. This assmption mattes the Infilration

The-Iltitatonl rate assumed fosriteglon IVwas 1 mm/yr. Note that ftIs3.5 tlfmeslower than the amin
Inf~ltraton used for the Hanford S~te(3.5 mm/yr). The mea annul preset day itain•
rt estmated
for the area above the proposed repository
at the Yucca Mountain Isi innS/yr. Thlemean ansl
Inflmtraton rate esthnated for the monsoon and gladel transito clnste are lB mm/yr and 29.3mmy
repctvl. while there are some areas hi Reg~on
IV wit infitato rates below 1 myr(for exmple,
some areas at the Nevada Naioa Secwrity lteNNS)), the Infitratio of 1 mm/yr Is no rersnttv fo
many other areas in R~egion
I, including the Hantford Site.
Because the ambient infiltraton rate used for Rego IVanalysi was very low, nonleof the raincle
reached the groundwater table in 10,000 years. This resultd in 0 dose because the grosodwaterptha
was the only exposure :onsldered: "it Is estimated that there would he n~ogroundwater dos wihi 1(0
yea~rsfor a generic commercial facilty located In Region IVbe~cause
t he radioactive contmnto wol
not reach the groundwater table In 10.000 yeSarsci result of the arid conditions at this ioat"e (p. t-19)
yet, th~sconclusion of zero done does not even apply to a generic disposal faclity Iff Islocated at Hafr.
I II'
" III III
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Theresult of the hunsan healt Itpec•t evehatlon for the period of I00,000 year fr Reio N reoe In
andlphstonlum-238 reach the grudae wel aron 40,00
the drift CISIndilcate that uranium Iscoopes
years (Flare 3.5-7 In draft EIS).The uanitum isotopes were shown to reach the grcoundater well In 21,•00
years for the len disposalateratve cosde for Htanford.Note thatt radoscil~de lechn rates are
slgn'llkatmt slower hI the lend disposal alt.erntives because only 20% of the•amin inirto lsssne
to pets thrug the wastes. lEER'sIndependent modeling of the trench disposal alternative demonsttrated
that the uranium Isotopes matyreach groundwater at Hanfo•rdIn 4.200 years If. nsr cssierat
uranium paslthoncoffcln and amin Infltration rate wreused• Consequently, under the NoAction
alternative, the breakthough time might he even soale. This raises another question regarding~the
Ha Action alternative result tO the Hanford Site.
applicabIlity of the geei fa•lt In Region NV
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SECTION II
IUOSLTS OP R-J•RAD-OF•ST
MODELING OF THlE TRENCh LAND DISOA
ALTERP4ATWVE FOR T•l HAFRD SIT
.....

This report preens the results of an Independent mode~lin pefre to sImulate trendh land d~sosl
alternative at the Hanford Site. The first objectye of thIs m'odelnig was to supplement a ver ille
sensit~v•t analysis Conducted as a past of the draft ElSThe second objective vwasto mol• the cocpta
assumptions anld parameters used In EIStp better represent the Hanford specifkcsit codto A
modefleg8approeds simila, to Sheone used Inthe draft EISwas Implemented. Wsngan dnt|a aproc
would probably be more consiten However, this was not an option due to the lack of the deaie
Information needed for this Irnpiensetato eIther Inthe draft OISor the suprtn references.
AS a flrst step tn this study, a test bses case RIEAD-OFFSITE model was developed In an attmp to
reproduce the results reported In the draft ElS•Thls model repeet~s an Intepretation of the conceptual
approach and data des.crdbed Inthe draft OSIand ANL2010. This base case moel wa the moie to
conduct sensitivty study and to cos•e addlt~onal parameer and scnris

cotmnted grOsmdwater wlthin hlO,
OOyeareof dlqspoa These results for the Hanford Site aere
prese.ed In"a'tla6. A,.2 of the draft 51l. Thejseak anua doses ware estimated or eads of the fopwlng
condlt.ons
- Land disposal aienale borehole•, alt, and trend',

L293-l 99

Waste gr'oup:
Group s stored. Group I projected, and Group 2 projected
-Waste cetqo.
GTCC
endGTCC-llke
•

(Cost.)

-

* Waste type: activated metals, sealed sources otiserwaste Cli, and ote waste IlK

Becaue eac comblsltlon was consiere separael, there ar 24 Indnv~dual
peak #saua doe (3wat
g~roups
x 2 waste caeore x4 waste types) for eachl jnd dlsposal alternatve. The total dose versus tes
for eadh gl•Fmathe was calculated asthe sum of the indivIdual dose hitre an th pel toa dos wa
derived based on this celciudatlon. Note that because the peak tlmes of the lndrlssldosensa be
dlferant from each othe, ttsq peak t•meof th total!dse djoes not necessall co•cd w•h an Inliia
peak tinse and the total peak dose may be smalle tihan the awn of the inIvbdual peak doses."
The total annual doses versus time for the borehole vault and trench disposal alternatives are prseted In
Figure 4-9 CANS.
2010) for the period of skml~ation of 10,00I yrs and In Figure 4-40 foth peio of
simulat~on o f 2,0.000 years.
The results prsne In the draft FS Indlcalth at t~hevaut• and trench land disposal alterat•e ar ver
s~mlar wIth regard to the Indtvkdul•peek anul dotes total peak ennse does an th pek toa dos
tlming. The borehole land dispos~al alternattve has sigruficantl smaileraestinated Inllaldual doseand total
dose than the trends and vault altentive. Basedon these results, we conckded tha consderin trnc
land disposal alternati Inthe Independent modelin would be saflicent to repreen the cas wit the
highst total dose.

Two cases were selected for modeling. The frs~tcaseconsiders the GTCC-hllue
other wase RHIn Gru I
stored waste. This case has the DOt's highest peak dose estmate among all the othe Inida doss (48
mren/yr). In the secod case, the DO considers the GTCCactvated metals In Group 1 prjce wase.
I
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Th11e
0OEesimts the second higes p:eakdose In thiiscase (S mrem/yr). All the other peak doses are
sinfcntty smaiter (0Oto2.$ mrem/yr).sa

Modeig lproach
Same simpliid mbdln aproc was used for earlh case poesented in Table 6.24-2 In the drf £S in
this appoah all the wastes Included in the speii case were conolldamtd In the middle of th dipoa
facilty. The area occupie by the wastes was calculted as the sum of th areas occuped by the dipoa
the nube of the dlsposalnts for
units required to store these wats Table 5.1- Inthe draft EiSashows
each waste type. Table 4-2 InANt 2010 shows the corsodn consoliated waste areas.
For exampl, 2.1 trendhes are reuie to disisoe of liaGtChe l other waste RHin Group 1 stored waste
categs (2.500 55gallon drsmns).The trench horizonta dimnin are 3 aswide5 and 100 m long (Figure
1(. Consequently, the consolidated waste area Is3m a lO0ms Z trencirs- 600 mn. The contaminated area
Is assumed to be a square. The waste thickness was assumed to be equal to th thcns of th vrl
waste Intervl wed In asch disposal aternative. This thickness was equal to 5.6.m for the trnc
alternative. The waste was walforasl distibuted within the volume defined by the waste are an wat
thickness. AlsomOg~eneous waste coverwas asasassed at the top of the waste with the cover depth equa to
the depth of the top of the waste Interval used in each disposal alternative. Thi det was eqa to S miss
the trenchlselernatlve.

~n~~aty deslfle

Asa reul1. th concepua representaton use inmode•lingi
00
"-

•wit regard tothe

conceptual desig shown In Figue land 2. It Is not tiear either from draft £15orA . 201 whethe th
facilty area was assumed to beea square as wail or whetiher the actual Votposed diesin war usd Fr
esapllPe, In the case of the trench alternative•the failt Ii 55Cmbye33.•l. Th sam are ca beot
epedn
Inthe In
rpresne with a squalre with the sideof 426 as.The iquare shapewas asslumed
shape contminated zone (Figur 3).
niodeihig to be consitent with the s~quare
This conceptalsto results In the distance of 175 (souercear'ea260O0ne'Jto 225 as(source area 0.1. m5)
between she down gr'adientedg•eof the wastes and the facility fence. Thegrudae wai we sarae
to be 100 asfrom tire fenc•e(275 to 325.m from the waste) In the draf EiS.The adiioa ditne to th
well considered in the senslt~ty anlyi (Appendis C of the draft Eli) ware 300 asand 500 as. Accordin to
designl shown In Figures., the actual distence to the fence cant be 30.m for some
the conceptuaml
contaminated sources.

JmDrafttIS VOl.1.Tabl 6,2.4.2, p. 6-47
.Secton|1
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a

period of sinulatlon (either 10.000 on 100.000 years).
Tiheam•n Inlinratlon Isequal to the presenit-day Infiltratkon and remains constat durdnall
period of ainwi~tion
-The lrflrto rate at the bottom of the waste It equal to the •abmist infiltrat~on rate.
- The ooer does nor erode to the top of the waste durin all the pedaod
of simulat•n Coseunty
the contminant transport v• runff from the contam~nated source It nt consideed.
"Thecotnlat are released from th~ewastes to tby groundwate based on the contasoleo-

-

-

Because the cover does not erode to the top of the wastes, the contamnant releases from the
wastes to the atmspeareem onsdered only for gases formaed by caribon-14. tritlu'n, ad raon
There it no surface water (pond) on the site and consuriitlor of the contaminated fish Inno
consideed.
There It no inigaton wIthIn the fac~l~ty.
Only the agricultural areas outid of th fails lac are
Only 50%of the food comes from the contaminated arausi

Farmner
spends 5O0%
OftIme indoors and 25% outdoors. Threremainen 25% of time Isspenouse
of the contaminated areas.
II...II
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The dose conuerslon factors ar, for an adsutt

(lid amoss the evacuation
for the entire 1.Oth) f'

Banfr

Enhineered •,
Barrier
Warte Packa-es
and BackfillU
Stnd t~ycr--.
VokiTo Be Filled •
wfthSand
Shee pit oriwen belowj
Trench Boton To Be Removed
Placment
after YWaste
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The radonu

-d-speclfibachuln•rate idor release Iracttfio)was calculated aS:

where lbisnlliratlous rate on the top of the wastes. Dts the Indtialthlckness of the cotunnted on, and
R&b the radlonud-llde-specflc retarato factor (equal to 1for non sosbn radlonudlldes), pa Is th
OaIs the mo~sure content of the contamntd• zoe an k• I the
contanlesased zone bulk demntl 0,
rad~lonule-peclflc par~t~toncefcet
Note that EquatIon (1) bsnot prosided either Indraft tIS or ANe.2010. MNL2010 prdsldes ralndle
spec•~ rebeate fractons for actrae metals (Table 4-5), seate•dsources (Table 4-l.), an ote wat (Tab
to check the release rates InANL-2010. The same
4-I1). Equation (1) bsfrom RISRAD-ONSIit. It was ursed
raleate rtaes6were obtained w~th 1-.00 un/yr (20% of ambient inlltratlon rate o10.0•35 m/r p.1.
3/tnt, Be *S in, 0, 0.2, and radlouudldesefe.l•,€•K values for soil(same as the • vaes for th uppr
unsaturated zone lae In Table 4-17) and ?or cemeotltlous system (Table f-i In draft £13).In the case of
tds• equto (1)grfeaterthean1.1gx1041/yrwer
acttrated metals, all the release rates calculated
4
substituted with the release rate of 1.19tt10 1/yr. wh~chcorresponds to th/ecorroson rate of meas
As It follots front Equatlon (1), the release rates need to be reacuee Ifsadifferent Initratlo rat Ior•
difeen K •ary or diffren corstaminated zone parameters (blk dest, thcnes and mostr
content) are used.
TwrocondtIons readn the modelin approach remain unclear due to the l~mtedInfornsation presented
anid ANL2010.
In stilt reglard In the draft £15
The first condition conoerss the Implemetation of rees rates used for modeling other waste. It b stte
in thei AnLI2010 atnddraft £5 that the releaseswqereskusubted usInglthe rates caclted based ou th i.,
in cementiiu system du~rlg th'e f~rst 500iyears (these as very,small rieleass) Afe 50 yeat itwa
assumed that the cement degraded and the reease rates based outthe soil Ks wer we. Th• Is uo cla
because RESA-FST uses constant wit time release rates. Oniy one rate for each radionudilde can be
speclfied. Is the Independent modeling, it was astuned that no releas occurs durn th fis S00ear.
The released rartes in Table 4-S based on soil Ke (Table 4-17) were used after thIs time.
of the total dose. As it b described in the ML2010• th toa
Th'esecond condito concerns the dcalcuation
doses were calculated by followin a three-step procadur." The first step of the proedue was to
caclt the radiation dose from the drinking water pathway for Inddlual ralncie contained in the
waste naterlels. In the second step, the radiatlon dose associated with the ddrinkn watr palsa wa
•oundaerrlae pathways. The all-pathway
scaled to obtain 1heradiatio dose associated with .11 gr
dose summed across all radionuciles containe Inthe waste materlal yielded the final dloseresults?. "The
scaling factor Isthe ratio of redlaton dose asoiae with all gr'oundwater-related pathways to the
radiation dose asoited with only the drinkingl water isatlwa. The scalingl factors were developedI fo
each radionuid In Appendix Cof ANL-2010. Itis not clear why the tsree step prcdure was neesr
Is capable of calculating• all the water reated dloset, inluding drinking water
when RA£SRAD-OFPSITE
pathway in one runt.Allthe app•al esposure pathways were considered taotpheritn the Independent
modelt Ingnsead of usIng a three-step approach.
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A number of parameters are required for the modeling. Some of these parameters ate Included eihr in
draft ElSor Adl. 2010, tome of thens required addiinl calculations.

These inita concentatMIons are not provided Inthe draft EtSor AML2010. These concentratin wer
cactlauted as follows.
The radlonucide inventories were taken from Table B-Sfor the Case of 0TCC-llle other wat fil, gru 1
stored categ~ory. The rainutd inventories were taken from Table I1-6for the caseof 6TC aciae
metals. group 1 projected category.
The Ilrst-o~er decay equation was used to calculate rdltonuclide Inwentorles after 500 years dwlt whc
the engineere barriers wetre assumed to be In place. For the sake of sipict, the ingrowth wa not
accounted for.
The radlonucilde cocnrain were calculated based on this inventory, contamifnated zone vokune and
contaminated tone bul dersit.

Thes
asdeaulbe
paameers
abve.L293-199
erespeifie
Infilratio

R~e(Cost.)

The infiltration rate Is calculated Internall in RESltAD.OFl'SE biased on evaporation oefficienrunof
coefficient. irrgation rate, end preciiain These cofiints were specified the same asIn Table B-SIn
ther
drafto
EISoe

nabet nitainrte

of003,r/r

The cover eosknionrae is calcuated Internally In ItESRAD-OFFSIE
based en the rainfall end nasoff factor,
soil erdllt factor, slope leghstens facor, csopcover maaemn factor, supportin practce
factor', and soil bulk densiy. These coefficients were spcfe the same as in Table t-S Inthe draft ElI to
ge~tan erosion rate of iiO'S rn/yr (0.1 rn eroded by the end of 10,000 year simulatio peio or 1 m erde
by the end of 100,.OO year simulat~n period ).

Theseitroperte were defined based on t he data InTable 1.5 Inthe draft Ets.

The properties of the agricultural areas are described InAM.2010. Hoee, the locations of these areas
are not speife. It is only stated that they are outside of the faculttyfence. The grain are an th
5
pasture are are assumed to be 10.000 rn with Irrig~ation
rate of 0.1 rn/yr. Thetwt grainand no-laf
vegetables areaand leafy vegetables area are assumed lo be 1,O00 m' with the lrr~atlon rate of10.2rn/yr.

Yakama Nation Environmental Restoration Waste Management Program.
Commenter ID No. L293 (cont'd)

The data on the dwelling site area and irrigatlofit rate are not provIded. The dwemllnsite used in the
independent modeling was set equal to S2Sm and the Irrigtion was; assumedto be 0.

AllCOnsuinftlon fraction were set equal to O.S.

The occupancy pasamesers were spec~fied in accordance wIth the once used InEIS:S0le tim spent
indoors, 25% tine spn outdrs O.0St time spent outside Ineah of the agriulturl are and dwln
site.

rate was set equal to 2.300 mn'/yr.If the user-se•fe pwmplng rate Is smaller thn th tota
Well pumpingZ
water demand inldn drinking water, household wate and Ircigalos, ItS•~l changes the pumpin rate
to set It equal to the annual water demand.
5

The water demand asdefined based on the parameter described In ES Is 2,.-78 m /yr. To modeling3-was
rate of 2,.50 nI'/yr, the Isrgtlons rate of usegratin and pasture areas Inthe independent
set equal to 0.0907 in/yr to mabe the total water demand go down to 2,493 m/y. It Is n cler ho thi
problem was managedIhthe rES.

tranafer factors, air
parameters ware used for the ralnclepcfI
AD-OFFSITE
"Thedefaul RESP,
tmassapoparmeters n. aaton lifestock intake, plant factors, and Ingetion rates (except drinking water
intake of 730 l/d).

only required If the aquatic foods
No sufc water parameters are provided in ELSbecause these rem
pathway Is used. This pathway was exclded from the caclain in EtS.

Site layout use in the independent modeling It siwi InFIigureS. The auriacewater pon wa deie
because It was used In one of the uns.The location of the well Is 300 m fro th dow grdet edg f
tone This location corresponds to the bas case, Other oain wer cosdee in the
she toaintd
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Th~ecmss 5ed~On
ttog the contamiae zone usedIn the Independent mdefliu Is show In Figue &.
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Sas, Oca Taut Rum•
The base case was developed in an attempt to repouce the results presented Inth rkft ES (Tbl 6.242). Two cases were considered: (1) GTCC-4Ike
other waste RH,Group 1 stored categloryf and (2) sctivated
rmetals. Group 1 projected category.

ACt
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a I th
usethe same modeling approach and parametr
As it was dtcse above, the intent was to was
clear about the apjsroah endnot all param~eters were
draft fl&SHowerer, becausvenot everthing
In the
proidd som differences ma• vs between the Indepedet mnodelinaet up and the net up used
draft [IS.
OISare
The results Ofthe inependent modeling are presented in llg'ures 7 and 8.The results from the draft
reproduced in FIgure 9 and 10.
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t~j

year period obtalned In the Independent modeling are 250 mrnsy
The peak doses divdng the 1I(OO0
of wase. Thi
(other wase) and 56 mrml/yr (activatd metals). The peak tUmeis 3,300yars for both types
wat ca
is because the dose Isassociated with non-sorbing radlonullde$- l129 end Tc-9 I the ote
greater than 0
miodTc-99 hi the ac.tivated metals case. Anlthe other radlotosclldes have partition coefficient
tabe In 10,000years In this modelig approah. Thetotal doe shw In
and do not reach the gproundwater
ver sml
Flisres 7 an 8 represent the sum of the doses fuorntwo categorl'tme othr categores hav
contrlbitosm basedon the date Inthe draft EI (Table 6.2.4-2).
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doe hi
The pek dose timing•coincides with the peak time obtained In the draft EIS.However th pea
smaller -Sl9 mre/r• inthe case of other waste antd 5 mrni/y Inh cas of
the draft EiSare nlotlcealy4y
tiin
actiated metals. The esjo contributors are the sam¢e - 1-125and Tc-99. The tame pea dos
suggests that the unsaturated and saturatedJ zon•etransport parame•ters are the same hi both models.Th
parameters.
esposure
and
rates
release
the
hi
difference Indoses may be reae to the differences
disussed
Howev•er, this can only he eSltablshlled by comparing a)ctualRSIIAD)FPSITE Input Illes. As it was
was made to use the same parameters as In the draft tlS• bis th actua Iu fie are
above, an a•ttemnpt
not available toes.
years to 100),000years obtained Inthe Independent
The peak doses duringthe p~erid of time from 104530
The•peak ths is 21.100 year
modeling are So mrenslyr. (other waste) and 103 mren/yr (activated m~etals).
ote wat an
for both types of waste. The maJorcontributors to these doses are ti-233 In the case of th
mt/ghin the 1x
(0,6
v.alues
U-233 and Tc-S99Inthe case of ativated metals. Uranium has low $4
zone and 0.06 mlig hi the 2 "wunsaturated layer) and It reaches the
unsaturated layer an satlurated
table within the
grotadwater table In 21.000 years. None of the other radlonuclides reach the r'oundwater
100.000yas

0
tInn

II

D~. t~5

0
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The peek dose timn durin 10.000 to 1O00,O00year
period €olnddes with the peek time baie in th
draft EIS.However, rihetotal peek doses hi the draft OS$
It larger (600 mr'et/yr). The major cotibtr ar
the samneas in the independent modeling.
In summnary, under the base case conditions assurmed In the draflt E15for th. Hanford Site the only tw
redlonudides that reads groundwater table within 10.000 year simuation peritod are 1-129
and T"o99.These
are long-bled zelncie with 0 K•sand retardation factor of 1. The time of travel of these rainuie
to the well Is around 3.300 years.Because the time of travei to the well is inversel prprta
to sh
retardtion factor, only the radionudides with retardation factors smaller than 3 will reach the wet in
10.000 years ("3.30Cs).3 Theretardation factor It smaller than 3 whsena rudlonucilde X is smalle than 0.23
mt/g. essimenin
the waste specific balk densIty end moisture content used hi the draft ES. Among all the
radionudidas is, stnt in the wastes, the only radionuclide with K. oseler then 0.23 mi/ala uraha.
However, as it wet disoussed above, this/ 4is only considered for the 2• layer In the unsatuae zon. Th
uranium Kt hi the lsr unsaturated layer and in the saturated zone are0.6 ntt/g. Uranium and neptunium
isotopes reach the groundwater hi about 21,000 years from the bei~qnning
of #mulaio. AMl
theohe
raioulle do not reach the well within 300.000 years. Becatuse
all the redionud~das that reach the
groundwate well withn either 30,000 years or 100.000 years ear longllved, the only elfectof the
engilneered barriers under the Hartford spedifc codtin is its delayig the totmn of the peek dote. the
dose mqagitude raneine the same.

Coa4ppliable

The sestvt anlyi comsldr only the "ether wast
teuthe other wa•ste cateory.

category. Te seine concusios shoul be
L293-199

The folowing perntaeters were stud~ed in the sestvt analys~s:
-teachdng rates (lnflltration rate at the top of she wtaste in the cas of non sortlng cotnlnns

-

Amin infitration rate
Irrgto rates at•the agriculural areas
DIstance to the groundwater wail
rFractio ffo'ed frmconamatdareas

*

Wet pumping rate

-

,

The parameters that had small impact on the peak dose (within the parameter ranges considere)
were: Irrgtiton rate of gratingl area and pasture area, wall pumping rate. endthe depth of aquifer
contributin to ptanplng The other parameters have either notieable or sgnificant impact on sh toa
doses.
Figure11 showa the impacts front using 2 times higlher and 2 times lower leachlng rate for1-129and Tc99. Because1-129end TO-99earnon-sorbing radionuclides (with retardation factor of 1). this is the
same as to change infiltration rate at the top of the waste (Equasion 1). A twa-times higher infiltation
rate represents 40% of the amiblent infltration case endtwo times lower Infiltration rate represents
10% ambient infiltration case. The maximum dose related to 1-129Increases 2 times when 2 times
higher infiltation rate is used. Same is true for To-99. The increase in the total dose is unalle thn 2
times because only one loetchinlgrate was varied at the time (either I-1.29orTc99).
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front the different distance to the groundwater wefl are shown in F•ure 12. The dos
The Impacts
iS tlmes due wisethe disane to tlhe well 1s2 times smaller and decreaes 1.0 whe ft 12
Increatses
tinses greater.
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F/gure 13 shows the Impacts froze the dll-feret assblent Isifirtis rates. When the ambent infiltrat•o
rate Is 5 mm/yr. the peak dose Is higher and It scour about 1.000 years earlier. Th peak dos shihe
because the radlonucilde release rates are Isigher (20% of 3 mm/yr Insead of 20% of 3.5 m m/y
asith
bapse
case). The peak o~ccus easier beas the traeveltime Is faster taster the higher Itifitratlon cond•t•os
Note that the uranlum Isotopes do not reach the watr' table within the 10,00 yea peio In lis a
case. This Is alastrue for" the easewith aesbient Infiltration of S mrs/yr. Note that the uranium ki wr
set
equal to 0.6 mug/iasthe 1" layer of the unstuaed souse
and in the saturte oe• an to006• ml i th
M layer of the usstrted zone. The red Uine
In Igur 13 shows the case with th ambient Itliralao 5
mm/yr In whidh uranium Isoopes were asined K4 of 0.06 mt,/gIn tise unauae andsaturated sous.In
this situation uranium Isotopes reads the groundwater table wihi 1O,0O15
yealrs andl result Inth seon
peak amroud4,200 years.
2

Figure 14 shows the lInspacts due to the different consumption frac~tions.When 100% of foo
contamilnated areas(2 times more than In the base case),the total dose increases 1.6 times

ose fro

4OO4
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Impacts ai smaller than In the previous cases, but tt noieal.
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Aconserva'tive case was developed todm onrae the potentlal Impacts from attthe sensitive paraetr
on the total dose both for the other RtHwaste anldfor the activated

.netalftaegoqtes The conserv•ive
case es th amnblentInfilration otS ren/y. 40tt of th Inhltraton Is asitaed at the top of the wat.
Ura-ium K IsQ.06mtdg In both, unsaturated andsaturated zones. Irrgto rate of the frttIls•rs and
wetl t IO20 m (nest to the fence) Note that some of thes parameter eambelow the potentil maxidrum
vafoes
Fiur 16 compares the base caseto the toflslrvatfve rate for the other waste 151tateg•Oi. F•ur 17
compar~es
te basecaseto the conservathe case for the actlwatd metals category. Th toa fs
(actlvated metal and other waste RH)Is plotted In both fl•lgses a~s
welt. In both caes th pea doe n
cosraIve casearemore than 4 t•meshigher.
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exposure path~ways for the base case and the conservathve case for the
The contrllutlono of the ma•Jor
oth-e wastte Oil categoy at shown In F~gres 18 and 19•
In both caes the major c:ntr~btor are drinklng wate Ines• n and pi~nt food (c~ontamhnated wlth
irrigated waterj pathways. Ingeslton ol milkrand meat plays tess significant role. The slgnfica~nce of drklnldn
reatch the
water aindplant food thanlges with time as shown InF•gure19 whten urardwts Isotope•.s
grundwater well around the simsulation yeatr 4,100.
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The o•nservatlve cane was developed as a demonstration that reisorably conservat•v parameters below
the potential upper bound•s still result in a large Increase In est mated dose. We note spedllrfly that
F~gure 16 to 10 show Ihat the dlrlnkingwater dose In the base case, uslng 00 parameters, msonthe order
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peak drinking
of 100 moon per year attthe peair, with a similar dose from plants. In tise senitivity test, the
water is about sewen times higher, at ebout 700 nrm/yeear, and the plan~tpeak dose Is about sic times
highser at about 600 nsrens/year. The peak drinking water end plant doses occr attdifferent thimes.
Nonetheless, the total peak dose in the consereaive case developed above is almost sintimes hiigher than
the base case estimate, which uses the parameters seltte by the DOa.
Addittonal Scenario
food
An additional scenardo wet developed to evaluate the signficance of the cover erosion and aqutitc
consumption that were not addressed in the base case.
As It was discussed earlier (und~r the rsoeliUng parnsmetert). the cover erosin rate Is calculated Internatly
in RitfRAOOFf:SfITbased on the rei•nfal and runoff factor. soil cerdibility fatr, slope lengtlhs~tepness
ove~m•r anageosent factor, supporting practice fautor' and soil butlkdensity.Thes coeffclents
f~ctor,
were specified the sense asIn Table 0-Sin the draft itS The only eacaptlon was the crop/covr
to an erosion
management factor thatwas adjusted to get the cover erosion rate of lislO" ms/y, cornpered
years
rate of IO• os/yr used by 110F.This erosion rate rasuits In the total cover disappearance in,3.000
parameters
The aquatic food pathwary was activated with the default lttsRAD-OFF$ITE
coefficient of
Thseother modeling perameters ware the sense as in the base case, eac~ept thedefault runoff
infilmtrtin rate
0.2 was used. The evaporation coefficdent was adjusted accordingly to stalntarinthe ambient
for the ot her wat liH category and activated
The reosuts of this scenario are shown In fiue 20 end 21
are
metals categorrepecivly The total dose (the sum of activated metals and oth•r weste til doses)

aiso plotted Inthese figures.
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dose, Inbotis cses, there l• asecornd dose peak. whic Is&. tinsel higher the th 1" pek Th dferece
begin to surfae when the cover star~ssto disepper (around yer S5000).At this moment th~ewaste
becomes exposed at the syface and Isa subject of the surface water tmransort The majorc€ontrlbuors to
the• ecn p~eak
are Cns-ZA5,
Pu2-3l, and Pu-240. The matjor pa-thway It the aqluatic pathway.

Ore of the gpIs of this report was to attempt to reproduce the najor resltst for the Hartford Site reported
by DOEInth draft E1$.TWOcase$
for the trench land disposall a•lterntives With the highest peak dotes
ft(Group
1 GTCC~ibe Stored Other Waste RHand Group I Projected GltC Activated Metals) ware selected
conducted to Identifyqll the data required to do the simulations with the RESRAO•OFP;ftE
computer codJe
and to darify the modeling• approach used in the draft EI. Not all the data wae fon in ths two
documents and somse of the statements Inthe draft tlI made regarding the modetlin approach remai
unclear.
The peak dotes calculated for the selected two cases are different (highr for the peak dos+e
within the
10,000yeer period and lower forthe peak dose within 10,000 to 100.000 fear period) than the once
estimated in the draft 0I$.The major contributors and the timing of the peak doses are very similar to the.
ones In the draft 015.The only way to resoive these differences would be to directly compare the RESRtAD-

Waste Management Program.
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of thin
OFF5116input fries used In the draft 615for these 2 cases with the input flies developed as a part
mode•n.
hsdepentdent
that
Umler the base case condtitonsi assumed In the draft tIS for die Hanford Sktethe only radlonruclldes
reads the groundwater well withl 10.000 years ale 1-129and T€c-99wnicts are no-sorbilng redlonuclldes
well
with I45egual to 0 (retardalton factor equa to 1). The only radlonulides that reach the glroulwater
ranglr•
withMn100.000 years are Isotopes of uranlur ari ftp-237 with relatively low KA¢(retaration factor
barrers
eng~neeredl
the
of
effect
only
the
frotr IS to 295). Because these radlorsudldes are longlitved,
of the peak dose, the dose maglnitudle
under the Hantford specIfIc cond~tions is In delayIng the t Wm'4g
remains the same.
a sestvt analysis In addtlton to the one Included In the draft
Another goal of this work was to wonduict
small Impact
OIS.A number of parameters was considered In this additional study• The paramneters that had
on the peelk dose (within the parameter ranges cosdee) were: Irrfigatlon rate of grating area and
pas~tur area, well pumrping rate, and the depth of aquIfer contributing to putmplng,

C•the

The Infltrainn rate and partition coefficents (kr.) have the hl•es Inspact on the total dose. The
the waite and
redlonud~lde-speclfkfdose Indlr•t proportional to the redio of the Infiltration on die top of
redionutlide spedific retardation factor. The peals total dose within 10,0Oyear period Is dtrectl
the only
condittons
proportional to the Inifitration rate on the top of the waste because In Hanford specfic•
Because
contribuorto the total dose durig thIs period ar isn-sorblsng radlonudlde (1-129 and Tc-99).
the
infiltration on the top of the waste Is def~ned asa per~entage (20% I the base cas considered In
at wetll
draft E151of the amblent inslllttion. the ambient Infltr~atIon has great Inspect on the total dose
wellt irrigation
The other parameters that have pronourncd inspectson the total dose are: dlstance so the
usn•ore conservative then in
and snorn-fefy veetabies; and consumption fraction.sng
rate of fruits gpralns,
the base case values for the sensdtive paraneers resut In time Increase in the peals total dose,
and aquatIc
flnally. ose add~tional scenario was dweveoped to evaluate'the signftlcance of the coe erosIon
eroslorn
food consmtion that werenot adldressedl in the base case €onsidered In the draft OS$"Thecover
In the base case
resulted In the surface water transport of h~ghy sorblng radlonuclides that ware Immrobile
body
scenarlo. Tlheseradbsnudjldes (Crsn-245, Pu-239, and Pu2401 waer accumulated In tire surface witer
consumption.
and resulted Inthe hil total dose within them10,000 year period related to •he aquatic food

top
The ambient IntflitratIon rate and the percentage of the ambIent inflitrat~on rate applend to tire waste
These
are the most Importan parameters affectlng the performance of all loanddisposal alternatives.
future
paaeesshould be re-evluazted for the Hanford Site. The possb~lity of a colder and wetter
within
silmate tsossid be considered when defnn the ambient Infltrttion as wall asa possible Irrigation
rate at tine
the facilty limits. A better justlflcations should Ie provided for using 20% of ambient inllltratlon
top of the waste.
of
The radlonudlide partition coefficient$ (and correp nd8nretardation factors) are the other parameters
In the draft 653.
a great Importance, These parameters ware not studied in the sensitivlty analysis Included
of major
for the Hantford specific corrdltions, the partition coefficient s of uranium and neptunium are
coniern1.
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The consumptio fraction of 0.S use In the draft llS needs to belustified. Th lsgleronsptl frcto
leads to a higher total dose beutse the food rinjectioncontributes S0Oor more to the total dose.
The distance from the down-gradient edge of the waste to the facilit fence used Inthe draf SISwas from
175 to 225 in, The wel| was placed 100 n hrornthe fene. This tranalates in a •lt8c
•
to
275 to 525 oh. Using of this distance needs to be justified. The actual failt dedsin may reasut in the
ditance to the well essmall as 50 m If located Just outside of the facility fence. The closer locat•o wMl
result In a high•erdose.
The base case scenario should consider cover erosion and aquatic food pathwaybecause they may greatly
affect the lan~ddisposal performance.
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SECTION III
DEEP BOREHIOLE LAND DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVE
the trench land tilposal alternative was Implemented to
The same apprac that was used for sdmulatkng
simulate the deep borehole alterative. The 67CC-Ike Group ! Stored Other Waste S11was considered In
the sImulation for the samereasons It was used In the trench simulations.
Th•eralnufd inventowy at the beg8nin of slmuaton Is the same as In the trench case. The
the con-sldated waste area and waste thickness ar
radlonucide concentrations are difernt because
t
- 270 m and t10 respectivelir (Table 4-2)In ANt 2Q10).
different for the boraehole azlternlative
The racdlonuclide release rates Inthe boehl alternative are different fromathe trench rone due to the
different waste thickness (Equation 1). The values from Table 4-7 In ANIl.2010 were use.
The thickness of the first unsaturated lae Is 20 m smaller In the borehole alternativ thn In the trn
alternative because the borehole waste interval is deeper.
The other parameters were kept the same as In the trench base case withi th eepin f the wel whc
was placed on the down gradient edge of the waste. A diferent layout was used for agricultural areas and
dwefll~ngsite, but their layout does not affect th contare~nant concetain In the waltk
tA~

Case. Thi cascorrespond to t•
Three cae were considered. The firt case Iscalled Base

•

case, bu•twith the wall nest toshe~ waste Instead of 100 m away from the faclty bondr.
The second case uses the more conserative ambient lnflltratlon of S inns/y (instead of 3.5 nsm/y) and
at the waste top (405kInstead of 20%). Also, the
more conserative percentage of infiltration apl0VIed
to he 0.06 mtLgI~nboth, unsaturated layers and In the saturated zon.
uranlum bsotpe 45 are assumned
types.
food
all
for
"TheIngeston fraction Is0.75
The third'€case uses thre same parameters as thre second case. except t assue th Irigtio of 02 osy on
the top of the contaminated sone. The Irrfgation Is tncorpreed by Increaslng the ambient Initrto rat
to 50 mm/yr.
The reults of these simulations are shown In lig•ure 22, Th~epeak dose Is the base cas Is 177 mrey at
2,450 years andi It l related to 1-129and Te-O9. The other ralncia do not reach th groun waewl
In 10,000 yehrs.
There are two •totl dose peaks Inthe second case. The first peak at 1,939 years (530 mrem/yr} Inrelated to
and the second peak at 3,400 years (647 mrem/yr ft related maInly to the uranium
1-129and Ic-99S
'There are 4 peaks in the third case. The first peak at 2;35years (5,050 mre/y) Is relte to 1-19 and Tc99. The second peak at 372 years (6,431 mrem/yr) ft related snainlyt•ouranumn isotopes. The third Peak at
3,707 years (62 rnrem/yr) Is related to flp-237. The foussh peak ait5,897 years (195 mrem/yr) Is related to
Np-237.
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Note that tite htflkratio rate and radlonucltde specific partition coefficient have the greatest impacts on;
the total dose. The distance to the well Is of less Importance
because t he radlonucade trnsor Inthe
saturated ton Issignificantly faster than In the unsaturated zone.
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